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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation studies Mongolian verb morphology on the basis of the Modem 

Mongolian (Inner Mongolia) rnatenals. It is based on the descriptive and theoretical 

advances made in modem linguistics and provides extensive analysis of the key issues 

conceming verb morphoiogy with regard to the Mongolian situation. The dissertation 

consists of seven chapters, but the main conceni of the thesis 1s essentially twofold, the 

derivational and inflectional morphemes of the verbs. 

The first section presents a discussion of verb derivation, focusing on the issue of 

the verb derived by suffixation. The second part is a discussion of the inflectional 

categories of the verb. In this section, we deal with several issues, such as converb, 

awiliary, tense, aspect, mood, voice, and the causative. Converbs can be divided into 

contextual and speciaiized converbs by semantic criteria and each of these converbs 

expresses particular circumstantial meanings. The auxiliary in Mongolian is generally used 

either to place the situation descnbed in the sentence with reference to time (tense), to 

ascribe a temporal contour to it (aspect), or to assess its reality (modality). The tense 

categories in Mongolian distinguish the non-past and past tenses. We examine in depth the 

meanings and functions of the various tense morphemes. 

There is no d i e n t  idectional morpheme for rnarking either the opposition of the 

perfective and imperfective aspects or the perlect in Mongolian, but there are severai kinds 



of single f o m  or compound structure for signaling the sub-classes of imperfective and 

perfect Mood and modaiity in Mongolian can be expressed in different ways. our 

discussion is. however, restncted to modaiity expressed through verbal morphology only 

and some auxiliary verbs which express mood. Voice includes active. passive. and 

reciprocal voices. In this section. we present some cletaileci description of  the meanings and 

functions of voice suffixes. In the discussion of the causaiive construction. we reveal some 

characteristic features of the causative in terms of the relaûonship between the causer and 

causee. 
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PREFACE 

This is a study of Mongolian verb morphology on the b i s  of the modem language 

spoken in Imer  Mongolia The main concem of the dissertation are the verb-formation 

processes. i-e. the derivational and idectional morphemes of the verbs. Our study. based 

on descriptive and theoretical advances made in modern linguistics. attempts a 

comprehensive survey of the existing literature and also covers a wide range issues 

concerning Mongolian verb morphology. It extends the analysis of the key areas of verb 

morphology by focusing on specific characteristics of some particular morphemes and 

supplying a broader range of data Another goal of the dissertation is to take a criticai view 

of the existing literature and to reveal important topics omitted from previous studies. Our 

analysis shows that previous studies are often either too narrow or too generai and so fail to 

capture some important derivational or inflectional feature of the Mongolian verb. The 

study is divided into seven chapters. 

Chapter one introduces the following issues. First, there is a brief introduction of 

the Mongolic languages and the dialect variations of Mongolian in which 1 present some of 

the problerns existing in the previous studies classifying both the Mongolic languages and 

the Mongolian dialects. Secondly. I review the studies on the Mongolian verb system. 

focusing on the two issues: verb denvation and inflection. The previous studies on verbs 

differ in various ways but their major difference is the varieci treatment of the voice and 

aspect suffixes among scholars. Third. I outline the theoretical frameworks for the 

dissertation. also by focusing on two issues: the basic morphological terms used in this 

dissertation and the basic pnnciples for distinguishing derivation from inflection. In the 

final two subsections in this chapter. I give the outline of Mongolian morphology and the 

brief description of the data and the transliteration k i n g  used in the thesis. 



Chapter two presents a discussion of verb derivation, focusing on the issue of the 

verb derived by suffixation. Suffixation is a productive way to form a new verb from 

various word-classes. By suffixation, a verb can be derived from a noun, adjective, verb, 

or  adverb with various meanings. in this chapter 1 d d  with several different classes of the 

suffixes. narnely, suffixes that are added after nouns and adjectives. those that are added 

after verbs to form verbs, and those that are added across word-ciasses. There are aIso 

special suffixes to derive verbs from adverbs to form what are called sound irnitating or 

onomatopoeic words. 

Chapter three is a discussion of converbs. verbal nouns, and auxiliaries. Following 

Haspelrnath (1995). we view converbs as  a nonfinite verb form whose main function is to 

mark adverbial subordination. After separating converbs by their semantic meaning into 

contextual and specialized converbs. and further distinguishing them by their subject 

references into same-subject and varying-subject converbs, we will describe the general 

meanings and the specid uses of each of the converb suffixes. The second section is a 

brief description of the verbal noun in Mongolian. We will only deal with the potential 

characteristic of verbal nouns and some general features, because many uses of verbal noun 

suffixes are revealed in other related parts in the thesis. FinaIIy, the auxiliary verb is 

divided into two classes: the copular and quasi-auxiliary. Auxiliary verbs are mostly from 

regular verbs and retain their lexical properties to some extent and only function as an 

auxiliary when they follow another verb. Our examination will show chat the auxiliary in 

Mongolian is generaily used either to place the situation in reference to tirne (tense). to 

ascribe a temporal contour (aspect), or to assess its reality (modaiity). 

Chapter four discusses tense in Mongolian. The first section introduces the 

definition of tense in the general theory of tense and aspect based on Cornrie (1 976. 1985) 

and Bybee et al. (1995). In Our definition, tense indicates the time of an event in relation to 

some other particular time, which is typically the moment of speûking but may be some 

vii 



other reference event. This is followed by the brief presentation of the formal account of 

tense by Reichenbach ( 1947) and his followers and the relevance of Reichenbach's tense 

system in Mongolian. After this. we present the problems of making the distinction 

between tense categories and propose here dividing teme into a two way split: non-pst and 

p s t  tenses. The second section deais with the meanings and functions of the various tense 

morphemes. In particular, the sirnilarïties and differences between the various past tense 

morphemes is discussed in some detail. 

Chapter five is a discussion of aspect and mood in Mongolian. In the fim section 

we observe that in Mongoliao there is no salient inflectional morpheme for marking either 

the opposition of perfective and imperfective or perfect aspects . but there are several kinds 

of a single f o m  or a compound structure that signal the subclasses of imperfective and 

perfect. In this section. therefore. Our main target is to explain single fomis or compound 

structures with aspectual meanings. In the second section. we see that mood and moddity 

in Mongolian can be expressed in different ways. but Our discussion will be restricted to 

modality expressed through verbal morphology only and some uses of auxiliary verbs. 

Baseci on the classification of mood categories by Bybee (1994). we will classify the mood 

that is expressed through verbal morphology into imperative. optative, hortative. 

admonitive, and permissive. These mood categories essentially fa11 within what Palmer 

( 1988: %) calls the deontic modaiity and what B ybee ( 1994: 179) calls the speaker-oriented 

modality. 

Chapter six is discussion of voice and the causative. In the first section. we divide 

voice into the following subclasses: active, passive. and reciprocal and present some 

detailed description of the meanings and functions of the suffixes for expressing voice. In 

the second section, we reveal some characteristic features of the causative in terms of the 

relationship between the causer and causee. 



Chapter seven concludes this dissertation and presents an overview of the previous 

six chapter by summarizing the statements made in the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

1.1 The Mongols and their languages 

1.1.1 The Mongols and related peoples 

The Mongols or related peoples are spread over various regions of Central Asia. 

Politically, they belong to several States, mostly Mongolia, China and Russia, and 

ethnically they consist of various groups, such as Mongol, Kalmuck Mongol, Buryat 

Mongol, Dongsiang, Monguor, Dagur. Baoan, Shera Yogur, and Mogol. The majonty of 

the Mongols reside rvi thin the borders of Mongolia and the Inner Mongolian A utonornous 

Region of the People's Republic of China and a certain nurnber of the Mongools live in 

Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Qinghai, and Gansu provinces and the Xinjiang Uighur and 

Ningxia Hui Autonomous regions of China. Kalmuck and Buryat Mongols live wi thin the 

Russian federation. Kalmuck Mongols are mostly senled in the Republic of Kalmykia in 

the Volka region and Buqat  Mongols reside in the Republic of Buryatia as well as the Ust- 

Ordinsk and Aginsk Buqat  Autonornous District of Chita and Irkutsk administrative 

provinces w ithin the Russian Federation. A small num ber of Buryats are also dispersed in 

Xentii Aimag, Mongolia and Kolon-Boir Aimag, Imer Mongolia. The other Mongol 

related peoples, except for the Mogols,* are al1 living within the border of China Among 

them, the Dongxiang, with the largest population, mostl y live in Gansu province of China 

and they are spread over Xinjiang, Ningxia, and Qinghai areas. The Monguor also 

constitute a large part of the population of these three areas. The Dagur reside in Inner 

Mongolia, Heilongjiang. and Xinjiang. Baoan and Shera Yogur live in Gansu and a small 



number of Baoan also reside in Qinghai and Xinjiang. See the following table, for more 

deiails of the population and Ii ving areas of the Mongols and related people. 

Groups Population Country Areas % 

Mongolian 2,074,964.4 ( 1990) Mongolia 100 
4,806,849 (1990) China InnerMongolia 70.2 

Liaoning 
Jilin 
Heilongjiang 
Xinjiang 
Q i n W  
Gansu 
Ningxia 

Buqat  42  1,600 ( 1989) Russia Republic of Buryatia 59.2 
Irkutsk 18.3 
Ok-mg, Chita 15.7 

28,000 Mongolia Xentiiaimag 
30,000 China 1 m e r  Mongolia3 

Kaimuck 137,194 (1970) Russia Republic of Kalmylo'a 

Dongsimg 373.872 ( 1990) China Gansu 83 -3 
Xinjiang 15.1 
Ningxia O. 7 
Qinghai 0.4 

Monguor 191,624 (1990) Qin* 85.1 
Gansu 11.1 
Xinjiang 0.43 

Dagur 121,357 (1990) China Imer Mongolia 58.8 
Heilongjiang 34.8 
Xinjiang 4.4 

Baoan 12,212 (1990) Gansu 90.6 
Qinghai 5. O 
Xinjiang 3.9 

Shera Y ogur 8,000 ( 1982) Gansu 100 

Table 1.1 The populational figwes and the major living areas of the Mongols 

In  terms of the languages, although they are classified as Mongolic languages 

within the Altaic group, these various peoples speak relatively different languages which 

are not mutually understandable, in particular, the language of the Mongols in Mongolia 



and Inner Mongolia as opposed to those of the other groups. Therefore, in the field of 

Mongolian studies, it has been customary to divide the languages spoken by the Monpls 

into several distinct languages. Because of the complexity of the geo-political as well as 

linguistic situation of the Mongols, there has been a geat deal of discussion, but there is 

still a lack of mutuaf agreement arnong scholars as to which languages should be 

considered independent or which languages are dialects of Mongolian. The terms, 

'Mongolic languages' has k e n  used as a generaf name for refemng to the languages 

spoken by these various groups of the Mongols and the following nine, Mongolian, 

Kalmuck, Buryat, Donpimg,  Monguor, Dagur, Baoan, and Shera Yogur, are usually 

classified as separate languages. 

1.1 -3 The Mongolic languages 

As we have just mentioned above, the languages spoken by the Mongols are 

commonly classified into different languages, but the way of classification has always k e n  

diverse. In the early period of Mongolian studies. it  seems that Mongolists made a less 

clear distinction behveen diaiects and independent languages and merely proposed to divide 

them into several dialects with various sub-dialects. This first step was to divide the 

Mongolic languages into two branches, east and west, with severai different languages and 

diaiects within each group. Vladirnircov (1929: 8- 14). for instance, after dividing east and 

west, splits the Mongolic languages into seven dialects wi th numerous sub-dialects. In the 

W e s t  branch, he lists Oirad and Mogol. In the east branch, he separates Buryat, Bargu 

Buryat, Dagur, Khal kha, and sou them Mongol (1 nner Mongolian) and he clai ms that, 

although the people speahng these languages belong to the different political territories and 

their languages display various distinctive features one from another, they are not separate 

languages but the different dialects of the sarne language. Since the 1950s, the distinction 

between independent language and dialects of the Mongolic languages has become 

relatively clear to scholars. Poppe (1955: 14-23), for example, splits the Mongolic 



languages into the east and west groups as Vladimircov ( 1929) did, but he States quite 

defini tely that except for Buryat-4 d l  languages under his consideration are separate. In the 

eas t group, Poppe ( 1 955) includes Dagur; Monguor, east Mongolian (including KM kha 

and the Inner Mongolian dialects), and Buryat In the West group, he lists Mogol. Oirad, 

and Kalmuck. 

Another way of classifying the Mongolic languages is that, without dividing the 

east and West branches, they are directiy listed as independent Mongolic languages. In this 

category, Sanzheev ( 1953)s is first to be mentioned. In his comparative grammar of the 

Mongolic languages, according to Moomw (1982), Sanzheev (1953) classifies the 

Mongolic Ianguaps into Mogol, Monguor, Dagur, Khalkha, Buryat, and Oirad, s is  

different languages. To these sis languages, Poppe ( 1965: 7- 13) adds Santa (Dongxiang) 

and separates the Mongolic languages into seven, Santa (Dongxiang), Monguor, Dagur, 

Mogol, Oirad, Buryat, and Mongol. Later, Poppe ( 1970: 1) separates the Mongolic 

laquages into Mongolian. Buryat, Dagur, Monguor. Santa (Dongaiang), Paongan 

(Baoan), Y ellow Uighur (Shera Y ogur), and Mogol, Oirad, and Kalmuck, ten different 

languages. During the late 1950s, there was a special project undertaken by Chinese 

scholars to investi gate al1 mi non ty languages wi thin China's borden. The Mongolic 

languages in China were investigated during 195156. Although the resul t of this study 

were published rather late,6 the b i e f  outline of the studies was given in Chenggeltei ( 1957- 

58).7 In the article, Chenggeltei, the most prominent scholar on the subject in China, 

classified the Mongolic languages in China into six different Ianguages: Mongolian 

(including Oirad and Buryat spoken in lnner Mongolia and Xinjiang), Dongxiang, 

Monguor, Dagur, Baoan, and Shera Y o g ~ r . ~  This classification can be considered as a 

representative one arnong the scholars w ho are doing researches on the Mongolic languages 

in China Later works published in China on Mongolic languages, such as, Junastu 

(1981a) and (1981 b), Liu (1981), Boke (1983), Zhong (1982), and Dobu (1983), al1 



adopted such a classification and even today the researchen in Imer Mongolia, as far as we 

know, basically al1 agree upon this classification. During the early 1980s. a group of 

researchers and graduate students from the Institute for Monplian language studies. Inner 

Mongolia University, headed by Chenggeltei and Choijinjab, made a field work study of 

the Monplic languages and some dialects of Mongolian spoken in Inner Mongolia, 

Qinghai, Gansu, and Xinjiang areas of China. The result of this study, three books 

(grammar, sample sentences, and vocabulary list) on each language of the Mongolic 

languages and Bargu Buryat and Oirad dialects have been published in Inner Mongolia In 

Mongolia, the classification of the Mongolic languages is very much iike that of 

Chenggeltei ( 1957-58). Moomoo ( 1983)- for esample, also splits Mongolian into nine 

different languages: Mongolian (including Khalkha, Inner Mongolian dialects, and Oirad 

and Buryat speakers in both Mongolia and Inner Mongolia), Buryat, Kalmuck, Baoan. 

Dagur, Dongxiang, Monguor, Shera Yogur, and Mogol. Currently, such classification 

seems to be common practice in Inner Mongolia and Mongolia. 

The above brief survey of the classification of the Mongolic languages shows that 

the number of the Mongolic languages Vary from five to ten. It is also clear from the 

discussion that al1 sources seem to agree in listing Mongol, Dagur, Monguor, Buryat. and 

Mogol as separate languages, but they disagree on whether Oirad and Kalmuck are 

different languages and whether Baoan, Dongxiang, and Shera Yogur are separate 

languages from Monguor. For instance, Poppe (1955: 1û-19) lists Oirad and Kalmuck as 

separate languages whereas Sanzheev ( 1955) and Poppe ( l%S: 10-1 1) list them as the 

same. While Sanzheev (1955) and Poppe (1955) only list Monguor, Poppe (1%5) adds 

Santa (Dongxiang) to i t and Chenggeltei ( 1957-58), Poppe ( 1970). and Mwmm ( 1983) 

separate what Sanzheev ( 1955) Poppe ( 1955: 17, 23)9 list under Monguor into Monguor, 

Shera Yogur, Baoan, and Dongxiang. Furthemore, Vladimirocov (1929). Sanzheev 

(1955), and Poppe (1955, 1965) classify the Oirad and Buryat dialects spoken within 



Mongolia and China as dialects of Kalmuck and Buryat spoken in Russia, while 

Chenggeltei ( 1957-58) and MWrniM (1983) list them as dialects of Mongolian spoken in 

Inner Mongolia or Mongolia Therefore, none of the above classifications of the Mongolic 

languages is readilp acceptable as a standard classification, and the argument of the proper 

classification of the Mongolic languages continues to today. 

There are apparent1 y several reasons for the difficul ty of classi fying the Mongolic 

languages. The living areas of several Mongol groups, such as, Dongxiang, Monguor, 

Barn, Shera Y ogur, are cul turall y and linguisticall y cornplex areas and they not on1 y share 

many cultural and linguistic elements Mthin themselves but also with the local people. like 

Tibetan, Hui Chinese. as well as the Turkic people. For instance, culturally, Dongsiang 

and Baoan closely resemble the local Hui Chinese people. Not only do they believe the 

same religion, Islam. but also their customs and cloihing are similar to those of the Hui 

Chinese. In their languages, a heavy influence of the local Chinese is easily seen from the 

research materials done on these two 1anguages.l These complex social and cultural 

situations are hardly mentioned in previous studies. Moreover, the social and cultural 

situation of these people is in the process of rapid change because of the current cultural 

condition confronting them. It is, therefore, necessary to obtain the most recent data o n  

these people for correctlp classifying these Ianguages. On the other hand. some researches 

can-ied out in China in the recent years have some problems in terms of their data collection 

and they seem to have limited their studies among small groups of people related to 

MongoIs. For instance, Hu and Stuart (1994 144) mise an interesting point that reveais 

the serious problem of what Chen ( 1986a and 1986b ) calls Baoan language. Of China's 

Baoan, 91-96 live in Gansu, and 96% of that population Iive in the srnail villages called 

Ganhetan, Dadun, and Gaolijia within the Jishishan Baoan, Dongxiang, and Salar 

Autonomous Counties, but the studies done by Chen above are carried out on the language 

spoken in the village called Nianduhu, Tongren County, Huangnan Tibetan Autonomous 



Prefecture, Qinghai12 Furthemore, after meeting with some of the informants, Hu and 

S m  ( 1994) found that these infonnants intervieweci by Chen do not consider themselves 

of Baoan nationality but Monpuors. From this, Hu and Stuart (1994) conclude that what 

Chen labels 'Baoan' is indeed 'Tongren region Monguor dialect ' Therefore, the boundary 

between Baoan and Tongren Monguor has hardly been made clear. There is another 

troublesome situation conceming the Monguor ianguage. Usuaily, Monguor is divided 

into three dialects, Huzhu, Minhe, and Tongren, based on the areas they dwell in. The 

majority of the materials on  this language in China are based primarïly on the Huzhu 

Monguor dialect and so the other two dialects are li ttle known to the scholars. l3 In addition 

to the dispute of whether the Tongren dialect belongs to Monguor o r  Baoan, Huzhu and 

Minhe d i a l e c ~  are, according to Junastu ( 198 1 :86-92) and Chenggeltei ( 199 1: 7,369-%), 

virtually not comprehensible to each other and they show a great variation in tems of their 

phonetic and grammatical structure and their vocabulary. Part of the reason for this 1s. as 

Hu and Stuart ( 1994: 143) briefl y mentioned, that the Monguors live in five different areas 

in Qinghai and Gansu provinces and they have substantial differences among them in 

respect to both languag and culture. 

As the preceding shows, the previous studies on the Mongolic languages certainly 

have thei r shortcomings and more detailed studies of the Mongolic languages in terms of 

their number and linguistic distinctions, are necessary. Since the examination of the proper 

grouping of the Mongolic languages falls outside of the present study , we will not $et into 

the subject of the classification of the Mongolic language any further, but will outline the 

situation of the Mongokm language in terms of its dialect variations and the other related 

issues in the next section. 



1.1 -3 Mongol ian 

Mongolian is the largest among the Mongolic languages and the speakers of 

Mongolian live in Mongolia and Imer Mongolia as well as other provinces of China. For 

the purpose of distinguishsng Mongolian spoken in Mongolia and 1 m e r  Mongolia from the 

other Mongolic lanpuages various names have k e n  used, some of which are Mongolian, 

East Mongolian, Mongolian proper, Cenual Mongolian, and Khalkha 1" Similar foms of 

these names are used to refer to the various dialects spoken in Mongolia, Inner Mongolia, 

and other areas of north China. As mentioned before, we will adopt the term 'Mongolian' 

for the dialects spoken by the various Mongol groups in Mongolia and Inner Mongolia. 

since the other Mongolic languages are called by different names whether they are 

considered separate languages or dialects. Most of the Mongols living in Mongolia and 

Inner Mongolia speak Mongolian as their native language; Mongolian is an officia1 state 

language of Mongolia and one of the official languages of Inner Mongolia. The total 

number of Mongols in Mongolia and lnner Mongolia is about 5,450,184 and the native 

speakers of Monplian amount to at least 3.5 million from these two regions. 15 

Although the speakers from various regions of Mongolia and Inner Mongolia 

understand each other's speech without much difficulty, their language differs in certain 

ways, so the Mongolian spoken in Mongolia or Inner Mongolia is separated into several 

smdl dialects. Similar to the classification of the Mongofic languages, the classification of 

the Mongolian dialects varies greatly from author to author and the classification of the 

dialects in Mongolian has never been clear in terms of their numbers of groups o r  their 

boundaries. For instance, Oirad in Xinjiang and Buryat in Inner Mongolia and Mongolia 

have been classified as either dialects or independent languages by different authon. One 

of the difficulties is that the scholars never studied the situation of Mongolian as a whole 

but studied the Mongolian spoken in the different States or regions separately and so it is 

natural that their classifications are varied and emtic. 



The speech of the Mongols from the various regions differs to a certain degree in 

phonology, p m m a r ,  and lexicon and based on this several different ways of classifying 

the Mongolian dialects were proposed by the scholars of different perds. For instance, 

Vladimirocov (1929) and Poppe (1955) were two of the Mongolists who did the pioneering 

work on the Mongolian dialect distinctions while they were classifying the different 

Mongolic languages. They both include Mongolian in the east branch after dividing the 

Mongolic languages inio two branches; east and West branches. Under Mongolian 

(Southern Monplian in Vladimirocov's case and East Mongolian in Poppe's case), the y 

separate several sub-dialects, for instance, Vladimirocov (19-9),16 under eastem dialects, 

includes Buryat, Bargu Buryat, Dagur, Southem Mongolian (Inner Mongolian) ,1 and 

Khalkha while Poppe ( 1955: 19-33) divides the east Mongolian into Khalkha, the Uian 

Tsab, Urdus, Chakhar, Kharchin, and the Ju Uda, six dialects in d l .  This traditional 

classi fication of Mongolian is essentiall y ernployed by Todayeva ( 1957) 1 8, Chenggel tei 

( 199-58) 1 9, and Lobsangwandan ( 1959)20. After the dialect and language sun-ey in 

China during the 199s.  Todayeva (1957) and Chenggeltei (1957-58) both wrote articles 

on the classification of the Mongolic languages and dialects, in which, they proposed to 

divide the Mongolian spoken in Inner Mongolia and other provinces of China into five 

different dialects; Bargu Buqat, Eastern, Central, Western dialects, and Oirad. Bargu 

Buryat dialect includes Buryat and Bargu Buryat within Kolon Boir, Inner Mongolia; the 

easiem dialect includes Ani-khorchin-Bagarin. Khorchin, and the Kharchin-Türned sub- 

dialect in Juu Uda and Jirüm Leagues of Inner Mongolia as well as the speech of the 

Mongols living in Liaoning, Heilongjiang, and Jilin provinces of China; the central dialect 

includes Silinggol , Chakhar, and the Ordos sub-dialects of Silinggol , Ulanchab, and Y eke 

Joo Leagues of 1 mer Mongolian; the western dialect includes Alsha, Ejine, and the Qinghai 

subdialects of Bayannagur and Alsha Leagues of Inner Mongolia and the Mongol regions 

of Qinghai and Gansu; Oirad includes the various dialects spoken by the few Oirad in 

Xinjiang. Similarl y, Lu bsangwndan ( 1959) divides the Mongolian into central, eastem, 



western, and northem groups with small sub-groups under each group, but the distinction 

he daims is that he has taken into consideration dl Mongolians regardless of the national 

boundaries and in addition he lists some intermediate dialects between each group as well. 

For example, he includes Khalkha, Chakhar, and Ordos in the central group; Khorchin and 

Kharchin in the eastern group; Xinjiang Oimd and Volka Oirad (Kalmuck) in t!!e westem 

group; Buryat in the northern group. In addition, he distinguishes several intermediate 

groups between the cenual and eastem groups, centrai and westem groups, and cenual and 

northern groups (MWmoo 1982: 61-63). On the other hand, sorne scholars, like 

Chenggeltei (1979)2*, Dobu ( 1%4)22 and ( 1983). MWmW (1982). and Sun ( 1985) al1 

proposed different approaches from the above uaditional classification. For instance, Dobu 

( 1964) and (1983: 151) and Chenggeltei ( 1979) divided Mongolian spoken in various 

regions of China into three dialects, eastem, central, and westem by which they refer to 

Buryat, Inner Monplian and Oirad. Within the Inner Mongolian dialect, they list several 

subaialects, like Khorchin, Kharchin, Bagarin, Chakhar, Ordos, etc. On the b i s  of this 

classification, Sun ( 1985: 9- 1 1) includes what Chenggeltei and Dobu cal1 Buryat in the 

Imer Mongolian dialect and separates Mongolian spoken in China into two dialects: Inner 

Mongolian and Oirad. When making the classification of the Mongolic languages and 

dialects, MWmM ( 1982) provides some detailed information on the dialect variants of the 

MongoIian spoken in Monpl ia  and he proposes to divide Mongolian into four diaiects: 

Khalkha, Oirad, Buryat, and southem (~borlogchid),  in which he includes the speech OC 

the immigrants from the various regions of Inner Mongolia (p. 162). He aIso discusses the 

situation of several sub-dialects spoken in Inner Mongolia, for instance. Bagarin, Ordos, 

Kharchin, Khorchin, and Chakhar (pp. 2 16-36). Al though he lists these Inner Mongolian 

dialects s e p a t e l y  from the Khalkha dialect, elsewhere he mentions that these dialects can 

be considered as sub-didects which he calls Mongolian together with the various small 

dialects wi thi n the Mongol ian border (pp. 77-78). 



1 t seems therefore that the several proposafs for classifying the Mongolian dialects 

are mostl y considerations restricted by historical and poli tical factors. We still lack a 

comprehensive dialect survey for d l  Mongolian spoken in the various regions of Mongolia 

and Inner Mongolia. Although some of the researchers rnentioned above provide the 

descriptions of how one diaiect differs from the other in terms of the sounds and lexical 

items, detailed information of al1 important distinctions is little known to scholars. 

Especially, the distinction is that of the Inner Mongolian dialects opposed to those in 

Mongolia Until a more extensive and deiailed dialect survey cornes out, this situation is 

unlikely to change. In Our case, however, we rnay make some preliminary observations 

based on the studies mentioned above. As we have seen, although the scholars do not 

corne to mutuai agreement on whether Khalkha and Inner Mongolian dialects belong to one 

dialect, they seem to agree on classifying Oirad and Buryat in both Mongolia and China as 

separate dialects from either Khal kha or Inner Mongolian dialects. In tenns of Mongolian 

in Mongolia and Inner Mongolia, they distinguish Khalkha, Ordos, Chakhar, Khorchin, 

Kharchin, etc., several srnaIl dialect groups within what they cal1 Khalkha and Inner 

Mongolian dialects. Althouph the dialects, like Khalkha, Ordos, Chakhar, Khorchin, 

Kharchin, show certain differences, these distinctions are mainly phonological variants 

only and not too much in grammar and lesical items. Also from my personal experience 

with the Mongols h m  various regions, there is no a great obstacle for the people from the 

different dialect groups to understand and communicate with each other or at least one can 

see that they comrnunicate easily after a very short time. Considering these facts as well as 

the work of various scholars just mentioned above, it may be possible to classify 

Mongolian in both Mongolia and Inner Mongolia into the following three groups: ( 1 ) 

Eastern dialect- Buryat, (2)  Central dialects-Khal kha and Inner Mongolian, (3) Western 

dialects- Oirad and Mongolian in Qinghai. It is, however, necessary to point out that 

further researches are needed to answer the question of how to make a strict division of  

Mongolian dialects. 



This discussion has k e n  offered by way of indicating what dialect we are to 

consider in this dissertation when we examine the morphological features of the verb in 

Mongolian. The attempt here at a synchronie description of the Mongolian verb system is 

based on various sub-dialects in Inner Mongolia By Our classification, Inner Mongolian 

dialects belong in the same dialect group with Khalkha, but we l a v e  Khalkha out of our 

discussion for the following several reasons. First, the traditional Mongolian script has 

been kept in use in Inner Mongolia and this ailows us to transliterate Mongolian in a 

standard way since the particular morpheme is the same in the Mongolian script even 

though it may be pronounced rather differently in the different dialects. Secondly, the 

Cyillic system has k e n  used in Mongolian since the 1940s and i t is based more or less 

on1 y on the Khalkha dialect This has certain limitations as far as the dialect variants are 

concemed, because some verb suffises rnay be completely different in the dialects from 

what they are in Khalkha. Finally, 1 am from I ~ e r  Mongolia and familiar with the 

language situation there and the materials available to me at the moment are mostiy on the 

dialects of Inner Mongolia. Therefore, throughout this dissertation. Mongolian is to be 

understand in this sense. Mongolian spoken in Imer Mongolia 

1.2 Studies on the Mongolian verb system 

The literature on the Mongolian language varies greatly in the different periods of 

time and in the di fferen t languages. The investigation of Mongolian perhaps goes back to as 

earl y as 183 1 when the fint Mongolian gramrnar. Grammatik Mongolischen Sprache by 1. 

J. Schmit, was published in German in St. Petersburg.23 Since that time, many grammars 

have appeared in the differen t languages, including Russian, German, French, English, 

Chinese, and the native Mongolian. However, we will not review al1 those books 

publtshed in the past, but those which we consider the representative ones and which we 

consider relevant to the studies of this dissertation and are available to us at the moment. 



The complesities of the Mongolian verb have caught the attention of many 

grammarians in the pst Although there has k e n  no comprehensive study dealing 

exclusively wifh the verb system, general studies of Mongolian grammar as well as some 

special articles conceming the w ord- fonning suffixes contain much valuable w ork on the 

Mongolian verb. These studies differ in various ways because scholars employ different 

methods and approaches. In this section, we will outline the previous research on the 

subject, focusing on the following two issues: verb derivation and infiection. 

1.2.1 Studies on verb derivation 

The principal means of verb derivation is through suffixation and most of the 

grarnmars available to us have some discussion of this. Although the number of suffixes 

included in their lists Vary, almost al1 authors discuss verbs derived frorn verbs, nouns, 

adjecti\'es, and adverbs and sorne include discussion of compound verbs as well. 

However, voice and aspect suffixes have k e n  in dispute as to whether they are a verb- 

denving or  a verb-inflecting suffixes and it probably is the major contention in the 

discussion of verb derivation in most grammars, as shown in the following table. 

Voice suffïx A s ~ e c t  suffixes 
Poppe ( 1954) Derivationai Deri va tional 
Street ( 1962) Derivational Derivational 

Poppe ( 1970) Derivational Derivationai 

Chenggeltei(1981) Inflectional I nf lec tional 

Dobu ( 1983) Inflectional Infiectional 

Sun (1985) Inf lectional Inflectional 
Batugerel ( 1995) - Denvational 

Table 1.2 The class~~canon of voice and arpect s u f i  in p s t  studies 

As table 1.2 shows, the literature on verb morphology is clearly conflicting in t ems  

of the status of these suffixes indicatine voice and aspect. Poppe ( 1954, 1970) and Street 



(1%1) differ from the others in regarding these suffixes as verb-fonning suffixes and they 

include them in verb derivation; the other authors differ somewhat among themselves in 

regard to their treatment of the suffixes. Chengpltei (1981), Dobu (1983)- Sun (1985) 

concur in recognizing voice and aspect categories as verb inflection, but they disagree on 

the treatment of the particular suffix. Sun (1985) views al1 suffixes that have the voice and 

aspect meaninp as ifiectional suffixes but Chenggeltei (1981: 334-36) and Dobu (1983: 

45-48) d o  not regard hem exclusive1 y as  inflectional suffixes, rather, they identi fy those 

suffixes with voice meaning and the suffix -&pz-/-Eike- which has an aspectud meaning as 

an inflectional suffix and other aspect suffixes as verb-foming suffixes. 

There are several suffixes for indicating voice in MongoIian, namely -gda-@de- for 

passive voice, -vil-l-gül- , -1yd-, and -ya-/-ge- for causati ve, -ïdu-/-ldü- and -Ra-/-[Le- for 

reci procal. These suffixes, however, have always caused disagreement in regard to their 

place in the morphological system as shown in table 1.2 above. Except for Chengpl  tei 

(1981: 334-35),*' however, no other author has given the reason for classifyng the voice 

suffixes as either derivational or  inflectional suffixes. The disagreement is perhaps caused 

by the nature of the suffises, because there is some difficulty for classifying these suffixes 

as either derivational or inflectional. This problern is further discussed in section 1.3.2 

belou.. 

There are also certain suffixes added to verbs or adverbs which derive verbs with 

aspectual meanings, such as repetition (or recurrence) o r  rnomentary (or instantaneous) 

meanings. For example. the repeti tive is ex pressed b y -la-/-le-, -&, -y@-/-gel&-, -M]a- 

/-bel&-, -ym-l-gem- and the rnomentary by -ski-. The former suffixes are ail regardeci as 

derivational suffixes in almost al1 grammars25 but they are considered as inflectional 

suffixes in Sun ( 1985: 145-46). The -ski- suffix is treated as an idlectional suffix in 

Chenggeltei ( 1981: 341) but considered an example of compounding in Street ( 1%2: 82) 

and Poppe ( 1970: 1 14- 1 15).26 The articles of Svantesson ( 1993) and Batugerel ( 1993 ,  



published more recentl y on the subject, also disagree. For exarnple, while Svantesson 

(1993: 1%) lists the -Ex- (-Zqa-/-Eike-) as an intensive aspect suffia. Batugerel (1995: 41) 

says the suffix is derivational. In this dissertation. we treat the former suffixes as verb- 

forming suffixes and the latter as an inflectional suffix. See the section 1.32, for the 

further discussion- 

From the literature on verb derivation, ho rbuyan  (1988) deserves special mention 

because his article, based on language data from the Khalkha dialect, not only deals 

exclusively with the verb-forming suffixes but also offers a new approach and analysis to 

Mongolian verb structure by using strucniral, distributive, and statistical meihods. By their 

structures and meaninp, he makes several subclasses of the verb, verb root, as well as 

suffises. For instance, the verbs are grouped into two sets: not-denved and derived and 

these two types of verbs are further grouped into transitive and intransitive verbs. He then 

divides the den ved roots into free roots and bound roots. Free roots are the nominal and 

verbal bases to which the verb-deriving suffixes are attached to produce a new verb. 

Bound roots are the bases which have an adverbial origin and are subclassified into 

onomatopoeic (which include the adverbs depicting manner of action or event) and sound- 

imitating root (the adverbs depicting a wide variety of sounds and noises). The suffixes are 

also separated into two sets, formative and inflectional suffixes. Formative suffixes are 

further distinguished as those with formative meaning and fhose with both formative and 

grammatical meanings. Inflectional suffixes are identified as those with a grammatical 

meaning and those with both grammatical and formative meanings.2' Furthemore, 

Onorbuyan made a list of the hornonymic suffixes on the b a i s  of their distribution and 

meaning. He says these homonyrnic suffixes are allomorphs of the same suffix and are 

used across word-class boundaries (p. 3 12). A significant achievement of his article is his 

successful identification of the relationships between certain suffixes deriving verbs from 

verbs and adverbs, which he calls onomatopoeic and sound-imitating roots. For instance, 



he says the suffises like 4- ( -la/-le), -r- (-rd-re), and -E (-M-Ee) are often used with rwts  

depicting rnanner of action o r  event. The former two have non-recurreni meaning and the 

latter has a recurrent meaning. On the other hand, he claims the suffixes, -Ai -(-ii-), -sxii- 

( -ski-), -Ij- ( - ydh-1-geue-) , and -gAnA - ( -yaria-/-gene-), are at tached to bases depicting the 

shape and outward state of various bodies, and the color and character of a wide variety of 

sounds or noises. He defines the -Ai (-ii-) suffix as non-recurrent durable, -sxii- (-ski-) 

has the non-recument instantaneous, -Ij- (-y@-/-gel&-) denotes the durable recurrent, and 

-gAnA- (-yana-l-gene-) indicates recurrence for short time. In addition, the sound-imitating 

words often take suffixes like -xii- (-ki-), -gi- (-gi-), -ginA- (-yiMl-gine-), -jignA- (-]F/cDM- 

l-jigene-). and so on. These discovenes by borbuyan (1988) are a plausible solution for 

long disputed problem of identifying the correct meanings and uses of the suffixes for 

forming verbs from onomatopoeic and sound-imitating words. 

1.3.2 Studies on verb inflection 

The studies on verb inflection classify the inflectional categories into mood, tense, 

verbal noun, and converb etc. in basically the sarne ways. There is, nevertheless, a great 

deal of disagreement arnong the grammarians as to how many subclasses there are within a 

particular category and also especially what the esact meaning of the suffixes espressing 

tense and mood is. This is complicated by the different treatment of suffises expressing 

voice and aspect, as we saw above. 

Although rnood is listed as a separate inflectional category of the Mongolian verb, 

the classification of mood, the number of rnood suffixes, and the explanation of a specific 

suffix differ as well among scholars. 

Mood is categorized as the imperative and optative in Poppe (1954 89-91) and 

according to their meaning, the mood suffixes are further grouped into the imperative of the 

second and the third person, the prescriptive, the voluntative, the optative, and dubitative. 



Street ( 1 x 2 )  and Poppe ( l m )  are both concemed with the Khalkha dialect but neither 

their classification of mood nor the ex planaiion of the meaning of particul ar suffixes is the 

same. In Street ( 1967: 1 15- 1 ?O), mood is classifieci into two groups, hortative and modal 

particles. The former covers suffixes like (-ymoügerei ) , a E  (-yd2-geE& and 

-gtun (-yiurd-gtun) and the latter includes the suffixes -ya, -g, (-yasai/-gesei-). mgai  

(-supi/-szïgei), -mgai (-hcyaI/--ngei), -uuzai (-yu@lgzim and -m; and each of these two 

groups is @en a specific description as to meaning. On the other hand, Poppe (1970) 

does not set up the subclasses within mood suffixes but he uses the pneral name. 

imperative and voluntative, as he does in Poppe (1954). and he gives detailed explanations 

for the meaning of each of mood suffixes. The esplmations are basically the sarne in Street 

( 1%?) and Poppe ( 1970) except for three suffixes; -suyail-sugei and -tuyai/-rügei are listed 

as uncornmon in Poppe ( 1970) and - ymd-gerei which Street ( 1%7) states is a sympathetic 

request or command. while Poppe (1970) claims it is an imperative of future, expressing an 

order or request whch is to be fulfilled later. 

ChenggeItei (1981: 18894) divides the mood suffixes into first person. second 

person, and third person categories. He makes further distinctions between the different 

suffixes for each person by giving a detailed clarification to the meanings. Dobu ( 1983: 

48-51) uses the name imperative form and separates mood suffixes into five different 

forms: imperative. voluntative, concessive, waming and prohibitive. Even though his 

classification of mood is similar to that of previous authors. Dobu (1983) discovers rather 

different meanings from that of the other scholars and adds as well meanings that some 

suffixes carry wi th them from Chalchar speech. For instance, in the imperative mood he 

lists -yq/-geteg which he says expresses second person polite requests and he finds two 

new suffixes, -Wbe and -yaguü-gegüi for indicating waming and prohibitive mood. 

Li kewi se, he ( 1983: 49) clairns the volun tative rom, -yu/-ye, expresses dissatisfaction in 



addition to its voluntative meaning when used together with the modal particle. && in the 

thi rd person. 

The tense category is usually named as an indicative form of verbs in the 

grammars28 and there is no disagreement on listing tense forms as an independent ca tep? 

of verb idlection. Nevertheless, the classification of tense categories and explanations of 

the pariicular tense forms vary greatly arnong the scholars. In paiticular, there is much 

discussion on the meanings of the different suffixes for the past tense.29 The names and 

classification of the tenses differ among the scholars as shown in the following table. 

-- - 

Poppe 1 Poppe2 Binnick ChenggeI tei Dobu Sun Svantesson3* 

Presen t + - - - - - - 

Presen t- future - - - + - + - 
Present Imperfect - + + - - - - 
Present Perfect - + + - - - - 
Pas t + - - + + - + 
Past Perfect - + + - - + - 
Past Imperfect - + + - + - - 
Imminent future - - - + - + - 
Table 1.3 The di fferenr classi/rcatton.s of the rense categories 

As shown in the table 1.3, except for Poppe (1970) and Binnick (1979). the 

classification of tense categories al1 differ. Some make two way splits into present (or non- 

past) and past tenses, while others make three way spiits present-future. past. and 

imminent future o r  non-past, past, and past imperfect tenses. The reason for this 

diversified classification is partially due to the fact that the scholars disagree on what 

meaning the specific suffix expresses and partially that the different authors put more 

emphasis on one of the meanings expressed by a particular suffix. See the further 

discussion on the tense split in the chapter three, the section 3.2.1. 



The different treatment of the suffixes indicating voice and aspect has been already 

mentioned in the section 1.2.1 above. 1 t is indeed a focal point of disagreement in the 

literature. Unlike Poppe (1954, 1970) and Street (l962), who treat the suffises for voice 

as  a verb derivational process, the other authors analyze them as an inflectional process. 

See the section 1.3.3 below, for more discussion. 

As for aspect, neither Poppe ( 1954 and 1970) nor Street ( 1%2) has an aspectual 

category and list these suffixes as verb derivation; Chenggeltei. ( 198 l), Dobu ( 1983). Sun 

(1985), and Svantesson (1993), on the other hand, dl agree that the Mongolian verb 

system does have aspect and they list these suffixes as verb inflection. This latter group, 

however, do not al1 agree on the division into further subclasses nor on the meaning of the 

particular suffises nor number of the suffixes. As shown in the following table, for 

exarnple, the number of categories vary from eleven in Chengpl tei ( 198 1) to one in Dobu 

(1983)- 

Chenggeltei ( 198 1 ) Dobu ( 1983) Sun ( 1985) Svantesson ( 1993) 

1 Momentary - s h  Perfect Siqa- Perfect 4iqa- Perfect - s a  + bayi- 

3 Perfect Eiqa- Iierative -la- Progressive -ju + bayi- 

3 Completive -WWa 4%- Habituai -da@ 

4 Progressive -ju + bayi- -bal ja- 1 ntensive Eiqa- 

5 Repe ti tive -yad + bayi- -W- 
6 Resultative -yad + bayi- 

7 Continuous -ysayar + bayi - 
8 Long durative -ysayar + pa'yar 

9 Short durative -ju + -yad 

10 Iterative -yad + -Yad 
1 1 Frequentative -n + -n 

Table 1.4 The number of sumes for expressing aspect 



As we can see from the above table, escept for -Eiqa- and the sequence of the 

converb with -Jd plus the auxiliary verb, bayi-, the writers al1 listed different items in their 

aspect categones. Chenggel tei ( 1981) views the repetition of some converbs before the 

main verb as expressing aspect, while the others do not. 

Except for different names, converbs and verbal nouns appear as a special form of 

verb inflection in the literature we have consuIted.3' Furthemore, converbs are divided 

into two groups according to their relationship with the subject of the main v e r v 2  o r  three 

groups according to their inherent meanings (Chenggel tei 198 1 : 300-303). Verbal nouns 

are called participial particles in Street (l%3), othenvise they are @ven the sarne name in al1 

grammars. Again the nurnbers of converbs o r  verbal nouns and the esplanation of the 

rneaning differ, often because of the authon' concern with the different diaiects. For 

instance, the suffises, li ke -trara~d-neretz, -ngptal-nggZide, -mmJi,rl-men@, -mai/-men, 

which are common in the Inner Monplian dialects, are listed in Chenggeltei (1981) but are 

excluded in the other grammars. Another dialectal vanation of converb suffixes is found in 

Dobu ( 1983) who lists two suffixes, -lad-lee and -ma/-xaa, from the C h a r b a r  dialect, 

while the other authors do not have these two in their converb k t .  The nurn ber of verbal 

noun suffixes is basically the same but the explanations differ greatly. The -qu/-kii suffis 

is, for instance. esplained as indicating 'future action* in Poppe (1970) and Chenggeltei 

( 1981). 'timeless or  future rneaning' in Street ( 1%?), and 'non-past* in Dobu ( 1983). 

Auxiliary verbs are regarded as another special category of verbs in most 

grammars, but they are treated in the following two ways. First, although they make two 

groups of amiliaries, Poppe (1954 157) and Binnick (1979: 59-60) divide hem according 

to copular and descriptive auxiliaries, w hile Chenggel tei ( 198 1: 160) distinguishes 

auxiliaries used after converbs and those used after nouns and verbal nouns. Their 

terminology differs slightly, but they are concemed with the same items, e .g ,  what 

Chenggeltei (1981) calls the auxiliaries used after nouns and verbal nouns is equal to the 



copular auxiliiuy in Poppe (19%) and Binnick (1979) and what Chenggeltei (1981) 1is:s as 

auxiliaries that occur after converbs is the same as the descriptive verbs. Secondly, ~ , ? e  

dissimilarity is in the descriptive auxiliaries as the number of auxiliaries the authors discuss 

is not the same. Chenggeltei (1981), for instance, lists 19 auxiliaries, Street (1962) lists 

16. and Poppe ( 1954) lists 7 and the former two authors give detailed explanation of the 

meaning of each of awriliaries they have listed. We will adopt the tweway classification of 

auxiliary verbs in the previous studies and intend to provide more detailed description of 

the meanin? and use O: both copular and descriptive audiaries. 

1.3 Theoretical Framework 

Morphology is a distinct subdivision of linguistics and its objective is  to study the 

structure of words. and the ways in which their structure reflects their relation to other 

words-relations both within some lager construction such as sentences and across the 

total vocabulary of the language (Anderson 1991: 7). Morphological study has been the 

foundation of structural linguistics and generative grammar. In the last two decades or  so, 

there have k e n  nurnerous developments in morphological studies under the influence of 

generative gramrnar. Word structures, i ncluding word derivation and inflec tion as well as 

the interaction between rnorphology with phonology and syntax have k e n  investigated 

using a generative approach and many different hypotheses have developed. 

After Aronoff (1976)'s Word Based Hqpothesis, the generative theory of word 

formation has played a central role in morphologicd studies. A main thesis of his Word 

Based Hypothesis is: 

AI1 regular word-formation processes are word-based. A new word is formed by 

applying a regular rule to a single aiready existing word. Both the new word and 

the esisting one are members of major lexical categories (Aronoff 1976: 31). 



Later, in Aronoff (1994: 7), he redefines Word Based Hypothesis by saying that he 

means 'Lexeme-baseci'. He rejects the notion that he means the base or stem for a word- 

formation mle has to be a complete word w free form. but only that the base should be a 

lexeme and the stem some forrn of a lexeme. 

As quoted above, a main thesis of Aronoff's lexeme-based hypothesis is that al1 

regular word-formation processes are lexeme-based and the new lexeme and the existing 

one are members of major lexical categories. If we apply this hypothesis to Mongolian 

verb formation, al1 regular verb-formation processes in Mongolian are lexeme-based and a 

new verb is formed by attaching a verb-forming suffis to a singe already erristing leseme 

which belongs to one of the major lesicai categories, namely noun, adjective, verb. and 

adverb. 

1.3.1 Some basic morphological tems 

All the basic terms 1 will use are in their standard sense and 1 will follow the general 

conventions outlined in the theories of morphology. However, to avoid confusion, 1 will 

clarify my use of the basic morphological terms, such as lexeme, root, stem, base. suffis, 

morpheme, derivation, inflection, and compounding. My discussion of these terms is 

large1 y based on  the defini tion of the recent in t roducto~ book on generative morphology 

by Katamba (1993). 

A lexeme is an abstraction underlying the various realizations of a word. for 

instance, see, sees, seeing, saw. seen are different realizations of the lexeme "SE" (a 

lexeme is customarily written in a small capital letters). Root, stem, and base are closely 

related but distinctive items. A root is the irreducible core of a word, with absolutely 

nothing else attached to it, a stem is the part of a word existing before any idectional 

affixes are added, and a base is any unit to which denvational and inflectionai affixes can 

be added. A suffix is an affix attached after a base. The Mongolian verb suffix is further 



divided i nto two kinds: derivational and inflectional. Sometimes, I wiI1 use al temative 

t e m s  like forrn, device, and marker for inflectional suffixes. This is, however, solely for 

the purpose of avoiding repetition. A morpheme is the smallest difference in the shape of a 

word that correlates with the srnallest difference in word or  sentence meaning o r  in 

grammatical structure. A compound consists of two independent words, for instance, the 

compound Mite house in English contains the bases white and houe which can occur as 

words in their own right as in the noun phrase the white house, i.e. the house that is white. 

Denvation and inflection are two principal word building processes. Derivation is a word 

building process to be used to create new words by changing the meaning of the base or the 

word-class to which it belongs; while inflection is a word-building process that makes no 

change to either rneaning o r  word-class of the base but only modifies the form of a word so 

that it can be fit into a particular syniacuc slot o r  perform a particular syntactic function. 

1 -32  The distinction between derivation and inflection 

Derivation and inflection are considered as two major distinctive categories.3' 

However, some word building devices in many languages, including the Mongolian verb- 

forming suffixes, are not easily classified as either derivational o r  inflectional because of 

their comples word-building function. Although al1 rnorphologists agree there is a 

distinction between derivation and inflection. they disagree as to what the basic principles 

are for distinguishing them. The books on morphology we have consulted, Iike Matthews 

(1991: 43-54), Bybee (1985: 81-los), Scalise (1986: 101-118), Anderson (1993: 73-85), 

Spencer (1993: 9- l?), and Katamba ( 1993: 47-54), ail have extensive discussions on what 

distinguishes deri vational and inflec tional processes and w hat foundations one should take 

as a basis for establishng the difference between denvation and inflection. However, they 

lack a cornmon understanding of what property should be considered as formal pnnciples 

and some of the criteria they established are even contradictoq. For instance, Scalise 

(1986: 114) presents productivity as one of his important cnteria for distinguishing 



inflection from derivation. Unfortunately, it is not dways the case that inflectional 

pmesses are more productive than derivationai ones because there is much evidence to 

demonstrate that while some derivational processes are very productive, sorne inflectional 

ones are less productive. Therefore, according to Katam ba ( 1993: 206-2ûû) and Anderson 

(1992 7-78). although productivity is an important feanire in the iflectional morphology, 

i t is not a sufficient characteristic to separate idlection from derivation with certaintu. A 

change of rneaning is another property that is regarded as distinguishing inflection from 

derivation in both S d i s e  ( 1986: 105- 1û7) and Katamba ( 1993 47). The two concur that 

inflection does not change rneaning, while derivation typically does. But, some authors 

disagree. Anderson (1993: 78-79). for instance, claims that it is the case in some 

languages that a derivationai suffix makes no change in the meaning of the base to which il 

is attached and on the other hand, marking a noun as 'plural* does not leave meaning 

unaffected. because the meaning of dog and dogs is surely not the same, even though 

'plural* is inflectional in English. The opinion varies from author to author but most seem 

to agree that much depends on the language in particular, so the same item may be 

derivational in one language and inflectional in another. 

Disagreement in theoretical morphology regardi ng deri vational and inflectional 

categories naturally causes some differences among those who are working on  the 

morphology of a specific language. In the case of Mongolian verb morphology, the major 

difference found in the grammars is that the researchers have not agreed on how to treat 

suffixes which indicate voice and aspect. As mentioned eariier in this chapter, while some 

authors, like Poppe and Street, treat these suffixes as derivations, Chenggeltei treats them 

as dual functional suffixes and Dobu as inflections. The apparent reasons for different 

treatments of the voice and aspect suffixes in Mongolian are that different authors seem to 

use different standards for classifying the voice and aspect suffixes and to give different 

emphasis on the particular function of these suffixes. Therefore, before presenting the 



problems for rnalcing the division between derivational and inflectionai suffixes. it is 

n e c e q  to address what criteria we will follow when dividing verb-forming suffixes. In 

Our case, the problem of the status of voice and aspect suffixes in Mongolian is perhaps 

solved by using the criteria established in Katamba (1993: 47-51, 209) who introduces 

severai criteria for differentiating derivation from inflection, which are particularly 

significant in the matter of Mongolian verb-forming suffixes. 

According to Katamba ( 1993: 47-51), derivational morphemes fom new words in 

the following two ways: (i) by changing the meaning of the base to which they are 

attached, e.g. kind vs. un-kind. (ii) by changing the word-class that a base belongs to, 

e.g., the addition of -/y to the adjectives kind and simple produces the adverbs kind-Zy and 

simp-ly Inflectional morphemes, however, unlilce derivational morphemes, do not change 

referential or cognitive meaning and do not alter the word-class of the base to which they 

are attached, but they are only capable of modifying the f o m  of a word so that they can fit 

into a particular syntactic dot. Later, Katamba says inflectional rnorphology "deals with 

urhatever information about word-structure that is relevant to the syntas. Inflectional 

propertie. of words are assigned by the syntax and depend on how a word interacts with 

other words in a phrase, clause or sentence" and he sumrnarïzes the difference in the ternis 

'inflection' and 'derivation' as simply indicating the depree of syntactic relevance. 

Prototy pical inflectional morphemes are very strongl y syntacticall y determined whi le 

prototypical denvational morphemes are very weakl y syntacticall y detemined (p. 709). 

Voice and aspect suffixes can, according to this, be distinguished as to whether 

they mark verb-deriving or verb-inflecting processes. Although there is uncertainty with 

voice suffixes, it is possible to treat them as idectional. First, there is almost no limitation 

for adding the suffixes to any verbs and it is a productive way of forming, from a verb, a 

verb with a voice meaning. Secondl y, the attachrnent of these suffixes changes nei ther the 



meaning nor the word-class of the bases, but they merel y modify the form of a verb as 

shown by the exarnples below. 

(1) a. bari- bari -yda- bari-ldu- bai-Ih- ' to gmp* 

morg6- mer@-gde- rnorg&ldü- morg&I& ' to hi t' 

b. üje- 'to see' üje-gd- 'to cause to see' 

yari- 'to speak' yari-yul- 'to let someone speak' 

bayu- 'togetoff bayu-lya- 'to make get off' 

S V -  'to sit' sayu-lya- 'to let si t' 

What these IWO sets of esamples show is that none of these suffixes rnakes an) 

change to the meaning of the base to which they are attached and nei ther do they al ter the 

word-class of the base; they merely modify the form of a word, e.g.; change regular verbs 

into verbs wi th passive or reciprocal voice rneanings in ( la) and a causative meaning in 

(lb). Therefore, the use of these suffixes is something other than derivational and it is 

determined by the syntactic requirements of a sentence that shows the interaction of verbs 

with other words in a sentence. In the following exarnples. the various voice suffixes are 

assigned by the syntax and they show the interaction of verbs wi th the other words in the 

contests. 

(3) a. iikerniyul-i rnorgo-be b. üker-tu morgü-gde-be 

ox calf-~cc bun-PST calf OS-DAT butt-PSS-PST 

'Theosbuttedacalf(withitshom.)' 'Acalfwasbuttedbyanox.' 

c. üker tuw morg6ldü-ne d. üker tuyul-uud moq&l&-ne 

ox calf butt-RCP-NFT ox cdf-PL but-RCP-hW 

'Os and calf butt each other 'Oxen and calves butt each other 

(with their horns). ' (wi th their homs). ' 



e. tupi-i üker-du morgo-güi-ne 

f- ACC oX-DAT ~U~I-CAU-NIT 

'Someone causes a calf to be butted by an ox.' 

The suffixes for indicating aspect, on the other hand, have a limited use. Since 

productivity is regarded as another criterion for separating inflection from derivation and 

since in most cases the inflectional morphemes are more productive than derivational ones, 

there are no great problems for the voice suffixes we just discussed above. They are not 

Iimited to particular verb groups but are fairly free to be attached to any types of verbs. The 

aspect suffises are, houever, not so productive and they are selectively used with only 

certain types of verbs that indicate a single action of short duration o r  verbs describine 

different States of motion. Therefore. the- are only attached to verbs like those in (3a), but 

usinp them with the verbs in (3b) which lack a meaning of short duration results in 

ungrammatical words: 

(3) a. tata- tata-lja- ta ta- balja- t a - y a i  ja- 'to pull' 

tüte- tüte-lje- tüte- belje- tü te-gelje- 'to stop' 

b. ü . -  x- -  u p l  je- *ü&-belje- * uje-gelje- ' to see ' 

ungi -  *ungsi-lja- *unpi-balja- *ungsi-yalja- 'to r a d '  

The esamples in (3) show contradictory features to inflection and the limitation of 

the suffixes to certain group of verbs. Therefore, we treat them as a denvational and 

analyze them accordingly. 

Nevertheless, the nature of the voice suffixes causes problems for classifying them 

as purely inflection. One of the common cntena we mentioned above is that inflection 

makes no change to the meaning o r  the word-class of bases, but the derivation does. To 

follow this pnnciple, if the suffixes under consideration here are inflectional, they are not 

supposed to change the meaning of bases. But, as exemplified below, some voice suffixes 



change the meaning of the base verbs and the derived verbs can serve as a base for funher 

derivation into nouns. This is not a feature of the infiectional process but clearly that of 

denvation. See the following examples. 

(4) a. bayi- 

debsi- 

angyai- 

gedüi - 

kele- 

tulu- 

daya- 

büri - 
b. kele-12Se- 

mlu-Ica- 

büri-ldü- 

bayi-pl- 

'to be* 

'to rise' 

' to open ' 

'to bend backward' 

'to Say' 

' to srand' 

'to f01I0\f*' 

' to cover ' 

'to discuss' 

'to fight' 

' to be composed of' 

'to build' 

bayi-pi- 

debsi-güi- 

mgpi-lya- 

gedui -1ge- 

kele-le- 

tulu-lca- 

& ~ - l d u -  

büri-ldü- 

kele-la-gen 

tuiu-lzsa-yan 

b&i-[d&kün 

bayi-pl-$i 

'to build' 

'to move, to honor' 

'to open ' 

'to make bend backard' 

'to discuss' 

'to fight' 

'to accompany, to corn pl y wi th ' 

'to consist of' 

'discussion. treaty' 

' war' 

'composition ' 

' builder. soldier' 

T hese voice suffises in (4) do not have the characteris tics of the inflectional process 

but they are used to form a new verb from another verb by aitering the original meaning of 

\.erbs. f o r  instance, h y i -  'to be' and &de- 'to say', after the attachment of the voice 

suffixes, -yu/- and -1Ee-, do not express the voice meaning, 'to cause to be' or 'to say ro 

each other'. On the contmy, the addition of -pl- to bayi- shifts the meaning. 'to be' into 

'to build' (e.g., ger bayi-yui- 'to build a house*) and attachment of -&- to M e -  al ter the 

meaning, 'to say ' into 'to discuss or to talk* (e-g., ah-tai-ban kele-IEe- 'to talk with one's 

own father*). Their denvational features are furthemore shown by the examples in (4b). 

In these examples, some of the derived verbs after the addition of the voice suffixes serve 

as a further word-building base. This is because the attachment of the voice suffixes to the 



verb bases has the word deriving function. Otherwise, i t  is unacceptable to add the 

derivational morpheme d e r  the inflectional morpheme. 

The preceding brief discussion shows that the nature of the voice and aspect 

suffixes is indeed problematic because they show the chaiactenstics of both derivation and 

inflection. This is the reason why the previous studies are divided in their treatment of 

these suffixes. Perhaps further research is needed to clarify the exact nature of the suffixes 

in ternis of the inflection and derivation. Nevertheless, despite their problematic features. 

we will regard the voice suffixes as inflectional suffixes and the aspect suffixes as 

derivational, since, by the critena we follow, the former exhibits more characteristic of 

idec t ion  and the latter displays more features of denvation (see the related parts in chapter 

five and sis, for further discussions on these two sets of the suffixes). 

1.4 Outline of Mongolian Morphology 

Tqpologicaily, Mongolian falls into the class of agglutinative languages and so it 

shares many structural properties with the other Altaic languages, like Turkish or Manchu. 

Li kewise, in the IWO major word-building processes, derivation and infiection, Mongolian 

uses suffixation mostly and so the other word forrning methods, prefis, infix, and 

conversion, do not play a major role in Mongolian morphology. As illustrated in the 

following list, many different words can be fonned continually by adding suffix after 

suffix to the root bmi- 'to hold, to catch, to seize, to arrest' and the rneanings of al1 derived 

words related to that of the root in one way or other. In the examples listed below, the 

suffixes are added to words in two ways: by adding the different suffixes to the base to 

fonn different words and by adding different suffixes to the resuiting bases one after 

another to rom new words with the various meanings.34 



(5) bari-n 'immediately' bai-n-tag 'baby clothing* bari-n-mg-la- 'to dress baby' 

bari-Mi 'hancile' bari-Mi-la- 'to catch' bai-Mi-la-1 'arrest' 

bai-l 'ability' bari-1-ya 'construction' bari-1-ya-#i 'builder' 

bari-m 'immediately' ban-m-ji 'evidence' ban-m-5-ya 'standard' 

bari-ma 'fist' bari-ma4 'sculpture' bari-ma-14 'scdptor' 

barMa 'catch' baririi-ya 'assurance' barXa-ya-la ' to assure' 

bari-ya 'fetters* bari- ya-lii ' bone-setter' bari - ya-Ei-la ' to treat broken bone ' 

Besides the usual suffixation, as seen in the examples in (6),  a phenornenon related 

to prefixation, the partial reduplication of a word initial CVC or  VC or  the full 

reduplication of the word and compounding do exist in Monpolian. However. the 

reduplication is mostl y related to adjectives and nouns.35 Although there are phenornena of 

reduplicating verbal nouns and converbs, partially or  fully. as exemplified in (6). the 

reduplication of verbal nouns is restricted to those examples 1 list here. The converb is 

problematic as reduplication. We will deal with this in the section on converb suffixes in 

the chapter four. 

(6) a. torogsen 'relative' 

albyiysan ' to straddle ' 

kokereged 'to become Mue' 

üjin 'to see' 

yabu-ju 'to walk' 

tob torQsen 'immediate relative' 

ab alhyiysan ' to straddle more' 

kob kokereged 'to become more blue' 

üjin üjin 'see again and again' 

yabu-ju -bu-ju ' to wal k continuousl y' 

Compounding plays a certain role in the Mongolian verb formation and there are 

some words as in (7) derived by compounding. However, it plays a role only in 

Mongolian verb stem formation and as this dissertation focuses on the verb formation by 

suffixation we shall not deal with it. Furthemore, the structure of compounds is in dispute 

both in pneral morphological theory and in Mongolian grammars. 



umda 

b. qara 

'l- 

orü 

küisu 

'other' edür 

'desert' f i g e  

'thirst' aldaqu 

'between' dumda 

'black' ariki 

' black' daraqu 

' heart ' e bedk- 

'belly' temterikü 

'&y' 

' father* 

' to lose' 

' rniddle ' 

'wine' 

'to press* 

' to have pain ' 

'to grope' 

nogügedür 

elün& 

umdayasqu 

qoyurundu 

qara arik 

q= daraqu 

orü ebedkü 

küisü temterikü 

'the da). after tomorrow ' 

'great-pdfather '  

'to feel thirst* 

'between ' 

'1 iquor ' 

' to have Nghtmare ' 

'to sympathize' 

'to exterminate' 

1.5 Data and conventions of transcription 

The data analyzed in this dissertation are from fhe following sources. In the section 

on verb derivation, I used the data called 0rdos.words file as a base for my analysis. The 

Ordos. words fi le is a word list that nas entered into database in 198 1 by Prof. Schlepp and 

B i ~ i c k  from Mostaert's Dictiorrmire Ordos. This word list contains 8962 words in w hich 

verbs comprise roughly 5764. Since verbs in the word list are dl hyphenated, it is fair1 y 

easy to track down the verbs with a particular denvational suffis. In our analysis, we tried 

to locate al1 verbs with a particular suffis which we then compared with the verbs found in 

+ackd @ sdr w o n g p l  Kitad toli]. 'Mongolian-Chinese Dictionary'36 and the other 

sources, such as Chenggeltei's and Poppe's grammars, which include a section on word 

formation in Mongolian as well. In the section on verb inflection, I rely upon my own 

speech while consulting as many publications on the subject as possible to facilitate my 

researc h. 

To deal with Mongolian verbs, especially the morphological variants of the 

suffixes, it is preferable to transliterate Mongolian based on some sort of phonemic system. 

However, in order to avoid confusion with the differences in modem pronunciation, and to 

avoid dialect differences, except for special cases, 1 will not use the phonemic system to 



transcribe Mongolian in this dissertation, but 1 will tmnsliterate the MongoIian Script that is 

used to spell Modem Standard spoken and written Mongoiian in Inner Mongolia The 

transcriptions vary grealy in the different sources and by different authors. In this study, 

the transcription of the wvri tten script refers to A. Mostaert, Dictionnaire Ordos, pp.769- 

809. The transcription system used in the Mostaert list uses the following syrnbols: 

(8) Vowel Monographs: a, e. i, O, u, O, ü 

Vowei Digraphs: ai, ei, ui, ua 

Vowel Trigraphs: ayi, eyi. oyi, uyi, oyi, üyi 

Consonants: n, b, q. y, 1, m, s, 6. t. d, C ,  j, y. r, w 

In the thesis. 1 do not indicate the separation of a final vowel written separately in 

the script, usually marked in other works with hyphens; instead 1 reserve the use of 

hyphens to set off the suffis from the stem regardless of whether there is a separate vowel 

or not. 



Notes 

1 More detailed information on Buryats in the Russian federation is found in Zhukovskaya ( 1995) and 
Darieva ( 1995). 

2The situation of the Mogols is somewhat peripheral to our interests and so we wiU not discuss them in 
this dissertation. 

' ~ h e  figures of Buryat in Mongolia and imer MongoIia are fmm Darieva (1995) in which tbe year of the 
census was not given. 

4~oppe (1955: 22) says Buqat is a separate language of the east Mongolian branch. It is. however. uuclear 
to me what the position of Buryat is in al1 Mongolic languages. e.g.. in cornparison with the West branch. 

%ee MtjijrnM ( 1982: 32). Sanzheer . G. Sravnitel ' q u  gramrnatiikr mongol >kir yaïkov [A Comparative 
Grammar of Mongolian languagesj, 1. .Moskva-Leningrad. 1953. The introductory chapter of his book 
appeared in 1952. see Poppe (1955: 6) for more information. 

6~uring the earlp 1980s. the result of the studies was pubiished as six booklets in Chinese in Beijing. 

7Chengeltei (199-58). His article. '%+$ du# d - (51 a 0 4u& Q<WiJ" [Outline of the 
Mongolian l a n p g e s  and Mongol ian dialects in China] was published in .Mongol kek 
Bichig [h.longolian language] 1957-58. No pagination is available. See Buichuluu and Jalsan ( 1990: 5). 

8I.n addition, Buryat, Iialmuck. and Mogol are listed as separate languages. 

9 ~ e  lis< Argawa. San-chu'an. Santa (Donepiang). Shera Togur. and Shirmgol as dialects of b g u o r .  

O~ee  Binnick ( 1987 178- 18 1 ) for more discussion. 

1 l ~ c c o r d i n ~  to Boke (1987). there are many different Chinese loan-words in the Dongsimg vocabulaq 
system and even the Chinese particles with the various grammatical meanings are active in the 
Don,o;Uang language. 

1%ee Chen (1986: 6) and also note that he mentioued they also consulted the language spoken in the other 
smdl villages like Guomari. Gashairi. and Baoanxiazhuang. 

1 3 ~  small example of Minhe dialect with a bnef introduction to Minhe Monguor is found in Zhu ct al. 
(1995)- 

IJEast Mongolian is used by Vladimirdcov ( 1929) and Poppe (1955 19), Mongol is used by Poppe ( 1 %5: 
I3), Mongolian proper is used by Comrie (1 98 1: 54) and Binnick (1937: 179). central MongoIian is used 
by Binnick ( 1987: 179), EChalkha is used by Santheev (1955) and Street (1%1), and Mongolian is 
usually used by the scholars in Mongolia and lnner Mongolia 

5~ccording to the 1992 census. the total popdation of Mongoiia is 2,305,516 and it estimates more than 
90% (2.û74.955) of which speak Mongolian as their native language. Although there are 3375.230 
Mongols in huer Mongolia according to the census 1990, we don't know the exact number of the native 
speakers of Mongolian because the census never includes this information- However, most of the 
Mongols in b e r  Mongolia live in the countryside and the majonty of them use Mongolian as their 
native language. From this we suppose at least half of the Mongol population of Inner Mongolia s@ 
Mongoiian as their native langage. 



1 6~i ted  from Sun (1985: 45). 

l 7~nder the southem Mongdian. he further divides East diaieas. Kharchin. Chakhar. and Ordos dialects. 

1 8 ~ .  Todayeva. 1957. "ie~8iebBbEt~S*%.&B#'f~R~&S%SBiliB[Jk~ [The 
characteristics of the MongoIian dialects in China and cornparison with the standard Mmgolian]. 
"2 fe%?&B&?fE SB&# W.* Xiandai Mengguyu Biaozhunyu Yufa Jiangyi [A lecture of Modern 
Mongdian Standard Grammar]. Ekijing: Zhongyang .Minni Xueyuan. See Sun (1985: 6). 

*bbsanwandan 1959. Mongol kel ayalguimü uchir. me classification of the Mongolian l anpges  and 
dialects]. A whde article is included in MoOmii6 (1982.4-70). Cited frorn Sun (1985: 7). 

21Chenggeltei. *PBRbBnSB(IBJPJf" E&Jift 1-2(1979). No page number is available. See Sun 
( 1985: 9). for details. 

2 2 ~ b ~  " i & B  6lR" @i ill Fia 3 ( 1961). No page number is available. Sw Sun (1985: 8). for details. 

*4Chenggeltei (1981) States that alihough these suffixes for marliing voice sewe as word-forrning bases. 
they mostly express a grammatical meaning and they can be added to a wide variety of verbs. Therefore, 
he claims these suffixes are inflectional. 

25~oppe (1 954) lis& la-! -le-. -1ja-. -balja-/-belje- and CO rhese. Poppe ( 1970) adds - yal ja-1-gd je-. Street 
( 1963: 83 and 96) lists la-, -1e- and -1ja-. 

26~either Dobu (1983) nor Sun (1985) includes this suffis. 

2 7 ~ y  the suffixes with the formative and grammatical meanings. he meam the voice and aspect sunises. 
He claims that these two types of suffixes are dual functional. e-g.. have both derivational and inflectional 
fmctions. To decide whether they are formative or idlectionai suffixes, he considers their most typical 
peculiarities and he says that in the morphemes of voice. the formative character ispredominant. while in 
the morphemes of aspect the inflectionai character is of centrai significance. See Onotbayan ( 1988. 3 10- 
11). for the details. 

2 8 ~ n  indicative form is. for instance. used in Popp ( 19% and 1970). Cbenggeltei (198 1). Dobu (1983). 
and Sun (1985). 

2%ere are numerous articles pubiished on tbis subject in the recent years. For instance. Tümenchichig 
(1990). Binnick (199û). Svantesson (1991). Hashimoto (1993). and Wu (19%). 

m e s e  are rcspcciively Poppe (1951) and (1970). Binnick (1979). Chenggeltei ( 198 1). Dobu (1983). Sun 
(1985). Svantesson (1993). 

konverb is, for example. called genmd in Poppe (1970) and ownective form. Lianjie xing in Chiriese in 
Dobu (1983). 

32~lthough the number of suffixes in each group ciiffers. Poppe (1954: 95). Binnick (1979: 59). ad 
Schlepp (199 1 : 183) ail  divide converbs inro two groups and the fmt group are the converbs with the 



suffixes, -julkr, -a, and -yadl-gedand the second p u p  includes the rest. in Poppe's case. he iists two 
more suffixes, -basu/-besü and - W - b e E ü  in his fmt p u p .  

3 3 ~ e e  Kataniba (1993: 47-52). for more details. 

34These examples are fmm the dass notes taken in the course. Word-formation in Mongoliau. taught by 
Prof- Sinetge during my MA studies (1984-87) at the lnstitute for Mongolian Language Studies, lnna 
Mongolia University. 

3s~ome idonnation of the reduplication of adjective and verbal nom may be found fmm Wu ( 1989: 122- 
126). 

3 6 ~ h e  dictionary was compiled by the group of researchers in Mongolian Language Research htitute. 
Irmer Mongolia University for a period of more than ten years. The dictionary is one of few existing 
Mongolian dictionaxies and a highiy respected one in lnner Mongolia. It is sometimes simply known as 
sira roli. 'yellow d ic t iow*.  because of the color of the cover page or as Sinedge-yin toli, 'Sinedge's 
dictionary ' because Sinedge. who is currentl y a Professor in Mongolian fanpage Research Instinite. is 
believed to be a chief editor of the dictionary. 



CHAPTER Two 

Verb Derivation 

On the basis of intemal structure and morphological operation, a verb can be 

classified into the following sub-classes: simple verb, derived verb, and compound verb. 

A simple verb is a word by itself wi th no other affix attached and will serve as a base for 

forming other words, including another verb. A derived verb consists of word, usually a 

noun, adjective or other verb, plus a verb forming suffix. A compound verb is from the 

combination of two words. In this chapter I deal with verb derivation by suffixation to 

noun, adjective, verb. and adverb only and leave out verb derivation from compounding. 

Suffixation is a major morphological process in Mongolian verb denvation and it is 

a productive way to form a new verb from various word-classes. By suffixation, a verb 

can be denved from a noun, adjective, verb, or adverb with various meanings. In the 

loIIowing section, 1 will deal with several different classes of the suffixes, e.g., the 

suffixes that are added after nouns and adjectives, those that are added after verbs to form 

verbs, and those are added across word-classes. There are also special suffixes to derive 

verbs from adverbs to form what are cailed sound imitating or onomatopoeic words. 

2.1 The suffixes used across word-classes 

In this section, we will deal with three suffixes that are actively used with four 

different word-classes-noun, adjective, verb, and adverb-to form a large number of 

verbs. The behavior of the three is, in particular after noun, adjective, and adverb, very 

much similar in the way that they al1 change the base into verbs with a meaning related to 

that of the bases. Nevertheless, they are not homophonous suffixes, but they function 

differendy and have their own peculiarities. 



2.1.1 The suffix -la-/-le- 

A considerable number of verbs can be deriveci by attaching the -la-/-le- suffix to 

nouns, adjectives. and verbs. The meaning of this suffix is not identical with the different 

word bases, but it may v q .  See the following exarnples where the suffix is added to 

nouns in ( la), to adjectives in ( 1 b), to verbs in ( lc), and to adverbs in ( Id). Also note that 

it has a variant, -1-, after adverbs. 

(1) a. usu 

aba 

jegudu 

b. jqirpn 

qayurai 

dulayan 

C.  dusu- 

dani- 

'water' 

'hunt* 

'dream * 

'thick' 

'dry 

'wam ' 

' to fa11 ' 

'to press' 

'to stir, mis* 

'breaking* 

'breaking* 

'pulling 

usu-la- 

ab-la- 

jegüdü-le- 

jujkp-la- 

qayurai-1 a- 

dulaya-la- 

dusu-Ia- 

dani-la- 

qudqu-la- 

qap-1- 

quyu-1- 

'to water' 

'to hunt' 

' to dream * 

'to thicken' 

'to dry' 

'to warm' 

'to drop' 

'to oppress' 

'to mix' 

'to break' 

' to b r d '  

'to pull out* 

After nouns and adjectives i t has the same function. Le. simply to change the noun 

or  adjective into a verb with a meaning closely associated with the original meaning of base 

word. It behaves somewhat like the conversion of a noun into a verb, e.g., wïûer and IO 

woter, in English. See more exarnples below. 

(2) a. qayira 'love' qayira-la ' to love' 

daguu 'song' dagu-la- 'to sing' 

emegel 'saddle' emege-le- 'to saddle' 



'lullaby ' 

'wind' 

'double' 

'clean' 

'dry' 

'hot' 

' hard ' 

' yellow ' 

' foremost' 

'to soothe with lullaby' 

'to be windy' 

'to double' 

'to clean' 

'to dry' 

'to heat' 

'to be neat' 

'to become yellow' 

'to lead' 

Similarly, it alters adverbs into verbs and the meaning of the derived verb resembles 

that of the base adverb. See the esamples below. 

(3) a. emte 'notching' emte-1- 'to notch' 

ilja 'rotting ' iija-1- 'to mush' 

nebte 'ttirough' nebte-1- 'to break through' 

niCa ' asunder' niCa-1- 'to smash' 

bdba 'breaking' baiba-1- 'tocrush' 

The addition to verbs detives a verb from another verb. It is, however, not free to 

be atîached to any verbs. but it seems more likely associated with verbs with a meaning of a 

short duration inherentlp and derives a verb with a rneaning of repeating an action within a 

@en period of time. Consider the following examples. 

(4) Normai 

gisgi- 'to step' 

debse- 'to trample' 

musgi- 'totrïrist' 

do@- 'to tremble' 

Repeti tive 

gis@-le- 'to step repeatedly' 

debse-le- '10 tmmple repeatedly ' 

musgi-la- 'to twist repeatedly' 

do@-la- 'to tremble repeatedly' 



Ealgi- 'to splash' agi - la-  'ta splash repeatedl y ' 

&Mi- 'to chop* &bCi-la- 'to chop repeatedly' 

b k i -  'to k t '  bki-la- ' to hi t repeatedl y ' 

emkü- 'to put into the mouth' emkü-la- 'to put into the mouth repeatedt y' 

ker25i- 'to slice' ker25i-le 'to s l iœ  repeatedl y' 

do@- 'to shock' dora-la- 'to shock repeatedly' 

There is another suffix, -Ma-1-lkile-, which is similar in function to -la-/-le added 

to verbs. This suffis is not often identified as a verb forming suffix and when it is 

recognized, i t is sornetirnes lis ted as a separate suffix from -la-/-le (Nasunbayar 1983: 37 1) 

and sornetirnes, listed together with i t (Chenggel tei 198 1: 576). By following Chengpltei 

( 198 1)' here we put it together wi th -la-Me, because the suffin does not occur with too 

many verbs and its meaning is very similar to that of the -la-1-le- suffix as shown in the 

following esamples. 

(5) MO- boddkila- 'to think' 

YUYU- yuyu-Ma- 'to beg' 

nuqu- nuqu-Ma- 'to mis* 

The meaning of these two suffises has k e n  summarized differently in the sources. 

For esample, Poppe (1954 64) says it expresses repeated action. Street ( 1%3: 83) and 

Poppe (1970: 1 11) use 'frequentative' for its meaning, but Poppe (1970) explains its 

meaning as to form "verbs denoting actions which are repeated without interruption." 

Chenggel tei ( 198 1: 576)' on the other hand, says they form verbs with the meaning of long 

repetition. However, although their basic meaning is to indicate repetitive action, not al1 

verbs derived frorn it express that meaning. With some verbs it indicates rapidly repeated 

action within a short p e n d  of time as exempiified in (3) above but with some it has no 

more than a slightl y di fferent rneaning from the plain verb. For example: 



(6) daru- 'to press' dani-la- ' to oppress' 

dusu- ' to fail ' dusu-la- ' to drop' 

M o -  'to think* b o d d ü l a -  - ' to consider' 

Two kinds of truncations take place in the process of attaching this suffix to the 

bases. One is the deletion of the word final [n] as seen in ( lb)  and the other is the 

assimilation of -la-/-le- with the word final nasal consonants, as can be seen from the list 

(7a) below. However, it is a free variance because the assimilated form -na- and -la- are 

interchangeable in most cases as shown in (7b) where both -na/-ne and -la-/-le on be added 

CO the sarne base and it is not necessarily that -la- always assimilates with the word-final 

nasal consonant, as in (7c) where it retains its original form in spite of the nasal consonant 

at the end of the bases. 

(7 a. w 'road' 

dayisun 'enemy ' 

eng %ne' 

b. sarn 'comb' 

'defect ' 

em 'medici ne' 

ang ' kas t ' 

düng 'resul t ' 

Sang 'award' 

jang- 'temper' 

qosong 'joke' 

c. nom 'book' 

qunm 'wedding' 

qaram ' preed y ' 

olong 'girth* 

jam-na- 

dalkung-na- 

eng-ne- 

Sam- na- 

gem-ne- 

em-ne 

ang-na- 

düng-ne- 

gang- na- 

jang-na- 

qoSong-na- 

nom-la- 

qurim-la- 

qararn- la- 

dong-la- 

IC pm-la- u ' to travel ' 

*&yisung-la- ' to hate' 

*enple- 'to line up' 

sam-la- ' to com b' 

gem-le- 'to be ill' 

em-le- ' to use medicine' 

mg- la- 'to hunt' 

düng-le- 'to surnmarize' 

hg-la-  'to award' 

jàng-la- 'to be angry' 

qdong-la- 'to joke' 

*nom-na- 'to chant' 

*qurim-na- 'to many' 

"qararn-na- 'tobestingy' 

*oIong-na- 'to buckle the girth' 



2.1.2 The -rd-re- suffix 

This is another suffix that is used across word-dass to denve a large number of 

verbs from nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. Similar to -la-1-le, the function of the 

suffix is to change noun, adjective, and adverb into verbs and transform a verb into another 

verb. The meaning of derived verbs basically reflects what the base words mean and al1 

derived verbs are intransitive no matter what word-class they are from. See the following 

examples. 

(8) a- myaya 

segege 

uqayan 

medegc 

endegü 

b. jujayan 

dulayan 

sula 

c .  yada- 

mede- 

bayu- 

d. tasu 

qoltu 

jiiiya 

'conscience' 

'intelligence' 

'conscience' 

'faul t' 

'thick' 

'warm' 

' loose ' 

'to tire' 

' to know ' 

'to get off 

'CU tting ' 

'peeling' 

'scratching * 

2.1.3 The -&-l&- suffix 

tuyaya-ra- 

segege-re- 

uqaya-ra- 

medege-re- 

endeg ür-re- 

Ju*-ra- 

dulaya-ra- 

sula-ra- 

yada-ra- 

mede-re- 

bayu- ra- 

tasu-Ia- 

qolm-ra- 

jillp-Ia- 

'to bearn' 

'to be conscious' 

' to comprehend' 

'to reaiize' 

'to be mistaken' 

' to thîcken' 

'to warm' 

'to loosen' 

'to tire (oneself) out' 

'to feel, to admit' 

'to be weakened* 

' to tex' 

'to peel off' 

'to scratch' 

This is a suffix used across word-class to form verbs from noun, adjective, adverb, 

and verb. When attached to a noun or adjective the suffix derives a verb with the meaning 

of 'to do something that is expresseci by the base'. See the following examples. 



(9) a- arya 

m 
q&yu 

*tuyu 

esergü 

rnelji ye 

monii 

P r s  

b. qalayun 

dulayan 

dabqur 

sengiin 

seigün 

eri y en 

'method' arlaa- ' to deal wÏ th' 

'number* ma- 'to treat as* 

'answer, reply' qariyu-Ea- 'to resist, to refute' 

'madness* 

'oppi  te' 

'bet' 

'gam bling ' 

'degree* 

'hot' 

'wann' 

'double' 

'cool * 

'free' 

'col ored' 

untuyu*- 

esergü-Ee- 

meljiye-&- 

morüyi-Ee- 

j e rgee -  

qalayu-&- 

dulaya-Ca- 

dabqu-h- 

sen gü-&- 

selgü-Ee- 

eriye-Ee- 

'to be ange' 

'to go a@nstT 

'to bet* 

'to gamble' 

'to be equal ' 

'to warrn, to feel hot' 

'to warm, to feel warm' 

'to double' 

'to feel cool, to cool off' 

'to rest' 

' to scri bbie' 

When added to a verb base, it produces another verb that may or rnay not have a 

different meaning. For example: 

(10) a. bari- 

erg - 
p+ 

nolïu- 

siqa- 

morgü- 

b. joki- 

sol bi- 

sol i - 

üime- 

'to hold* 

'to tum* 

'to miss' 

'to patch' 

'to squeeze* 

'to butt, to collide' 

'to fit' 

'to cross' 

'to change' 

'to bustle' 

barisa- 

erg-&- 

pria- 

nokü-Ee- 

siqaa- 

morgü& 

j o k i a -  

sol bi-Ea- 

soli 4%- 

&me-&- 

42 

'to compare' 

'to hesitate* 

'to violate' 

'to be friend' 

'to crowd * 

'to counter' 

'to match' 

'to cross, to intersect ' 

'to exchange' 

'to bustle' 



A fter some verbs and adverbs, i t has a variant 4- which expresses repeti tion, i.e. 

the given action is repeated intensively within a certain p e n d  of time as shown by the 

following exam ples. 

(11) a, ebde- 'to break' ebdeZi- 

nuqu- 'to mix' nuquzi- 

ergi - 'to turn' ergXe- 

b. baba 'completel y' balbati- 

qaF 'breaking ' qaya-Eil 

tasu ' sudden cut ' tasu-& 

delbe 'esplosivel y ' delbe-6- 

'to destroy' 

'to crumple' 

' to fa1 ter' 

'to smash' 

' to break ' 

' to tear apart ' 

'10 c ~ h '  

2.1.4 The difference between these suffixes 

The three suffixes we have examined above. especially the former two, behave 

somewhat similarly in that they are al1 attached to words of different classes to form verbs. 

But they have a fundamental di fference. A distinction between -la-/-le- and -ra-1-re- GUI be 

drawn in terms of the transitivity and intransitivity of the derived verb. The derived verbs 

from -[a-/-le- are transitive and those from -ra-1-re- are intransitive and this difference can 

be demonstrated by the attachment of two suffixes to the same base. With nouns. the 

distinction between -ra-/-re- and -la-/-le- is not ço clear but it appears that the attachment of 

-ra-1-re- always derives an intransitive verb while we cannot be as certain of -la-/-le-. To 

many noun bases, these two suffixes can be attached simultaneously and the denved verb 

is transitive with -la-1-le- and intransitive with -ra-1-re-. See the following examples. 

( 12) egEe 'straight' egEe-le- ' to straighten' egb-re- 'to be straight' 

ilyal 'distinction' ilyal-la- 'to distinguish' ilya-ra- 'to differ' 

bogem 'bunch' bogem-le- 'to cluster' bogem-re- ' to gather' 

tuyaya ' barn ' tuyaya-la- 'to bearn' tuyaya-m- 'to shine' 



elige 'liver* elige-le- 'to lie on stomach' elig-re- 'to caret 

modo 'tree * modela- 'perch on tree' modera- 'to becorne woody' 

dabusu 'salt* dabusu-la- 'to sa1 t' dabusu-ra- 'to be salty' 

uqayan 'intellect ' uqaya-la- 'to wgi tate' uqaya-ra- 'to perceive' 

qayap 'edge* qayaya-la- 'to move aside' qayaya-ra- 'to dawn' 

The transitive and intransitive difference between these two suffixes is shown more 

clearly when they attach to the sarne adjectives, adverbs, and verbs. When they are both 

atiached to the sarne adjective base, it is straightforward that -la-/-le- derives the transitive 

verb and -ra-l-re- forms the intransitive one as in (13) below. Compare the following 

exam ples. 

( 13) kündü 'heavy ' kündü-le- ' to respect* kiindü-re- 'to be heavf 

su1 a 'loose* sula-la- 'to loosen* sula-ra- 'to be loose' 

ondoo 'different* ondoo-la- ' to distinguish ' ondoo-ra- ' to be di fferent' 

qoyoson 'empty' qayoso-la- 'to empty' qayoso-ra- ' to be empty ' 

todo Wear ' todo- la- 'to clarify' todo- ra- 'to emerge' 

tusaqai 'special ' tusaqai-la- 'to speciaiize' nisaqai-ra- 'to be specific' 

dolayan 'warm' dolaya-la- 'towann' dolaya-ra- ' to be warm ' 

From the samples we collected, we cannot find too many examples of verbs to 

which these two suffixes are added simultaneously. The exarnples we found, however, 

still show the transitive and intransitive distinction as exemplified in (14a). With adverbs, 

these two suffises shows explicitly the transitive and intransitive distinction as in (l4b) 

beIow. 

(14) a. saCu- 'to spray* saEu-la- 'to scatter' 

ebde- 'to destroy* eMe-le- 'to destroy' 

alda- ' to lose* alda-la- ' to release' 

sabra- 'to sprinkle' 

ebde-re- 'to break down ' 

al&-ra 'to corne ofr 



'breaking' 

' breaking ' 

'pulling ' 

'notching' 

'rotting 

' through* 

'asunder* 

'breahng* 

qaya-l- 

quyu-l- 

suyu-l- 

emte-l- 

iija-l- 

nebte-l- 

ni&-1- 

bal ba-l- 

'to break' 

'to break' 

'to pull out' 

'to notch' 

'to mush* 

'to break through* 

'to smash' 

'to cnish* 

qaya-ra- 

quyu-ra- 

suyu-ra- 

emk-re- 

ilja-ra- 

neb te-re- 

ni&- ra- 

bal ba-ra- 

' to fd 1 apart * 

'to be broken' 

'to slip out* 

'to chip off' 

'to rot* 

'to pass through* 

'to be srnashed' 

'to cnunble' 

1 n addition to the above transi tive and intransitive opposition, these two suffixes also 

show other minor differences. Although there is no regular pattern, it seems that they are 

productive with different groups of nouns or  adjectives. For instance, as shown in the 

followinp k t ,  to some bases -ra-l-re- is not allowed to be added but only -la-/-le-. 

(15) a. asig 

toloyai 

meke 

Salk 

mi5 

sejig 

b. taryun 

d a b w  

erkim 

ondor 

narin 

b u w  

qa)yrai 

qurdun 

'benefit' 

' head' 

'decei t' 

'wind' 

'doc tor ' 

'suspicion' 

'fat' 

'double' 

'honorable* 

'high' 

'thin* 

'opposi te* 

'dry* 

'fast' 

asig-la- 

toloyai-la- 

meke-Ie- 

sallii-la- 

ema-le- 

sejg-le- 

tarju-la- 

dabqur-la- 

erhm-le- 

ondor-le- 

nari-la- 

buruyu-la- 

qayurai-la- 

qurdu-la- 

*a igre -  

* tolop-ra- 

*me ke-re- 

*A b-ra- 

*emEi-re- 

*sejïg-re- 

*taqu-ra- 

*dabqur-ra- 

*erkim-re- 

*ondor-re- 

'nari -ra- 

* buruyu-ra- 

*qayurai-ra- 

*qurdu-ra- 

' to make use of' 

'to lead' 

' to cheat ' 

'to be windy' 

'to be doctor* 

'to distrust' 

'to gain weight* 

'to double* 

'to honor' 

'to r a i d  

'to do  carefully* 

'to tum way' 

'to dry' 

'to speed up' 



On the other hand, to some bases, -la-/-le- is not allowed to be attached but only 

-ra-f-re- is allowed. See the following exunples. 

(16) a. tokoge 

segege 

tasiya 

endegüü 

b. koke 

küyi ten 

egdegüü 

k&güü 

kogsin 

günjkgei 

sarnayun 

'mind' 

'CO~SC~OUS * 

'error* 

'mistake* 

'blue' 

'cold * 

'fault* 

'difficul t* 

'old* 

' profound * 

'disorganized* 

tokoge-re- 

segege-re- 

tasi ya-ra- 

endegü-re- 

koke-re- 

küyi te-re- 

egdegü-re- 

kelsegü-re- 

kogsi - re- 

günjegei -re- 

samayu-ra- 

* tokoge-le ' to understand* 

*segege-le- 'to become conscious* 

*tasiya-la- 'to be mistaken' 

*ende@-le- 'to be mistaken' 

* koke-le- 'to be blue* 

*küyite-le- 'to become chilly* 

*egdegü-le- 'to be mistaken* 

*k&gü-le- 'to be di fficul t * 

* kogsi-le 'to get old* 

fgünjépi-le- 'to be profound* 

*samayu-la- 'to be disorganized* 

Another difference shown between -la-/-le- and -ra-1-re- is that they are sensitive to 

different meanings of the sarne base. This is illustrated by the following examples where 

the two suffixes express the different meanings of the sarne bases when foming the verbs. 

<ir> 0boVa 'pile* obaya-la- ' to pi le up* 

' gathering * obaya-ra- ' to gather' 

S O Y W  'tusk* soyaya-la- 'to grow tusks* 

'sprout * soyaya-ra- ' to sprout* 

The 4%-/&- suffix is another productive way of deriving verbs from the different 

type of word-classes and in particular, it is more productive with verbs than the other two 

suffixes and it is  used extensively to form verbs from adverbs depicting the manner of 

action. 



In the data we collected, unlike with the former two suffixes, this suffix appears to 

be l e s  commonly used with nouns and adjectives to form verbs and only those examples 

listed in (9) are round. To many of the bases to which -la-/-le- and -ra-1-re- are attached to 

form verbs, 4%-14% is not applicable, but many of the bases to which -Ea-/-Ee- are 

attached, either -la-/-le- or -ra-1-re- can be attached. In the exarnples we listed, although the 

verb derived by -Ca-/-&- has a similar meaning with that of the verb derived by -la-1-le- or 

-ra-1-re-, they differ slightly. Of the examples (18)' those in (a) are verbs denved solely 

from -&-/-Ce-, those in (b) are verbs derived from 4%-/a- and -la-/-le-, and those in (c) 

are verbs derived from al1 three suffises. Note that there are not too many exarnples of the 

verbs denved by -&-/a- and -ml  -re- simul taneousl y. 

(18) a. meljiye ' k t '  

esergü 'opposi te* 

sengün 'cool* 

selgün 'free' 

b- aria 'method' arya-&- 

W 'number' top-&- 

quiyu 'answer' qarip-Ea- 

jkrge 'degree' jerge-Pe- 

dabqur 'double' dabqu-2%- 

eriyen 'colored' eriye-&- 

c. qalayun 'hot' 

qalayu-Ea- 'tofeel hot* 

qaiayu-la- 'to heat' 

qalayu-ra- 'to have a fever' 

melji y e a -  ' to be t ' 

esergu-k- ' to go against ' 

serigü-Ee- 'to feel cool, to cool off' 

selgii-&- 'torest' 

'tocopewith'arya-la- 'tohandle' 

' to treat as ' toya-la- ' to coun t ' 

'to resist* qariyu-la- ' to answer' 

'to be equal' jerge-le- 'to make a line* 

'to duplicate* dabqu-la- 'to double' 

'to scribble' eriye-le- 'to maice coloirul' 

dulayan ' wann' 

dulaya-Ca- 'to feel w m  ' 

duiaya-la- 'to warm' 

duiaya-ra- 'to becorne wann' 

Their distinction is perhaps shown more clearly by the foilowing examples, since 

the verb in each of the examples is not interchangeable. 



( 1 9) a. bi qalayua-ju bayi-na 

1 heat-CohV be-.W 

'1 am warming up myself. * 

b. bi q a p l a  qalayu-la-ju bayi-na 

I meal heat-COhy be-rn  

'I am heating my meal.' 

c . bi qalayu-ra-ju bayi-na 

1 heat-corn be-NE 

'1 am gettinp a fever.' 

(30) a. bi dulaya-Ca-ju bayi-na 

1 warm-COhV b e - h i  

'1 am warming up rnyself.' 

b . ger- ben duizya-la-$ bayi- na 

house-REF warm-COhV be-%PT 

'(1) am warming my houe '  

c. te@ duia-ya-ra-ju bayi-na 

it wann-CONV be-SFT 

'It is getting warm.' 

This suffis is never attached to the same verb base to which -la-/-le- or -fa-/-re- are 

attached and vice versa- After some verbs. i t has a variant li- which expresses repeti tion 

as shown by the examples in ( 11) above. 

Although their meanings di ffer sliphtl y. these three suffixes are extensive1 y added 

to adverbs forming transitive verbs depicting the manner of action. In Mongoliari, there are 

a good number of adverbs which. placed before a verb in the sentence. indicate the manner 

of action or event. In most cases. the adverbs are placed alone before the verb but they can 

be duplicated. For instance, al1 adverbs occumng before the verb Eoki- ' to strike. to break' 

express the manner in which Eoki- can be done; the duplication of the adverb expresses 

repeti tion or  intensity of that action. 

(21) Normal Repetitive or intensive 

qaya b k i -  qaya qaya bk i -  'to break' 

tasu wïi- dasu dasu hi- 'to tearapart' 

kemke ski- kemke kemke bki- 'to smash into pieces' 

baba h k i -  baba b a h  bk i -  'to smash' 

quyu Eoki- quyu qw Eoki- 'to break into pieces* 



T o  many of these adverbs three suffixes, -1-, Ei-, and -ra-/-re-, can be freely 

attacheci to denve verbs with the different meanings. This is one of the more productive 

ways to f o m  verbs in Mongolian. The -1- and 4- suffixes create a transitive verb and the 

-fa-l-re- suffix an intransitive. This distinction is clear in the grammar books, however, the 

difference between the -1- and 45- suffixes has been explained in various ways. For 

instance, while Poppe (19%: 66) remarks the -a- suffix expresses "actions performed 

energe ticall y o r  wi th strength" and -1- f o m s  verbs "expressing destructive actions," Street 

(1963: 87) claims the former has frequentative rneaning and the latter has frequentative or 

intensive rneaning. &or- (1988: 3 15). on the contrary, explains that -1- refers to non- 

recurrent action and -Ci- refers to repeated (or recurrent) actions. The two suffixes, it 

seems clear, fonn verbs with the same meaning but the -Ei- suffix refers to action repeated 

frequently for a certain period of time and -1- lacks this rneaning. 

(22) Base 

bai ba 

qaya 

tasu 

del be 

kemke 

qoltu 

quyu 

suyu 

sa1 ba 

'completely ' 

'breahng' 

'sudden cut' 

'explosivel y' 

'smashing ' 

'peeling' 

' breaking ' 

'pulling' 

'spli tting ' 

Unrnarked 

bal ba-1- 

qaya-1 - 

mu-1- 

delbe-1- 

kemke-1- 

qoltll-1- 

quyu-1- 

suyu-1- 

sal ba-1 - 

Repeti titre 

bal ba-Ci- 

qaya-Ci- 

tasuti- 

delbexi- 

kemkezi- 

qoltu-Ei- 

quyuti- 

suyua-  

saiba-Ei- 

'to smash' 

'to break' 

' to tear apart ' 

'to crush' 

'to smash into pieces' 

'to peel o f f  

'to break into pieces' 

'to pull out' 

'to spllt' 

Although the -1- and Ei- suffixes can be attached to the same words, the -1- suffix 

is used more frequently than the -Ei- suffix. For instance, in the examples listed below, the 

Ei- suffix is not possible but the -1 suffis is. 



(3 Wya 

kel te 

multu 

moitü 

sete 

sibtu 

tesü 

'scratchi ng ' jiiiya-1- 

'chipping ' kelte-1- 

'tearïng* multu-1- 

'dislocating ' moltü-1- 

'notching * sete-1- 

'passing' sibtu-l- 

'bursting' tesü-1- 

'to scratch' 

'to chip o f f  

'to tear off' 

'to dislocate' 

'to notch' 

'to pass through' 

' to break apart ' 

2.2 The suffix used after noun and adjective 

There are the following ten suffixes that are attached to both noun and adjective to 

form verbs, most of which commonl y used to derive verbs from these two word-classes. 

3.2. I The -da/-de- suffis 

This is one of the rnost productive verb forming suffixes as it can be added to 

dmost any noun and adjective to rom verbs with various meanings. When attached to a 

noun. it expresses a meaning of 'to use ... to d o  something* and when attached to an 

adjective. it has a meaning of 'to be ... or to be more ...'. See the following examples and 

compare the examples in (24a) and (14b). 

(14) a. daya 

sidam 

w k ü  

cabau 

tosu 

tul yayuri 

al ba 

arya 

'paim' 

'short stick' 

'neck* 

'glue' 

'011' 

' pillar* 

'compulsion' 

'method' 

alaya-da- 

sidarn-da- 

kitjügü-de- 

&bu-da- 

tosu-da- 

ail yayuri-da- 

al ba-da- 

aqa-da- 

'to slap with the hand* 

'to beat with the stick' 

'to seize by the neck' 

'to glue' 

'to oil' 

'to support' 

' to force' 

' to persuade' 



araki 

yak 

Uai 

Yar 

yen 

mor 

b. mayu 

b a t h  

degere 

muqur 

qalwun 

qobur 

q o m  

erte 

ileg üü 

'wine' 

'ground' 

'fire' 

' hand ' 

'desire' 

' traii ' 

' bad' 

'urgent ' 

'above' 

'blunt' 

'hot' 

'black' 

'rare' 

'later' 

'earl y ' 

'extra' 

araki-da- 

yaiarda- 

*-da- 

m-da- 

yori - da- 

mor-de- 

mayu-da- 

kCim-da- 

degere-de- 

muqurda- 

qalayu-da- 

qara-da- 

qobur-da- 

qoji m-da- 

e rte-de- 

ilegü-de- 

'to drink' 

'to l a d 7  

'to set Ere' 

'to d o  with one's own hand' 

'to desire' 

' to track' 

'to worsen' 

'to be anxious ' 

'to be high' 

'to be worn out' 

'to feeI too hot' 

'to abuse, to suspect' 

'to be short of 

' to be late' 

'to be earl y' 

'to be extra' 

This suffix has several variants, -du-l-dü-. -ta-1-te-, and -tu-/-tu-, dependîng upon 

the vowel or the last segment of base. For example. 

(35) a- jab 

di  ya 

nayi ral 

toki yal 

temW 

b. doroyi 

narnuy 

c. bulanggir 

' free' 

'naughty ' 

'accord' 

'chance ' 

'competi tion' 

'weak' 

'swamp' 

'turbid' 

j&d~-  

ali ya-du- 

nayird -du- 

toki yal -du- 

temkldü- 

dom yi - ta- 

namuy- ta- 

bulanggi r- tu- 

'to forestal1 ' 

'to be naughty' 

' to be in accord ' 

'to coincide' 

'to compete' 

'to decay' 

'to becorne s w a p '  

'to be turbid' 



b u .  'dirty* bu*-tu- 'to be dirty' 

oyi ra ' near * oyira-tu- 'to approach' 

budang 'fog' budang-tu- 'to be foggy* 

gem 'sin* gem-tu- 'to be injured' 

ünür 'smell* ünür-tü- 'to smell* 

ke yi 'air* keyi-tli- 'to be excited* 

Sometimes, the -da-/-de- suffix is confused with -d-1-s-,* because of their similar 

forms and the meaning they express. But they are not the sarne suffis. Compare the 

following esamples in (26) where the -da-1-de- suffis and -d- express dissimilar meanings 

even though they are attached to the sarne adjective. The -&-/-de- suffix expresses 'to be 

too .. . ', while the latter express the meaning ' to become ... *. 

(26) a. m a p  'bad* mayu-da- 'to be too bad* mayu-d- 'to bewme bad* 

ürgen 'wide* ürge-de- 'to be too wide* ürged- 'to become wide ' 

qalayun 'hot* q a l a p d a -  'to feel tm hot* 

erte 'eari y' erte-de- ' to be earl y* 

ilegüü 'estra' ilegü-de- 'to be entra* 

b . baya 'small' baya-da- ' to  be too srnail' 

narh 'thin' nari-da- ' tobetoothin* 

yeke 'big* yeke-de- 'to be too big* 

qaiayu-d- 'to become hot** 

erte-ci- ' to becorne earl y ' 

ilegü-d- ' to esceed* 

' baya-d-1-s- 'to becume small' 

nari-d-1-s- 'to become thin' 

yeke-cl-l-s- 'to become big* 

Pjalan 'thick* j i j k p d e -  'to be too thick* ju&a-d-1-s- 'to become thick' 

qurdun 'fast* qurdu-du- 'to be too fast' qurdu-d-/-s- 'to become fast* 

Similar to the -d-1-s- suffix, the other aiterations of  -da-/-de- aiso make the 

difference of 'to be too ...' and 'to be ...* as listed in (27) below. However, not al1 

examples of -du-1-dü-, -tu-/-tu- exemplified in (24) have the counterparts to which -&-/de- 

is attached and in  this case, -du-/-du-, -tu-l-tu-, or the others simply express the same 



meaning as the -&-/-de- suffix (see the above). 

(27) ondor 'Ml' ondor-de- 'to be too d l '  ondor-dü- 'to be tail ' 

oyi ra 'close' oyirada- 'to be too close' oyira-tu- 'to be closer' 

oroyi 'late' oroyi-ta- 'KI be late' oroyi-to- 'to be late' 

ayujim 'slow* ayujim-da- 'to be too slow' ammdu-  'to be slow' 

3.22 The -Mila-/-Mile- suffis 

The suffis is added to the adjective and derives verbs with the meaning 'to act in a 

certain way ' from the meaning of the primary adjective. 1 t is also added to the noun (two 

examples in our data) to form verbs. 

(-8) yayarau 

yeke 

büdügün 

qurdun 

türgen 

konggen 

narin 

daya 

' busy' 

'big. large' 

'large ' 

'fast' 

'quick ' 

'light' 

'nanou" 

' branch' 

'to hurry' 

'to treat roughly' 

'to act crudely' 

'to act quickl y, to speed up' 

'to act quickl y * 

'to make lighter' 

'to study thoroughlf 

'to branch out' 

In many of the esamples, the suffix is aitachecl to the bases to which -la-/-le is also 

comected and in some cases, their meanings are inseparable. For instance, some of the 

examples in (29) also take the -la-/-le- suffix but the distinction between the verbs derived 

with -bEila-/-Eile- and the verbs derived with -la-/-le- is not entirely clear. The only 

difference is that the former has the meaning of 'to act in a certain way' and the latter 'to act 

quickly in a certain way'. See the following examples. 



(29) qurdun 'fast* qurdu-ma- qurdu-la- 'to act quickly, to speed up' 

türgen 'quick' türge- m e -  ttirge-le- 'to act quickly' 

konggen 'light' konggen-Ede- kongge-le- 'to make lighter* 

narin 'narrow' nari-Wia- nari-la- 'to study thoroughly' 

salaya ' branch ' saiaya-Mila salaya-la- 'to branch out' 

This suffis, however, is not freely used with any adjective but is restncted to 

relatively few adjectives as exemplified in the above list. For instance, it is hardly used 

with the adjectives like qma 'black' and Eaymt 'white,' sayin 'good' and mûyic 'bad,' and 

~L&QII 'slow' and uycJim 'graduai.' In such cases, the -Ela-/-Mile- suffix is contrastive 

with the -Fra-/-jire- and -sira-/-sire- suffixes in that they are never attached to the same 

adjectives (see the sections 2.2.5 and 72.7 later). 

Since the structure of the -Mla-/-Mile- suffix is the exactly same as the noun 

fonning suffis -El- combined with the verb fonning suffix -la-/-le-. i t  1s sometimes 

anaiyzed as -Mi- and -la-1-le-, two separate suffixes. Even though both structure and 

meaning have a certain similarity, they cannot be regarded as the same. The -Bila-/-Nile- 

suffix and the -Mi- and -la-/-le- suffixes f o m  verbs with completely different meanings. 

The former, as the examples in (28) show, not only forms verbs with a meaning of 'to act 

in a certain manner' but also indicates 'to d o  something quickly', while the latter is clearly 

the combination of two suffixes. One is the noun fonning suffix -Ei-  from noun and 

adjective and the other is a verb forming suffix -la-/-le- from noun and it merely functions 

as the verb forming suffix from nouns that are formed from adding the -M- suffix to noun 

or  adjective. Compare the following examples with those in (28). 

(30) dalda 'hidden'dalda-bEi 'shelter' dalda-Mi-la- 'to hide' 

alaya ' palm ' alaya-Mi 'cuffs' alaya-Mi-la- 'to cuff 

amayayi 'bit ' amapyi-Mi 'bridle' amapyi-M-la- ' to bridle ' 



küjügü bneck' kü9gü-Mi 'nmkl=' fijügü-b&-ie- 

qalqa 'shield' qalqa-bEi 'shelter' qalqa-M-la- 

sara ' moon ' sara-bCi 'roof' sara-Mi-la- 

SUYU 'armpit ' suyu-Mi "annhole' suyu-M-la- 

23.3 The -Eila-IZile- suffix 

'to put something 

around one's neck' 

'1.0 shield' 

'to Imk shielding the 

eyes with the hand' 

'to camy under the m' 

This suffix forrns verbs, meaning 'to wai as ...' or 'to act as ...' when added to a 

noun refemng to humans (mostly relatives) and 'to make into, to rendered into' after an 

adjective and other nouns. 

(31) a. eke 'mother' eke4ile- 'to treat as mother' 

d g e  ' father' eZig-Eile- 'to treat as father' 

küü 'son' küü4ile- 'to treat as one's own son' 

kobegün 'son' kobegü-Me- 'to treat as one's own son' 

degüü 'younger brother' degü-Eile- 'to act as a y n g e r  brother' 

üre 'descendant' 

beri 'daughter in-law ' 

sedgil 

yosu 

b. kitad 

mongpl  

kmm 

odoki 

'slave' 

'feeling' 

'rule' 

'Chinese' 

'Mongolian' 

'human' 

'modern' 

'to treat as one's own younger brother' 

Ürezile- 'to take as one's own child' 

beri4ile- 'to act as a daughter-in-law ' 

'to treat as one's onw daughter-in-lad 

boyolEila- 'to neat as a slave' 

sedgil-Eile- ' to act according to one's own thought ' 

yosudla- 'to act acwrding to rule' 

kitad4ila- ' to translate into Chinese' 

mongyol-Eila- 'to translate into Mongolian' 

kümün-15ile- ' to humanize' 

odoki4ila- 'to modernize' 



surtal 'doctrine ' surtal4ila- ' to propagate ' 

dogom 'simple' dogorndle- 'to simplify' 

nomoqan 'obedient' nomoqada-  'to cheat the honest' 

m a y a  'idea' sanaya-&la- 'to ini tiate' 

ogere 'other' ogerxile- 'to make a change' to al ter' 

a?" 'wide' ayu4ila- 'to excuse' 

Just as with the -Mila-/-Mile- suffix, since the structure of this suffis is the same as 

the combination of the noun forming suffix -Ei- followed by the verb forming suffix -la-/- 

le-, the distinction of the two is not always clearl y made in the grammars. For instance, the 

verbs. derived by the addition of the -la-Me- suffix to noun or  adjective with the 4%-Ein 

suffis, are often treated as examples of verbs foxmed by attaching the -Ha-Mile- suffix to a 

noun.2 The fact is that the verbs like those in (321) are not verbs denved by attachinp 

Eila-I-Zile- to noun or  adjective, but verbs derived by the addition of -la-He- to noun or  

adjective with the -CU-Cin suffis. The Si/Ein suffïx is noun or adjective forming from a 

noun and the -la-/-le- suffis is a suffix deriving verbs from noun or adjective (see more 

discussion on this above the section 2.1.1 ). Consider the following esamples where the 

suffis -la-/-le- in (3%) functions in exactiy the same way that it does when attached to 

nouns ending with d l i i n  in (33b). In both cases, -la-/-le- fonns verbs from noun o r  

adjective with a meaning of 'to do or to be whatever the noun indicates'. On the con- , 

in the exarnples given in (31) above. the 4ila-/-LTile- suffix is inseparable. Compare the 

following exarnples with those in (3 1). 

(32) a. ayil 'family* ayil-Ei 

dayin ' war dayi-Ei 

yajar 'place' p . - E i  

dem ' 1  dem-Ei 

eme 'dnig' eme-Ei 

' visi tor' a - a -  ' to travel ' 

' w arlike' dayi4i-la- ' to amuse' 

'guide' - - l a  'tobeguide' 

'midwife' dem4i-le- 'to be midwife' 

'doctor' eme4-le- ' to heal ' 



mal 'cattle' mal-1Si 'herdsman' mal-&la- 'toherdcattle' 

ünen 'me' ünen-Ei 'truthful' Ünen-We- 'tobefaithful' 

p l  'center' pole 'fair' pol-Ei-la- 'to center' 

b. sübegei 

toMi 

sarabl5i 

q d i  

6 m E i  

biIdau6 

gerzi 

yuyirinzi 

k o E i  

a6 

1.7.4 The -5- suffis 

'picky' 

'button' 

'porch, visor' 

' humor' 

' propeq' 

' fl atterer' 

'ev idence ' 

' beggar ' 

'whole ' 

'benefi t ' 

sübeggi- le- 

tobëi-la- 

sana-la- 

qoEi-la- 

thCi-le- 

bildauzi-la- 

gerzi-le- 

yu yin nWa-  

koM-le- 

alsi-la- 

'to trace ' 

' to button' 

'to look shielding the eyes' 

'to make fun of' 

'to own' 

'to flatter, to fawn ' 

'to give testimong * 

'to beg' 

' to cover ' 

'to benefit' 

The -3- suffis derives verbs from nouns and adjectives. The  derived verb has a 

meaning related to that of the primary words, but it is hard to summarize. In some case, it 

has a meaning of ' to be ... ' and some times. it expresses entry into a state, Le. 'to become 

like ...*. See the following examples. 

(33) a. nasu 'age' 

Pie 'courage ' 

mal 'animal' 

iire 'descendant ' 

dam 'indirect' 

dem 'help 

qabur 'spring ' 

nasu-ji- 'to age' 

jorig-ji- 'to be encouraged' 

mai+ 'to herd' 

üre-3- 'to increase' 

dam-ji- 'to pass' 

dem-ji- 'to help' 

qabur-ji- 'to pass the spnng ' 



'di tch' p u +  

'measure ' kem-ji- 

' togethemess ' qam-ji- 

' young * jàiayu-ji- 

' plenty ' arbi -5- 

'hard' 4-"/u-5- 

'rich' baya-ji- 

'wide' orge-3- 

'to molt' 

' to measure ' 

'to help' 

'to be young' 

' to increase' 

' to be strong ' 

'to get rich* 

'to widen' 

1.3.5 The -gr-a-l-jire- suffis 

The meaning of this suffix is similar with that of the -5- suffix but the use is limited 

to certain adjectives and it rarely occun with nouns (the only examples being anggi 

'separate' and qoy 'dust'). Although -jira-1-Jre- is similar in meaning to -ji-. it hardly ever 

occurs with adjectives to which the -3- suffis may be attached or vice versa Compare the 

following examples with those in (33). 

(34) ang@ ' separate ' angpi-&a- 'to separate' 

90Y 'dirt, dust' qcq-5 ra- 'to fa11 off' 

sayin 'good' sayi n-jira- 'to improve' 

mayu %ad' map-jira- 'to be worse' 

W u  'spacious ' a y  -jira- 'to become spacious, to be relieved' 

~ U Y  'dm, deep' duy-jm- 'to take a nap' 

dayamai 'strength' dayam-jira- 'to become serious, to worsen' 

2.2.6 The -si- suffis 

This suffix is added to nouns and sometimes to adjectives. 1 t has the rneaning, 'to 

become.. . ' or 'to start to be.. . ' and the resui ting vert, is always intransitive. For example: 



(35) a. aldar 

arnta 

atar 

buPl 

egüie 

borayan 

oron 

b. mergen 

ünen 

ejkn 

bayatur 

alay 

Euqa-Y 

anggir 

' farne* 

'taste * 

'uncuitivated* 

'mildew * 

'cloud 

'min* 

'location' 

'smart * 

'truth* 

' de r '  

' brave* 

'spotted* 

'rare* 

' yellow ' 

aldar-si- 

am ta-si- 

am-si- 

buyul-si- 

egüle-si- 

boroya-si- 

oron-si- 

mergen-si- 

ünem-si - 

ejem-si- 

bayatur-si- 

alay-si - 

Euqay-si - 

mg@ r-si - 

' to become famous' 

'to habi tuate' 

'to be uncultivated* 

'to mildew' 

'to become cloudy* 

'to be rainy' 

'to settle' 

'to be skilled* 

'to trust* 

'to master' 

'to be brave* 

' to be spotted* 

' to becorne rare' 

'to becorne yellow' 

The fonns and rneaning of -ji- and -si- are not qui te the same, but there are samples 

to show that these two can be added to the same base and express the same meaning in 

most cases as s h o w  in (36a). Their difference is. however, shown clearl y by exarnples in 

(36b) where the two suffixes are attached to nouns refemng to the seasons and -si- 

expresses 'for . . . to approach* and -9- has a meaning of 'to pas.. . '. 

(36) a. namuy 

nutuy 

oron 

atar 

el beg 

kilbar 

qobor 

'swamp' 

'native place' 

'place* 

'uncul tivated ' 

' pienty ' 

'easy * 

'rare* 

narnuy-si- namuy-ji- 

nuniy-si- nuhiy-ji- 

oron-si- oron-ji- 

atar-si- atar-5- 

el beg-si- elbeg-5- 

kil bar-si- kilh-5- 

qobor-si- qobor-3- 

'to become wamp' 

'to be used to the place* 

'to settle down' 

'to become virgin land' 

'to be abundant' 

'to be easy* 

' to become rare' 



mergen 'smart ' 

b. namw 'Autumn* 

q ~ b u r  'Spring' 

merge-si- merge-5- 'to be expert' 

namur-si- 'for Autumn to approach' 

namur-ji- 'to pass the Autumn' 

qabur-si - 'for Spring to approach' 

qabur-5- 'to p a s  the Spring' 

3.2.7 The +ira-/-sire- suffix 

This suffis is attached to a limited number of nouns and adjectives to derive 

intransitive verbs. I t s  meaning is hard to describe but it means 'to become ...' o r  to tum 

into ...' in some cases. See the following examples. 

'thought' 

\hardship' 

'direction' 

'man y ' 

'white* 

'SIOU** 

'hard, firm' 

'tight' 

sanaya-si ra- 

qaia-si ra- 

Pg-sire- 

01 a-si ra- 

*-si ra- 

u d a p s i  ra- 

qaiayu-si ra- 

ay-si ra- 

'to w0n-y' 

' to be ti red of 

'to be in order* 

'to multiply * 

'to whiten' 

'to slow down' 

'to strengthen' 

' to thicken * 

As mentioned earlier, when attached to adjectives, the meaning of -$a-/--gr- is 

similar with that of -sira-/-sire- and -Mila-/-Mile-. However, they are hardly ever used wi th 

the same adjective. The meaning of the three suffixes is roughly the same after adjectives 

but apparently they are not added to the sarne bases. Let's look at several examples below. 

(38) a. qurdun 'fast' qurdu-Ma- *qurdu-sin- *qurdu-Fra- 

y a p u  'busy* yapa-Wia- 'yayara-sin- *yayara-jira- 

türgen 'quick türge- Wie- *türge-sile- ttiirge-jke- 



b. &qan 'white' Eqa-sira- *&qa-Eila- 

udayan 'slour' udaya-sin- *udaya-Mila- 

qatayu 'hard' qatap-sira- *qatayu-Mila- 

c. sayin ' g d '  sayin-Fra- *sayin-Mla- 

mayu %ad' mayu-jira- *mayu-Ma- 

WU 'spacious ' ayu-jra- *ayu- Mla- 

*%-ji ra- 

* udaya-Fra- 

*qatayu-ji ra- 

* sayi n-sira- 

*mayu-sin- 

*ap-si ra- 

The selective use of three suffixes is shown by these examples in (38) anc 

appears that the limitation of each suffix has something to with the inherent meaning of the 

adjective they attach to. The -Mila-/-Mile- suffis is added to adjectives describing motion, 

the -sira-1-sire- suffis is added to adjectives descnbing color or quality, and the -jira-l-jire- 

suffis is attached to adjectives describing quality and it is limited to these adjectives 

exemplified above. 

3.28 The -si ya-1-sipe- suffis 

Added to nouns and adjectives this forms transitive verbs with the meaning of 'to 

do ... or to make. .. ' For esample: 

(39) sayin 

b u w  

erke 

eli ge 

berke 

kereg 

mayu 

Oro 

tobeg 

adali 

'good* 

'mistake' 

'might' 

%verT 

'difficulty ' 

'need' 

'bad' 

' h m '  

'obstacle' 

'same* 

sayi-siya- 

buruyu-si ya- 

erke-siye- 

el ige-siye- 

berke-siye- 

kereg-siy- 

mayu-si ya- 

or6-si ye- 

tUobeg-si ye- 

adaii-siya- 

'to praise* 

'tocriticize' 

'to dominate' 

'to love' 

' to fear' 

'to need' 

' to disgrace' 

'to forgive' 

'to consider difficult' 

'to compare' 



b m ~  'simitar' baniy-si ya- 'to be similar' 

F i  'corn panion ' qani- si ya- 'to search friend' 

y a d a ~ r  'outside' *r-siya- 'to alienate' 

doora 'belou.' doora-si ya- 'to look down upon' 

dura 'desi re ' 

keikgüü 'tough' 

kundü ' heavy ' 

dura-si ya- 'to take interest in' 

ke&gü-siye- 'to regard as difficult' 

kündu-siye- 'to regard as heavy ' 

7.9.9 The -rqal-rke suffis 

This suffis produces verbs with the meaning 'to behave in a certain way or to act 

as ...' and it has a variant, -ka-1-lke-. When the word ends with 'n, 1, r, g' these 

consonants are dropped. Consider the following examples. 

(W a- mya 

d i  ya 

Eilege 

h3Eü 

osi ye 

tala 

yeke 

üne 

nere 

b. ere 

ejin 

c. sayin 

noyan 

sonin 

'en\)-' 

'naughty ' 

'tiresorne' 

'strength ' 

'hostility ' 

' favor ' 

'big' 

'price' 

'name' 

'male' 

' d e r '  

'good' 

'master' 

'suange' 

araya-rqa 

al iya-rqa- 

Eilege-rke- 

kügü-rke- 

osiye-rke- 

tai a- rqa- 

yeke-rke- 

üne-rke- 

nere-1 ke 

ere-lke- 

eJ-rke 

sayi-rqa- 

noya- rqa 

soni-rqa- 
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'to envy' 

'to be naughty' 

'to tire' 

'to use force' 

'ta take revenge' 

'to be thankful ' 

' to be large' 

'to overestimate' 

'to be pretentious" 

'to boast' 

'to rule' 

'to improve' 

' to lord over' 

'to be curious' 



soyol 'culture* soya-rqa- 'to enlighten* 

omag 'arrogance* orna-rqa- 'to act arrogantly* 

bayatur 'brave* bayatu-rqa- 'to act courageousi y* 

Sometimes, the -rqa-/-rke suffix can be connected to the same base to which -ra-1- 

re- or  -la-/-le is aiso attached. However, when attached to the same base, the meaning of 

-rqa-/-rke contrasts with that of -ra-1-re- and -la-1-le-. The distinction between -rqa-1-rke 

and -ra-/-re- is that the former derives verbs with a rneaning of 'to pretend to be* or 'to act 

like* and the latter simpl y derives intransitive verbs wi th a meaning closel y associated to the 

original rneaning of the bases. See the following exarnples. 

(4 1) mede- 'to know ' mede-re- 'to realize' 

o n s i n  'orphan' onsi-re- 'to feel lonely' 

qayuEin 'old' qayuEi -ra- ' to Wear off' 

s w y u  'drunk' saytoyu-ra- 'to feel di-' 

tomaya 'sense* tomoya-ra- 'to understand' 

daysin 'wild' doysi-ra- 'to rage* 

baqa 'interest* baqa-ra- 'toadore* 

aliya 'naughty' aliya-ra- 'tobenaughty* 

mede-rke- 'to pretend to know ' 

onsi-rke- 'to act like orphan' 

qayuEi-rqa- ' to appear to be old ' 

saytoyu-rqa- 'to act like as if dmnk' 

tomoya-rqa- 'to pretend to be sedate' 

doysi-rqa- 'to display wildness* 

baqa-rqa- ' to admire 

aliya-rqa- 'to be naughty ' 

The -rqa-1-rke and -la-/-le- suffixes derive verbs having a meaning related to the 

meaning of the base, but their di fference is that the former denves the intransitive verb and 

the latter f o m s  the transitive verb. Compare the following exarnples. 

(42) geieiEin 'guest* geiEi-le- 'to visi t * geiEi-rke- 'to be too polite* 

beye 'body* beye-le- 'to accomplish' beye-rke- 'to show off' 

nayiji 'friend' nayiji-la- 'to be friend with' nayii-rqa- ' to be fnendl y wi th* 

yadayur 'outside' yadayur-la- 'to act as stranger* yadayu-rqa- ' to act as an outsider' 

n o y a  'lord' noya-la- 'to control ' noya-rqa- ' to lord over* 



egn 'der '  eg-le- 'to conquer' 

omay ' pride ' omay-la 'to be arrogant' 

osiye 'hostili ty' 6siye-le- 'to hate' 

üne 'pnce' une-le- 'toprice' 

nere 'name' nere-Ie- 'to narne' 

bayanir 'brave' bayanir-la- 'to be brave' 

ünenLS 'loyal' ünen6-le- 'to be loyal' 

eji- rke 'to rule' 

orna-rqa- 'to act arrogant1 y ' 

osiye-rke- 'to take revenge' 

üne-rke- 'to bargain' 

nere-lke ' to be pretentious " 

bayatu-rqa ' to act courageousl y' 

ÜnenEi-rke- 'to boast of one's loyalty' 

The examples listed in (4 1) and (42) above show another interesting contrast. That 

is, to the bases, to which -rqa-l-rke- and -ra-/-re- are attached in (41), the -la-/-le suffis is 

not allowed to be added, vhereas to the bases, to which -rqa-l-rke- and -la-Me- are 

attached, -ra-l-re- is not allowed to attacheci, On the other hand, to some bases, neither -1a- 

/-le- nor -ra-l-re- is permitted to attach but -rqa-l-rke- is permitted as in (43a). Furthemore 

-la-/-le- and -rqa-l-rke- generate different meanings from the same base, as in (43b). 

(43) a. afaya 

ere 

tala 

sayin 

soyol 

Eilege 

yeke 

somn 

yabi ya 

b. beye 

küEu 

'envy ' 

'strength' 

' favor ' 

'good' 

'culture ' 

'tiresorne' 

'big' 

'strange ' 

'ment' 

'body' 

'strength' 

'strength ' 

'power' 

ataya- rqa 

ere-1 ke- 

tala-rqa- 

say i -rqa- 

suy u-rqa- 

Ei lege-rke- 

yeke-rke- 

soni -rqa- 

yabiya-rqa- 

*ataya-ra- 

*ere-re- 

* tala-ra- 

*sa*-m- 

* soyol- ra- 

*Eilege-re- 

* yeke-re- 

*soni -m- 

*yabi ya-ra- 

* aiaya-la- 

*ere-le- 

* tala-la- 

*sqi-la- 

* soyol -la- 

*Eilege-ie- 

* yeke-le- 

*soni-la- 

*yabi ya-la- 

beye-le- 'to accomplish' 

beye-rke- 'to show off' 

kuEü-le- 'to make an effort' 

h-üEti-rke- ' to force' 

'to envy * 

'to boast* 

'to be thaddu1 ' 

'to boast' 

' to enlighten' 

'to tire' 

' to be arrogant' 

'to be curious' 

'to boast of one's merit' 



üye 'joint' üye-le- ' to disjoint' 

'the same age' üye-rke- 'to associate with people of one's own age' 

22-10 The -sa-/-se- suffix 

This suffix is used only with a limited number of nouns and it derives verbs with a 

meaning, ' to have the property expressed by noun'. See the following exam ples. 

(44) miqa 

ayur 

arna 

kereg 

noyir 

ayi 1 

alay 

qani 

eb 

eye 

üge 

'meat' 

'anger ' 

'mouth' 

'use' 

'sleep' 

'village' 

'spotted' 

'friend' 

' peace ' 

' friendshi p 

' word ' 

miqa-sa- 

ayur-sa- 

arna-sa- 

kereg-se- 

noyir-su- 

ayii-sa- 

alay-sa- 

qani-sa- 

e b-se- 

eye-se- 

üge-se- 

'to crave m a t '  

'to be angry' 

'to taste' 

'to use' 

'to be sleepy ' 

'to be a neighbor' 

'to be multicolored' 

'to be a friend' 

'to make peace with' 

'to be friendly' 

'to conspire' 

2.3 The suffixes used after adverb, adjective, and verb 

The two groups of the suffixes considered in this section are a common way of 

creating verbs for descnbing the action and event more picturesquely and vividly. Within 

each group, there are several different, but closely related suffixes and both groups are 

more extensively used with adverbs, though the first group may be attached to a limited 

number of adjectives and verbs. 



7.3.1 The -i-, -1ja-1-13-, -baly-/-belje-, -@a-/-gelje-, and ---/-pne- suffixes 

These are a group of closely related suffixes that are mostly added to adverbs 

depicting manner or mode of the action to produce a large amount of verbs. Some of these 

suffixes are aiso attached to adjectives or verbs to  form verbs but this is limited. The 

rneaning of the suffises is basically the same. Except for the -i- suffix, they al1 derive 

verbs with either a repeti tive or durative sense and the most peculiar feature of the suffises 

is that they describe the action and event more picturesqueiy and vividly. In what follows, 

1 will discuss their a t t achent  to adverbs first and then verbs and adjectives. 

In Mongolian, there is a wide varie5 of adverbs that end usually in one or  two of 

the consonants, hg / ,  /@, /si ,  Ir/. The adverbs ending in In% and /g/ are the most frequent 

fonns of the verb foming base. In most cases, these adverbs are used in the reduplicated 

form before verbs and describe the manner or mode of the action and event expressed by 

that verb. For esample, in the following lists, they describe the different ways or  manners 

of walhnp in (45a), the various ways of something Ruttering in the wind (45b). and the 

different ways of something shining in the iight in (45~). 

(45) a. dayibangdagbangalqu-qu b. darbas darbas keyis-kü 

kel beng kelbeng alqu-qu derbeng derbeng keys-kü 

a l h g  a l h g  alqu-qu c. @las gilas gerelte-kü 

kegseg kegseg alqu-qu dulas dulas gerel te- La 

Sometimes, these adverbs take a slightly different form by changing the vowels in 

the word. For instance, kelbeng, kegseg, and d m h  in (45) have different forms, 

qalbang, qaysag, and &rbes with slightly different meanings. By the suffixation of -i-, 

-ly/-/-1%-, - bals-/-belje-, -y@/-/-gel&-, and -yana/-/-gene- to these adverbs a variety of 

verbs is denved. See the examples below: 



day i ba-i- 

kelbe-i- 

a l h i -  

kegse-i- 

darba-i - 

derbe-i- 

@la-i- 

dula-i- 

&y i ba-lja- 

kel bel&- 

al&- balja- 

kegse-13- 

dar ba-1 ja- 

derbe-lje- 

@la-lja, 

duia-13- 

dayi ba-yana- ' to rock' 

kel be-gene- 'to deviate' 

al&-yana- 'to walk with open leg' 

kegse-gene- 'to be haughty' 

darba-yana- 'to flutter' 

der&-gene- 'to flutter' 

@la-yana- 'to shine* 

- 'to shine' 

Different explanations have been given to the meaning of each of these suffises. 

Poppe ( 1944: 64, 1970: 1 121, for instance, says that -1W-1-lje- indicates rhythmic motion. 

while - balja/-l-belje- espresses a lasting action or unintempted action? Chenggeltei ( 198 1 : 

574-5),4 on the other hand, daims the meanings of -Ija/-1-lje-, -balja/-l-belje-, -yalja/-l- 

gelje- indicate long lasti ng repeti ti ve action and the meani ng of -yana-1-gene- expresses 

reoccurrence of action. These esplmations are partmlly correct since they point out some 

of the common meanings associated with these suffixes, but they seem unable to capture 

the whole meaning of the suffixes. At this point. we have to admit that it is very difficult to 

draw a clear division benveen these suffixes, especially between -1jal-1-lje-, -balja/-/-belje-, 

and -yalja/-/-gelje-, because of the perplexing meanings of the suffixes themselves and the 

varïety of bases to which they are attached. In this study, we explain the meanings of the 

suffixes as somewhat similar to the explanation given in Onorbayan (1988)5, but we 

consider that the meaning of the derived verbs are essentially the sarne though it may differ 

in aspecnial sense. For instance, -i- forms a verb wi th regular meaning, -1ja-1-lje-, -balja-l- 

belje-, -y@/-/-gelje- derive a verb with a long durative repetition, -pal-1-gene- expresses 

a short durative repetition. See the following examples. 



(47) Base 

a. irjang i@ig 

serteng serteg 

SM yul& 

gilang - 
aning - 
gedeng - 

b. - nabsag 

nab?ang nabtag 

Nomat 

iaa-i- 

serte-i - 

yuiji-i- 

@la-i- 

an1-i- 

gede-i- 

nabsa-i- 

nabtayi-i- 

Long repetitive 

i@+lj& 

serte-lje- serte-bel&- 

- 1 -  sji-WB- 
@la-ljit- @la-balja- 

afi-Ij&- fi&@- 

gede-ijk- gede- belje- 

nabsa-lja- naùsa-pl$- 

nabta-la- nabta-yaija- 

Short repetitive 

'mgin '  

serte-gene- 'to stick out' 

@ji-yana- ' to wi ther' 

@la-yana- 'to shine' 

ani-yana- ' to q u i  nt ' 

ged-gene- 'to bend back' 

nabsa-yana- 'to be in rags ' 

nabta-yana- 'to wigge' 

As in (47) above, ail these suffixes are capable of k i n g  attached to these adverbial 

bases. However. from the data we collected, -i-, -1ja-Alje-, and -yana-/-gene- are more 

productive and c m  be added to an- of the adverbs mentioned above. In fact, this is one of 

highly productive ways of denving verbs in Mongolian. The suffix -baljà-/-belje- and 

especiall y -yaIja/-/-gel je-, on the other hand, are used with on1 y a limi ted num ber of bases 

and they appear to be a variation of -lja/-1-1Je- since they do not occur with too many words 

and their meanings are basically the sarne as that of -19-f-lje-. With the examples in (48) 

below, nei ther of - balja-/-bel je- and -pl&/-/-gelje- occurs but -i -, -1 ja-1-1 je-, and -yana-/- 

p n e -  occur and as remarked previously, -i- has a regular meaning and the other two 

express repetitive meaning. 

(48) Base Normal Long repetitive Short repetitive 

a. dayibing dayibig dayibi-i- dayibi-lja- dayibi-yana- 'tototter' 

dalbing dalbig dalbi-i- dalbi-lja- da1 bi-yana- ' to be awry ' 

qayibang qayibag qayiba-i- qayiba-lja- qayiba-yana- 'to sway' 

kepeng kegseg kegse-i- kegse-lje- kegse-gene- 'to be haughty' 

kelbeng kelbeg kelbe-i- kelbe-lje- kelbe-gene- 'to deviate' 

sartang sartag sarta-i- sarta-ljii- sarta-yana- ' to stick out* 



rneldeng meldeg 

unjing unjig 

erteng erteg 

daljing - 
derbeng - 

- 

kelteng - 

- darbe 

- kobkeg 

- a w w g  

melde-i- 

unji-i- 

ert-e y 

dalji-i- 

derbe-i- 

qal ba-i - 

kelîe-i- 

darba-i- 

kobke-i- 

an--i- 

rnelde-[je- 

un,-ijà- 

erte-13- 

da@-lja- 

der be-ljè- 

qal ba-lja- 

kel te-18- 

dar ba-lja- 

kobke-ljé- 

an pua-1 ja- 

melde-gene- 

unji-@na- 

erte-gene- 

da@-yana- 

derbe-gene- 

qal bayana- 

kel te-gene- 

darba-ma- 

kobke-gene- 

W3'a-w- 

'to overflow' 

' to dande' 

' to curl up' 

'to be awry' 

'to flutter' 

'to stir' 

'to incline' 

' to flutter' 

'to float' 

'to open' 

To many of the bases, as listed in (a), al1 three of the -i-, -13-1-lje-, and -yana-1- 

gene- suffixes are equally attached to derive verbs but there are cases where the use of these 

suffixes is uneven. 1 n some cases, -1- and -1 ja-1-1%- are not present and in some cases. -1 ja- 

1-lje- and -yana-1-gene- are not present. Instead, either -balja-l-belje- or -yalja/-t-gelje- is 

used wi th these bases as shown in the following esamples. Note that the first three 

examples do not have a verb fomed with -i-. 

(49) Pysung M u -  - joysu-yqa- jaysu-yana- ' to stop' 

tata- - tata- balja-/tata-y@- tata-yana- ' to pull ' 

sirbang sirba- - si rba- balja- sirba-yana- 'to wag the tail' 

hyibang - Eayiba-i- fayiba-balja- - 'to be whitish' 

Although added mostly to adverbs for deriving verbs, some of these suffixes derive 

verbs from verb and adjective bases and the meaning derived is similar to that of the base. 

Of these suffixes, -lja/-1-lje-, -balJa/-/-belje-, -fl?a/-/-gelje- can derive verbs from a small 

number of verbs. The difference between the base and the derived verb is hard to describe 

but the meaning of the derived verb is however more picturesque and vivid than that of the 



base and also has a durative sense in cornparison with that of the bases. See the following 

examples. 

(50) yangqu- 'to sway' ~angqu-lja 'to sway'(tree or  tree branch) 

Eayi- 'topaie' Eayi- baljh- 'to paie' 

sana- 'to miss' sana-yalja- 'to miss constantly' 

Wa- ' to stare ' qara-Y@- 'to look after, to take care of* 

küli- 'to tie up' Mi -gel je- 'to wait momentady' 

tüde- ' to stop temporal1 y' tüde-gelje- 'to hesi tate' 

The a t tachent  to adjectives is also limi ted to a certain number of words and these 

base adjectives rnostly end in -yu/-ger/-gir and this final segment of the bases is dropped 

though in some cases, only the final segment Ir1 is lost instead of the entire suffis. The 

meanings of these adjectives is related to the description of a shape or mode of the object 

and the meaning of the derived verbs closely reflects that of the original bases. From these 

suffixes, -i-, -1ja-/-13-, and -yana-1-gene- cm be attached to the same base and -i- derives 

verbs with a normal meaning and the latter two derive verbs with a meaning of repetition. 

The distinction between the latter two is that -1ja-/-13- has a meaning of a long durative 

repetition and -va-1-gene- has a rneaning of a short durative repetition. Compare the 

following examples where many bases take suffixation of al1 three suffixes but some others 

cannot derive verbs from either -i- or -yana-/-gene-. 

(51) base Normal Long durative Short durative 

dengker 'tail' dengke-i- denglce-lje- dengke-gene- 'to wiggle' 

dendeger 'warped' dende-i- dende-l&- dende-gene- 'towriggle' 

denjiger 'unstable' denji-i- denji-lje- de@-pne 'to be sway' 

nabsipr 'worn ' nabsi -i - nabsi -13- nabsi-yana- 'to be mg@' 

sembeger 'light' sembe-i - sembe-lje- sembe-gene- ' to sway ' 



yujigir 'thin and ta11 ' yuji-i yuj-ljk- yuji-@na- 'to be thin and ta11 ' 

sarEiyar 'crispy' sari-i sarEi-18- sarEi-gina- 'to creak* 

yuljauar 'lithe' y@-i- yulja-ljd- uurÉ-~ana- 'to bend* 

dangqapr 'flat* dangqa-i dangqa-13- dangqa-yana- ' to sw i ng ' 

onggegür 'lofty' ongge-i- ongge-13- - 'to overhang' 

The treatment of these suffises and the exphnations gven  differ greatly in the 

previous studies. Even though rnost of the suffixes are treated as verb foming suffixes in 

the majori ty of the grammar books, they are treated as inflectional suffixes as well. For 

instance, Poppe ( 1 9 3 )  and ( 1970) list -lja/-1-lje- and -balja/-/-bel&- as derivational suffixes 

deriving verbs from verbs. Similarly, Street (1963) lists the -ly/-/-lje- suffix and regards it 

as  a derivational suffis as well. Chengpltei (1981) includes, on the other hand, al1 of the 

suffises escept -i-. He regards the -1ja-1-Ije-, -balji-/-belje-, and -yana-l-pne- suffises as 

verb forming suffises and -sh- as an inflectionai suffis. bo rbuyan  ( 1988) makes the list 

of -i-, -1jà-f-lje-, and -ski- and regards hem as verb deriving suffixes from onomatopoeic 

words. In contrat with the above three authors, Nasunbayar ( 1984: 357-71) lis& the 

suffixes as verb inflection with formation functions and classifies them as bifunctional. 

There are several problems in the previous analysis of these suffixes. First, ii is 

troublesome to regard the -ski- suffix as a verb forming suffix from adverbs. At first 

glance, one can analyze the structure of the verb, sarba-ski-, as we d o  wi th the verbs, 

sarba-i-, smba-l&-, smbo-yam-, as a verb denved by the suffixation of -ski- to the adverb, 

smbnng. But, if we look at more examples, the problem arises that many of the verbs with 

the -ski- suffix have the adverb bases ending in not only /ng/ and Igl but also /s/. In our 

analysis, therefore a verb like sarba-ski- is not formed from the suffixation of -ski- to 

smbang but from the suffixation of -ki- to s h  and the meaning of sarbas-ki- is 

momentary in comprison with the verbs derived from the other suffixes. Consider more 

examples of this below. 



(52) irbang irbag irbas irba-i- irba-1 ja- kbcqana- irbas-Ici - 'to wrinkle' 

irjàng i%g irJas ira-i- @-la- @+ki- 'tosimperT 

qYans @g arj, arja-i- arja-lfa- arja-yan- arjas-ki- 'to gin' 

d a g  dayar sas da - i -  da-lja- da-yana- d a  Au- 'to shrivel' 

serbeng serbeg serbes serbe-i- serbe-lje- serbe-pne- serbes-ki- 'to wiggle' 

naking nakiyar nakis naki-i- di-lja- naki-yana- rakis-ki- 'to tremble' 

giiang - gilas l a - i -  @la-lja- gila-pna- @las-ki- 'to shine' 

Secondly, the authors fail to make a distinction between the verbs derived by these 

suffixes from verbs and those derived from adverbs and adjectives. Many cases of verbs 

formed from adverbs and adjectives or  verbs derived from verbs are ignored (e-g.. 

horbuyan 1988). Chenggeltei ( 198 1) has given examples of verbs from adverbs but he 

overlooks the structure of the bases and the suffixes. He regards -1ja-i-lje-. -bal&-/-belje-, 

and -yana-1-gene- as suffixes for deriving verbs from verbs by attaching to verbs wiih the 

-i- suffix instead of deriving verbs from adverbs ending with h g /  or tg /  directly 

(Chengpltei 1981: 574-5). By this explanation, the stmcture of smba-oa- is that -1ja- is 

attached to the verb, sarh-i- which is formed by adding the - i -  suffix to the adverb 

sarbarig. but lost the verb forming suffis. There are, however, several problems wi th this 

analpis. First of ail, there are some examples that show the attachment of these suffixes 

direct1 y to adverbs or adjectives to f o m  verbs and i t is ungrammatical to add -i- to these 

words to derive verbs as shown in the following examples. 

(53) melmes 'overflowing' melme-lje- melme-gene- 'to ovefflow' 

borog 'dark' b(jr(j-15 - 'to be gloomy ' 

qomuqai 'greedy' qomuqa-lja- - 'to be greedy ' 

tangki ' fastidious ' tan@-lja- - 'to be fastidious' 

derdeger 'thin and ta11 ' derde-13- derde-gene- 'to wiggle' 



Another problem is that it is contradictory to the facts to anal yze the verbs with the 

-19-1-lje-, -bal@-/-belje-, -@y-/-gel&-, -yand-l -gene- suffixes as derived from verbs with 

the -i- suffis, because in the case of (541) below, it is not ciear whether the verbs wiih the 

-19-l-13- and -yana/-/-@ne- suffixes are derived from the verbs with no 4- suffix or from 

the verbs with the -1- suffix and clearly, it is impossible to say whether the verbs with those 

suffixes in (54b) are derived from the verbs with the -i- suffix since it is ungrammatical to 

form verbs by the suffixation of -i- to hose bases. We consider these verbs derived by the 

suffixation of the suffixes, -Ija/-/-lje-, -balja/-/-belje-, -Ma/-/-gel&-, -yanal-1-gene- to be 

neither from the verbs with the -i- suffix nor from the verbs with no -i- suffix, but rather 

they are verbs derived by attaching those suffixes directly to adverb bases. 

(54) a. unjîp 

gilbaw 

derbeng 

dalbanp 

dokig 

b. nayiyug 

PysW 

sirbang 

unji- 

gïlba- 

derbe- 

dalba- 

doki- 

naqiyu- 

Joysu- 

tata- 

sirba- 

unji-i- 

gilba-i- 

derbe-i- 

dai ba-i- 

doki-i 

"nayiyu-i- 

*joysu-i- 

*tata-i- 

*sirba-i- 

unji-ija- 

gil ba-l&- 

derbe-l je- 

daI ba-1%- 

do ki - lja- 

nayi yu-lja- 

jwu-WB- 
tata-bda- 

si rba- bal ja- 

unji-yina- 

gii ba-yana- 

derbe- gene- 

da1 ba-yana- 

doki-yana 

- 

pusu-plla- 

tata- yana- 

sir ba-yana- 

'to hang down' 

'to flash* 

'to flatter* 

'to wave'(flag) 

'to beckon' 

'to flutter'(tree) 

'to stop' 

'to pull' 

'to wag'(tai1) 

Final1 y, although the suffixes do indicate some sort of aspectml meaning, such as 

durative and repetitive, it is indequate to treat these suffixes as inflectionai because, as we 

have seen earlier, in most cases, the suffixes are used to form verbs from adverbs and 

adjectives. Even though they are used with the verb bases, their attachment is limited to 

certain verbs and their meanings also include additional elements, like describing the action 

more vividl y, in addition to aspectual meanings. More importantly , we argue that w hat the 

others cal1 verbs denved from verbs are in fact verbs denved after attaching these suffixes 



to adverbs, not verbs. 

2.3.2 The -gi-, -@na-1-gine-, agina-lxigine-, and -kirs-l-kire- suffixes 

This group of suffixes is associated mostly with the onomatopoeic words that are 

sound imi tating words. B y attaching them to sound imitating wonts, these suffixes derive 

verbs indicating the act of making sounds. In addition, these suffixes also express a 

continuous aspectual meaning. The meanings of the suffixes differ slightly one from the 

other and their distribution also differs depending on the final component of the base. 

The -gi- suffis is added to the onomatopoeic bound morphemes to form verbs and 

the -gira-1-gire- and -@a-1-gile- suffixes are also added to some of these bases to form 

verbs with similar meanings to the -gi- suffix. See the following examples. 

(54) Sa-@- 'to pour'(describing the sound of a downpour) 

Cor-gi- 

Euu-gi - 

or-gi- 

bor-gi- 

Suu-@- 

Cal-@- 

daf-@- 

qal-gi- 

'to drill' 

'to shout* 

'to gush* 

'to rise' 

'to whistle' 

'10 splash' 

' to rom' 

'to spill* 

or-@la- 

bor-gi ra- 

Suu-gin- 

Eal -gin- 

dar-gira- 

qal -@a- 

'to bubble* 

'to whirl* 

'to hiss* 

'to splash' Cal-@la- 'to splash' 

' to seethe ' dar-@la- ' to mn noisil y ' 

'to pour out* a i - l a -  'to float' 

The -@na-l-gine- suffix is added to sound imitatinp words ending in the /ng/ 

consonant. See the examples listed below. 

(55) a- h g  h g - @  na- 'to reverberate' 

dang dang-gi na- 'to ring' 

dune düng-giine- 'to make a hollow sound* 



lm pg-@na-  'to emit a rnonotonous sound* 

güng gitng-gine- 'to hum' 

Îang yang-@na- 'to ho&' 

Jing jing-g ne- 'to jingle' 

küng kiing-@ne- 'to make a hollow sound' 

qaW qang-@na- 'to make a sharp Unkling sound' 

‘Pt? qong-@a- 'to sound resonantl y' 

The Signa-/-Eigine- suffix occurs wi th sound imitating words ending with the 

consonant /d.  In (56b) are examples of a variant with -Fana-1-jigine-. See the following 

(56) a. tar 

dar 

tür 

qor 

kür 

sar 

tor 

b. qar 

qor 

br 

gor 

tar4 @na- 

darzigina- 

tür-Ci@ne- 

qarEigina- 

qor4igina- 

kür-Eigine- 

sarEig na- 

tor-Eigina- 

qar-ji @na- 

qor-jigina- 

Sar-jigina- 

Sor-jï @na- 

'to nistle' 

'to rattie' 

'to rumble' 

'to make crackiinp noises* 

'to p m b l e '  

'to purr' 

'to creak* 

'to crackle' 

'to make cracMing sounds* 

'to p m b l e '  

'to make swishing sounds' 

'to make the sound of pouring water' 

The -kirs-l-kire- suffix is attached to severai bound morphemes to fam verbs 

indicating sounds by animais or human-beings. The sumx aiso has the Cree variant -gira-/- 

gire-, as shown in the following enampIes. 



( S f )  or 

kür 

dür 

ar 

bar 

car 

Eur 

q= 

bur 

or-gira- 

kür-gire- 

dür-kire- 

ar- ki ra- 

bar-ki ra- 

ëar-gi ra- 

Eur-ki ra- 

qas-kiIa- 

bur- ici ra- 

'to roar, bawI ' 

'to growl ' 

'to be noisy' 

'to grunt' 

'to scream' 

'to feel pain' 

'to howi' 

'IO shout' 

' to curl upward ' 

Notes 

For esample. in Chenggeltei ( 1981 : 568), they are treated as the same suffix. 

2 ~ o r  e.xarnple. Chengpeltei (1981: 569) listed ailëiia- as a verb denved from the noun uif with the &la- - 
Ciie- suffix. .Us0 see Nasunbayar ( 1% 366). 

3~ t ree t  ( 1963: 84) gïves only the -1ja -:-Ge- suffis and his explanation on the meaning is similar IO that of 
Poppe ( 193).  

'~asunba~ar (1981: 371) ais0 lisu the -@-:-Ge-. -baljar-'-belje-, -pl@/-;-gelje- suffixes. but as a separate 
suffixes. 

5~ccording to his daims. -i- and -ski- have a non-recumnt meanhg and the distinction between these two 
is that the former has a durative meaaing and the latter has a instantaneous meaning. -1ja -1  -Ge- and -yanaf - 
1-geae- have a recurrent meaning and their ciifference is that the former refers to the durably recmnt and the 
latter refers to the recurrent of a short time. For the detaiis. see brboyan (1988: 3 17). 



CHAPTER THREE 

Converb, Verbal Noun, and Auxiüary 

This chapter is concemed with three different non-finite forms of verbs w hich 

play an important role in the inflectional properties of verbs that we are going to discuss 

in the next several chapten. In the f in t  section, we are concerned with converbs. After 

outlining the general feature of converbs based on previous studies in Mongolian and in 

other similar languages, we divide converbs into two types: contextual and specialized 

converbs or same-subject and varying subject converbs. Under the contextual category, 

we include four different converb suffixes. In addition to describing the gnera i  meaning 

of these converb suffixes, we compare the similarities and differences arnong some of 

these suffixes. The specialized converbs are varying-subject converbs and they express 

the particular circumstantial meanings related to such meanings as anteriority, 

posteriority, condition, concessive, successive. and purpose etc. 

In the section on verbal nouns, we will discuss five verbal noun suffixes. Since 

we will consider the finite use of some verbal noun suffixes and their periphrastic uses in 

the following chapters, the basic characteristics of these verbal nouns is our concern in 

this section. 

Auxiliary verbs are presented in the last section of this chapter. In Mongolian, 

some verbs, while retaining their full lexical properties in some circumstances, function 

as an a u x i l i q  under certain conditions and they express mwtl y the meanings associated 

with tense, aspect, and mood. Two types, copular auxiliary and quasi-auxiliary, we 

consider in this discussion are from a full verb and the grammatical meaning they 

express closely resemble that of the original full verb. In our discussion. we intend to 



cover the potential use of these two types of amiliaries in relation to the inflectional 

categones that will be discussed later in the dissertation. 

3.1 Converb 

The converb is defined in Haspelmath ( 1 9 9 5 ~  3) as "a nonfinite verb form whose 

main function is to mark adverbial subordination." Converbs in Mongolian basically fa11 

within this definition, although it is hard to generalize about their meaning and function. 

The notable feature of the Mongolian converb is that it c a n o t  normally be used in 

independent sentences; it depends o n  a superordinate verb for mood and tense 

interpretation and often for the reference of  its subject (cf. Haspelmath 199% 23). The 

major function of converbs is perhaps. as Poppe (1979: 135) puts it, to indicate "actions 

which accompany the action of the main verb. or  the circumstance under which the action 

of the finite verb takes place" or as Binnick (1979: 62) observes, "to form adverbial or 

gerundid subordinate clauses." 

The converb or 'converbal' in Mongolian is sometimes called 'gemnd' (Poppe 

1970) or the 'connective f o n d  (lion jie xing in Chinese) (Dobu 1983: 53). Revious 

studies are somewhat diversified as to the classification of converbs, the identification of 

the numbers of converb suffises, and the interpretation of the particular converb suffix. 

By the coreferentiality of its subject with that of the main verb o r  its relationship 

(connection) with the main verb, converbs are divided into two or three groups. For 

instance, based on the coreferential feature of converb subject with that of the main veh ,  

Poppe (1954 93, Binnick (1979: 59), and Schlepp (1991: 183) al1 divide the converbs 

into two groups, except the former author differs from the latter two by including 

different numbers of converbs in his two group classifications. l Chenggeltei (1981: 304) 

and Dobu (1983: 53). on the other hand, divide converbs into three groups according to 

their relationship with the main verb. Their first two groups are roughly the same as 



those of the previous three authors, but they set up a special category for the converb with 

the -ysayar/-gseger suffix because they insist that this converb covers the function of both 

f i n t  and second group converbs. Other studies do  not set up any groups for converbs, 

rather put emphasis on the meaning of individual converbs. These include Street (1%1) 

and Poppe (1970). Street, for instance, discusses converbs in terms of whether or not 

they can be followed by the possessive suffixes o r  expanded by addition of a subject 

nominal. The main focus of his discussion is the semantic meaning of each converb in 

connection with the main verb (pp. 119-30). Similarly, Poppe does not divide converbs 

into any groups by semantic differences; he says that converbs "function as verbal 

modifiers or  adverbial complements, and denote actions which accompany the action of 

the main verb, or the circumstances under which the action of the finite verb takes place 

(p.135)." From this major use of converbs, he describes the meaning of the individuai 

converb in terms of what kind of relationship it has with the main verb, e-g., manner in 

which the main action is done, situation simultaneous with o r  proceeding the main verb, 

o r  in terms of what circumstances it brings to the main verb (pp. 135-41). 

The variation in classifications of converbs is caused. on one hand, by the basic 

analyses which the particular authors employ; on the other hand, by the different 

emphases given to the particular converb functions. Even though these classifications did 

point out the peculiar features of converbs. such as the subject coreferentiality of 

converbs with the main verb, some of the rneanings and uses associateci with converbs are 

overiooked. Because the semantic rneanings and the syntactic functions of converbs are 

much more complex, they exhibit a wide vanety of properties and expressions. 

The recent literature on converbs, including works on the cross-linguistic works 

and works on Altaic languages, propose a rather different approach to the classification of 

converbs in the various languages. Among others, V. P. Nedjalkov (1995), Haspelmath 



(199% and 1995b). Konig (1995). and 1. V.Nedjalkov ( 1995) al1 agree on classifying 

converbs on the basis of the subject reference and semantic aiteria 

By subject reference, V. P. Nedjdkov (1995: 110) divides converbs into three 

types: the same-subject converbs whose subject is coreferential with that of the 

superordinate clause. the different-subject comerbs whose subject is never coreferential 

wi th that of the superordi nate clause, and the varying -subject converbs w hose subject 

may or map not be coreferentiai with that of superordinate clause.2 As we have discussed 

earlier, converbs in MongoIian are dso grouped into two classes in t e m s  of their subject 

reference with that of the main verb. For example, Schlepp (1991: 183-85) divides 

converbs into A-type and B-type converbs in tems of the subject change in the extended 

sentences and he daims "the clause marked with an A-type converb will nonnally be 

followed by a clause whose subject is the same" and 'The clause with a B-type converb 

or a final predicate poses no restrictions on the choice of subject in the clause that 

follows." Although his concern is the literary Mongolian, the classification of Schlepp 

(1991) is applicable to converbs in modern Mongolian, because, by their subject 

reference, converbs in Modem Mongolian can be classified into two groups: the same- 

subject converbs and the varying-subject converbs. The same-subject converbs are 

converbs whose subject is coreferential with that of the following verbs (in the 

superordinate clause or coordinate clause) and the varying-subject converbs are converbs 

whose subject ma): o r  may not be the same with that of the following verbs. See the 

following examples where converbs in (a-b) are from the sarne-subject converbs and 

those in (cd) are from the varying-subject converbs. 

(1) a tede nom-un sang-du di- ju  kedün nom jigele-ne 

they library- DAT geCONV severai book borrow- NPT 

'They will go to the library and borrow several books.' 



b. tegün-ü ire-kü-yi sonoso-yad bide yeke bayaria-ba 

his corne-VRN h e a r - ~ ~ w  we very @ad- PST 

'We were very happy after hearing of tus visit.' 

c. tegun-i ire-rnegee bide morda-ya 

his corne-COW we leave-MOD 

'Let's leave as soon as he arrives.' 

d. tere ire-me@e nom ungsi-ju elo'le-be 

he corne-Cor\n' book read-cor\rv start-PST 

'He started to read a book as soon as he arrived.' (same subj.) 

On the basis of semantic criteria, converbs are aiso classified into different 

groups. By following V. P. Nedjalkov. (1995), Konig (1995: 58), for instance. 

distinguishes three types of converbs, "(i) speciulized converbs are associated with only 

one or two circumstantial interpretations regardless of the context; (ii) contextual 

converbs may have a wide variety of circumstantial interpretations depending on the 

contest and (iii) narrative corwerbs merel y express a 'coordinative connection', typicall y 

between more than two events. such that the plot is advanced.'q Both V. P. Nedjalkov 

( 1995) and Konig ( 1995) regard these types as "ideal types" and point out there are 

varying degrees of approximation to these types and more than one type may be found in 

a specific language. Of the three semantic types of converbs, only two types, specialized 

and contextual converbs will be used here because converbs in Mongolian express either 

a special circumstantial relationship or an open vanety of circumstantial relationships 

between clauses. These two types of semantic distinction coincide with two types of the 

subject reference classifications. For instance, as seen in the following table, the sarne- 

subject converbs are contextual converbs and the varying-subject converbs are the 

specialized converbs. 



Contextual S w i d i z e d  

Same-subject 4 + - 
- . -  jü + 
-yad/- ged + 

qarl-ker - + 
-marin/-menjin - + 
-neyuta/-nggüte - + 

Ta Me 3.1 The clmrficatïon of the converbs 

The meaning of the converbs is said to be vague and unspecific and thus the 

interpretaiion of a converb in a specific utterance is the result of an interaction between a 

basic vague meaning of the converb and a wide variet): of syntactic. semantic and 

contestual factors (Konig 1995: 58-9). According to Konig, in the anal ysis of the 

meaning of converbial constructions, the notional domain, namely the domain of 

circumstantial relations, provides the t aqe t  for the interpretation of these constructions. 

The circumstantial relations are expressed by appositions, conjunctions, or conjunctional 

adverbs. For instance. in English, they are expressed by in spite of (preposition), although 

(conjunction). meanwhile (conjunctional adverb) (p. 64).4 He asserts further that 

specialized converbs have a meaning directly expressible in terms of one of these 

connectives and that con textual converbs, by contras t, may have an in terpretation w hi ch 

may be the result of an interaction of several factors. Some specialized converbs in 

Mongolian are explainable in terms of one of these circumstantial c o ~ e c t i v e s  and their 

functions are similar to what Haspelmath ( 1995~ 38) calls converbderived conjunction 

or conjunctional expressions. For example: 



(2) a ta oEi-bal bi basa o&na b. ta di-baEu bi d i q u  ügei 

you go-COW 1 also go-NIT yougo-CONV 1 gcMRN .NE33 

'If you go, 1 will go.' 'In spite of your departure, I will not go.' 

c. ajil-ab-ban baywyad nayadqu-bar yabu-ba 

work- ABL-REF be off-cow play-VRN-msT go-psT 

'After quitting work, (he) went out to play.' 

d. teyün-i ir-megh bide yabu-na 

his-.ACC corne-COW we g*W'ï 

'After his arrival, we will leave imrnediately.' 

As shown in the above examples, these converb forms have a function similar to 

that of subordinating conjunctions in English. In fact, as will be seen in the following 

discussions, this is one of the major functions of specialized converbs in Monplian. 

3.1.1 Contestual converb 

As seen eadier, contextual converbs, depending on the contexts, can have an 

extensive vanety of circumstantial interpretations that cover temporal meanings like 

simultaneity, antenority, and posteriority and non-temporal meanings including manner, 

concession. condition, goal, and accompanying ci rcumstance (cf. V. P. Nedjalkov 1995: 

107). In  Mongolian, there are four different contextual converbs formed from the 

suffixes, -ju/Eu, -n, -yad/-ged, and -ysayar/-gseger, respectively and each of the converbs 

with these suffixes has a meaning associated with one o r  two circumstantial meanings 

mentioned above. 

Ail four contextual converbs express antenority in the subordinate clause and the 

converbs formed by the former three suffixes aiso express non-temporal meanings such 

as a situation that is subordinate to and takes place simultaneously with the main clause 

situation or  a situation indicating a manner in which the main clause situation takes place. 



The contexrual converbs rnay occur in different positions in the sentence, Le. either in the 

position immediately preceding the main verb or separateci from the main verb by other 

words. For example: 

he jumpCONv rise-PST he hi@ jumpCONv seat- ABL-REF nse-PST 

'He jumped up.' 'He jumped up, nsing up from his seat. ' 

We will view the position of converbs in sentence (a) as the preverb position and 

that in sentence (b) as the subordinate clause position. Furthemore, as shown in the pairs 

of examples in (4), a subordinate clause with the converb may occur either inside or 

outside its superordinate clause and its relation with the superordinate clause is further 

complicated when the superordinate clause involves the direct object as in (5). 

(4) a nutuy-dayan {::a; } tere bqsi bol-ba 

home- DAT-REF return-COh! he teacher become- PST 

'He retumed to his hometown and became a teacher.' 

6. tere nutuydayan {:an:@!} bapi bol-ba 

he home- D.~T-REF return-COhV teacher become- PST 

'He retumed his hometown and became a teacher.' 

(5) a tere mori-ban /unaoïu u n a - w  1 Dorji-yi koge-ne 
luna-n J 

he horse- REF nde-COW Dorj i-ACC trace-NPï 

'He chased DOW1 on horseback. ' 



b. tere Dorji-yi mori-ban una-yad koge-ne {::: } 
he Do j i - X C  horse- REF ride-CON trace-.W 

'He chased Doji ON HORSEBACK. ' 

c. Dorji-yi tere mon 

Do ji-.4cC he horse ride-cohi trace-rn 

'As for Dorji, he chased him on horseback. * 

d. mori-ban tere Dorji-yi koge-ne 

horse- REF ride-COM: he Do ji-XC trace-hW 

'On horseback he chased DORJI.' 

In (4), sentences (a) and (b) are the same except the converbal clause in (a) 

appean outside its superordinate clause and in (b), it occurs inside its superordinate 

clause. In the examples (3, the different word orders may show that emphasis is given 

to the different elements in the sentence (the capital letter shows the emphasis), but the- 

display two types of the arrangement of the converbal clause, Le. it appears inside the 

superordinate clause in (5a-c) and outside in (3). In the case of the sentences, (a), (b), 

and fc), although the converbal clause occurs inside its superordinate clause, the word 

order is such that the direct object appears after the converbal clause in (a), and before its 

clause in (b), and in (c) it is at the beginning of the sentence. 

Although the major use of the contextual converbs we have observed so far is to 

express a situation that is subordinate to the main clause situation, occasionally these 

converbs express a situation that is not really subordinate to the main clause situation. 



They are often used in the narrative sense. Le. in the certain contexts, they are interpreted 

as expressing a "coordinative connection" between more than two events in the narration. 

(6) a minu nayiji mori una-yad bi nisgel-iyer yabu-na tu:: } 
rny friend home ride-COM: I airplane-INST leave-MT 

'My friend will leave by horse and 1 will l a v e  by airplane.' 

'It became cloudy and rained. 
yabu-ju 

c. bi nidunun qota-du yabu-yad ire-be ( yabu-n 1 
1 las t year ci ty-DAT gu COh?' corne- PST 

'Last year, I made a trip to the city." (lit.: I visited the city and came back.) 

3.1.1.1 Converbs in -jul-jü or -Eu/-Eü 

The converb deriving from the -jd-jü or -EU/-Eü suffix mainly expresses a 

simultaneous situation that accompanies the main clause situation. 5 For exarnple: 

(7) a bi dayuu sonos-Eu kebde-ne b. keüked dayuu dayul-ju nayad-na 

1 song listen-cohy lie- MT children Song sing- corn7 play- MT 

1 am lying and listening to a song.' 'Children are singing as they play. ' 

c. tere qola-yi qara-ju dayu ügei sayu-na 

he far-~CC stare-corn sound W s i t - r n  

'He l o o k  far away and sits quietiy. ' 



Although the main use of converbs in -ju/-jü or  EdZü expresses simul taneity as 

shown in (7) above, it is by no means its only function; it  also shows complex varieties in 

different contexts. See the following exam ples. 

(8) a. bide bombage kedün Eay nayad-Eu yeke yadar-jai 

we bal1 several hour play-CO~T very tire-PST 

'We are al1 very tired a k r  playing the bal1 several hours. ' 

b. bomyan arila-ju nara yar-ba 

rain disappear- COW sun rise-PST 

'It stopped raining and becarne sumy.' 

c. rnodon seguder 05-ju nom unpi-na 

tree shadow go-COW book r a d -  hm 

'(He) goes under the tree and reads a book.' 

In the above esampies, converbs in -jd-jü or lu / -Eü  do not really have a meaning 

of simultaneity, but they espress anteriority, i.e. a situation taking place before that of the 

superordinate clause. O n  the other hand, in the examples like those in (9) below, the 

converbs express neither simultaneity nor antenonty, but refer to a manner in which the 

situation of the superordinate clause takes place. In this case, converbs in -ju/Xu function 

in the same way as converbs in -n which will be discussed next. See the following 

esamples. 

(9) a. abuEini mori una-ju yabu-ba 

father- POS hone ride-Corn go- PST 

'Y our father went by horse. ' 

b. ene yabudal-i tere narib&l-ju bodcma 

this event-.4CC he study- CO^ think- NPT 

'He is considering this carefull y. ' 



c. tede ende-elie negü-ju yabu-na 

they here-ABL move-CONV p Nm 

'They will move away from here.' 

d. asuyudal-i labla-ju @-ne 

problem- ACC study- COW see-NFï 

'He will study the problem carefully.' 

In some cases, however, it is often hard to distinguish the meaning of this converb 

as expressing either simultaneity o r  manner. And so. the examples like the sentences (a) 

and (b) below may have two different interpretations. but the two are relatively clear in 

the @en contests. 

(10) a. Temür üsür-Eü bos-ba 

Temur jumpCONV getupPST 

'Temur jumped up.' 

b. Batu rnalayai-ban abuxu  tegün-i uyta- ba 

Batu hat- REF take off-CO~V him- K C  pet-PST 

'Batu took off his hat and greeted him.' 

c. Temür degere üsür-1Sü ora-a&- ban bos- ba 

Temur hi& jump  COW seat- ABL-REF get up PST 

'Ternur jurnped up, nsing up from his seat. ' 

b. tegün-i Batu malayai-ban abuZu W - b a  

him- ACC Batu hat- REF take off- cONV greet- PST 

'Batu took of his hat while greeting him.' 

In the examples such as sentences (a) and (b) above, it is hard to distinguish 

whether the converbs express the situation that takes place simultaneously with the main 

clause situation o r  indicate the manner in which the main clause situation takes place. 



Both interpretations are possible. The case of the last two examples is less ambiguous 

because in sentence (c), as is clear from the g h e n  context, the situation expressed by the 

converb is taking place simuitaneously with that of the main clause. In sentence (d), the 

converb expresses the manner in which the main clause situation takes place because it 

describes Batu greeting someone by taking off his hat. 

3- 1.1.3 Converbs in -n 

The converb in -n has been described as a modal converb for indicating the 

manner in which the main action is performed" and has k e n  said to occur Iess frequenti y 

in the spoken language.7 In fact its meaning is not simply limited to describine manner 

only, but it varies depending upon how it is connected to the main verb, so  that 

simultaneity. anterionty, and the like are some of the meanings expressed by it For 

instance, in some of the examples we listed in the preceding section, converbs with the 

-%-Eu suffis c m  be replaced by the converb with -n without changing the meaning or 

structures of the original sentences. 

( 1 1) a. tere qola-yi qara-n dayu ügei sa yu-na 

he far-~CC stare-Cohl; sound ?EG sit-hm 

'He looks far away and si ts quiet1 y.' 

b. bomyan arila-n nara pr-ba 

min disappear- CONV sun nse-PST 

'It stopped raining and became sunny.' 

c. ene yabudal-i tere naribEil-n bodcma 

this event-ACC he study-CONV think- irim 

'He is considering this carefully.' 



d. asuyudal-i labla-n Ü.-ne 

problem- .CC shxdy- COW see-Nm 

'He will study the problem carefull y.' 

In the above examples, similar to the -ju/-hi suffix, the converb with -n expresses 

sirnultaneity in (a), anteriori. in (b), and manner in (c-d). Anteriority is not usualiy 

expressed by converbs in -n, simultaneity and manner seem more common. Observe the 

examples belou;. In the sentences (a) and (b), the situations expressed by converb and 

finite verb take place simultaneously, i.e. 'drinking and sitxing' in (a) and 'writing and 

staying' in (b). In the sentences (c )  and (d) we have examples of how this converb 

denotes the manner in which the action of the main verb is perfomed. 

(12) a. tere Gai uuyu-n g r  sayu-na 

he tea drink-coh~ in vain sit-.W 

'He sits idly while dnnking t a '  

b. j$udal biEi-n yayaraltai bayi-na 

letter write-COW busy stay-SlT 

'(He) is busy writing a letter.' 

c. keüked-ben aryala-n siyanigul-na d. nara saEura-n mandu-la 

c hildren-REF console-COW soothe-.W sun shine- CON\.' rise-PST 

'(He) corn forts his chi ldren. ' 'The Sun rose with shining light.' 

Another use of this converb worth mentioning is that in the following exarnples. it 

has a slightly different meaning than those in the previous exarnples. In these two 

examples, the converb and finite verbs express actions that are not happening a t  exactly 

the same time, rather the situation of the converb is followed immediately by that of the 

main verb.8 



(14) a tere Uje-n kele- be 

he see-COW =y-PST 

'He spoke as smn as he looked at i t '  

d. tereabu-n tutaya-jai 

he take-CON escape-PSf 

'He escaped as soon as he got it.' 

3.1.1.3 Converbs in -y&-ged 

Converbs in -yad/-ged show a wide variety of functions in different contexts. 

They may express temporal meanings 1 i ke anterionty or simultanei ty and non-temporal 

meanings like manner in which the situation of superordinate clause takes place. See the 

following exanples where the anterior reading is illustrated by ( 15) and the simultaneous 

reading is demonstrated by ( 16) and a non-temporal reading is shown by ( 17). 

(15, a bide bombage kedün Eay nayad-yad yeke yadar-yadai 

we bal1 several hour play- CONV very ti re-PST 

' We are al1 very tired after playing bal1 several hours. ' 

b. boroyan anla-yad nara yar-ba 

min disappear- CohT sun rise-PST 

'It stopped raininp and becarne sunny.' 

c. tere modon següder oEi-yad nom ungsi-na 

he tree shadow g o - C O N  book read-am 

'He went under the tree and read a book.' 

(16) a tere modon següder-tü saylcyad nom ungsi-na 

he tree shadoa go-cohv book r ead - rn  

'He is sitting under the tree, reading a book. ' 

b. tere qoia-yi qara-yad dayu ügei sap-na  

he far-~cc stare-CONV sound no si t- NT 

'He sat quiedy looking into the distance.' 



tede ende-e& ne@-ged yabu-na c. 

they here-ABL move- CONV p NPT 

'They nill move away from here.' 

abuEini mon una-yad yabu-ba d. 

father- ms home ride-CON gc+ PST 

'Y our father went by horse. ' 

sibayu nisu-ged yabu-la 

bird fly-CON\'  PST 

'A bird is flying away.' 

keüked üsür-ged yar-la 

children jump C O N  out-PST 

'Children are jumping out ' 

In the previous studies. converbs in -yad/-ged are defined as solely perfective 

converbs for signaling action completed before that of the main verbg or actions 

preceding another in time. l0 Despite the fact that the basic meaning of this converb is 

perhaps to indicate antenority, its meaning cannot be singled out as antenority only but 

its simul taneous and non-temporal (manner) readings exemplified by ( 16) and ( 17) are as 

common as i ts an terior reading. 

3.1.1.4 Discussion of contextual converbs 

From the above discussion, it is clear that these three types of converbs have 

various interpretations in various contexts and ail three are equally capable of indicating 

anteriority, simultaneity, and a manner in which the situation of the superordinate clause 

takes place. The question is: are they all the same converbs or are they different 

converbs? Compare the three converb foms in the following exarnples where they 

assume a position immediately preceding the main verb. 

*- ju 
(18) a Lu"-ni abu-ban 1 yabu-na 

son- FOS father- REf follow -COM' p WI' 



father- REF: son- mS follow-CONV ~CFPST 

daya- ju 
c. küü-ni abu-ban {&ya-n } qwdun yabu-M 

d e - @  

son- POS father- REF foilow-COW quickl y p Nm 

'The son was walking quickly behind his father.' 

daya- ju 
d. L3ii.i-ni abu-ban { & p n  } W g e  yabu-ba 

da)a-Yad 

son- POS father- REF foliow-COhV countryside go- PST 

'The son went to the countryside with his father.' 

Except for tense of the main verb and word order, the two sentences (a) and (b) in 

(18) are exactly the same. Each of these two sentences can f o m  three different sentences 

respectively with the three different converbs suffises, -ju, -n, and -pd .  In each of the 

three sentences, the situation espressed by the different converb suffixes has a different 

temporal or  circumstantial relationship with that of the main verb. For example, in the 

sentences (a) and (b), the converbs in - ju / lu  express a simultaneous situation that 

accompanies the main clause situation and they can be translated as 'The son istwas 

following his father9'(1it. Son is following and walking with his father) in English. The 

converbs in -n express a manner in which the situation of the main verb take place and 

they are translated as "The son islwas walking with his father by following hm." The 

distinction between converbs in -jd-CU and -n is that the former indicates the 

simultaneous temporal relation between the converb situation and the main verb situation, 

whereas the latter does not indicate the temporal relationship between two situations but 

puts more emphasis on how the main clause situation is carried out, i.e. the manner of the 



situation espressed by the main verb which is the usual way it is seen in almost al1 

grammatical accounts. On the other hand, the converb in -yad/-ged is somewhat different 

from the former two. In the sentence (b); similar to the converb in -n. the converb in 

-yad/-ged aiso expresses the manner of hotv the main action is canied out. In sentence 

(a), it has a similar meaning to that of the converb in -n, but it refers to the manner of a 

situation that is to be camed out in the near future, whiie the converb in -n refers to the 

manner of a situation that is k i n g  carried out at the present moment. The sentences (c) 

and (d) in ( 18) are, except for the e x m  elements qurdun and kodege, basically the same 

as the previous two sentences. The relationship between the converbai and the main 

clauses in (c) is the sarne with that of (a). but in the sentence (d), al1 three converbs 

express simul taneous situation. 

Even though i t  is possible to use the converbs in -&/Eu, -n, and -yad/-ged 

simultaneously in the same construction as in (18) above, it is not always the case that al1 

three occur in e v e q  construction. In the sentences like those below. the converb in -yad/ - 

ged is not allowed. 

he thislesson-,\CC copy-CosX wri te - rn  

'He will copy this lesson.*(Iit.: he will write this lesson by copying) 

b. tere ene kdiyel-i {zzw qayul-n } Mi-be 

he this Iesson-ACC copy-COhV write- PST 

'He has copied this lesson.'(lit.: he has written this lesson by copying) 



c. bi ene ügülebüri-yi biEi-ne 

I this sentence- .\CC hear- CoW wnte- h i  

'1 will write this sentence from dictation.' 

(lit.: 1 wilt write this sentence by hearing) 

sonos-ju 
d. bi eneügülebüri-yi sonos-n } biEi-bc 

1 this sentence- ACC hear-CONV write- PST 

'1 have written this sentence from dictation.' 

(lit.: 1 have wntten this sentence by hearing) 

Aside from the tense form, (a) and (b) are the sarne sentence and (c) and (d) are 

the same sentence. These sentences are concerned with the manner in which the event is 

carried out, e-g., to write in the manner of copying and to nr i te  in the manner of hearing. 

Although, as we s a u  above, -yadl-ged expresses a somewhat sirnilar situation as -n, in the 

case of ( 19), the converb construction with the -yad/-ged suffis is ungrammatical. Both 

converb constructions with -ju/-Cu and -n are acceptable and they cm both be interpreted 

as indicating the manner of writing. However, the converb in -ju/-hi is ambipuous as to 

whether it expresses a situation simultaneous with that of  the main verb o r  the manner of 

carryinp out  the main situation, even though the preference may be given to the 

interpretation of  expressing the manner. Their differences are shown more clearly in the 

following examples. 

(20) a. nara b. d a n  kümüs 

sun shine-COM? rise-PST many people h u q - C O ~ V  nui-m 

'The sun rose with shining light.' 'Many people run in a hurry.' 



It is hard to regard the above exarnples as strong evidence accounting for their 

differences, but i t reveds the distinctive use of the three contextual converbs in the same 

context. At least, we can say that the distinction between -@/-Eu and -n is relatively clear 

in that the former indicates simultaneous situation that accompanies the main clause, 

while the latter expresses a kind of manner for carrying out the main clause event. 

Meanwhile, even though it has a similar meaning with -n in (IS), -yad/-ged shows no 

clear distinction and thus further research is needed for determining what difference it has 

from the former two in this case. 

As can be seen from comparing the following corresponding examples in (21) and 

(33)' the use of the contestua1 converb in the subordinate clause differs from that of the 

preverb position. Compare the use of the three contextual converbs in the following two 

pain of examples. Again. the distinction between (71) and (32) is a tense suffix. 

ungsi- ju 
( 1 )  a. nom dayuu sonos-na 

book rad-  Song listen- Wï 

'(He) is Iistening to music while reading a book.' 

b. tende /WE , nayiji-tai-ban spiija-na 

there go-COW friend- COM-REF meet-NIT 

'(1) go there and then meet my friend. ' 

kebte- jü 
c. oran-da yin kebte-n 

{kebk-@ } 'Om uneri-M 

bed- REF lie-COMi book read-w 

'(He) reads a book lying on his bed.' 



unpi- ju 
(22) a nom dapu sonos-ba 

book read-cow son? listen-PST 

'(He) was listening a music while reading a book.' 

b. tende *d i -n  , nayif-tai-ban ayulja-ba [::} 
there gcKONV friend-COM- REF mee&PST 

'(1) went there and then met my friend. ' 

ke bte- jü 
c. oran-dayan kebte-n nom ungsi-ba 

{kebte-ged } 
bed-REF l ie-CO~T book read-PST 

'(He) read a book lyng on his bed.' 

By comparing the uses of the contextual converbs in the above two sets of 

examples, we can see that the distinction between them is relatively clearer than that in 

( 18) and ( 19). When the contextual converbs express simultaneity in the subordinate 

clause as in (?la) and (Xa), not converbs in -n but converbs in -%-Eu and -yad/-ged are 

used. When anteriority is expressed in the subordinate clause as in (3 1 b) and (? lb) ,  

converbs in -ju/-Eu and -yad/-ged are a typicd choice and converbs in -n are not allowed 

though they express a di fferent meaning in this circumstance, i.e. the manner for carrying 

out the main clause situation. When the manner of the main clause situation is expressed 

in the subordinate clause as in (7 1c) and (77c), any of the three converbs can be chosen. 

However, converbs in -jul-Cu and -yad/-ged are ambiguous because the former cm be 

considered as indicating simultaneity and the latter can be regarded as signaiing 

anteriori ty in the di fferent contexts. 



Although the contextual converbs in Mongolian can be used with similar 

rneanings in the same con text as discussed earlier, they basicall y differ from each other as 

analyzed above. As a result, in the preverb position. converbs in -ju/-Eu express 

simultaneity, while the other two signai manner and in the subordinate clause, on the 

other hand. whereas converbs in -n expresses manner, the other two indicate either 

simuitaneity or anteriority. 

As we mentioned More ,  sometimes these converbs are used in the narrative sense 

in which they can be interpreted as indicating coordinative connection, instead of 

subordinate situation. In this case. the three converbs show no particular distinction yet 

they are used interchangeably in the same sentence as shown by the following two 

examples. (Also see the example (6) above.) 

(3) a. Xbgedür bi qota or- ju. kedün nom abu-yad, ger-tegen ire-gsen 

yesterday 1 ci ty enter- COST several book bu y-CO~T home-= corne- PST 

'Yesterday. 1 went to the city and bought severai books and came back home.' 

b. daraya yaray bide abu-yin-iyar dayan-n, egEi-yin-degen 

nest week we father-GEX -INST p a s -  MODV eider sister-GEN -REF 

ai-@, kedün E q  amur-yad, aqa-yin-dayan kür-Eü 

p C 0 ' ; C '  severai hour res t- COS?' elder brother- REF arrive-CONT 

nayiji-tai-ban ayulja-na 

friend-COM-REF meet-NPT 

'Next week, we go to visit elder sister via father's place and after resting several 

hours there, we go  to elder brother's place and there we will meet our friend.' 

Another special use that is common to al1 three converbs is that they can be used 

in a fully reduplicated form and in some cases. such as the sentence (d) below, NO 

different converbs can be used. See the following examples. 



(74) a tere ende sapB s a p @  .bu-ysan 

he here si t-COhV sit- CO-hni leave-PST 

'He left after having sat here for = long tirne. 

b. labla-n labla-n asuyu-na 

a s s e r t - c o ~  assert<Or\Tr a s k - a m  

'To kept asking assurance. ' 

c. tere kele-gsen-iyen kele-ged kele-pd ban-qu ügei 

he say- VRV-REF say- CONV say-CONV finish-VLY NtiG 

'He kept repeating what he said'(iit: He never stopped saying what he said.) 

d. tere ende saywju sayu- yad wu-ysan 

he here sit-Cor\;\; sit-COhX leave-PST 

'He left after hwing sat here for a long Ume. 

The exact meaning of the reduplicated form of these converbs is yet to be 

determined, but the basic meaning is similar to that of their single form. that is. they 

espress simultaneity and antenori ty in relation to the situation expressed by the main verb 

or they express the manner of the main event The difference is that they express durative 

or repeated action. The sentences (a) and (d), for instance, have the same meaning and 

they express a long-lasting antenor situation having taken place before the main verb 

situation took place. The sentences (b) and (c) have a sense of expressing the manner in 

which the main verb event takes place. 

3.1.1.5 Converbs in -ysayarl-gseger 

The converb formed with -pyar/-gsegr expresses several meanings depending 

on the context. Its major function is to indicate a gradually developing situation that 

causes the next situation to happen or to indicate the immediate antenor situation that is a 

condition for canying out the next situation. See the following examples. 



(75) a tere sayu-yayar yadar-jai 

he si t- CO~T' tire- PST 

'He is tired after sitting a long time.' 

b. teden-i küliye-gseger bi yadar-ba 

them-ACC wait-COW 1 tire- PST 

'1 was tired after waiting a long time for them.' 

c. tede ire-gseger bide yabu-ya d. bi tegün-iyer Ge-gseger tani-na 

the. corne-COW we go- IMP 1 ~ ~ ~ - I N S T  see-cow knowr-NPT 

'Let's leave as won as they arrive.' '1 will recognize him if I see hm.' 

In the gradua1 developrnent meaning, cf. (251-b), converbs with this suffis are 

often repeated io emphasim the durative or  persistent situation. 

(26) a tere sa yu- ysa yar si yu- ysa yar yadar-jai 

he si t-c0hI' si t-Cohl' tire- PST 

'He was tried after sitting for a long time. ' 

b. tegün-i h-liye-gsepr küliye-gseger bi yadar-ba 

hem- .\CC wai t-COS?' wait-COST 1 tire-PST 

'1 was tired after waiting a long time for them.' 

Haspelmath (1995a: 43) points out that a common feature of the converb is its use 

as a form of the main verb in aspectual periphrastic constructions. In Mongolian, the 

contexnial converb forms are, except for -n, often used to form the converb plus a u x i l i q  

constructions which express the vanous aspectual categories (see examples of this 

construction in the section 1 of chapter 5). 



3.1.2 Specialized converbs 

Specialized converbs in Monpl ian are basically associated wi th a panicular 

circumstantial meaning and they are varying-subject converb. In general, specialized 

converbs express such meanings as anteriori ty, posteriori ty , condition, concessive, 

successive, purpose, etc. 

3.1.3.1 Converbs in -bal/-bel and -baCu/-beEü 

Converbs in -bal/-bel and -bah/-beEü not only resemble each other in their shapes 

but also express closely related meaning. In the past, these two converbs were called, 

respective1 y, the conditional, which expressed the condition for another action, and 

concessive. expressing an action in spite of which another action takes place or does not 

take place.11 However, from the data we will analyze, we can see these two converbs are 

essentially the same because both express the condition, although the former expresses 

the hypothetical condition and the latter concessive condition. Here we consider them 

under a single category because of their similarities; the differences are also discussed in 

this contest. First, look at the following examples. 

(27) a tere -bu- bal bi di i-na b. Ei asayu-bal tere kele-jiî ogü-ne 

he go-~oh1.: 1 go-zim you ask-coNV he tell-cOhV .4CX -Wï 

'If he goes, 1 will go.' 'He will tell you if you ask.' 

c. tere yabu-baEu bi &i-qu ügei 

he go-cow 1 g0-vR.N NtiG 

'Even though he goes, 1 will not go.' 

d. Pi asa'yu-bahitere kele-jü ogü-kü cügei 

you ask- CO^ he tell- AUX-VRN N ~ G  

'Even though you ask him, he will not tell you.' 



As can be seen from the examples in (a) vs (c) and (b) vs (d) above, converbs in 

-bal/-bel and -bah/-beEü in the subordinate clauses both have a meaning of condition, 

though the latter is used with a negative in the main clause. The converbs in - h a E d - M ü  

in (c) an (d) express the opposite meaning of what is expressed by co.nverbs in -bal/-bel in 

(a) and (b). On the other hand. as can be seen from comparing the following with the 

corresponding sentences in (?7), when the main clause is negative. although the 

distinction is shown by English translation "if" and "even though", converbs in -bal/-bel 

and -baEu/-bePü still express a similar meaning. See the examples. 

(28) a. tere yabu-bal bi d i q u  ügei b. Ei asayu-bal tere kele- jü ogü-kü ügei 

he go-CO.; 1 p V k Y  h W  you ask-CON he tell-COW ALS-VRK SEG 

'If he goes, 1 will not go.' 'He ail1 not tell you if you ask.' 

c. tere 'bu-baEu bi d i - q u  ügei 

he go-Cohl' 1 p V R V  h m  

'Even though he goes, 1 will not go.' 

d. Ei asap-baEu tere kele-jü ogü-kü ügei 

you ask-cohi he tell-CON\' AUÈ;-VW NEG 

'Even though you ask him, he will not tell you.' 

Nevertheless, these two converbs differ in some sense according to some grammar 

books. For instance, the relation between the situations is that one controls the other, e.p., 

the situation expressed by -bal/-bel serves as the necessary condition for that of the main 

clause k i n g  carried out. But the relationship between the situation expressed by -hW- 

M ü  and that of the main clause is contrastive so that the situation of the main verb 

willlwill not take place in spite of that fact the situation of the concessive converb 

willlwill not take place. In English, it can be translated into 'although.' For example: 



(19) a. boroyan orubal bi yabu-na b. boroyan o m M u  bi yabu-na 

rain fall-~0rcn'Igo-W rain fall-CON' 1 p.W 

'If it rains, I will go.' 'Although it rains, 1 will go.' 

c. tere mede-bel kele-kü ügei d. tere mede-Mu kele-kü ügei 

he know-cow say-VRX NEG he know-CO~V say- vrn 

'If he knows, he will not tell.' 'Though he knows, he  will not tell.' 

Another obvious distinction is that with converbs in -bal/-bel, the main clause 

tense must be non-past, not past, while converbs in -bah/-b&ü seem to pose no such 

restriction. See the folIowing esamples. 

(30) a. * tere ire-bel bi yabu-jai b. tere ire-gsen bol-baEu bi yabu-ysan ügei 

he corne-COhT 1 go-PST he corne-COW be-cOW 1 go- PST NEG 

'1 left iflwhen he came.' 'Although he came, 1 did not go.' 

Notice that in the case of the sentence (b), the suffix is attached to the auxiliary 

verb instead of the regular verb. 

The limitations of -bal/-bel with regard to past contexts rnay suggest that the 

meaning of this suffïs is in principle related to the future tense because of its hypothetical 

function. 

(31) a tere ire-bel ire-g b. Ei kele-bel kel 

he corne- COMar corne- MOD you say- COW say- MOD 

'Let him corne, if he wants to.' 'Say it, if you want ' 

Similar to -bal/-bel, there are two other suffixes, -manjin/-men~n o r  -man/-men, 

which express the conditional. These two suffixes were perhaps first reported in 

Chenggeitei (198 1 : 307) and from my own experience are more regularly used in the 

eastem part of Inner Mongolia. Chenggeltei (1981: 107) claims converbs in these two 



suffixes indicate that the former action is regarded as a necessary condition for carrying 

out the next action. This use is in fact the basic meaning of the suffixes. It diffen from 

the hypothetical meaning of the -bal/-bel suffix, as it expresses a mandatory condition. 

See the following examples in cornparison with the -bal/-bel suffix. 

(32) a tede ire-menjin bide yabu-na b. tede ire-bel bide yabu-na 

they corne- (J0W we go- h W  they corne-COW we p h T i  

'We on leave only after they corne.' 'We will l a v e  if they corne.' 

c. ajal-ban dayusqa-man yabu 

job-= l i n i s h - c o ~  go 

'Y ou can leave only after you finish your job.' 

d. ajd-ban dayusqa-bal yabu 

job-REF finish-COW go 

'You can Ieave if you finish your job.' 

3.1.2.3 Converbs in qular/-kiiler, -quia/-küle, and -ma$aAmegCe 

Converbs formed wi th the -qular/-küler, -quia/-küle, and -maFa/-me@ suffixes 

do not have exactly the sarne meaning but they express an anterior situation that 

immediately precedes the main clause situation. Converbs in qularl-küler and -quia/- 

h d e  l2 express a situation ihat precedes another situation immediately and are regarded as 

the starting point o r  the preceding condition for the performance of the following 

situation, or are othewise closely connected to and performed almost simultaneously 

with the following situation. Converbs in -masa/-me@%, on  the other hand, denote a 

preceding situation that is immediately followed by another situation expressed by the 

main clause and they stress the tuming point at  the juncture between the preceding and 

following situations; this contrasts with -qular/-kiiler and -quia/-küie which put more 

stress on the closeness of two situations. See the following examples. 



(33) a tere kele-Mer sayi mede-le b. Ei yabu-qula-ban tegün-i dayuda 

he say-COW just know-PST you leave-CONV -REF him- ACC dl-MOD 

'(1) only realized when he told me.' 'Cal1 him when y u  leave.' 

c. güyi-ged d i q u i a  yayu Eu ügei 

nin-cONV g e c o h i  what mL NtiG 

'When I ran up, nothing was there.' 

d. tegün-i dayudaqdar yani-yad yabu-la 

hm- ACC d l - C O W  out-CONV leave-PST 

'As soon as someone called hm, he went out.' 

(34) a tede bosa-mayb-ban yabu-jai b. tere kebte-megk-ben unta-ba 

they p t  up-COhl- -EEF leave-PST he lie-COhV - R E  s leep PST 

'They left upon ptting up.' 'He fell sleep as soon as he lay donn.' 

c. teden-i ir-meg& bide yabu-ya 

they- ACC corne- COh?' ive ge hlOD 

'Let's leave as soon as they arrive.' 

d. tere ajil-abban bayu-ma* suryayuli-du d i  -ba 

he work-w off-cow school-DAT  PST 

'He went to school as soon as he quit work.' 

In addition to the -rna$a/-megk suffix, there are two more suffixes, -ngyuia/- 

nggüte and -narad-neren, to express the antenor situation which is immediately followed 

by the main clause situation or is the tuming point of juncture between the two situations. 

In the following, which are the examples of the -ma$&-meg& suffix in (34), the use of 

-ngyuta/-nggüte or  -narad-neren d w s  not change the rneaning. 



tede bosa-ngyuta-ban yabu-jai b. tere kebte-nggüte-ben unta-ba 

they get up-CONV -REF leave-PST he lie-coNV-R.EF skep PST 

'They left upon geîting up.' 'He fell sleep as soon as he Iay down.' 

teden-i ir-neren bide yabu- y 

they- .4cc wme-CO~W we go- MOD 

'Let's lave as soon as they anive.' 

tere ajil-ban bayu-naran nirlayuli-du &i-ba 

he work-REF off-CONV school-DA?' p P S T  

'He went to school as soon as he quit work.' 

In addition to their other similarities, these two converbs share the common 

feature of taking a reflexive-possessive marker to indicate the two situations are not only 

closely related but aiso that the actions are camied out by the same subject as  that of the 

main clause. Contrast the following two esamples. 

(36) a 6 yabu-ngyuta-ban man-u-du ire-gerei 

you ieave-CONV -REF m y place corne- MOD 

'Please visit my place on your way.' 

b. baysi ire-me@e namayi dayuda 

tacher corne- COhX me cal 1 -MOD 

'Call me as soon as the teacher arrives.' 

3.1 2.3 Converbs in -tala/-tele 

The converb in -tala/-tele indicates a postenor situation until which the main 

clause situation las& or takes place or a posterior situation that lasts until the main clause 

situation starts. Also, it marks the limitation of the main situation. The limitation can be 

either time or the capacity to which something c m  be reached. 



(37) a. tere yislin h g  bol-tala sumi  a-jai (Posterior situation) 

he 9 o'clock b e - c O ~  study- PST 

'He has studied until9 o'clock.' 

b. bi tegün-i nara yar-tala h l i  ye-gsen 

I him- ACC Sun rise-cOW wait- PST 

'1 have waited for hirn until sun rise.' 

c. bi tan-i ire-tele ende küli-ye 

1 you- ACC corne-TER here wait- MOD 

'I will wait until you arrive.' 

d. bagsi-nar moqu-tala-ban güyi-be 

tacher-  PL exhaus t - î ï 3  - R E  run- PST 

'The teachers ran until thep were e'xhausted.' 

e. ger degür-tele kümün sayu-na 

rwm full-TER people sit-%'PT 

'There is a r m m  full of people.' 

(Limitation) 

3.1.3.4 Converbs in qad-ker 

The converb formed with -qar/-ker indicates a situation that is the purpose of the 

main action. It is necessary to point out that the suffix qart-ker is considered to originale 

in the combination of the future verbal noun suffix -qu/-kü with the instrumental case 

suffix -bar/-ber because the structure and function resemble each other closely. Compare 

the following two sets of examples where the sentences (38a) and (3%) or (38b) and 

(39b) have the same meaning. 

(38) a nom üje-ker ire-@ 

book rad-CoNv come- PST 

'(He) came to read a book. ' 

(39) a. nom üje-kü-ber ire-@ 

book read-VRN-INST corne- PST 

'(He) came to read a book. ' 



b. mori onuqar yabu-na 

horse ride-cohi go- NPï 

'(He) went to ride a horse.' 

b. mori onuqu-bar yabu-na 

home ride-FlN-IN= p NPT 

'(He) went to ride a horse. ' 

3.2 Verbal Noun 

The verbal noun is a special form of verb that comprisees the characteristics of 

both verb and noun. In the past, several different names, such as participle, verbal 

nominal, and adjectival verb,ls have been proposed for naming the verbal noun. Here, 

we use 'verbal noun' to designate this form. 

Since it bean many propenies of verb and noun. the verbal noun can function as 

subject, modifier, and predicate with or without an auxiliary verb. In addition. i t  freely 

takes case and plural suffixes as a noun does. In the following section, 1 will discuss the 

potential characteristics of each suffis first and then 1 witl summarize their general 

features. The various verbal noun suffixes and their basic semantic features are presented 

in the following table usine bmi- 'to hold' and üje- 'to see' as examples. 

VRN Suffix bari- 'to hold' ük- 'tosee' 

Perfect -ysanl-gsen ban-ysan üje-gsen 

Imperfective qu/-  kü banqu ü j & ~  

Habiiual -da?/-deg bari-day üjedeg 
Conti nuous -yal-ge bari-ya ü&-ge 
Prospective -marimer bari-mar ii%-mer 

TaMe 3.2 The verbal nom su@%< 



3-21 Verbal noun in -ysan/-gsen 

The -ysanl-pen suffis is freely added to verbs to f o m  verbai nouns expressing a 

past event o r  action. Consider the following examples. where the suffix functions 

differently in each esample. 

(40) a mede-gsen-ni kele b. mede-gsen kümün 

~ O W -  VRK- ms h o w -  VRN person 

'Those who know, spealc out. ' 'The person who kneu S... ' 

c. bi mede-gsen d. bi mede-gsen bayi-na 

1 know-VRY 1 know-VW be-Wï 

'1 knew it.' '1 have known it.' 

As in (40), the verbal noun with the -ysanl-gsen suffis can serve âs subject, 

attribute, and predicate. As in (40c) and (a), with o r  without the auxiliary verb, the 

suffis can be used with a main verb to serve as a past tense marker. This function is 

frequent in interrogative and negative sentences since the other past tense suffises are 

hardl y used in them (see section 4.1.3.4). 

3.2.2. The -qu/-kü suffis 

This suffis indicates action that will happen in future. The verb with this suffis 

c m  also be used as subject, attribute, and predicate with auxiliary verbs. See the 

following examples. 

(41) a mede-A%-ni kele b. mede-kü kümün 

know- VR&POS say know-VRN person 

'Those who know, speak out.' 'The person who knows ... ' 



c. *bi mede-kü 

1 know-VRbi 

'1 hou; it.' 

d. bi mede-kü bayi-na 

1 know-VRN be-NPT 

'I know it.' 

As in (41c). the sentence is ungrammatical, but if one adds a particle or negative, 

the result is a normal sentence in the non-pst tense. For example, 

(42) a. ene edür boroyan oroqu  mayad b. ene edür boroyan oro-qu yom 

this day rain fall-VW Pn. thisday rain f d l - V R X ~ L  

'It will probably rain today.' 'II wi11 min today.' 

c. ene edlir boroyan oroqu  ügei 

thisday rain fall-VRN NtiG 

'It will not rain today.' 

3.73 The -day/-deg suffis 

This suffix forms a verbal noun with habitua1 aspectual meaning. See the 

follour ing exam ples. 

(43) a. mede-deg-ni kele b. mede-deg kümün 

know- VRiV-FOS say how-VRN person 

'Those who know, speali out.' 'The person who knows ...' 

c. bi mededeg d. bi mededeg bayi-na 

1 know-VIL!.! 1 know-VRhT be-NPT 

'I know it.' 'I know i ~ '  



3.2.4 The -yd-ge suffis 

Unlike the suffixes mentioned pieviously. this suffix is basically used with 

negative words to indicate something still incomplete o r  unaccomplished. See the 

following examples. 

(44) a dayusu-ya ügei üile b. mede-ge iiügei kümün 

finish-vEL% N6G event how-VFW NEG person 

'Unfinished event ..' 'The person who still does not know ...' 

c. bi mede-ge ügei d. bi rnede-ge ügei bayi-na 

I ~ o W - V F W  NEG I ~ O W - V ~ U  .NEG be-NT 

'1 stiIl do  not hou. it.' '1 stiil do not hou. it.' 

e. mede-ge ügei-ni nasi-ban ir 

h o w -  VRY XEG -REF here- POS come- MOD 

'Those who still don't know come here. ' 

3.2.5 The -mari-mer suffis 

This suffis forrns verbal nouns indicating an event likely to take place in future. 

Unlike the verbal noun suffises discussed earlier, this suffis is used mainly as an 

attributive and rarely as subject or by itself as a predicate of a main clause. See the 

following examples. 

(45) a ide-mer yayum-a b. mede-mer kümün 

eat-iGW thing know-VRN person 

'edible thing ' 'The person who is likely know.' 

c. bi mede-mer bayi-na d. *bi mede-mer 

1 know-VRN be-NT 1 know-VRN 

'1 will likely h o w  i t '  '1 will likely know i t  ' 



As  discussed previously, there is a slight difference among verbal nouns. In 

general, most verbal nouns function equally as modifier, subject, and predicate in the 

sentence and, except for the -mar/-mer suffix, al1 verbal noun suffixes. with a reflective- 

possessive suffis, can occur in the subject position as in (46) belowr. 

(46) a ire-gsen-ni ken bui? b. ire-kü-ni ire- jei 

corne-COW-FOS who QU corne- VRX-POS come- PST 

'Who are those who have corne?' Those to corne have arrived.' 

b. ire-p Ügei-ni ken bui? d. ire-deg-ni ire-jei 

corne-VRK NEG-POS who Qr' corne- HAB-POS corne- PST 

'Who are those who haven't corne?' 'Those who usuaily corne arrived.' 

I t  is cornmon to verbal nouns that they are al1 used as a predicate. usually with 

auxiliary verbs, and express tense or aspect. As exemplified in (40-46)' most verbal 

nouns indicate tense or aspect with the auxiliary, boyi-. and as mentioned earlier, the 

-pan/-gsen and -day/-deg suffixes are used to mark part tense and habitua1 aspect 

respectively. See more exarnples below (see more discussion on this use of verbal noun 

in the related parts in the next several chapters). 

(47) a bi erte bos-ysan b. bi erte bas-day 

1 early getupPST 1 eady get u p H A B  

'1 got up early.' '1 always get up &y.' 

c. tere nom unpi- ysan d. tere nom ungsi-day 

he book read-PST he book read-HAB 

'He read a book- ' 'He is always reading.' 



3.3 Auxiliary Verb 

The auxiliary, according to Heine (1993: 92), "is verb-like to some extent and is 

used ei ther to place the situation described in the sentence with reference to (tense). to 

ascribe a temporal contour to it (aspect), or  to assess its reality (modality)." Auxiliary 

verbs in Mongolian basically fit into Heine's (1993) criteria. In most cases, they retain 

their full lexical properties and function as a full verb and only under certain conditions 

do  they function as an auxiliary to indicate the grammatical meanings associated with 

tense, aspect, and mood. There are two kinds of auxiliary verbs in Mongolian. One has a 

much broader use and often follows nouns or nonfinite verbs (including verbal nouns and 

converbs) to express tense or  modality and the other one has a relatively restricted use 

and occurs after converbs to convey aspect and modality. These two types of auxiliaries 

ma): be called the copular ausiliary and quasi-auuiliary. 14 In what follouts, 1 will discuss 

the copular auxiliary first and then the quasi-auxiliary. We will give a bnef description of 

a full verb meaning first and then discuss the auxiliary verb meaning in association wi th 

such nonfinite verbal forms as verbal noun and converbal suffixes. Since the tense, 

aspect, and mood meanings of the nonfinite verb form plus auxiliary constructions will be 

deal t wi th in more detail later in the related chapters, 1 will make on1 y a general statement 

on these subjects here. 

3.3.1 The Copular Auxiliary 

The copular auxiliary verb is often used alter either a noun or a verb which is in a 

non-finite form to mark the tense, aspect, o r  mood meaning. Its grammatical meanings 

are mostly explained by looking a t  a tense suffix attached to it o r  the meaning of the 

nonfinite f o m  in the preceding position. 

b q i -  is perhaps the most common auxiliary verb in Mongolian, but it still retains 

many of its original lexical meanings as shown in the following l is t  A list of common 



lexical meanings of &yi- as a full verb is as fol1ows: 'to exist', 'to stay', or 'to stop'ls. 

See the exarn pies: 

(48) a nada-du doloyan qoni bayi-na b. tende mon bayi-na 

me- DAT seven sheep exist- MT there home exist- NFT 

'1 have seven sheep.' 'There is a horse.' 

c. qabur bol-ta1 ende bayi-na d. Batu ir-kü-ben bayi-ba 

spring be-TER here be-Nm Batu corne-COW-REF stopPST 

'(1) will be here until the spring.' 'Batu stopped coming. ' 

One of the major uses of mi- is to occur with three converbal suffixes shown in 

the table 3.3 below and the combination with which expresses meanings including the 

progressive, durative, iterative, continuous, and perfective aspects. Some common 

meaninp are shown in the fotlowing table and refer to the more detailed discussions in 

the chapter 5. 

Perfect - + - 
Durative + + + 
1 terative - + - 
Continuous - - + 
Table 3.3 The combinations of the converb su$k and bayi- 

Another function of mi- is to indicate tense or aspect in sequence with a verbal 

noun. Some of the basic meanings of combination of bayi- and verbal noun are shown in 

table 3.4 below and the details of such expressions will be dealt with in chapters 4 and 5. 



Verbal noun 6qvi- with non- bayi- with past 
suffixes past tense suffix tense suffis 

-ysan/-gsen P s t  relative past 

qul-kü future past future 

-dql-deg habiiud pst habi tual 
-marl-mer imminent future past future 

Table 3.4 The combinarions of the verbal noun and bayi- 

In corn parison wi th 6qvi-. the auxiliary verb bol- is used relative1 y less frequentl y 

The original lexical meaning of this verb varies depending upon the context, but the basic 

meaning is, perhaps, to indicate a change of state, such as 'be, becorne'. See the 

esamples. 

(49) a küü-ni emEi bol-jai 

son-REF doctor  PST 

'(His) son became a doctor. ' 

c. odo tabun Eay bol-jai 

now5 o'clockbe-PST 

'It is five o'clock nou..' 

e. teresanaya bol-ju bayi-na 

he thought be-Cohl' be- Wï 

'He is depressed.' 

b. bi baysi bolo-na 

1 teacher be- Wï 

'1 will be a teacher.' 

d. ebül yeke jud bol-ba 

winter big snow be- PST 

'There was a big snow in the winter.' 

f. minu boroyu-ah bol-la 

my fault-ABL be-PST 

'It is because of my fault.' 

Unlike bqi-, bol- is used only with the imperfective converb, -ju/Eu. and their 

combination basically expresses modaiity (see section S.? in the chapter 5 for more 

discussion). Used with verbal noun suffixes, the major function of bol- is to mark tense 

and its temporal meaning is mainly designated by the tense fonn attached to it. The 

possible sequences of verbal noun and bol- and their meanings are given in table 3.5 

below. 



Verbal Noun suffiir bol- with non-past tense bol- with wt tense 

qui-ku future Pst 

d e - d e g  present Pst 
-mar/-mer - pst 

TaMe 3.5 The combinations of the verbal nom and bol- 

33.2 The Quasi-auxiliq 

Quasi-ausiliaries are characterized as verbs that in most cases behave like full 

verbs but tend to assume a grammatical function when goveming nonfinite verbs (Heine 

1993: 15). Sorne verbs in  Mongolian are often used after the converb to serve as 

auxiliaries and to indicate a grammatical meaning. In most respects. although the 

auxiliary verbs originate in regular verbs. they lose their original lexical meanings and 

assist nonfini te verbs in the sentence to indicate the aspect or mood meanings. 

The number and type of the quasi-auxiliary verbs vary in previous studies. Here 

1 have listed 17 verbs as quasi-auxiliaries and given their lexical meanings and auxiliary 

uses shown in the table 3.6 belon,. For the sake of convenience, we have divided these 

17 quasi-auxiliaries into two groups according to certain similan ties. Those in the first 

group are ausiliaries expressing tense and aspectual meanings and those in the second 

group are ausiliaries espressing mood or modality. However, by no means is this 

classification exhaustive because the meaning of each of the auxiliaries varies frequently 

with context. 



Main verb use Ouasi-auxiliarv use 

1st p u p  ekile- 

ban- 

d a ~ -  
ire- 

oCi- 

yabu- 

Oro- 

Sv'- 
orki- 

ab- 

iig- 

2nd group Eida- 

yada- 
01- 

F- 
mede- 

'to start' 

' to exhaust ' 

'to finish or stop' 

' to corne' 

'to go' 

'to go, to walk' 
'to enter' 

'to sit, to reside' 

'to abandon' 

'to take' 

'to pve' 

'be able' 

'to tire' 

'to obtain' 

'to go out' 

' to know ' 

'to start to do' 

'to finish to do* 

'to stop or finish to do' 

'up to now/then' 

'to be close to' 

'do ail the way dong' 

'to change into' 

'keep on doing' 

'do completei y' 
'do for oneself' 

'do for someone else' 

'to be able' 

'do nearly' 

'to corne close to' 

'do completely' 

'to be possible' 
üie- 'to see' 'to trq" 

Table 3.6 Quasi-auxifiaries and their lexical meanings 

Since we will discuss tense, aspectual, and mood expressions of these auxiliaries 

in more detail in the next several chapters, Our main concem here is the basic lesical 

meanings of these verbs. For determining their auxiliary function, we will give exarnples 

reflecting their auxiliary use in cornparison with the lexical meaning. 

The first group is the quasi-auxiliary with tense and aspectual meanings and the 

following 13 auxiliaries fa11 under this category. 

Ekile-, 'to start, to begin', and Oro-, 'to enter, to get into', when used as 

auxiliaries, have a rneaning of 'to start to do something'. In the following examples, the 



sentences (a) and (c) show the regular meaning and the sentences (b) and (d) show the 

auxiliary use of the verb. 

(50) a kdiyel ekile-be b. bi yisün Eag-aEa keE i yel o n  ju ekile-be 

ciass start- PST 1 9 o'clock- ABL ciass enter-CONV AUX -PST 

'The class is started.' '1 started to have a class from 9 o'clock.' 

c. tere ger-tu oro-jai d. tede narnai boruyusi ya- )ad oro-la 

he house- DAT en ter- PST they me cri ticize-COW AüX-PST 

'He went into the house.' They al1 started to cri ticize me. ' 

OEi-, 'to go'. has a meaning of 'to be close to' when used as auxiliary verb. See 

the following examples cvhere its lexical meaning is shown in the sentence (a) and the 

auxiliary use is shown in the example (b). 

(51) a bi suryayuti-du di-na b. tan-u kele-gsen-bni tayar-ju di-ba 

1 s c h o o l - ~ A ~  go-?PT your say-COhT-PoS correct-CONV ALX -PST 

'1 will go to schml.' 'What you said is almost correct.' 

Bara-, 'to eshaust, to terminate', and dayusu-, 'to finish or stop', when used as 

ausiliaries, indicate 'to finish or stop doing something.' See the examples below. 

tegün abu nidunun nasu bara-ba b. bid ger-iyen &berle-jü bara-jai 

his father last year age die- PST we house- REiF clean-CONV MX-PST 

'His father passed away 1 s t  year. ' 'We have cleaned our house.' 

bid gr-iyen Eeberle-jü dayu-& 

we house- REF clean-CON AüS-PST 

'We have cleaned Our house.' 



d. bi Ugülel-iyen darayayarag. bilii-ju dap-na 

I thesis-= next week write AUX-NPT 

'1 will have written my thesis by next week.' 

Ire- 'to come', as auxiliary verb means "up to nowtthen" or "since then" and it 

emphasizes the durative meaning of the situation lasting up until the present moment 

since a certain time point in the past (Street 1963: 145). Consider the following 

examples in which ire- is used in its regular sense in (a) and as auxiliary in (b). 

(53) a bi oEogedür ire-jei b. bide bay-da yabu-lh-ju ire-jei 

1 yesterday corne- PST we 1 i ttie-aga go-REC-CON' AGS-PST 

'1 arrived yesterday.' ' We have known each other from childhood. ' 

Ynbrc- regularly means 'to go, to walk' and sayu- means 'to sit, to reside' and as 

auxiliaries they mean someone continua1 1 y doing something. Obseme the follow ïng 

esam ples. 

(41) a bi surlayulidu yabu-na b. bide olan ulus-iyar toyuri- ju yabu-ysan 

I s chml -~ . ; \~  ~ N P T  we many country-INST travei€Ohl; AUX -PST 

'1 will go to school.' 'We have traveled around many countries.' 

c. bi qotadu sayu-na d. bi Camai ire-tele küliye- jü sayu-ya 

city- DAT [ive- Wï 1 you corne-CONV wait-CONV AUX-MOD 

'1 am living in the ci.. ' '1 will wait until you arrive.' 

Orki-, 'to abandon', has a meaning of doing something thoroughly when used as 

auxiliary verb and &, 'to take', has a meaning of doing o r  obtaining something 

completely. The examples of their regular use and auxiliary use are shown in the 

following. 



(55) a. m u - b a n  ter g e r d e p n  orki-ba 

bag-REF he home- REF abandon- PST 

'He left his bag at home.' 

b. bi oEogedür yayu ki-gsen-i yen marta-yad orki-ba 

1 yesterday what do-CONV -RET forget-CONV AUX -PST 

'1 have forgotten what 1 did yesterday.' 

c. bi qoyar nom abu-ba d. bi qoyar nom 01-ju abu-ba 

1 two book take- PST 1 two book find-CONV Am-PST 

'1 bought two books.' '1 found two books.' 

og- , 'to give' , has a meaning of 'do a favor for someone' when i t is used as an 

auxiliary verb. Consider the following examples. 

(56) a nadadu qoyar nom og b. tere tan-du kele-3 oggü-ne 

me two bookgive-MOD he you- DAT tell-COW ALX-'ipT 

'He give me  two books.' 'He will tell ou.' 

The second group of ausiliaries has a meaning of mood and modality and the 

following verbs are included in this category. 

&&-, 'to be full' or  'to be able', has a meaning of 'to be able to do  something' 

and this verb is mostl y used as an auxiliary verb. See the following examples. 

(57) a. tere Eida- tala-ban ide-jki b. bi mongyol-bar y&-ji~ &da-na 

he to be full-C0Nir-REFeat-PST 1 Mongolian- INST talk- CONV AUX-NT 

'He ate until he is full.' '1 c m  speak Mongolian.' 

Similasly, 01-, 'to obtain', and ym-, 'to go  out', both have a meaning of 'to be 

able' when it is used as auxiliary verb. Note that, unlike the other auxili&es, when used 



as auxiliary, ol- often precedes the main verb rather than foilows it and it is often used in 

the negative sentence. See the following examples. 

(58) a toyan-u silyalta-dayan dalan qobi 01-ba 

math- GEN exarn- DAT-REF 70 score p t -  PST 

'He got 70 in his math exam.' 

b. tegün-ü yayu kele-gsen-i bi 01-ju sonoso-ysan ügei 

his-GES what say-VRN-.4CC 1 AUX-CONV hear-VW NEG 

'1 didn't get to hear what he said.' 

c. ger-eik yar-na d. bi mongyd üsüg ungsi-ju yar-na 

house--mL go out-hm 1 Mongolian script rad-COhV AUX-~W 

'(He) goes out of the house.' '1 am able to read Mongolian script' 

Yada-, 'to tire'. has esactly an opposite meaning of Cida-, Le. refers to the 

situation one is unable to do- 

(59) a bi yeke yadara-ju bayi-na b. bi tan-du kele-jü yada-na 

1 very tire-CO?X be-h'PT 1 you- DAT say-COhV ALX -.MT 

'1 am v e y  tired.' '1 could not tell you this.' 

Mede-, 'to know ', as ausiliary indicates possibility. When used as auxiliary verb, 

it only follows the imperfective converb suffix. -ju/-Cu, and it most often occurs together 

with the verb, bqi - .  Consider the following examples. 

(60) a bi mede-kü ügei b. tere ger-tegen bay-ju mede-ne 

1 know-CONV NEG he home-DAT-REF be-CONV AüX -NPT 

' I don ' t know . ' 'He is probably at his home. ' 

@e- has the lexical meaning of 'to see' and i t denotes one's willingness to try to 

do something. See the following examples. 



(6 1) a bide napdarn ü je-ne 

we game see-NPT 

'We are going to see the garne.' 

b. ta abu-dayan keie-jü üje 

you father- DAT -RE telk0NV see 

'You try to tell your father.' 



For example, while Binnick (1979) and Schlepp (1991) identify the imperfect. modal, and perfect convetb 
as the first type of converb, Poppe (1954). in this group. kludes  conditional and concessive in addition to 
imperfective, modei, and perfective converbs. 

Z~imilarly. Haspelmath (1995: 9- IO) daims the converb subject is often corderemrial with the subjecr of 
the superordinate clause, so that it can be left implicit. On this parameter. he distinguishes (i) Implicit- 
subject converbs whose subject may not be expressed expiicitly ; (fi) Erplicit-subject converbs whose 
subject is expressed explicitly; (iii) Free-subject converbs whose subject may but need not be expressed 
explicitl y. His implicit-subject, expfici t-subject, and free-subject are respective1 y similar to V . P. 
NedJaikov (1995)'s same-subject, different-subject, and varying-subject. 

3This classification is basically the same with that of V. P. Nedjakov (1995: 106) who separates convabs 
into "( 1) speciuiized converbs have one or two m h g s  of the adverbial type; (2) c o n t d  converbs 
bave three or more adverbial meanings ihat are realixd under certain conditions; (3) narrmve converbs 
express a coordinative connection that advances the narration." 

JFor furiher discussion. see Konig (1995: 65) and for subordinating conjunction, see Haspelmatb (1995: 
38-39). 

5 ~ h i s  use of converb has been m i v e d  much mphasis in grammars. 

popp (1 9Y: 69-70 and 1979: 133) and Chenggel tei ( 198 1 : 301). 

'~treet ( 1963: 221 ). Binnidr ( 1919: 59). and Chcnggeltei ( 198 1 : 304). 

8This function of the modal converb has been noticcd briefly in Chenggeltei (1981: 301) with one example 
but it is worth emphasizing this use of the modal verb is no less frequent than that indicating the action 
taCrine place simultaneously uith the main verb. 

g~oppe (1954 97) and Chenggeltei (198 1: 3M). 

lost.reet (1963: 22). Popp  (1979: 131). and Dobu (1983: 54). 

llpoppe (1951: %.-97 and 1970: 13536) and Chenggeltei (1981: 307-8). 

1-e -qular/-küler and -quia-küle suffixes have a dialect variant -quoarl-kiiner that is recorded in 
Chenggeltei ( 198 1 : 306). Again this suffix is common in the diaiects spoken in the eastem part of Inner 
Mongoiia 

13Participle is used by Street (1963: SOS), verbal nominal is used by Binnick (1979: 64,83), and adjectival 
verb is used by Chenggeltei (1% l:3 14). 

l%ese two lMds of auxiliaries were narned in Popp (1954: 157) as copular and descriptive verbs (cf. 
1979: 59-60). See also Chenggeltei (1981: 360). 

%et also Strrtt (1963: 142) and Chenggeltei (1981: 360). 

16The number of awriliary verbs differs slightiy among the scholars. For instance. Street (1963: 145-51) 
lists 17, Binnick (1979: 60-61) lists 15, and ChenggeItei (1981: 363-72) hsts 19. 



CI~APTER FOUR 

Tense 

In this and the following chapters, we will address the issue of inflectional 

categones of Mongolian verbs in an attempt to propose a more unified account of tense. 

aspect, mood. and voice. In this chapter, I shall focus on the tense categories in 

Mongolian but before doing this 1 will outline the theoreticai framework we will use. 

4.1 Tense System 

Teense and aspect are closely related but distinctive temporal expressions. Tense 

indicates the time of an event in relation to some other particular time, which is typically 

the moment of speaking but may be some other reference event Aspect, on  the other 

hand, refers to the different ways of viening the internal temporal constituency of a 

situation. l 

Reichenbach ( 1947) formalized the relationship between event time and the use of 

tense in terms of three points of time: the speech act (S) is the tirne at  which the utterance 

takes place; the event (E) is a time corresponding to any one of a large set of times at 

which an event may take place; and reference (R) consists of alternative points of 

reference in time which mediate the relationship between S and E (cf. Homstein 1990: 

13). The way in which these three time points interrelate is exemplified in a sentence 

such as 'Peter had gone'. I n  this example, the time of the event is the time at which Peter 

went; the point of reference is a time between the tirne of the event and the time of the 

speech act (Reichenbach 1947: 288). Reichenbach claims these time points are al! 

necessary for defining the tense. In his system, therefore, nine different tense categories 

can be identified depending upon the reiationships holding between S, E, and R 



(Reichenbach 1947: 29'7). Not al1 tenses in Reichenbach's sense are formally 

distinguished in every language as separate grammatical categories. The following three 

are relevant to Our case because Mongolian on1 y has two tenses- past and non-pst, with 

the non-past tense regarded as including present and future times. Three tenses relevant 

to the present studies are illustrated in ( 1 ), where dashes indicate an interval of time and 

commas indicate simultaneity. 

(1) Structure Examples Names 

E , R - S  1 saw Peter Pas t 

S, R, E 1 see Peter Presen t 

S - R , E  1 will see Peter Future 

Reichenbach's tense system is controversial (see Binnick 1991: 1 1 1 - 16). In Our 

case, we need to clarify the position of the reference time (R) to determine the tenses of 

Mongolian. Though the interpretive effect of the R-point is invisible in some tenses in 

which R is simultaneous with another point of time. Homstein (1990) argues it is useful 

in the interpretation of more comples tenses which contain time adverbials. as 

exemplified in ( 2 )  (from Homstein 1990: 13- 13). 

(2) a. John will have left at 3 o'clock. 

b. At 3 P.hi., John had left the office. 

John's leaving (E) is Iocated relative to two time points, Le. the moment of speech 

(S) and reference time (R). In case of (a), E is some time in the future relative to the 

moment of speech but before 3 o'clock (S-E,R), while in case of  (3b), E is Iocated 

before 3 P.M., which is also before the moment of speech (E,R-S). Therefore, in both 

cases, the temporal specification of E relies on the temporal specification of R. With the 

same situation in Mongolian, however, the temporal interpretation of R does not malce 

any difference in the structure whether it has an explicit time adverbial or  not. Let us 



look at the Mongolian counterparts of the English exarnples (2) in cornparison to 

sentences with no the time adverbiais. 

(3) a John 3 &?-tu yabu-na (4) a John 3 --tu yabu-jai 

John 3 o'clock- DAT kave-NPT John 3 o'ciock- DAT lave-PST 

'John will leave at 3 o'clock.' 'At 3 P-U, John Ieft. ' 

b. John 3 &y-a& emüne yabu-na b. John 3 &y-ah emüne yabu-jai 

John 3 o'clock-ABL before leave- NPT John 3 o'ciock-ABL before leave- PST 

'John will have left at 3 o'ciock,' 'At 3 P M ,  John had left-' 

The tense structures of the Mongolian sentences in (3) and (4) on be represented 

as (5) and (6) below, in which we have clear cases distinguishing E taken to be 

simultaneous with R or  preceding it in time. 

(5) a. S - E, R 

b. S - E - R  

(6) a E, R - S 

b. E - R - S  

In  r e m s  of the tense morpheme. however, Mongolian makes a distinction 

between the relationship of E and R in neither the structures of S - E. R and S - E - R 

nor the structures of E, R - S and E - R - S, because in the case of the former, both 

structures are marked by -na/-ne and in case of the latter. they are rnarked by -Eai/-j&i. 

Because of this, we will not make use of R-point in this study and thus, the tense 

structures in (1) are modified as in (7) below. 

(7) Structure Examples Names 

E S  1 saw Peter Pas t 

S, E 1 see Peter Presen t 

S-E 1 wilI see Peter Future 



Based on the structures shown in (3, Our definition is that tense locates the time 

of the event relative to the time of the speech act An event occurring before the speech 

act is in the pst tense; during the speech act is in present tense and after the speech act is 

in future tense. The distinction between past, present, and future tenses is normally 

detemined through the different fonns of verb as shown by the English examples in (7) 

above. In the Mongolian case, there is a problem for making a contrast between present 

and future tense because there is no separate morpheme for these two tenses. For 

instance. the present and future tenses in the English examples in (7) take the following 

f o m s  in Mongolian: 

(8) a. bi Peter-tai ayulja-na b. bi Peter-bi maryasi ayuljê-na 

1 Peter-Cohl see-?sa 1 Peter-COM tomorrow see-NVT 

'1 see Peter.'[am seeing ... (non)] '1 will see Peter tornomow.' 

Except for the time adverbial. 'tomorrow', there is no difference between the two 

sentences in (8). In other words, if there is no  time adverbial in (8b), it can be both 

interpreted as locating E (seeing Peter) either simultaneous with or after the moment of 

the speech act. Therefore, in this dissertation, we consider the Mongolian tense system to 

be divided into past and non-past. Non-pst tense refers to the time of the event located 

either simultaneous with speech time or  after it. This does not mean that there is no 

distinction between present and future time in Mongolian, but rather that Mongolian dws 

not have a distinctive morpheme for these two tirne concepts in the inflectional 

categories. Their distinction is, sometimes, clarified by the linguistic or extralinguistic 

context in which the sentence is üttered or by the modifiers such as the time adverbials as 

in (Sb) above. 

Because of the function of -na/-ne for indicating both present and future tenses, 

there has always k e n  a problem in making the proper distinction between present and 



future tenses. Al though the subject of how to classify Mongolian tense categories is not 

addressed explicitly in the previous snidies on Mongolian tense, the diverse views on the 

subject can be seen from the different number of tenses included in the tense categories 

that are proposed. As we have mentioned briefly in Chapter 3, while some authors set up 

two categories, present and past tenses (Poppe 1954), some include past, present-future, 

and imminent future (Chenggeltei 1981), still others list non-past and past (Wu 1997, 

19%. and Svantesson 1993). This is partially caused by the dual function of -na/-ne for 

indicating both present and future tenses. The -na/-ne suffix, for instance, has been cailed 

the present-future tense suffis, the present of the imperfective tense suffix. and the non- 

pst tense marker. 

In deciding how to split up the tense categories in Mongolian. it is crucial to 

consider the distinction between the notions of tense and the morphemes for marking 

tense. Ir. the esamples belon, the distinction between past, present, and future tense 

categories is certainly made clear with the assistance of the time adverbials. 

(9) a m g e d ü r  boroyan oro-ba b. odo boroyan oro-na 

yes terday rain fall- PST now rain fdl- XIT 

'1 t rained yesterday. ' 'It rains nou'.' 

c. rnaryasi boroyan oro-na 

tomorrow min fall- Wï 

'It will min tomorrow.' 

As s h o w  by the examples in (9), the contrast between p s t ,  present, and future 

tenses can be expressed in Mongolian. Although both present and future tenses are 

expressed by the sarne suffis in (9b) and (9c), their distinction can be observed by 

looking a t  the time adverbials 'now' and 'tomorrow'. Therefore, we consider in 

Mongolian, nori-past covers both the time of event sirnultaneous with and following the 



time of speech act and the distinction between ?hem is sornetirnes derived from context as 

is evident from the examples in (9) above. In the following sections, we will focus on the 

pst and non-pst tenses in Mongolian and the morphemes for marking these two tenses. 

Furthemore, we will discuss the extra meanings associated with some of the tense 

morphemes in addition to their regular tense meanings. 

4.2 Tense 

Tense in Mongolian, as we pointed out, is divided into two categories. non-past 

tense and past tense, and they are usually marked by either a single morpheme or  a 

compound form. In this chapter, we will examine the general features of these two tense 

categones and the various morphemes used for indicating tense. A s  mentioned in 

Chapter 2, there are many different opinions both of how many tense categones 

Mongohan has and what kind of suffixes are used to mark them. This is especially me 

of past tense morphemes since there are several different morphemes for indicating past 

tense in simultaneous use. According to studies, each of the pst  tense morphemes may 

have other meanings in addition to its tense meaning. Many explanations have been 

offered in the literature but there is still a lack of a pnera l  conclusion. We intend to 

discuss in detail a wider range of possible uses of each suffsx and to a m v e  at some 

generalization about past tense forrns. 

4.2 1 The non-past tense 

The  non-past tense, as defined above, refers to everits that occur either 

simultaneously with o r  after the speech time. I t  is marked by two morphemes, -na/-ne 

and qui-kü in Mongolian. As seen in the following examples, -na/-ne is the suffix used 

in declarative sentences in the p i  tive. 



(10) a bi mede-ne 

1 know-NPT 

'1 know.' 

b. tm yabu-na 

he leave-NPT 

- 'He is going to leave.' 

The meaning of the -na/-ne morpheme is, in general, considered as refemng to the 

event either taking place at the present or taking place in the future; we don't know which 

is expressed without considering thinps other than the suffix itself. The arnbiguity. 

however, is sornetimes resolved by looking at the inherent semantic meaning of the verb 

(the relationship between the inherent sernantic meaning of verb and the meaning of the 

suffis will be discussed in detail in the section 4.2.3). In this case, the verb in (10a) is 

stative and thus the suffix has the present tense meaning, whereas the verb in (lob) is 

active and thus the suffis has the future tense meaning. 

As already noted before, the present or  future meaning of -na/-ne is sometimes 

clarified by the time adverbials. See more examples of this below. 

(11) a. bide odo nom ungsi-na b. bide rnaqasi nom ungsi-na 

we now book rad-hm ue tomorrow book rad-NPT 

'We read (are reading) books now.' 'We are poing to read books tomorrow.' 

By its origin, the -qd-tü su f f i 9  is a future verbal noun suffix but it is regularly 

used in interrogative or  negative sentences to mark the non-past tense since the -na/-ne 

suffix is rarely used either in sentences which include the interrogative pronoun (WH- 

word) or in negation.3 Consider the following examples. 

(12) a *bi mede-ne ügei b. *tere kejiy-e yabu-na bui? 

1 know-NPT NEG he when leave-NPT QU 

'1 don? know.' 'When will he leave?' 



c. bi mede-ha ügei d. tere kejiy-e yabuqu bui? 

1 know-MPF N E 3  he when leave-IMPF QU 

'1 don? know.' 'When wiil he ieave?' 

The examples in (12c-d) are a typical case of the replacement in the negative and 

interrogative sentences of the -na/-ne suffix by -qd-kü. Considenng the use of -qu/-kü in 

negatives and questions, including WH-word questions, and considering the absence of 

-&-ne in these structures, we regard the -qu/-kü suffix as a non-pst  tense marker and 

such use of the suffis is easily identifiable as presented above. However, both -na/-ne 

and -qu/-kU are equally used in non-WH-word questions as shown by the examples in 

( 13) below. 

(13) a. ta m a m i  yabu-na uu? b. ta rnaqasi yabuqu uu? 

you tomorrom? QU you tomomw gWhiPF QU 

'Are you p i n g  to leave tomorrow?' 'Are you going to Ieave tomorrow?' 

c. ta tegün-i mede-ne üü? d. ta tegün-i medequ üü? 

p u  h irn- .m ~ O W - X P T  QC you him- ACC know- IMPF QU 

'Do you know him?' 'Do you know him?' 

Another important feature of -qu/-kü is to fom the periphrasùc construction wi th 

the copular auxiliaries, mi- and bol-. The combination of the -qu/-kü suffix and bayi- 

refers to future time and when the suffix added to bayi- is non-pst, it means something is 

going to happen in the future and implies the speaker is making the prediction about that 

event. When the suffix added to bayi- is past, it refers to something that should have 

taken place in the pst  and implies the speaker regrets that the thing he predicted did not 

happen. See the following examples. 



(14) a tede nom ungsiqu bayi-na b. tede nom ungsi-qu bayi-jai 

they book read-VRN .\LX- h l  they book rad-VRN AUX -W 

'1 believe they will read the books.' 'They should have read the books.' 

c. tere qota-du oliiqu bayi-na d. tere qota-du oEiqu bayi-la 

he city- DAT go- VRh' A ~ X - W ~  he &y- DAT ~ V R V  A~%PsT 

'He will go the city.' 'He should have gone the ci t y  ' 

The construction of the -qu/-W suffix plus the auxiliary, bol-. also marks a tense 

category and it is a future tense when bol- takes the non-pst suffix and a p s t  tense when 

bol- is followed by the past tense suffix as in the following examples. 

(15) a tede maryasi yabuqu bolu-na 

they tomorrow go- V R i  A L T  -MT 

'They are going to leave tomomow.' 

b. bide nutug-aga-ban salu-ju qola y a i  d i q u  bolu-na 

Ive home- .GL-REF depart- COSY far place go- VIW AALS -NPT 

'We will leave Our hometown and go to a place far away.' 

c. nidunume& minüniruyuebed-kii bol-jai 

last year-.ML my back pain-VRï .4LX-PST 

'From the last year. I had a back pain.' 

d. k&iyel ekile-h;ü bol-ba 

CI%S start- VRN ALK-PST 

'It is already the time for starting the class.' 

In cornparison with the -qui-kü and h y i -  construction, a sequence of qu/-M plus 

bol- not on1 y expresses the future tense but also involves the speaker's attitude towards 

what he is saying. i.e. the speaker is confident that what he says is tme. Thus, as shown 

by the examples belotv, the latter is used when the speaker is positive what he is sayng is 



going to take place, while the former when no such attitude is implied. Compare the 

following examples. 

(16) a bi kedün edür daraya yabuqu bayi-na 

I several day after p V R N  be-Nm 

'1 will likely leave afier severai days.' 

b. bi yurban edür darap -bu-qu bol-na 

I three day after geVRh' be-NPT 

'I will certain1 y leave after three days. ' ' 

Comne (1985a: 37-39) and Bybee et ai. (1995: 126) both identify morphemes 

refemng to the present in many languages that cover various types of imperfective 

situations, including ongoing activities and habituai and gnomic situations. Although 

Cornrie (1985a: 38) ernphasizes these uses of the present tense as an implicature by 

saying "the situation referred to by the verb in the present tense is simply a situation 

holding literally at the present moment; whether or not this situation is part of a larger 

situation extending into the pst or the future is an implicature ...." Bybee et al. ( 1995: 

126) disagrees with Comne (1985a) and tïnds it is difficult to view the present tense as a 

tense, having to do primarily with deictic temporal reference, since it often includes 

vanous types of imperfective situations in which the moment of speech is the reference 

point. The basic meaning of the non-past tense form in Mongolian can be recognized as 

indicating the non-past tense, doser examination reveals that the meaning of the -na/-ne 

suffix is not restricted to the present and future only, but it can refer to situations 

described by Cornne (1985a) and Bybee et al. (1995) above. In many cases. the suffix 

refers to an event taking place in a much wider time range than just present and future 

times. In addition to its non-past meaning, we can idenhfy non-specific time, gnomic 

situation. and the habi tuative. The following examples show these uses. 



(17) a. bi te@n-i tani-na b. soni onggere-bel edür bolo-na4 

1 hm-ACC hour-NT night pas-CON &y be-Nm 

'1 am acquainted with hirn.' 'Day fdlows night.' 

c. tere edür buri do lopn  &?tu bosu-na 

he eveiyday seven o'clock-DAT get u p w  

'He gets up at 7 o'clock every day.' 

The -na/-ne suffix is not used solely as a signal that the event takes place in the 

present o r  future relative to  the time of speech. In (l7a). the -na/-ne suffix refers to 

timeless facts, i.e. what we cal1 non-specific time. This means that the situation referred 

to by bi tegzïn-i rani-na '1 know him' is not merely simultaneous with the present moment 

of speech tirne. but may extend beyond the present moment, including time before o r  

after speech time. Therefore, it is less a matter of presenting the time of the event in 

relation to speech time than stating a condition or state. It is not an action and does not 

involve specific reference to time.5 The -na/-ne suffis in sentence ( l7b) refers to general 

tnith, e.g. a gnomic situation. 'day follows night-* In sentence (17c), the suffin refers to 

events that occur regularI y, e.g. habitua1 meaning. 

4-22 The past tense 

The past tense typically indicates a situation which occurs prior to the moment of 

the speech time.6 This meaning may be expressed by several different morphemes in 

Mongolian, namel y -bal- be, -jai/-Eai, -la/-le, -pan/-gsen. The former three are well 

documented suffixes in the grammars; the latter one is onginally a verbal noun suffix 

expressing the perfective meaning and now is frequently used, particularly in questions 

and negation. as a past tense marker. If one does not consider for the moment other 

meanings associated with these suffixes, al1 are equally capable of marking the past tense. 

i.e. they locate the situation in the past relative to the moment of the speech. As 



illustrated by the examples in the following list. the past tense sentence, "We d l  read-PST 

this book" in English is expressed with anp of the different pasi tense forms in 

Mongolian. 

(18) ene nom-i bide bür 

ths book-ACC we al1 

'We al1 read this book.' 

read- PST 

From the examples given above, it is clear that any of the four rnorphemes can be 

chosen by the speaker to indicate the p s t  tense and the choice of suffix is perhaps up to 

the speaker. There is no doubt that they can be dl regarded as p s t  tense markers, the 

question is, however, why Mongolian has four different morphemes for the sarne past 

tense. There are at least a haIf dozen articles on this subject7 and they have numerous 

explanations on how the suffises differ one from another, in partuAar. there are 

extensive discussions on the difference between -jail-liai and -la/-le. It has been genenlly 

concluded that these morphemes are distinct in certain ways but attempts to establish 

clear and reliable criteria for distinguishing them are not conclusive. From our 

preliminary observations, the question is not easily answered but since each of these 

morphemes is used to express the past tense, as exemplified above, the most likely 

esplanation is that instead of having one core meaning, they may have meanings that v q  

in different contests. In the following section, we will, therefore, explore al1 the possible 

meanings expressed by the four morphemes. 

In order to give an understandable account of the various past tense forms, it 

might be useful to demonstmte their different usages one by one, and then to summarize 

their differences in terms of their meanings and uses in the language. 



4.2.2.1 The -W-be sufftx 

This f o m  occurs less frequently in spoken Mongolian in cornparison with other 

p s t  tense markers and it is said to be used mostly in the written language."he use of 

the suffix in the spoken Mongolian, however. cannot be ignored, because in the question 

in spoken Mongolian it is no l e s  frequent than the other past tense marken. See the 

following examples. 

(19) a tere ire-be 

he corne-PST 

'He came. ' 

b- tere ire-be üü? 

he corne-PST QC' 

'Did he corne? 

c. bi tegün-tai oEogedür aydja-ba d. ta tegün-tai oEogedtir ayuija-ba uu? 

I him- hi yesterdayrneet-PST you him-cohl yesterday meet-PST QU 

'I met him yesterday.' 'Did you meet him yesterday?' 

Although the -bal-be suffis is not frequently used to form statements in the past 

tense, it does occur as shown in the examples in (19) and since it is regularly used this 

way in the spoken Mongolian, it is not correct to limit it to the wntten language9 as most 

grammars do. The frequent use of this morpheme in the question is pointed out by both 

Chenggeltei (1981: 394) and Poppe ( 1970: 13 1) and in fact it has been narned the 

"Interrogative past" by Sun (1985: 150). However, it is necessary to point out the 

additionai meaning w hich the suffix carries in questions, i.e. the - W-be suffix sometimes 

sounds politer than its counterpart. Compare the following two sets of examples. 

sayu-ba 
(20) a. B } uu? b. ta nom-iyen 

=Pm 
you good stay-PST QU you book-REF read-PST Qu 

'Did you keep well?" 'Did you read your book?' 



Notice that in each of the above examples two past tense suffixes, -bal-be and 

-ysan/-gsen, are attached to exactly the same verbs in the same sentences and both of 

them refer to something that happened in the pst. They are. however, di fferent in the 

sense that the former irnplies certain attitudes or intentions of the speaker toward what he 

is asking. For instance, in (30a). the -W-be suffix hints that a speaker is trying to be 

polite or wishing somebody well, while the -pan/-gsen suffix lacks such implication and 

it is simply an inquiry into what happened in the pst. Another implication is that -W-be 

indicates that the speaker is mainly concemed with whether or  not the event is 

accomplished and it also indicates that he knows, or  a t  least supposes, that it may have 

k e n  done. Therefore. in (?Ob), -W-be suggests the speaker is concemed with whether 

or not you have finished reading your book which you are supposed to be reading, and it 

also implies that p u  are supposed to have finished reading i t  and, by implication, 

questions why o u  haven't. etc. Similar to the implication in (20a). the speaker's concem 

about whether or  not the event in the question has k e n  accomplished is the major focus 

of the sentence. On the contrary, the sentence with the -ysan/-gsen suffix lacks such 

implicit meaning (see more discussion on this in the section 427.4). This use of -W-be. 

expressing the concem of the speaker, is perhaps an indicauon of its peculiar use in 

addition to tense meaning and so the characteristic feature of the suffix is not on1 y to 

locate the time of the event in the past relevant to the speech time but also to imply the 

speaker's concern about what he saying. 

In relation with the above use, the -bal-be form has the function of refemng to a 

future event in which it also sipals the speaker's concem about what might possibly 

happen. Sometimes. especially in the dialect variations, the -bal-be f o m  functions to 

indicate that, unless prevented, something may happen, i.e. the inductive prediction, what 

Poppe (1955: 266) calls "a form of warning" and what Dobu (1983: 50) calls "the 

dubitative form"? This use of the suffix is only associated with the second person 



subject and it cannot be used with the first and third persons. See the following 

examples. 

( I I )  a ta mon-alta-ban qaya-yda-ba aa! 

you horse- ABL-REF throw- PSS -PST Pn 

'Be careful. you might fa11 down from the horse!' 

b. kiEiyel4e-ben qdor-ba aa! 

class-ABL -REF late-PST F?Z 

'Be careful, pu ' l l  be late for class!' 

The -bal-be suffis used in the above two sentences cannot be called past tense, as  

it does not refer to a pst event but something that may happen in the future. In this case. 

the particle 'aa' mas play a certain role, but i t  is plausible ta Say that the -W-be suffix 

has the future meaning because the verbs marked by it refer to something that may 

happen in future unless prevented. The question is how the p s t  tense suffix -W-be can 

express the future. To ansurer this question, in my article, Wu ( 19%: 72-73), 1 made the 

assumption. according to Ramstedt's ( 1981: 16263) observations, that there is a certain 

relationship between -bal- be and the admoni tive form, - yujail-gü jei and the condi tional 

converb suffix. -basu/-besü. Ramstedt observed that the original form of -guSail-gü f ei in 

Mongolian is *-ba-Sa or *-wa-ja wrhich also cornes from the pst tense form -ba or -uTa 

and the particle - ja or  -je. Furthemore, he also noticed that there is a relationship 

between -W-be and the conditional converb suffix -ba-la/-ba-su(<-ba asu) ( -bal/-bel in 

modem Mongolian) which consists of a combination of past tense form -ba/-be and 

particles su or M. From this, we assume that the -W-be suffix has the same origin as 

-bal-wa in the *-ba-5a/*-wa-ja and -ba-la/-ba-su f o m s  and though the -W-be fom in the 

modem Mongolian is not directly used to refer to future tense anymore, it occurs in 

reference to a future event as a form expressing the dubitative meaning which is normally 

expressed in -yu.&/-güjei. 10 



Another special use of the -W-be morpheme wonh mentioning is that the suffix 

is more frequent than the other past tense markers in the narrative pst Such use of the 

suffis in the narrative is mentioned in b t h  Street (l%1: 122) and Chengpltei (1981: 

294) without making further clarification. Its use in the narrative sentence seems have 

something to do with the first person subject, i.e. when someone makes a statement about 

what he has done in the p s t ,  he tends to choose the -bal-be suffix instead of the others- 

Although this use is perhaps not a distinctive characteristic of the suffix, according to my 

own speech, preference is in fact for the -ba/-be suffix when narrating something I have 

done in the past  The following examples (2%-b) illustrate the above point, involving the 

first persona1 subject. 

(22) a bi doloyan Eag-ni nom-un sang-du oE i-ba b. bi tabun nom jigele-be 

1 7 o'clock ii brary- DAT go- PST 1 5 book bormw-PST 

'1 went to the library at 7 o'clock.' '1 borrowed five books.' 

On the other hand, if one changes the first personai subject in (22) into the second 

or third persona1 subject as in (S), the preference is perhaps for one of the other past 

tense suffises. However, the choice between -bal-be and the other past tense suffixes is 

just a matter of preference. not an esplicit distinction of the suffixes. 

(3) a. ta doloyan hg-tu nom-un sang-du oEi- jai b. Dorji tabun nom jigele-gsen 

you 7 o'clock library-DAT go-PST Dorji 5 book borrow- PST 

'You went to the library at 7 o'clock.' 'Dorji bomwed five books.' 

4.3.1.2 The -jai/-tai suffix 

The -@ai/-jei or -Eai/-Eei suffix is another morpheme used to indicate the time of an 

event that occurs before speech time. Aside from expressing meanings other than time, 



as outlined in previous studies, the -31-jei or -Eail-Eei morphemes most frequently 

indicate an event that happened in the p s t .  Consider the following examples. 

(24) a bi tegün-i tani-jiÜ c. tede nom mgsi-jai 

i him-ACC how-PST they book read-PST 

'1 knew him.' 'They r a d  a book.' 

b. tere -bu-jai d. Bani oros kele suni-jei 

he lave-PST Batu Russian leam- PST 

'He left ' 'Batu leamed Russian.' 

Notice that in the above sentences, just as the -bal-be f o m  in the previous section. 

al1 verbs in the -jai/-tai f o m  refer to p s t  time. In differentiating the use of one past tense 

marker from another, the -91-Eai suffis in particular has had many different explanations. 

especially in cornparison with the -la/-le suffix. As exarnined in Wu (1995: 86-94), many 

of the explanations fail to capture al1 possible meanings and uses of the suffix and are 

only a partial reflection of them. The result of Our studies (Wu 199- and 1995) reveals 

the suffis does not differ greatly from the other past tense suffixes as far as the tense 

meaning is concemed; it Ends also that it is inappropriate to apply one core meaning to 

this suffis since it  is especially possible for it to have different meanings under several 

conditions. This is precisely the reason why this suffix has been called by so  many 

different names in the p s t .  

Among the numerous meanings of -jaiI-i2& the following three are perhaps most 

common. First it is taken to indicate an event or action completed some time ago in the 

p s t  (Nasunbayar 1987: 3Oû). Second it indicates suddenly acquired knowledge of a p s t  

or unexpected event (Binnick 1979a: 6; Poppe 1954 165). This second meaning is 

usually taken in contrast to -la/-le which is used to indicate a well known past event (-la/- 



le will be discussed in the nest section). A third meaning puts emphasis on the result of 

the p s t  event. l2 

It is possible for the --ai/-Eai suffix to be used in certain contexts to refer to 

something that happened a long time before the moment of speech time. In the following 

examples, the suffix i s  regarded as indicating the remote or distant past. See these 

examples. 

(-5) a bide arban jil-un emüne tani-Ea-jai 

we 10 year- GEN before know- RECP-PST 

'We were acquainted wi th each other ten years ago. ' 

b. minü degüü nidunun yeke suryayuli-aCa tegüsdei 

my younger brother last year university-.4BL graduate-PST 

'My younger brother graduated from University last year.' 

(26) a. bide tani-Ica-jai 

ive hou.-  RECP-PST 

' We were acquainted with each other.' 

b. minü degüü yeke suryayuii-aEa tegüs-Eei 

rny younger brother university-.-L graduate-PST 

'My younger brother graduated from University. ' 

In the examples in (35). it is obvious that the suffix refers to the situation that is 

quite distant from the present as the events took place "ten years" before and "last year." 

However, it is doubtful to Say the remoteness is expressed by only the suffix itself. 

because these OKO sentences include time adverbials that play the major role in expressing 

remoteness. This is exactiy the reason that without the time adverbials. the -jai/-Cai suffix 

merely indicates something that took place before the present moment without saying 

whether it was a long time ago or fairly recently, as exemplified in (16). Thus, if there is 



no context indicating the remote sense, the remote meaning is not a necessary meaning of 

-ai/-Eai and it cannot be considerd as a distinctive feature of the suffix. This can aiso be 

codirmed, on one hand, because the replacement of -*/-hi in (35) by any other past 

tense markers will make no significant change to the degree of remoteness (as 

exemplified in (27)). On the other hand, there is a possibility for -Hl-Eai, like the other 

past tense markers, to be used with an adverbial signifying an event occurring in the 

recent pst as in the examples in (38). 

(17) a bide arbanjil-iin emiine tani-Ea-la 
mi- Ica-ysan 

we 10 year-GI3 before know- RECP-PSf 

'We were acquainted with each other ten years ago.' 

rayui ja-jai 
ayul ja-Ia 

(28) a bi sayiqan tegiin-tai 
ayui ja-ba 

1 just h m -  meet-PST 

'1 just met him.' 

From the examples in (27) and (18), we know that any of those past tense 

morphernes may refer to a situation that t m k  place a long time ago or just moment ago. 

i.e. in the remote p s t  o r  recent past. In this regard, it is worth mentioning the findings of 

scholars that contmdict the idea of remote pst Some authors have determined that -ai/- 

Eai has "the meaning of recent past" (Street 1963: 122), or it refers to "the action that 

commenced in the past, and which is prolonged or  repeated in the present," 13 o r  which 

may continue into the future (Street 1963: 122). Even though further studies are needed 

to determine the truth of this, 14 we know at least that the suffix i s  certainly capable of 

indicating the recent past, as we showed eariier. It is certain from the above discussion 

that -Hl-Eai indicates both distant past and a recent event and that it is compatible with 



the other p s t  markers as indicated by examples with time adverbials. Therefore, it is 

more likely that degree of remoteness is derived from contexr and that the past tense 

marker does not by itself distinguish it. TO distinguish these p s t  tense morphemes by the 

degree of the remoteness is a problematic solution, since none of the past tense markers in 

Mongolian distinguish recent or  remote past without the help of a certain context 

However, the +il-Eai suffix also occurs in sentences like those in (29), where it 

signifies something that happened some time ago and the person who is speaking recalls 

that thing. This rnay be one of the reasons for calling - j i / -Eai  a distant pst, but i t  has 

also been defined as "the speaker recalling something or someone." (Galsang 1981: 13) 

without considering whether the event is remote or recent. The examples include: 15 

(29) a. bi saqilaya ügei ke;eüked bayi-jai 

I discipline hXf3 child be-PST 

'1 used to be an undisciplined child.' 

b. baya bayiqu-dayan bi kopjim-du yeke duratai bayi-jai 

srnail be-REF 1 music- DAT very Iike be-~sT 

'I really liked music when I was a child.' 

If the adul t says the above sentences and recalls what he was li ke in his chiIdhood, 

the event time expressed in the sentences is certainly quite distant from the time of the 

speech act. From Gaisang's interpretation, however, the emphasis of the sentence is not 

on presenting the distant event but the speaker's recalling it. Again, the use of -51-Eai is 

probably a matter of preference because the replacement of -jai/-Zki by other past tense 

markers seems not to make any difference in terms of the remoteness or of someone's 

recailing a past event See the following examples. 



(30) a. bi saqilaya ügei keüked bayi-ba 

1 discipline b m  child be-psr 

'1 used to be an undisciplined child.' 

b. baya bayiqu-dayan bi kogjmdü yeke duratai bayi-ysan 

small be-REF 1 music- M T  very like be-PST 

'1 really Iiked music when I was a child.' 

The meaning of suddenly acquired knowledge of a past or  unexpected past event, 

is partially correct for the -31-Eai suffix because there is some evidence to be found in 

modern Mongolian to show that -&il-Eai bbe?rpresses an action which took place in the 

past and of which the speaker has now become aware" (Hangin 1%8: 1 14) or "to express 

an event which the speaker has just realized" (Binnick 1990: 57). Although those 

meanings are certainly evident in the -@/-h i  form, they are perhaps better described as 

"an action that took place without k i n g  known by anybody or  an event that has been 

done mistakenly." (Galsang 198 1 : 13). Consider the following examples. l6  

(3 1) a. Eegeji-ber biEig biEi-ged bi tabu alda-jai 

heard- IXST writing c v r i t e € O ~ ~  1 5 lost-PST 

'1 did five mistakes when doing a dictation.' 

b. nom abu- yad yabu-ysan kümün Do rji bayi-jai c. Dorji ire-jkl 

book take-COhT p C O h V  person Dorj be-psr Doj corne-PST 

'The person who t w k  away a book was Do rj.' 'Do rj came. 

By Galsang's explanation, (31a) is used when the speaker has not realized how 

many mistakes he made or  when the mistakes that he made were unknown and he on1y 

now finds out; (31b) is used when nobody knows who took away a book and that the 

speaker has finally found out; (3 1c) is used when Dorj's coming was not known or is 

news to the speaker. This is probably the main reason that some scholan explain the 



meaning of -jai/-Eai as a sudden occunence o r  unexpected action. Even though -jai/-Eai 

does express such meaning, it is not the only function that it has but a part of its various 

functions. 

Some observers da im the -jai/-Eai suffix "emphasizes the present result of a past 

action" (Street 1963: 122) or  has an inferential or  quotational meaning (Svantesson 199 1 : 

193). Although the wording here differs, we suppose they both concem the result of a 

past situation. For instance, based on the speech of a Khalkha Mongol informant. 

Svantesson (1991 : 193) concludes that the speakef prefers to use the -ai/-Pai suffix when 

he speaks of a past situation which he has not personally expenenced but has witnessed 

its consequences and infers what has occuned, or  has heard about it from someone else. 

Ultimately, Svantesson's explanation has something to d o  with the result of a p s t  action. 

Once again, emphasizing the present result or referring to the indirect past is, we suspect, 

a dialectal variant or even personal preference. The Street (1963) and Svantesson (1991) 

studies are based on Khalkha Mongol data. Furthemore, although he distinguishes the 

past tense morphemes, as indirect past (-jai/-Eai), direct (-la/-le), and the plain (-*)sani- 

gsen), Svantesson (1991: 193) notices that the use of indirect and direct p s t  f o m s  are 

not obligatory, and the plain form is a possible al temative in most contexts, depending on 

whether or not the speaker wants to stress how he obtained his knowledge of  the 

situation. l7 Qui te to the contrary, af ter anal yzing the classical Mongolian data, Poppe 

(1954: 93) remarks this suffix is used when the speaker indeed claims to have witnessed 

the action and the use in this sense is still found in some dialects of modem Mongolian. 

For instance, Wu (19%: 19) analyzed two sentences in which the speaker has direct 

knowledge of pst situation. See the following examples. 

(32) a tere urgnun yeke sufyayuli-du omjai  

he ? years universi ty- DAT enter- PST 

'He entered universi ty year before last. ' 



b. batu-yin aqa-ni Wgedi l r  ire-jéi 

Batu-GEN elder brother- POS yesterday come- PST 

'Batu's elder brother anived yesterday. ' 

In the above enamples, the - a i / - E a i  suffix is not used to indicate a p s t  situation 

inferred from the present result of a past action, but it is the direct knowledge of the 

speaker derived from his p s t  experience and thus the suffis expresses the meaning of the 

direct pst 

Scholan have also proposed to  distinguish the -Hf-Eai marker from others by 

relating it to person. Poppe ( 1951: 80) and Hangin ( l%8: 1 14)- for instance, claim the 

suffix usually occurs with the third person (cf. Binnick 1979: 4), Poppe (1954: 93) 

mentions i t is usuall y used wi th reference to the second and third person, and Binnick 

(1990: 50) observes that, except in questions, the suffix is rarely used in the second 

person and even more rarely in the first person. The above observations seem to imply 

that -.ai/-Eai is mostly used with the third person. Let's look at several exarnples and see 

how the suffis is related to the person. 

(33) a bi Wjgedür ire-jei 

1 yesterday come- PST 

'1 came yesterday.' 

b. *Ei oEogedür ire-jei 

you y esterday come- PST 

'Y ou came -terdap.' 

c. tere Sügedür ire-jei 

he yesterday corne-PST 

'He came yes terday . ' 

(34) a bid nom ungsi-jai 

we book rad- PST 

'We read a book.' 

b. *ta nom ungsi-jai 

you book read- PST 

'You read a book. ' 

c. tede nom ungsi-jki 

they book rad-Psr 

'They read a book. ' 



In both examples (33) and (34). the -&if-Eai suffix in the sentences in the first and 

third personal subject are normal, but the sentences with the second personal subject are 

not acceptable; therefore as suggested by others. probably the -jai/-Eai marker is 

inappropriate with a second penon subject However. in sorne diaiects it is quite often 

used in the interrogative sentence. Consider the foIIowing example in cornparison with 

other pst tense makers: 

'ire-le (35) a ta Wgedür  

qari-jï 
* qari - la 
qai-ba 
q*-ysan 

you yesterday corne-PST you home-- retum-PST m l  

'Did you corne yesterday?' 'Did you retum home?' 

In (33 ,  except for -la/-le. al1 past tense markers may be used with second person 

in the interrogative sentence. As correctly suggested by others. -Hl-€ai is restncted in 

regard to the second person in affirmative sentences. but this cannot be considered the 

distinctive feature of the -jai/-Eai marker, since the other past tense markers are also 

usually restncted in the sarne way. as ive see in (36). There is also evidence to show that, 

under some special circumstances, ail past tense markers rnay be used with the second 

person, as in the answer to a question; see (37). 

you yesterday come-PST 

'Y ou came yesterday. ' 

ungsi-la 
(37) a bi dogedür  yayu ki-$sen ta mede-ne üü? 

1 yesterday what do-PST you know QU you book read- PST 

'Do you know what 1 did yesterday ?' 'Y ou read a book.' 



So far mye have compared several different explanations with respect to the 

meaning and use of the -jai/-Eai fom.  From this it may be clear enough to say that each 

definition determined by the various schotars is only one of the several possible uses of 

the suffix; some meanings are o d p  expressed under special conditions or with time 

adverbials, thus they cannot be a pneral  description of the suffix. We have also seen that 

the various past tense markers are freely interchangeable in most cases without showing 

any significant difference therefore there is obviously a certain similarity among them. It 

is thus not correct to attempt to give a simple de  finition of the meaning of -Hl-Eai, since 

it does not have a single characteristic, but rather will have several different meanings and 

uses in the di fferent contests, as previousl y discussed. 

4.2.2.3 The -la/-le suffis 

Similar to the past tense morphemes in the two previous sections. this suffis is 

also used to locate the situation before the present moment of speech. Any of the verbs 

with the -jai/-Eai or -W-be suffis can be replaced by the -la/-le suffis without causing 

any change to their past tense meaning. See the following examples. 

(38) a. bi tegün-i tani-la c. tede nom ungsi-la 

1 him- .\CC know- PST they book read-PST 

'1 knew him.' 'They read a book.' 

b. tere yabu-la d. Batu oros kele suru-la 

he leave-PST Batu Russian lem-PST 

'He left. ' 'Batu learned Russian. ' 

The -la/-le suffix is, however, most complicated in t e m s  of its rneaning and use. 

There have been many attempts to define the general rneaning of the suffix but we still 

lack a comprehensive explanation. The common views in the literature are that this 

suffis refers to uncompleted past, recent or immediate past, past-future, past tense of a 



deliberate and known action, evidential past. and direct past.19 Of these various 

definitions, the most typical ones are immediate past and evidential p s t .  

The -la/-le suffix is taken to denote the immediate or recent past because under 

certain circumstances, the suffix is used to refer to an event that occurred just a shon 

while ago. For example. 

(39) a. tan-u mur- i  asayuqu-bar tus jahdal-i biEi-le 

your- GET heal th-ACC ask- LIST this letter- .CC wn te- PST 

'(1) have just written this letter to ask about your well-being.' 

b. ene nom-i sayiqan ungsi-ju dayusqa-la 

thi s book- ACC j US t rad- finish- PST 

'(1) just finished reading this book.' 

In the esamples in (39), the suffix does refer to the recent past because the speaker 

is talking about what he has done just before the present moment of speech. However, 

this use is not unique nor the soie feature of the suffix, but it  is one of many uses the 

suffis expresses as pointed out bp Chenggeltei ( 1981: 798) and there are cases in which 

"it can be used for situations that occurred a long time ago, if the speaker remembers 

them clearly" (Svantesson 1991: 193). For instance, in the following esamples, the 

speaker uses the -la/-le suffix to express this sense. 

(40) a ene nom-i bi baya-un üye-degen ungsi-la 

this book- ACC 1 childhood- REF read- PST 

'1 read this book during my childhood.' 

b. tus ügülel-i arban PI-un emüne biEi-le 

this article-ACC 10 year-GEN before write-PST 

'(1) wrote this article ten years ago.' 



The most well-known and wide spread interpretation in the literature is that the 

-la/-le suffix refers to a past situation that is witnessed by the speaker or is a commonly 

known k t ,  e.g. the evidential p s t  or direct pst. This explanation has a long history in 

Mongolian language studies and i t goes back to grarnrnar studies wntten in an earlier 

time. Ramstedt (1903: I f ) ,  for instance, observes that the suffix indicates not only a 

definite point of time, but also the certainty of the statement Rudnev (1905)20 daims in a 

similar way that the suffix is a decisive form which is used when speaking of already 

known facts. Later. Poppe ( 1954: 165) States that the suffix expresses an action that is 

regarded as "a fact well knowm to everyone or witnessed by someone and, therefore, 

beyond doubt." Sirnilarly, Street (1963: 131) concurs that -la/-le is used mainly "when 

the speaker or wnter has first-hand knowledge of an event or state described, or when he 

is othenvise willing to vouch for the accuracy of a statement." This is revised in Binnick 

(1979: 5-6) to state that the suffis is used, "if the event is something the speaker is 

vouching for, or is information which is well-known and stated not to convey new 

information but for another purpose." Recentl y. i t is cailed "eviden tial past" (Binnick 

1990: 53) and "indirect pst" and defined as showing that the speaker has witnessed the 

situation himself (Svantesson 199 1 : 193). 

In modem Mongolian, according to my own observation, we are unable to find a 

simple example to confirrn that the -la/-le fom refers to a well-known past event or direct 

ps t .  On the contrary, as analyzed in the exarnples (31). the -Ca$@ suffix is used to refer 

to the direct knowledge of the speaker denved frorn his past experience and according to 

Wu (1995: 96-7). there are exarnples to show that the -la/-le suffix expresses a degree of 

uncertainty in the speaker. See the following exarnples from Wu (1995: %). 

(41) a bi tan-u aqa-yi ger-tegen ire-le gejü sonust ai 

1 your elder brother-GEN home- REF corne- PST say hear- PST 

'1 heard that your elder brother came back home.' 



b. tan- yi Kokeqota-du yabu-la gejü s m g  ff - n a  kele-jü bayi - ysan 

you- ACC Huhhot- DAT g* PST say students-PL say- W F  be-PST 

'The students said that you had gone to Huhhot.' 

c. tere yadapdu-du yar-la gejii Eal Ci-& bayi- ysan 

he abroad- DAT g o  out-PST Say boast-IMPF be-PST 

'He boasted he had k e n  abroad.' 

In al1 three sentences in (41), the verbs in the -la/-le form are in an indirect 

quotation where they refer to an event stated not' as the speaker's fïrst-hand knowledge 

but rvhich is acquired either through somebody else or through other means and about 

which he is uncertain. For example. in (4la), the speaker heard that your elder brother 

came back home, but he is not sure it is m e ;  (41b) implies that the speaker heard from 

students that y u  had gone to Huhhot and he wonders why you are still here; (41c) 

implies that the speaker is in doubt about what someone has said. Note that the suffises 

-bd-be, -jai/-Eai and -ysan/-gsen cannot replace -la/-le in the above examples. If they did 

so, the sentences would lose the uncertainty which is implied by -la/-le. 

On the othcr hand, some authors do not restrïct the meaning of -la/-le to the recent 

past o r  well-known facts but regard it as a special suffix capable of havinp various 

meanings in various contests. Chenggeltei (198 1: 398). for example, summarïzed its use 

as "(a) the moment when an action is about to start; (b) the moment when an action just 

started; (c) the moment when an action is about to finish; (d) the moment when an action 

is just finished or has already finished." Furthemore, he suggests that the meaning of the 

suffix may Vary depending upon the semantic meaning of verb or the context and he 

concludes that it is pnmarily used to refer to either the moment of entering into a state o r  

the moment of just having entered into a state (Chenggeltei 1981: 298-300). See the 

following examples. 



(41) a nornEini una-la c. Eirig ire-le 

book-P~S fdl  down- PST soldier come- PST 

'Your book is about to faII down.' 'The soldier is just now coming.' 

or  'Your book has just fallen down.' or 'The soldier has just anïved.' 

b. Batu ym-yad yabu-la d. tere sayiqan Kokeqota-a& ire-le 

Batu go out-COhT go- PST he just Huhhot- ABL corne- PST 

'Batu is about to go out.' 'He just arrived from Huhhot.' 

Here, the verbs in the -la/-le suffis are interpreted as refemng to either the 

imminent future or the recent p s t .  For instance. (4%) is concemed not with the fact that 

the book has fallen but rather with the fact that it is in an unstable state which implies 

falling. In (42d), -le occurs in a contest clearly in the recent past but which concems the 

fact that the subject is here, as opposed to not yet having arrived. The same is true for 

(43)  where the soldier may not yet have arrived but is recognized now as k i n g  on his 

way; i.e. in a state of coming as opposed to not coming or, more conectly. that the state 

of the speaker's mind has changed from not knowing whether the soldier is on his way to 

knowing that he is. In (42b). the verb in -la together with the preceding verb in -yad 

refers to the state of Batu's k i n g  about to go out or just having pne  out. This last form 

is discussed in more detail below. 

Again this complesity of meaninps in different contexts is one of the major 

reasons that -la/-le has k e n  given numerous names. Moreover, as Chenggeltei (1981) 

suggested, similar to the non-past suffix, -na/-ne, the meaning of -la/-le has a close 

relationship with the meaning of the verb to which it is attached and its meaning 

sornetimes can be explained by looking at that. In the section 4.23, therefore, we will 

look at the relationship between the inherent meaning of verbs and the Mongolian tense 

morphemes in more detail. 



4.2.2.4 The -ysan/-gsen suffis 

The -ysan/-gsen suffix is originally a verbal noun surfix but it is often used as a 

pst tense marker of finite verbs in modem Mongolian and it seems to be frequent in the 

question and negation. See the following examples: 

(43) a bi tegün-i tani-ysan 

1 him-ACC know-PST 

'1 knew him.' 

c. tede nom ungsi-ysan 

they book read-PST 

'They read a book.' 

b. tere yabu-ysan 

he leave-PST 

'He is about to leave. ' 

d. Batu oros kele suru-ysan 

Batu Russian learn- PST 

'Batu learned Russian. ' 

Its use in negative and interrogative sentences for indicating the past is a 

distinctive charactenstic of the -pan/-gsen suffis. As s h o w  in the following esamples. 

in negation and in questions, including those with a WH-word. -ysanl-gsen is the most 

often used of the pst tense morphemes. 

(44) a. bi tegün-i tani-ysan ü p i  b. tere oE6gedür ire-gsen ügei 

1 him- ACC knew- PST ! V E  he yesterday corne-PST NEG 

'1 did not recognize him. ' 'He did not corne yesterday.' 

c. ta kejiye ire-gsen bui? d. tere Ozsogedür ire-gsen üü? 

you when corne-PST QU he yesterday wrne-PST QC 

'When did p u  corne?' 'Did he corne yesterday?' 

As in (44), of al1 the past tense suffixes, only -pan/-gsen is used in negative 

sentences in Modem Mongolian. The -bal-be suffix is used in the interrogative sentence 

as mentioned earlier. Its meaning is, however, slightly different from that of the -ysanl- 

gsen suffix (see the previous section). 



In addition to its special use in negation and questions, it is n e c e s s q  to point out 

another feature of -pan/-gen, namely, that similar to -la/-le, the suffis is used when the 

speaker shows the uncertainty of some pst situation. See the following examples. 

(45) a tende nige mon bayi-ysan (46) a aqa ani yabu-ysan 

b. tende n i p  mon bayi-jaï b. aqa Eini yabu-jai 

c. tende nige mon bayi-ba c. aqa Eini yabu-ba 

d. tende nige mon bayi-la d. aqa Eini yabu-la 

there one horse exist- PST brother your Ieave-PST 

'There was a horse.' 'Y our brother left.' 

The above two sets of examples al1 are concerned with an event that took place at 

some time in the past but in sentences (45a) and (4M) the speaker is calling attention to 

the fact that a horse elrists there, or  he might even be implying that some animai is there 

that might be a horse. In (45b) and (45c), however, the speaker confirms a fact he knows 

to the listener, narnely that there was a horse there. 

In (46) the relationship is much the sarne except that (46a) indicates only the fact 

of the brother's having gone and (46b) and (46c) involve both ihat fact and other 

considerations. This means that in (46a) even if one includes information such as time or  

destination, Our concern is stilI with the action; the specific time or destination are 

secondary. In (46b) or (&), it is the other elements, rather than the action, that become 

the most important information. The statement in (&ci), on the other hand, is most likely 

undentood as refemng to a future event because of the inherent meaning of verb (see 

more on this in the next section). Othenvise, the examples in (46a-c), as they stand, 

appear to be the same with regard to time but they may differ as to how appropriate they 

are in sentences which focus on elements other than the action itself. 



4-23 The semantics of the verb and Mongolian tense suffixes 

By their inherent semantic feanires, verbs are classified into certain groups. In 

Cornrie ( 1976a: 41-51) and Brinton ( 1988: 23-27) these are seen as binary distinctions. 

including stative vs. non-stative (dynamic), punctual vs. durative, and telic vs. atclic; in 

Vendler ( 1967: 107-7), they make up a four-way distinction, namely, states. activi ties, 

accomplishments, and achievements. It has been obsenied, in general, that there are 

interactions between verb semantics and aspectuai meanings. The English perfect, for 

instance, as Brinton (1988: 43-45) points out, interacts witb the semantics of verbs and 

may result in different readings; e.g. with punctual verbs, it has a continuative reading. 

while with atelic verbs, it lacks such a reading. Similarly, in the Mongolian tense 

morphemes, the -na/-ne and -la/-le suffixes show a close interaction with the inherent 

meaning of verb and they seem to have different readings with the different verb classes. 

According to Brinton's (1988: 28) explanation of Vendler's four aspectual types, 

states are situations which endure for an indefinite p e n d  of time with no  necessary 

endpoint; they cannot be brought about voluntarily and they do  not involve change or 

development; activities are durative situations which go on for an indefini te p e n d  wi th 

no inherent goal and they involve some change, and they may be voluntary or non- 

voluntarv; accomplishments are durative situations which go on in time but have a 

necessary goal, and achievements are punctual situations taking place at a specific point 

in time. The -na/-ne and -la/-le suffixes have a close relationship with the static and 

active verbs and their meanings contrast sharply with these two types. 

Because states refer to a situation which endures for "an indefinite p e n d  of 

time", the -na/-ne suffix usually indicates the present tense, or  more correctly indefinite 

time, and the -la/-le suffix indicates the regular past tense. Consider the following 

exampies of stative verbs, where both suffixes are used with the same verb. 



(47) a bide egün-i mede-ne (48) a bide egün-i mede-le 

we this-ACC know-NPT we this-.4CC know-PST 

'We know this. ' 'We knew this.' or 'We just found this out. ' 

b. bi gr-iyen sana-na b. bi ger-iyen sana-la 

'1 miss my farnily.' '1 missed my home.' 

or 'i have come to miss home.' 

c. bide tegün-i itege-ne c. bide tegün-i itep-le 

ive him- ACC believe- NPT we him- .CC believe- PST 

'We believe him. ' 'We believed him.' 

o r  'We have corne to believe him. ' 

d. tende mori bayi-na d. tendernori bayi-la 

there horse e x i s t - ~ m  

'There is a horse' 

there horse exist- PST 

'There was a hone' (i.e. a fact just discovered) 

When the -na/-ne and -la/-le suffises are attached to certain active verbs, the 

rneaning differs from that of the present and pst tense readings. as the former indicates 

the future and the latter signals the imminent future. This future meaning of the suffises 

is parîicularly clear when they are attached to motion verbs, Iike yabu- 'to go'. Consider 

the examples in (49) and (50) where both suffixes are added to the sarne verb but their 

rneanings are distinguished easily because of the inherent rneanings of the verbs. 

(49) a. Pirig ire-ne c. tere &i-na 

soldier corne- NIT he p N P T  

'The soldier will corne.' 'He will go.' (lit: He goes.) 

b. tere yar-na d. Dorji mori-bar yabu-na 

he goout-NFï Dorji horse-WS g e N m  

'He will go out.' 'Do j i  will go by horse.' 



(50) a Eirig ire-le 

soldier corne- PST 

'The soldier is coming. ' (walking in the speaker's direction) 

b. tere yar-la 

he goout-PST 

'He is about to go o u t  ' (at the point of going out of the house) 

c. tere d i - l a  

he p P S T  

'He is about to go. ' (at the p i  nt of going) 

d. Dorji mon-bar yabu-la 

Dorji horse- NS come- PST 

'Do rji is about to leave by horse. ' (at the stage of leaving) 

In the above discussions, we claim that the -na/-ne morpheme does not express 

the event taking place at the present Ume with either stative o r  active verbs. Instead, it 

indicates indefinite time with a stative verb and a future time with an active verb. 

Because of this interaction between -na/-ne and the inherent semantic content of verbs, an 

event that occurs simuItaneously with the speech act is usually represented by the 

construction -ju/-Eu plus the auxiliary bayi- plus -na/-ne, which is the progressive form. 

Compare the following two sets of the examples: 

(51) a bide egün-i mede-ne (52) a. bide egün-i mede-jü bayi-na 

we this-ACC know-NPT we this-ACC know-CONV be-NIT 

'We know this.' 'We know this.' (lit: We are knowing this.) 

b. bi ger-iyen sana-na b. bi ger-iyen sana-ju bayi-na 

I home- REF miss-NPT 1 home- W miss- COW be- NPT 

'1 miss my family.' '1 miss my home.' (lit: 1 am missing my home.) 



c. bide tegün-i itege-ne c. bide tegün-i itege-jü bayi- na 

we him- ACC believe-NPT we him-ACC believe-COW b e - W  

'We believe him.' 'We believe him.' (lit: We are believing him.) 

d. tende mori bayi-na d. *tende mori bayi-ju bayi-na 

they horse exist- h i  they horse exist-cûWbe--W 

'There is a horse' 'There is a horse.' 

Except for (5?d), the progressive form c m  be applied to al1 stative verbs to which 

-na/-ne is attached. The meaning of two f o m s  is, however, different. As explained 

earlier, although the event time coincides with that of the speech act, the time range 

indicated by -na/-ne extends much beyond that. Likewise, the focus of the sentences in 

(51) is not concemed with indicating that the time of the event coincides with the time of 

speech but with the general state of events. Also the speaker is much more confident 

about what he is saying than with the sentences with the progressive form. Therefore, if 

the emphasis is given to the present state of events, the progressive form is used as in 

(57). Usually, the progressive form with this type of stative verb is interpreted as 

expressing the present tense, but the progressive meaning is stiil strong in these 

sentences. In addition, in cornparison with the non-pst fom,  the progressive form has a 

sense of a speaker less confident about his statements, i.e. the speaker States what is the 

present state of the event and beyond this he is not sure (see the section 5.3.3, for more 

discussion). 

Wi th non-stati ve verbs, e.g. active verbs, aside from the motion verbs exernplified 

in (49), it is not clear whether the meaning of -nd-ne expresses the present or future 

tenses as in (53). In this case, it is a true non-past tense form because the present and 

future meaning of the suffix completel y depends on the context situation. 



(53) a. bi Wdai  bici-ne 

1 Ietter write-MT 

'1 write a letter.' or 

'1 will write a Ietter.' 

c. bide kiEiye1 oro-na 

ue class enter-NPT 

'We attend a class. ' or 

'We will attend a class-' 

b. tere nom ungsi-na 

he book read-W 

'He rads a book.' or  

'He wilI read a book.' 

d. tede bomkge naydd-na 

they bal1 play- ~ ï '  

'They play basketball.' or 

They  will play basketball.' 

The arnbiguity is, however, solved by contexts like the following. In the case of 

(54). if they are answen to a question like ta yayu ki-]ü bayi-qu bui? 'What are you 

doing?", the- can al1 be understood as the present tense. If they include the time 

adverbial 'tomorrow' as in (53, they are interpreted as the future tense. 

(54) a bi Wdal biCi-ne 

1 letter write-ST 

'1 write a letter.' 

b. tere nom ungsi-na 

he book read-hm 

'He reads a book.' 

c. bide kiEiyel oro-na 

we class enter-hm 

' We attend class. ' 

d. tede bombage nayad-na 

they bal1 play- Nm 

'They play basketball.' 

(55) a bi maryasi m d a l  biEi-ne 

1 tomorrow letter write- SFT 

'1 will wri te a letter tomorrow. ' 

b. tere maryasi nom ungsi-na 

he tomorrow book read- NPT 

'He wiI1 read a book tomorrow . ' 

c. bide maryasi kiEiyel oro-na 

we tomorrow class enter-?Pï 

'We will attent a class tomorrow.' 

d. tede maryasi Wmb6ge nayad-na 

they tomomw bal1 play- M 

'They will play basketbail.' 



If the emphasis is given to the present ongoing nature of the event, the 

progressive form is used in the answer to the question "What are you doing?" instead of 

-na/-ne, as in the following examples (see the section 5.32, for more discussion). 

(56) a bi jahdal biEi-jü bayi-na b. tere nom ungsi-ju bayi-na 

1 letter write-CONC' be-hm he book rad-CON be-hm 

'1 am writing a letter.' 'He is reading a book.' 

c. bide kiEiyel oro-jü bayi-na d. tede bombop nayad-jü bayi-na 

we class enter-COhV be-N'PT they bal1 play-CO~T be-%Cm 

'We are having a class.' 'They are playing basketball. ' 

42.4 The difference between the p s t  tense morphemes 

In grammars of Mongolian and works on the Mongolian tense categories, the 

distinctions arnong the various past tense morphemes have been the focus of attention and 

the meaning of these rnorphemes has been esplained in diverse ways and no single 

definition of the forms has come to be accepted. In the most general sense, many of the 

past studies have come to the conclusion that -bai-be is a simple past or colorless in 

cornparison with the others; -jai/-Eai is an unexpected part or indirect pst, and -la/-le is a 

well-known past or  direct past On the other hand, -ysan/-gsen is simply taken as a 

variation of -ba/-be. As argued earlier in this section, al1 of these explanations appear to 

be restricted in the data they analyzed and none of them is regarded as an adequate 

description. Binnick (1990: 49) points out that it is questionable to make any semantic 

distinction among these f o m s  since they are essentially the same in terms of past tense 

meaning. However, one may question why Mongolian has the different forms for the 

sarne p s t  tense? 1s there any kind of difference arnong these suffixes besides their past 

tense meanings? In this regard, Binnick (1990) observes that these suffixes are 

essentially the same in terms of tense, but differ in the pragmatic conditions of their use. 



In addition to his analysis. the following explanations, based on the discussion presented 

in the section 42.2, can be a v e n  to describe their uses. 

In the section 4.32. we examineci the numerous explanations on the rneanings of 

the past tense morphemes in the previous studies and pointed out many of these 

discussions are incomplete in one way or another. Meanwhile, we have made an atternpt 

to reveal certain peculiarities of these morphemes in terms of their extra-tense meanings. 

Our previous discussions show that al1 pst tense morphemes function equally as past 

tense marker and they have no clear difference in terms of tense. However, as noted 

briefly before, not al1 of them c m  occur with equal regularity in the negative sentence nor 

in the interrogative sentence, especiall y those which contai n an interrogative pronoun. 

Out of the four suffises, only -bal-be and -pan/-gsen occur in questions and the- differ 

one from another in certain ways. In negative sentences, on the other hand, only -pan/- 

gsen occun. In addition. some of the pst tense morphemes exhibit definite tendencies 

aside from their regular pst tense meaning and in some cases, they are selectivel y chosen 

for the different purposes of the utterance. for instance, expressing the speaker's concem 

or seeking particular information. These are not merely for the purpose of presenting the 

time of an event located pnor to the time of the speech act, but emphasis is given to 

something other than the time at which the event took place. From these extra rneanings, 

it is possible to draw a distinction behveen these past tense morphemes. 

Modem Mongolian interrogative sentences which refer to a past situation are 

formed in three ways: a) a sentence including a WH-word and the interrogative particle 

bui, b) a WH-word on1 y in the sentence, or c) the sentence is followed by the particle uu. 

In the first type of question, only -pan/-gsen occurs. al1 other forms are restncted as the 

exarnples in (57) show. In the second type of the question, the -jai/-Eai and -la/-le 

suffixes are not allowed, only -bal-be and -ysan/-gsen occur, as in (58). 



(57) a ta kejiye ire-gsen bui? 

p u  when corne-PST QL- 

'When did you come?' 

b. *ta kejiye ire-be bui? 

you when corne-PST Q U  

' When did you come?' 

(58) a tere qamiya di-ysan? 

he where p P S T  

' Where did he go?' 

b. tere qamiya di-ba? 

he where g u P S ï  

'Where did he go?' 

c. *ta kejiye ire-jei bui? 

you when corne-PST QU 

'When did you come?' 

d. *ta kejiye ire-le bui ? 

you when corne-PST QLT 

'When did you come?' 

c. *tere qamiya di-@? 

he where gePST 

'Where did he go?' 

d. *tere qamiya &-la? 

he where  PST 

'Where did he go?' 

In the interrogative sentence which does not include the WH-word, some past 

tense markers have wider distribution. In this case d l  foms. except -la/-le, can be used. 

Compare the following examples. 

(59) a. ta Wgedür ir-be üü? c. *ta W e d ü r  ire-le üü? 

you yesterday corne-PST QV you yesterday corne-PST QC' 

'You came yesterday. didn't you?' 'Did you corne yesterday?' 

b. ta Wgedür ire-jei üü? d. ta oEogedür ire-gsen üü? 

you yesterday corne-PST QU you yesterday corne-PST QU 

'Did p u  corne yesterday?' 'Did you corne yesterday? ' 

From the examples in (5'7)' (58), and (59)- we can see, ail past tense morphemes, 

except -la/-le, obviously can be used in certain types of interrogative sentences in one 

way or another. On the other hand, we saw that the examples in (57b-c-d), (Se-d), and 

(59c), are unacceptable and the example in (59b) only occurs in spoken Mongolian or 



may be even a dialectal variation. This suggests that the past tense markers cannot occur 

freely in some types of interrogative sentences. In the first two types of questions, the 

speaker's concem is not what happened in the pst, but rather the specific information, 

e.g. the specific time and place in which the situation took place. In the third type of 

question, the speaker is perhaps more concemed about whether the situation happened 

rather than the specific time or place in which it happened. From this, it can be 

concluded that -ba/-be and -pan/-gsen differ from the other two by the specific 

information which they seek in the question. This leads us to ask what is the distinction 

between -W-be and -ysanl-gen? 

As mentioned in the section 4.2.2.1. aithough -ba/-be and -ysan/-gsen on be used 

in similar circumstances in the question, the implications differ in several ways. Fint, 

-ba/-be sounds politer than its counterpart and implies certain attitudes or intentions of the 

speaker toward what he is asking (see the examples in (30)). Secandly, -bat-be implies 

the speaker has some knowledge of what he is asking, while -pan/-gsen laclcs this 

implication, but merely conveys a neutral attitude in asking the question. See the 

follow ing exam ples. 

(60) a. ta oEogedür (:::Ln } titi? b. tere ~ t j k e q o t a d u  

you yesterday corne- PST QC he Huhhot-DAT gePST QU 

'Did you corne yesterday?' 'Did he go Huhhot? 

These two sets of examples are both regarded as refemng to the same event which 

took place in the p s t ,  but the sentence with the -W-be suffix suggests that the speaker 

already knows the fact and wants to make sure it is correct and that with -ysan/-gsen 

merely asks for the information without having any prior notions about it. 



In terms of the past tense meaning, al1 of the pt tense morphemes are capable of 

indicating that something took place before the speech time and if one does not consider 

their implications, they are al1 nomal  past tense markers (for instance, see the examples 

listed in ( 19). (24), (38), and (43)). Hence, they are not distinguished in their marking the 

different past tenses, e.p. direct past and indirect past, recent past and remote p s t .  or 

well-known fact and indirect knowledge. But rather, they differ only by their other 

impiications, that is, they imply the speaker's attitude o r  other specific information in 

addition to their past tense meanines. 

As far as implication is concerned, -bal-be implies the speaker's concem about 

what he is saying, while the other past tense morphemes Iaclc such an implication. See 

more esamples belon. 

b. ger-tegen qari-ba uu ? 

home- REF retum- PST QC' 

'Did you visit your home? 

(61) a. ta sayin yabu-ba uu? 

p u  well  PST QC 

'How was o u r  joumey?' 

b. tergen-dü dapi- yda-ba aa 

car-DAT hjt-PSS-PST PïL 

'Be careful about k i n g  hit accidentally by a car.' 

As we saw previously, in (61a), the speaker is not only concemed with what 

happened in the past but also with how the event is accomplished and meantirne, it 

includes the speaker's intention of being polite or wishing someone has a good journey. 

And so  another way of translating the sentence is that '1 am sure you had a good trip.' 

Similarly. in (61 b), the speaker is not only concemed that something took place in the 

past but he is also concemed with whether i t is accomplished and in (61 c), the speaker 

expresses his concem that something might happen in the future. Ultimately. in ail three 

sentences, the speaker's concem is emphasized besides asking about something that took 



place in the past and warning that something might happen in the future. This is a major 

distinction of - W-be from the rest of the pst tense morphemes. 

The -jiu/-&i suffix, on the other hand, implies neither the speaker's concem nor 

the attitude towards what he is saying, but it is often used to indicate an event that took 

place in a particular time in the pst It is, therefore, more preferred in the following 

examples in cornparison to the other past tense morphemes. 

(62) a. bide doloyan caydu bos-Eai (63) a bi Wgedür  ire-pi 

b. ?bide d o l m  caydu bos-ba b. ?bi m g e d ü r  ire-be 

c. ?bide doloyan caydu bos- ysan c. ?bi Wgedür  ire-gsen 

d, *bide doloyan caydu bos-la d. *bi Wgedür  ire-le 

ne seven o'dock- DAT nse-PST 1 yesterday corne-PST 

'We got up ai 7 o'clock. ' '1 anived yesterday.' 

(64) a. tede nara yar-qu emüne -bu-jai (65) a tere nidunun yabu-jai 

b. ?tede nara yar-qu emüne yabu-ha b. ?tere nidunun yabu-ba 

c. ?tede nara yar-qu emüne yabu-ysan c. ?tere nidunun yabu-ysan 

d. *tede nara yar-qu emüne yabu-la d *tere nidunun yabu-la 

they sun rise-C0.w M o r e  p PST he lastyear leave-PST 

'They left M o r e  the sun rose.' 'He left last year.' 

The sentences in (63-65) are d l  concemed with events that took place a t  a specific 

time in the p s t .  Excepi for sentence (a), al1 sentences have a problem. As in (d). -la/-le 

rarely occurs in this type of sentence and the (b-c) sentences are questionable, because 

-bd-be and -ysan/-gsen are not suitable, the preference k i n g  more likely given to the 

-%/-Eai suffis. Moreover, -bal-be and -pan/-gsen are likely used in the following 

examples where the focus of the utterance is not on the particular time of event but 



merely on something having happened in the p s t  without specifying exactiy when it took 

place. See the following examples. 

w eady me-PST 

'We got up early.' 

In the above examples, the time of the events 'corne' and 'get up' is presented as  

sometime before the speech time but the exact point of time the event took place is 

unclear or  irrelevant so that -W-be or -ysan/-gsen is preferred. This can be considered as 

the feature of the two suffises which distinguishes them from the other past morphemes. 

particularly with -51-=, in that they are used to show only that the time of the event is 

M o r e  the speech act; they do  not show how long before or at which point of time the 

event occumed. 

-a i / -Ea i  is questionable in sentences like those in (66-67) since the major focus of 

the sentences is not upon the specific time at which the event took place but merely that it 

is sornetime before the speech time. However, if the aim of the sentence is to seek 

specific information, e.g. how the speaker amved and when he got up, -kt-Eai is 

appropnate. In fact, in sentences like those below, -jai/-Eai is more common than the 

others. 

(68) a. ta yayu-bar ire-gsen bui? (69) a ta kedüidü boso-ysan bui 

you what-INST come-PST QU you what-DAT nse-PST QY 

'By what (how) did you arrive?' 'When did you get up?' 



k: } b. bi mori-bar ?iR-gsen 

I horse-INST corne-PST 

'I came by horse.' 

b. bide erte { ?bos-ba } 
?bas-ysan 

' We got up earl y. ' 

(70) a ta a g e d ü r  yayu ki-gsen bui? 

you yesterday what dePST QLT 

'What did you do yesterday' 

1 book read-PST 

'1 read a book,' 

The questions in (68-70) are al1 sentences seeking specific information, i.e. how 

the addressee amved in (68). when did the addressee get up in (69), and what did the 

addressee do in (70). In the answer to questions like these, -jai/-Eai is preferred to the 

other past tense morphemes. In the given contexts, - W-be and -pan/-gsen are doubtful 

and -la/-le is inappropriate. 

The -la/-le suffk is more complicated because of its close relationship with the 

semantic classes of verbs. As exemplified in (39) earlier in the section 4.27, when used 

as the past tense marker, -1al-le refers to the recent p s t ,  Le. it indicates a time of event 

relatively close to the time of the speech act. Although it is possible for -la/-le to be used 

for an event that occurred a long time ago, its function of indicating something that 

happened just before the time of the speech act cannot be overiooked. Furthermore oniy 

-la/-le among the various pst tense morphemes is capable of indicating certain meanings 

such as those in the following examples, where oniy -la/-le is used for a situation that 



occurred just before the moment of speech, while the rest lack such implication, or at 

least it seems as though the time of event indicated by -la/-le is closer to the moment of 

speech than the events of the other suffixes. See the examples. 

(72) bi nom 

amive- PST 1 book 

ungsi-la 
 un pi-jai 
?ungsi-ba 

read- PST 

'1 just anived by a horse. ' '1 just r a d  a book a moment ago.' 

In comection with the function of its expressing the recent p s t ,  -la/-le is also 

commonly used in the exarnples like those below to indicate a recently accomplished 

event wi th a certain purpose. The examples include: 

(73) tere nom unpî-qu-bar ?yabu-jai 

'He just went to read a book.' 

(74) bi mongyol kele surqu-bar {" ?ire+ } 
?ire-gsen 

1 Mongolian leam- C O ~ T ~ N S T  corne- PST 

'1 just now came to study Mongolian.' 

Except for the sentences with -la/-le, dl the p s t  tense morphemes are unsuitable 

in this context. -bal-be and -pan/ -esen sound unnatural as shown in the examples and 

-ai/-jei is acceptable but it lacks what is implied by -la/-le so that -la/-le is preferred for 

indicating an even t recentl y accompli shed for a certain purpose. 



In consideration of what we have said so far about the rneanings and uses of the 

past tense morphemes, namely that some of them either have special uses in the 

interrogative sentence o r  they c a q  extra meanings in addition to their past tense 

functions, it is possible to make the following distinctions. 

The -W-be suffix is not used as often as the othen in spoken Ianguage, but it is 

more frequent in narratives with the first person subject and in the question. In questions, 

it contrasts with the others by implying the speaker's intention of k i n g  polite o r  the 

speaker's knowledge about what he is asking.' In addition, it has an extra use for 

indicating something may happen in the future and thus it indicates the speaker's feeling 

of doubt or  apprehension. 

The jail-Eai suffis is most frequently used to refer to the past in the declarative 

sentence and i t is usuall y not used in questions and negation. In terms of extra meanings. 

-@Mai is less active but it is used for refemng to specific information about the past 

event. Sometimes, it can suggest an event that happened some time ago, which cornes to 

the realization of speaker at the moment of speech. 

The -la/-le suffis has a close relationship with the inherent semantic content of the 

verb to which it is atbched; with stative verbs it expresses a past, while with active verbs, 

it has a future meaning. It is. sometimes, used for expressing the recent past and a past 

event just accomplished for a certain purpose. 

The -ysan/-gsen suffix is originaily a verbal noun suffix and is becoming more and 

more frequent in present-day Mongolian for refemng to a p s t  event The major use of 

the suffix is in the interrogative and negative sentences and in the statement. It diffen 

from the other p s t  tense markers by indicating some uncertainty about the past situation. 



The above discussion is oniy a tentative analysis of certain differences between 

the various past tense morphemes. In practice, the distinction between these p s t  tense 

morphemes is vague and difficult to apply with any degree of precision, and does not lead 

to cleady distinct categories. The r d  problem with the use of the m.orphemes, moreover, 

is not just that there is great variation in meaning in contexts, but that they have no clear 

basic or core feature. 



Notes 

l   or a more specific definition of tense. please d e r  to Reichenbach (1947: 287-88) and Cornrie (l985a: 7- 
18). For the definition of aspect, see Cornrie (1976a: 3) and for different defrnitions of aspect, refer to 
Binnick (1991: 207-214). 

2See the verbal noun section. for more detailed discussion of the meankg of tbis suffix 

3~lease note rhat -na/-ne does occur in the negation historidy. For instance. bi ese mede-ne '1 don' t 
know.' 

4~ example is from Chenggeltei ( 198 1 : 96). 

5~lthough this use of -na -ne is not stated expliciily. it has been illustrated quite weil in the literaaire. For 
e.xample, Street (1963: 120) claims that this suffix may be in effect timeless: "It marks the general validity 
of a statement. More specifically, it may refer to an action tbat occurs whenever certain conditions are 
met, or to a state of affairs tbat is m e  over an indefinite period including the moment of speech." 
Chenggeltei (1981: 295) also presents a sMilar c l a h  saying: "It incikates the extendeci present tense in 
the sentence which has a gnomic meaning (usage)." 

%ee Gobe (1985a: 41) and Bybee et al. (1995: 55). 

7For a more detailed discussion on the points made in the various articles, refer to Binnick (1979b) and 
( 1990). Tümenchichig ( 1990), Svantesson (199 1). Hashimoto (1993). and Wu ( 1995) and (19%). 

8Chenggel tei ( 1% 1 : 293) claims the suffix is less frequentl y used in the spoken langage and Poppe ( 1970: 
129) daims it is not often used in the statement in the coiioquial language. 

9Poppe (1955: 266-67) mentioned that the semantical development of the past into a future tense is 
cornmon in Mongolian languages and he lis& the examples from Kaimuck and Ordos dialects where the 
pst tense form -wa is used as the form of warning after combining with a particle. Dobu (1983: 50) aiso 
finds the variation of the -bd-be suffix, -baai-bx i - b l - b o o .  in the Cbakhar didect of b e r  Mongolia is 
used as a warning fonn to refer to something that might happen sometime in the future, 

1 OFor more discussion on this use of the suffix aod the o t k  uses. please refer to Wu ( 1995: 10 1 - 1 û3). 

 or instance. it has been given many different m e s .  such as. "Recent past" used by Smet (1963). 
Bosson (1W) and Poppe (1951). "Remote past" is used in Nasunbayar et al. (1984). "Past imperfective 
and past tense of imperfective" are used by Hangin (1968) and Poppe (1970). "Unexpected event" is used 
by Sanzheyev (1988), Poppe (1955) and Bosson (1964). "Sudden occurrence" and "suddenly acquired 
knowledge" are used by Bosson (1964) and Binnick (197913). "An event which is witnessed by the 
speaker** and "objective existence" are used by Poppe (1951) and Nasunurtu (1990). "Distant past" is 
used by Schlepp (1983) and Baek (1986). 'Complete past" is used by Sun (1985). "Referential" is used in 
Binnick (1979b). "Indirect past" is used ia Svantesson (199 1). 

L2poppe (1954: 93) remarks **the speaker claims to have wiînessed the action and to have been sitrprised 
when making the discovery of the action as a foir accompli.." Street (1963: 122) claims the suffix 
"empbasizes the present result of a pst action." Similady. Svantesson (1991: 193) calls this suffix the 
indrect past and daims that by using this suffix, "the speaker shows that he has not personally 
experienced the situation. but has witnessed its consequences and inferred that has occurred 
('inferential'). or has heard about it fom someone else ('quotational*)." 

13~innick (1990: 38) who cites Beffa and Hayman (1975: 82). 



14wu (1995: 90) assumes it may have some comection with the non-finite suffx used in the sentence. 

15ïhese exampks are from Galsang (1981: 13). 
- 

esamples are the transliteration of the sentences writîen in Cynllic d p t  from Gaisang (19û1: 13). 

17~vantesson (1991: 193) claims by using the indirect pst ,  the speaker shows tbat he has not personally 
experienced the situation, but bas witnessed its consequences and inferred that it bas occurred, or bas 
heard about it from someone else. The direct past shows that the speaker has witnessed ihe situation 
himself. 

l%s is a -ken fonn of -jaii 4%. see Chcnggeltei ( 198 1 : 294-95). for f-er details. 

19Uncompleted past is used in Dobu (1983: 53). recent or immediate p s t  are used in Nasunbayar et al. 
(1W 3 IO) and Hangin ( l%8: 99). pst-future is used by Sun (1985: 149). p s t  tense of a deliberate and 
knom action is used in Sanzheyev ( 1988: 1 13). evidential ps t  is used in Binnick (1990: 53). and direct 
pas t is used in Svantesson ( 1991 : 193). 

20~ited from the Eugiish translation of ûzawa ( 1970. lacks pagination). 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Aspect and Mood 

In the preceding chapter, we discussed the category of tense in Mongolian and 

now we tum to the categories of aspect and mood. The first part of this chapter deals 

with aspect which is concerned with a different perspective on temporal meaning. After 

presenting a brief discussion of aspect theory relevant to our studies, we will consider 

several different aspectual expressions, with focus on those that are particularly important 

for understanding aspect in Mongolian. In particular, we attempt to give a detailed 

description of each of these aspectual expressions. The second part of the chapter is 

concemed with mood and rnodality expressed by the verb morphology of Mongolian. In 

this section. after addressing the basic issue of what mood and modality are. we discuss 

briefly examples of modality other than those which verbal morphology in Mongolian 

gives nse to. Then we outline the problem of the classification of mood categories and 

give Our classification used in this study. After this, we will discuss the five categories in 

Mongolian and their expression and provide detailed examples. 

5.1 Aspect 

In generai. aspect is understood as a means of describing the intemal temporal 

constituency of a situation as opposed to tense, which relates the time of the situation to 

some other time, e.g., the moment of speech (Comrie 1976a: 1-3). A prototypical aspect 

sys tem marks the opposition be tween perfective and imperfective. The perfective 

indicates that a situation is viewed as a singie whole (Comne 1976a: 16) or as bounded 

temporally (Bybee e t  al. 1995: 54). and imperfective is, on the contrary. to view a 

situation from within. with explicit reference to the interna1 temporal structure of  a 



situation (Comrie 1976a 24) o r  in more recent tenns, "an imperfective situation may be 

one viewed as in progress at a panicular reference point, either in the past or  present, or 

one viewed as characteristic of a period of time that includes the reference time, that is, a 

habitual situation" (Bybee et al. 1995: 125). Comrie maintains that it is important to 

p p  the difference between perfective and imperfective when discussing aspect. He 

emphasizes that the perfective presents the situation as a single unanalysable whole, with 

beginning, middle, and end rolled into one; no attempt is made to divide this situation up 

into the various individual phases. The imperfective does not function in this way, but 

rather makes explicit reference to the intemal temporal constituency. e.g., there is no 

explicit reference to  the beginning or the end of the situation (pp. 3-4). He also says, 

"another way of explaining the difference between perfective and imperfective is to say 

that the perfective Iooks at the situation from the outside, without necessarily 

distinguishing any of intemal structure of the situation, whereas the imperfective looks at 

the situation from the inside. and as such is crucially concerned with the intemal structure 

of the situation (p. 4)." 

Although Cornrie's study did not posit any particular categories as universal, he 

chose these two aspects as general categories and from the viewpoint of general 

linguistics, he presented in detail a survey of semantic distinctions between perfective and 

imperfective found in a variety of languages and language families. He observed that the 

perfective indicates not only the completive, punctual and momentary but also resul tative, 

durative and even ingressive as well; the imperfective is divided into the habitual, 

progressive and continuous subcatepries.1 Binnick ( 19%: 156) also provides a similar 

observation on the distinction of these two aspects: "That the opposition of perfective and 

imperfective is not merely an accident of morphology but captures some truth about the 

semantics of aspect is shown by the fact that the sarne, or a very similar, bundle of uses 

for each of the aspects is found in each of those languages which share this opposition. 



The imperfect(ive) has continual, habitual, and generic uses in many languages, while the 

perfect(i ve) has punctual , i terative, and resultative uses." 

From these two authon' observations, it appears that, although the ideal type of 

aspect system is, in some languages, based explicitiy on the opposition of perfective and 

imperfective, aspect in other laquages rather accounts for a number of other values 

which are charactenstics of the perfective and imperfective. Mongolian may f d l  under 

the second type of languages, since there is no salient device in Mongolian to mark the 

opposition of the perfective and imperfective. In  other words, the Mongolian aspect 

system does not show explicitl y the opposition of perfective and imperfective. Instead, 

we find there severai different expressions that include a number of other values whch 

are also characteristic of perfective and imperfective as mentioned above. There are, for 

instance, several kinds of single foms or a nonfinite verbal constructions for signaling 

progressive. habitual, and continuative aspectual values. In the following section, we will 

discuss the subdivisions of perfective and imperfective that exist in Mongolian and show 

that the- are either marked bg a single morpheme or a combined construction that 

involves the nonfinite verbal suffises (verbal noun or converb suffixes) followed by the 

auxiliary verb bayi- 'to be'. In addition, some auxiliw verbs express aspectual rneaning 

when they occur after the main verb in the sentence. 

5 2  Aspeetual expressions in Mongolian 

52.1 Perfect 

The perf'ect is, according to Comrie ( 1976a). a special kind of aspect because it is, 

unli ke aspect, not concemed wi th different ways of represen ting the intemal temporal 

constitution of a situation, but rather relates sorne state to a preceding situation (p. 52). 

He says "One way in which the perfect differs from the other aspects that we have 

exarnined is that it expresses a relation between nvo time-points, on the one hand the tirne 



of the state resulting from a prior situation. and on the other the time of that prior 

situation (p. 53)." Similarl y, although Bybee et al. (1995) does not mention in particular 

what difference the perfect has from other aspects, she says there has been some 

tenninological confusion since the terms perfect and perfective resemble each other and 

so she creates a new name, anterior. for perfect (p. 55). Based on other studies, she 

da ims  the perfective and perfect differ in that the former is the aspect used for narrating 

sequences of discrete events in which the situation is reported for its own sake, 

independent of its relevance to other situations. whiie the perfect would not be marked on 

several verbs in succession that are reporting a sequence of events but would only be used 

to show that some action is prior to the othen in the nanative (p. 54). 

These two authors, d o n g  with others, also point out that there are several other 

senses often associated ui th  the perfect in addition to its basic meaning. Comrie ( 1976a: 

56-60), for instance, classifies the perfect into the perfect of result. the experiential 

perfect, the perfect of persistent situation. and the perfect of recent pst .  The markers for 

the perfect in Mongolian, as will be noted, have a meaning related to the types of perfect 

mentioned above. 

The perfect is espressed by either the suffix aqajail-Eikejei o r  the sequence of 

-yad/-ged o r  -pan/-gsen and the ausiliary mi- 'to be* plus the tense forms. See the 

following examples. 

(1) a bi qayola-ban ide-Eikejei (3) c. bi qoyola-ban ide-pd bayi-na 

meai-REF eat-PEF i meal-REF eat-CONV AUX-NFT 

'1 have eaten m y meal.' 'I have eaten my meal.' 

b. tere ger-tepn qari-Eiqajai d. tere ger-tegen qari- yad bayi-Jiu 

he home- Rn; return- P f f  he home- REF return- CONV AUX -PST 

'He has returned to his home.' 'He had returned to his home.' 



(3) a biqoyola-banide-gsen bayi-na b. tereger-tegen qari-ysan bayi-jai 

I meal-REF ear- CONV AUX-NVT he home- REF retum-CONV AUX -NT 

'I have eaten my meal. ' 'He had retumed to his home. ' 

Al1 examples in (1). (3, and (3) have the rneaning of the perfect, e-g., they 

indicate that a situation has oçcurred before, and is relevant to the situation at  reference 

time (cf. Bybee e t  al. 1995: 54). However, these perfect forms may differ one from 

another in the certain ways. For instance, in cornparison with the sequence -ysan/-gsen 

plus bayi- 'to be', the -Eiqajài/-Eikejei suffix is more commonly used under normal 

circumstances. The combinations of -y&-ged o r  -pan/-gsen plus b q i -  'to be', on the 

other hand are likely found in more formal style. Furthemore. the rneaning of these three 

forms differs slightly. The construction -yad/-ged plus bqi-. for instance, has a 

resultative meaning, Le. what Comrie (1976a: 56) calls perfect of result and the -Ciqajail- 

Eikejki suffix has something to do with the resultative and cornpletive meanings. The 

construction -wan/-gsen plus bayi-, on the other hand. lacks these meanings and it can be 

regarded as a regular perfect. Observe the following e m  ples. 

(4) a tere ire-ged bayi-na (5) a tere ire-gsen bayi-na 

he corne-COhv A C X - ~ ~  he come-COW AUX -.w 

'He has arrived.' 'He has corne. ' 

b. tere Kokeqotadu oa-yad bayi-na b. tere Kokeqota-du oci-ysan bayi-na 

he Huhhot-DAT ~ C O N V  AUX-NPT he Huhhot- DAT go- CONV A L .  -.MT 

'He has gone to Huhhot. ' 'He has gone to Huhhot.' 

The perfect f o m  in the above signals resultatives. e-g., States that exist as a result 

of a past action (B ybee et  al. 1995: 54). For instance. the example in (Sa) shows that he 

is not somewhere else as a result of the fact that he came here and the example in (5b) 

shows that he is in Huhhot and not here as a result of his going to Huhhot etc. Sentences 



like (4a) and (4b) typically refer to a state resulting from a past action. If we change 

-yad/-ged to -ysanl-gsen, the resultative meaning disappears and the speaker rnerely says 

that someone has came here o r  has gone to Huhhot but as to the person's present 

whereabouts, he is not remarking on that. 

The resultative may also be expressed by Eiqagl-Cikejei as well. This suffix is 

aiso often used to signal a state that resulted from a past action and its resultative sense is 

much stronger than that of the -yadl-ged plus bayi- structure. See  the following 

exam ples. 

(6) a tere yabuxiqajai b. bi Eai-ban uuyu-Ciqaj2 

he leave-PEF I tea- REF dnnk-PEF 

'He has left already.' '1 have had rny tea alreadj-. ' 

The sentence in (6a) has the meaning of his already having left with the result that 

he is not here anymore and (6b) expresses the meaning "1 don't need to have tea as the 

result of my having tea earlier." Moreover, this suffis may express the completive, that is 

"to do something thoroughly and cornpletely" (Bybee et al. 1995: 57). For example. 

(7) a be kifiyel oro-qu-ban martaz iqajai 

1 ciass enter- VW-REF forgot-PEF 

'1 have completely forptten to attend the class.' 

b. bi ügulel-ben biPiEikejei 

1 thesis-RE' write-PEF 

'1 have written up my thesis.' 

Bybee et al. (1995: 57) also remarks that the morpheme ("gram" in her terms) 

signaling an  action, performed completel y and thoroughl y, often has other semantic 

nuances, one of which is that the completive sometimes indicates 'the action is reported 



with some emphasis or surprise value'. In accordance with Bybee's remarks, Xiqajail- 

Ei-i in Mongolian conveys completive action with emphasis o r  surprise value. Also 

note that the Eiqajai/-Eikejei suffix is further analyzable on the basis of its structure. It 

consists of the combination of the -Eiqa/-llike suffix and the pst tense marker -jai/-Eei. 

The  former has sometimes k e n  regarded as the suffix for denoting the completive o r  

intensive aspect2 See the examples of this below. 

(8) a Temür ger-tepn yaburiqajai 

Temür home- POs leave-PET 

'He has already retumed to his home.' 

b. ta kiEiyel oroqu-ban yayaluyad marta-ZSiqaysan bui? 

o u  ciass enter- VRV-REF why forgof-PEF Qu 

'How come you have completely forgotten to attend the class?' 

In the two sentences in (8a) the speaker emphasizes Temur's having already 

returned home and the information is unknown or a surprise to the addressee. In (8b) the 

speaker is questioning the addressee's forgetting to attend class and he is surprised and 

does not believe what has happened. 

Although it is true that it signals completive or intensive meaning, when used by 

itself, it more likely involves a modal meaning rather than a pure aspect. For instance, as 

in the following examples, the suffix expresses the urgent request o r  command that the 

addressee accomplish a given task completely or without any delay, e-g., something like 

'go and do it!' in English. 

(9) a Ei qurdun yabuEiqa 

you fast wdk-MOD 

'Would you please rvalk faster. 

b. ta ene jakidal yabu-yul-6qa 

you this letter p C A U - M O D  

'Please mail this letter for me.' 



Because they occur togther  frequently, there is sometimes confusion between the 

dqd -E ike  suffix and the past tense marker -jai/-Eei and the former is often cited as an 

example of the -lki/-jai suffix. In fact the former is a resultative aspectual suffix, while 

the latter is a past tense marker. Compare the following examples: 

(10) a tere ger-tegen qari-Eiqajài b. tere ger-tegen qari-jai 

he home-REF return-PEF he home- REF retum- PST 

'He has returned to his home. ' 'He was back at  his home.' 

In ( lOa) the verb in -Ci@ refers to the event which is completed at  some time in 

the past but at  the same time it implies that resulting from his retum we cannot see him 

anymore or he will not be here anymore etc., which is an aspectual meaning; (iOb) refers 

to an event which is simply located prior to the present moment without carrying any 

further implications. 

In sum, the -Eiqajai/-Eikejei and the -?ad/-ged plus boyi- constructions camy with 

them the resultative and completive meanings whereas the -ysan/-gsen plus bavi- 

construction has neither of these rneanings, but rather refers to the regular perfect and 

merely signals a past situation relevant to a reference t h e .  See these examples. 

(11) a. tere Wdal biEi-gsen bayi-na 

he letter write-PST AUX-NFT 

'He has written a letter.' 

b. ürlüge tan4 bos-qu-a& emüne biEai-ban uupysan  bayi-jai 

moming you- .4CC get u p  VFW-M3L before 1 tea- REF drink-PST AUX-PST 

'I had had my tea before you got up this moming.' 

The emphasis in the above examples is given to the p s t  action that has current 

d e v a n c e ,  not to the result of the past action. However, it could be argued that al1 



perfects involve resul tative meaning but in Mongolian there are forms which emphasize i t 

sufficiently to make a contrast with the regular perfect. 

Bybee e t  al. ( 1995: 62) mentions various senses associated with the perfect 

("anterior" in her terms) and one of them is the perfect continuing, or what Comrie 

(1976a) calls perfect of persistent situation, "a situation that started in the past but 

continues into the present." (p. 60) This kind of perfect is expressed by the construction 

that is made up of the converbal suff is  -ysa)ar/-gseger and mi- 'to be' plus an added 

tense form. See the following exam ples. 

(13) a bide tegün-i Wliye-gseger bayi-na b. 

we hm-Kcwait-COhX A L X - S ~  

'We have k e n  waiting for him.' 

c. bide tegün-i kllliye-gseger bayi-jai d. 

we hm-.4CCwait-COhT- AUX-PST 

'We had been waiting for him.' 

Even though ail the above sentences can 

&su oro-ysayar bayi-na 

snow fdl-CONV XCX -W 

'It has k e n  snowing.' 

bsu o ~ y s a y a r  bayi-jai 

snow fall-CO~T .AC'S-PST 

'It had k e n  snowing.' 

be interpreted as refemng to the 

persistent aspect, a difference arises between (1%-b) and (12-d) owing to the use of 

different tense fonns. The former, in the present tense, refers to an event which started in 

the pst but continues into the present and which mas also continue into the future; the 

latter, in the past tense, refers to a situation started at some time in the past that continues 

up to some specific reference point in the past, the crucial distinction k i n g  that the event 

described cannot continue into the future. For example, ( 1 2 )  presents the event as 

continuing until the third person's arriving or the particular point which is indicated by 

the time adverbials or  subordinate clauses. Hence, we can transforrn these sentences as 

folIows: 



(13) a tegün-i ire-tel bide kiiliye-gsepr bayi-jbi 

hm- ACC corne-corn' we wait-CON  AU)^-PST 

'We had k e n  waited for him until he anived.' 

b. m g e d ü r  bol-ta1 b u  o n  ysayar bayi-jai 

yesterday be<0Nlr snow fdl-CONV ALX-PST 

'Until yesterday, it had been snowing.' 

52.2 Progressive 

The progressive aspect, k i n g  expressed by the construction of -@/-Cu and bavi-, 

refen to an on-going action and event, as in the following examples. 

(14) a tegün-ü abu aduyu qariyul-ju bayi-na b. qongqa duuyar-Eu bayin-na 

his father horses hear-COW AC'S-Wï bel1 ring-CoW AL'S-W 

'His father is herding the horses.' 'The bel1 is ringing. ' 

c. tere Eai uuuyltjb bayi-na d. tere qoyula-ban ide- ju bayi-jai 

he teadrink-COXV .ACX-~F~ he rned-~.EF eat-COW AL'S -;Lm 

'He is dnnking tea.' 'He was having his meai.' 

The progressive meaning of bavi- is probably related to its lexical meaning, 'to 

stay or to be at'. because, according to Heine ( 1993: 31). the verb expressing location, as 

'X is at Y ', is commonly used to develop the progressive aspect in many languages. In 

Mongolian, the verbs expressing location, like bayi- and sayu- 'to sit, to stay' often have 

the similar pattern for indicating progressive meaning when they used after the -ju/<ü 

suffix. In the following examples, for instance, both verbs can be used interchangeably to 

express progressive meaning. 



(15) a. tede nom ongsi-ju 

they book r e a d - c o ~  

sayu-na 
b. tede qoyar yadta-ju 

bay i-na 

AUX-NPT they two taik-cohi 

'They are reading books.' 'The two of them were talking.' 

Even though it is possible to interpret the sentences with sayu- as 'The- are 

reading a book in the sitting position' or 'They are taking in the sitting position', such 

sentences are rarely taken in that sense. Instead, such meaning is expressed in the 

examples like the sentences (a) and (b) below and the progressive meaninp of sayu- is 

more clearly shown by the sentence (c) below (see more discussion on this next). 

( 16) a tede narn saywju nom onpi-na 

they quiet si t-COhT book r a d -  h i  

'They are sitting quietly and reading books.' 

b. tede qoyar g r - t e p n  s a p j u  yariib-jii 

they two home- DAT-REF si t-COW td k- hTT 

'They two were sitting at home and talking.' 

c. ta edür-tegen yayu ki-jü sayuqu bui? 

you day-REF what deCON\.' sit-Vm QU 

' What are you doing every day?' 

When used after the -ju/-W suffix, mi- is in fact pronounced as a reduced f o m ,  

-+:n, together with - j u / - E u .  In this case, it can be regarded as a suffis for indicating the 

progressive aspect more than anything else. For instance, the following exampies are the 

spoken pronunciation of the examples in (15) above. 



(17) a ted nom ogsi+n b. ted qoyir ydtf-c&=n 

they book read- they two talk- 

'They are reading books.' 'The two of them were talking. ' 

Sometimes, the combination of -jii/-jü and bayi- conveys the durative meaning 

rather than the progressive. The examples in the following list, for instance, do not really 

refer to an on-going event at the present moment of speech but something prolonged for 

some tirne. 

(18) a suryayuli-du birig üje-jü bayi-na 

school-DAT book watch-  CO,^ AUX ->TT 

'(He) goes to school every da..' 

b. bi bapi-bar ajil-ju bay i- ysan 

1 teacher- IYST work- CO~T' AL'S -PST 

'1 used to be a teacher. ' 

In general linguistics, the progressive aspect is usually described with respect to 

the non-stative verb. Comrie (1976a: 3 3 ,  for instance, defines the progressive aspect as 

"the combination of progressive rneaning and nonstative meaning" and Bybee et al. 

( 1995: 126) also mentions the progressive applies typically to dynamic predicates and not 

to stative ones. In some languages, it is inappropriate to add the progressive form to the 

stative verb; however, Comrie (1976a: 35) also daims that "different languages in fact 

have different rules for determinhg when explicitly progressive form can be used" and in 

some languages, to use the progressive form with the stative verb is acceptable. 

Mongolian belongs to the second type and the Mongolian progressive form c m  be 

attached to both stative and non-stative verb. 



(19) a bi mede-ju bayi-na b. bi Eamayi itege-jü bayi-na 

I know- COhV .4m - NPC 1 you believe-cow AU?I-W 

'1 know (lit  1 am knowing).' '1 believe you (lit. 1 am believing you).' 

c. tere tan-u kele-kü-yi sonosEu bayi-qu Ugei 

he your say-VRN-ACC hear-COW be-VRN XEG 

'He is not hearing what you say.' 

d. ta oyilaya-ju bayi-na uu? 

you understand-CONV AL'S-NPï QU 

'Do you understand (lit. Are you undentanding)?' 

As demonstrated in the above examples, typical stative verbs can take the 

progressive form in Monpl ian and as shown by English translations, sometirnes, the 

progressive forms in these sentences may be interpreted as the present tense rather than 

the progressive aspect. This does mean the progressive form expresses the present tense 

but it still has a strong sense of the progressive in Mongolian. As we saw in the section 

3-24, when the non-past form, -na/-ne, expresses indefinite time it is because of the 

semantic meaning of the verb. For example, if we replace progressive fonns with -na/-ne 

in (19)' the meanings of the sentences are not exactly restricted to the situation that occurs 

at the present moment of speech. In this case, because the time range of the -na/-ne form 

is much wider ihan the present moment, it implies that the speaker is more confident 

about w hat he is talking. Observe the following examples. 

(20) a. bi mede-ne c. tere tan-u kele-kü-yi sonos-qu ü p i  

1 know-NPT he your say-VRN-ACC hem-VW N E  

'1 knoiv. ' 'He does not hear what you say.' 

b. bi Eamayi itep-ne d. ta oilya-na uu? 

1 you believe- N'Pl? you understand-NPT QU 

'1 believe you .' 'Do you understand?' 



In cornparison with the non-past form, the progressive form implies that the 

speaker is less confident about what he is saying and puts more emphasis on the present 

stage of the event For instance. (19b) and (?Ob) are both concemed with whether the 

speaker believes the addressee, but the latter has a sense of '1 believed y o d  in the p s t T  '1 

am believing p u '  nonr, '1 will believe y o d  forever, and the like, and so the speaker has 

more general concern regarding the event The former, although it is not explkit, implies 

that the speaker perhaps did not believe the addressee in the past and he is not sure 

whether he will believe him in the future, but he believes the addressee in the present 

moment of the speech tirne, i.e. the speaker is more concemed with the present stage of 

the event. This distinction is more clearly s h o w  by the following examples where the 

question is concemed with somethinp that happened in the p s t .  In neither case is the 

progressive form acceptable but the non-pst form is. 

(21) a tegün-ü kejiye yabu-yjan-i ta mede-ne uu? 

his-GE& when Ieave-vki\;-xc you k n o w - r n  Qu 

'Do you h o u  when he left?' 

b. bi mede-ne 

1 ~ O W - N T  

'1 bow. ' 

(23) a. tegün-ü kele-gsen-i ta 

his- GEN ~ ~ ~ V ~ - V K N - A C C  you 

c. *bi mede-jü bay i -na 

I know-CO~T ALX-S'PT 

'1 am knowing.' 

itege-ne uu? 

know-M QU 

'Do you believe what he said?' 

b. bi itege-ne c. *bi itege-jü bayi-na 

I beheve-NPT 1 believe-CO~V AUX-NPT 

'1 believe it.' '1 am believing it.' 

On the other hand, with active verbs, -na/-ne expresses the future tense (see the 



section, 4.24) and the progressive forrn expresses a typical ongoing action at the present 

moment of the speech time. 

(23) a tere jakidal bis-jü bayi-na b. bi nom ongsi-ju bayi-na 

he letter write-cow AC'S-NPT I book read-CON AITS -W 

'He is wnting a letter.' '1 am reading a book.' 

5.2.3 Habi tua1 

The habi tual is expressed by the morphemè, -day/-deg or the structure made up of 

the -day/-deg suffix and the ausiliary verb mi- 'to be' with tense foms. Consider the 

exarnples below . 

(24) a tere erte bos-day c. tere erte bos-day bayi-jiu 

he eariy get upH..~% he early get up-ii~B AL'S-PST 

'He gets up early regularly.' 'He used to get up early. ' 

b. tere erte bos-day bayi-na 

he early get U ~ H , A B  ;\LX-sw 

'He p t s  up early regularly.' 

Either of the constructions, a plain -day/-deg form or -day/-deg followed by an 

auxiliary, expresses the typical habitua1 meaning, i.e. they refer to a situation 

characteristic of an extended p e n d  of time. As shown in the exarnples. a plain -day/-deg 

fonn and the combination of -da*-deg and auxiliary bayi- with the non-past form -na/-ne 

do not differ in meaning but the structure of day/-deg and mi- with a pst tense form 

differs from the former two in that it refers to the p s t  habituai. See more examples of the 

combination of -day/-deg and k y i - ,  in which the tense suffïx attached to bayi- marks pst 

and non-past tense oppositions. 



(25) a. tede nom on@-&y bayi-na b. tede nom ongsi-qu bayi-jki 

they book read-VRK A L . . - M T  they book read-VW ACX-MT 

'1 usually read books.' 'They used to read books.' 

c. tere qota-du ogiday bayi-na d. tere qota-du oa-day bayi-la 

he c i t y - ~ ~ ~  p V R V  MX-NET he city- DAT gcb VRN A L .  -PST 

'He regularly goes to the city.' 'He used to go to  the city regularly.' 

Similarly, -dayl-deg followed by the auxiliary, bol- indicates a habitual aspect that 

is either the past habitual when the suffix followed bol- is the past tense suffix or the 

future habitual when the suffis after bol- is the non-past tense suffis. See the following 

exam ples, 

(26) a. bi mongyol ulus-tu qoyar jil sayu-bal, mongpl-bar yari-ju 

1 Mongolia- D.U two year l i v e - c o h ~  Monplian- iNsT speak-COW 

&da-da y bolo-na 

beable-K~B .4C;S-,i?lPT 

'If I live in Mongolia for two years, 1 will be able to speak Mongolian.' 

b. nidunun-eEe minü niniyu ebüd-deg bol-jai 

las t year-.U3L m y bac k pain- CON' ALX -PST 

'From the last year. 1 had constant back pain.' 

c. bimongyolulus-tuqoyarjil sappd,  rnongyol-bar y&-ju 

1 Mongolia- DAT two year iive-COMr Mongolian- INsT speak-COW 

Eida-da y bolo-ba 

k able-HAB AUS-NPT 

'After I had lived in Mongolia for two years, I was able to speak Mongolian.' 

The suffis -da#-deg is a verbal noun suffix indicating a habitual or frequently 

performed action. It functions as nominalization, attribute and predicative (see the chapter 



ihree for more details). However, it becomes a regular suffix for expressing the habituai 

in modern Mongolian, especially in spoken Mongolian. Observe the following examples. 

(2'7) a tere edür büri nom ongi-day b. tere tamaki tata-&y ügei 

he every &y book read-Hiü3 he cigarette smoke- HAB NtiG 

'He usudly reads a book every day.' 'He never smoked cigarettes. ' 

c. manu kiCiyel yisün &?tu ekil-day 

ou. ciass nine o'clockstart-HAB 

'Our ciass starts at 9 o'clock (every day).' 

In (27a) and (Yb) we have examples of the verbal noun use of -day/-deg; the rest 

are al1 aspectual uses of the suffix. 

5.2.4 Continuative 

The continuative is an ongoing dynamic situation and has the meaning of "keep 

on doing" (Bybee et al. 1995: 127). This type of meaning is expressed by the combined 

structure of -pi/-ged and the ausiliary verb bavi- 'to be' wi th the tense forms. Observe 

the following esamples. 

(18) a tere kele-gsen-iyen kele-ged bayi-na 

he say- VRX-REF say-CON- .4US-hW 

'He keeps saying what he said.' 

b. tere edür-tegen unta-yad bayi-jai 

he day-REF sleepCOhT AUX-PST 

'He kept sleeping everyday.' 

Bybee et al. (1995: 127) aiso mentioned that in addition to the ongoing situation. 

the continuative specifies that the agent of the action deliberately keeps the action ping. 

The examples in (78) strongly confirm this. (Ba), for instance, not only expresses that 



he is continudl y saying what he said but also implies that he keeps saying it deliberately 

even though someone told him not do so o r  it is, in the view of others, unnecessas, to 

carry on with it. Similarly, (38b) irnplies'that the agent is deliberately persisting in the 

action although told not do so or i t meets with the disapproval of others. The deliberate 

meaning of continuatives is demonstrated more clearly by the following exarnples. 

(29) a tegün-i bitegei duuyar gesen E u  pri-yad bayi-na 

hm-ACC say say PïL speakCONv AUX-Nm 

'Although (1) told hm to stop, he keeps talking.' 

b. beye-ni ma yu bayi-tala-ban tere tarnaki tata-yad bayi-na 

body- POS bad be-COW -REF he cigarette smoke-CONV AW-W 

'Even though he knows he has bad heaith, he keeps on smoking.' 

As noted before, the perfect is also shown by the combination of the -yad/-ged 

suffis and the ausiliary, bayi-. The distinction between perfect and continuative 

meanings is, however, derived from the contexts as shown in the above exarnples and 

also, as Chenggeltei ( 1981: 363) noted, the pronunciation of this form differs in spoken 

Mongolian when it refers to the perfect as opposed to the continuative. Compare the 

examples in (30) and (3 1) below. 

a:b-gin gar-ta:n ir-a:d bat:-n 

father- POS home- POS corne- C0.W .MJX -MT 

'Y our father has arrived home.' 

ku:-w surgud-dan ~tJ-xd k : - n  

son- POS school-POS p C O N V  AUX - h m  

'Y our son has already k e n  to his school. ' 



(31) a ab-@ gar-tan ir-a:daa b. h - f i n  s u r ~ J - d ~ n  311-xdaa 

father- POS home- POS corne- E mm- POS school- FOS g e  RE 

'Your father keeps coming back home. * 'Your son keeps going to his school.' 

As shown in exarnples (30) and (31). the perfect is indioited by pronouncing the 

perfect converb and the auxiliary '-ad b c - n '  separately; the continuative is shown by 

pronouncing them together as ' - a d a d .  Furthemore. the contrast between perfect and 

continuative seems clear with certain types of verb. See the following examples. 

(31) a nara yam-yad bayi-na b. boroyan omyad bayi-na 

sun rise-COSY AC'S -.MT rain f a i l - coh~  ALX -LW 

'The sun has already risen.' 'It keeps raining.' 

Sometimes, the distinction behveen perfect and continuative is made clear by the 

contest. For instance, in the sentence (33a), it has a perfect meaning because of "when I 

arrived" and i t has a continuative meaning in the sentence (33 b) because of the particle. 

la, used between the converb and auxiliary. 

(33) a namayi oliiqu-du tere ire-ged bayi- jai 

me p V W - D A T  he come-COhT ACK-PST 

'He had already amved when 1 amved there.' 

b. tere nige yayurna yari-yad la bayi-ai 

he one thing say-COhV Fiïi AUX-PST 

'He kept talking about something.' 

In addition to its persistent perfect meaning, the sequence -ysayar/-gseger plus 

a u x i l i q  verb oayi- has continuative meaning and in some cases, something supposed to 

terminate but still continuing. Consider the following examples. It has a continuous 

meaning in (a-b) and it expresses a continuing event that is supposed to tenninate in (c-d). 



(34) a boroyan oro-pyar bayi-na b. bi kddege-dü sa ylt ysa yar bayi-na 

rain faii-~0NV.4bX-NFT 1 countryside- DAT live- CONV AüS -N'Pi 

'It is still raining.' '1 am still living in the countryside.' 

c. tere nom ongsi-ysayar bayi- ysan d. tere unta- y s a p  bayi-na 

he book rad-Corn7 A L .  -PST he sleepCOMr AUX-NPT 

'He kept reading a book ' 'He is still sleeping. ' 

In the case of the exarnples like those in (34), the auxiliary after the suffix is 

sometimes omitted and in such a case, the suffix functions as a single form for marliing 

aspect- See the following and their corresponding examples in (34). 

(35) a. boroyan oro-ysayar b. bi kbdep-dü ~YU-YSaW 

rai n fa1 1 - ~ 0 ~ 7 '  countryside- DAT iive- COhT 

'It is still raining.' '1 am still living in the countyside.' 

c. tere nom on@-ysayar d. tere unta- ys;iyx 

he book read- Coh9' he sleepco-n; 

'He kept reading a book ' 'He is still sleeping. ' 

The sentences in (35) may be a dialectal or colloquial variant of sentences (34). 

This use of the suffix, moreover, is becoming increasingly common in modem 

Mongol ian. 3 

However, the continuative meaning of -ysayarl-gseger is incompatible with certain 

types of verb, namely motion verbs. For instance, in the following exarnples, the 

continuative rneaning is only expressed by -yad/-ged. Compare the following examples. 

(36) a aburini ger-tegen 

father-POS home- POS corne- COW AUX -NPT 

'Y our father keeps coming back home. ' 



b. hiiü-Cini sur)srluli-dayan 

son- POS school-POS go-COhi ~t3i -Ml- 

'Your son keeps going to his school.' 

c. tede edür-tegen 

he day-REF sleepCOh? A m - W ï  

'He keeps sleeping every day.' 

These examples nould indicate that, although both -yad/-ged and -ysayarl-gsepr 

plus auxiliary verb express the continuative aspect* they differ slightly in that -yad/-ged 

expresses continuity in the sense of repetition. e.g., continually repeating over a long 

p e n d  of time, while -ysayar/-gsegr lacks the repetitive sense and it refers to an action or 

event that continues over a long period of time without any interruption. For example, 

(37) a tere nom ons i -  yad bayi-na b. bomyan oro-yad bayi-na 

he book read-COhT .4LX -hm rain fall-CO~T' AL% -NPf 

'He r a d s  repeatedl y. ' '1 t keeps raining repeatedl y. * 

c. tere kele-gsen-iyen kele-pd bayi-na 

he say-VRK-REJ: say-CONY ALX -NIT 

'He keeps saying repeatedly what he said.' 

(38) a. tere nom ongsi- ysayar bayi-na b. 

he bookread-COhT MX-NVT 

'He has been reading continual 1 y. ' 

c. tere kele-gsen-iyen kele-gsepr bayi-na 

he say-VRV-REF say- C O N  AUX-NPT 

boroyan onysayar bayi-na 

rain fall-coW AUX-NPT 

'It has been raining continua11 y. ' 

'He has been continually saying what he said.' 
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5.7.5 Inceptive 

The inceptive aspect is descnbed as indicating the beginning of a situation, or  

entrance into a state. It is marked by the construction of -mari-mer plus auxiliary verb 

bayi- 'to be'. The mad-mer ending is a verbal noun suffix indicating the clear possibility 

of action. After combining with bq i - ,  it expresses the inceptive aspect, as shown in the 

lollowing esamples: 

(39) a boroyan oro-mar bayi-jat b. toloyadag bolo-mar bayi-na 

min fal l- \~~%.UX-hTT seven o'clock be-VRX A S - ~ X T  

'It was about to r a i d  'It is almost sevcn o'clock.' 

c. tere ügülel-iyen biEi-jü bara-mar bayi-na 

he  thesis-RD: write-C0.W finish-VRK .AL'S -MT 

'He is about to finish writlng his thesis.' 

The construction of the -mari-mer sulfin and bol- is less common in cornparison 

with bq i -  and the structure of -mar/-mer plus bol- is not allowed with the non-past but 

only with the past tense suffix and their combination means that the speaker makes a 

predication about something likely to happen in the near future. See the following 

examples. 

(40) a bi ügülel-ben dayusa-mar bolu-ysan 

1 thesis-REF finish-VRh' AUX -PST 

'1 am l m o s t  finished writing my thesis.' 

or '1 think 1 will finish my thesis soon.' 

b. tan-u ger-Eini una-mar bol-jai 

your house- POS fail-VRN AUX-PST 

'Your house is almost falling down. ' 

or '1 think your house is goinp to faIl down. ' 



As discussed in section 3.1.4, the past tense morpheme, -la/-le, signals the 

imminent future with active verbs, and in this sense it is similar to what the construction 

of -mar/-mer and bayi- means. But, the difference is that -1al-le expresses an event either 

wming to an end in the near future or  a state just started, while the -ma/-mer and bavi- 

construction expresses only the beginning of a situation. Compare the following 

exarn pies. 

(41) a bomyanoro-la (47) a- bompn oro-mar bayi-na 

min fa11 - PST min fail- VRX .4LX-NFï 

'It is about to raid just started to min.' "It is beginning to min.' 

b. Eirig ire-le b. arig ire-mer bayi-na 

soldier corne- PST soldier corne- VRi1 .AL'S -Si 

"The soldier is cornin@ just arrived.' 'The soidier is about to arrive.' 

5.2.6 The aspectual e s  pression of quasi aus i l  i q r  verbs 

There is a wide variety of quasi-ausiliaq verbs that function as aspectuai markers 

and they constitute an important systern of aspectual expression in Mongohan. Most of 

these auxiliaries retain their lexical meaning to a certain extent, but they often lose them 

partially o r  cornpletely a h e n  they appear after the nonfinite verbal forms. such as 

converbs, and they mark aspectual distinctions. The aspectual meanings of these 

auxiliary verbs is, however, closely associated with the lexical meanings of such verbs. 

We have outlined the relationship between the lexical meanings and the auxiliary uses of 

these verbs in the section 33.3 on page 114. The preliminary wncem of this section is, 

therefore, the aspectual expression of these auxiliary verbs. 

There seems to be a general pattern among those auxiliaries in terms of their 

lexical and aspectual mmnings and they fa11 into a certain category. One group of hem,  

including ekile-, 'to SM', O&, 'to go', and oro-, 'to enter', have a meaning related to the 



starting point of a situation and they denote the inceptive or ingressive aspect. ekile-. 'to 

start*, for instance, expresses the initiation of a situation and su it may be regarded as 

marking the inceptive aspect. See the exaniples below. 

(43) a tere nom-ban on@- ju ekil-ne b. bi ügülel-ben bis-ged ekile-be 

he book- REF rad-  CON77 ALK-NPT I thesis-REF wn te-COW AUX-PST 

'He is going to read his book.' '1 have started to write my thesis.' 

O&, 'to go'. and oro-, 'to enter', have a meaning of 'to come close to* or  'to 

start' when they are used as aspectual marker. Consider the following examples. 

(44) a. tan-u kelcgsen-Eini tayu-hi di-ba 

your say- Cohl;-FOS correct-COXV AUX -PST 

'Whar you said is almost correct.' 

b. ene qoyar jarn tende neile-pd d i -na  

this two road there connect-COW .4r,;S-&'PT 

'These two roads will connect topther over there.' 

c. tede bogodeger namayi boroyusiya-pd omla 

the- al] me cri ticize- CONV AUX-PST 

'They al1 started to criticize me.' 

The second goup include the verbs, sûyu-, 'to sit', yabu-, 'to walk', and ire-, 'to 

come' and they have a meaning of indicating the continuation of a situation and thus, the 

rneanings are mostI y the continuative and durative aspects.. sa% ' to si t, to reside' . and 

-bu-, 'to walk*, for instance, have a meaning of 'keep on doing' or  'continually to do' 

when used as auxiliary verbs and they can be explained as refemng to the continuous 

pas t See following examples. 



bi Eamayi ire-teIe kllliye-jü sayu-ya 

I p u  corne-COm wait-CON\: A~X-MOD 

'1 will keep on waiting until you arrive.' 

ta yoyun-du iniye-ju sayuqu bui? 

you what-DAT laugh-COhir A L .  C O N -  QV 

'Why do you keep on laugh~hing?' 

bide olan ulus-i yar t a p i -  ju yabu-ysan 

we many country-NST travei-CONV ALK -PST 

'We have mveled around many counuies.' 

tere erdem medel ge suruqu-bar Eannai-ju yabu-na 

he knowledge sh l l  kani-COW-iNST endeavor . 4 L . - N P ï  

'He has always endeavored to learn somethinp.' 

Ire-, 'to corne'. means ' to keep on doing something up to nowlthen' and i t  

emphasizes the durati ve meaning of the situation lasting up  un til the present moment 

since a certain time point in the pst (cf. Street 1963: 145). Consider the following 

examples in which Ne- refers to situations that have lasted from a particular referençe 

point in time and may continue into the future. 

(46) a bide bay-aEa yabu-la-ju ire-jei 

we li ttie- ABL g c ~  RiXP-COhT AUX -PST 

'We have known each other since childhood.' 

b. minu a jil nidunun-a& nemegde-ju ire-jei 

my work last year- ABL i n c r e a s e ~ ~ ~  AUX-PST 

'Since last year, my work has been increasing.' 

The third set of the auxxlianes, including bara-. 'to exhaust, to teminate' ,  

dnyusa-, 'to finish or stop', orki-, 'to abandon', and ab-, 'to take', indicate the endpoint 



of a situation. bara- and doyusa- have a meaning of "to finish or stop doing something" 

and thus they denote the perfect o r  terminative aspect See the examples. 

(47) a bide ger-iyen &berle-jü bar-jai 

we house- REF clean-COW AL% -PST 

'We have cleaned our house.' 

d. bi ügülel-iyen daraya p a g  bis-jii bara-na 

1 thesis-REF next week write ALX -NPT 

'1 will have written my thesis next week.' 

b. bide ger-iyen &berle-@ dayus-jai 

ure house- REF clean- COhT ALX -PST 

'We have cieaned our house.' 

c. bi ügülel-yen daraya p a g  biEi-jü dayus-na 

1 thesis-- next week wnte .4I?S-m 

'1 will have wntten my thesis next week.' 

Orki- and ab- have a meaning of doing or obtaining something completely and 

denote the perfect. See the following examples. 

(48) a bi oEogedür yayu k-gsen-i yen rnarta-yad orki-ba 

1 yesterday w hai do-CONv -REF forget-COhV AUS -PST 

'1 have forgotten what I did yesterday.' 

b. tan-u y a p  kele-gsen-i bi marta-jb orki-ysan 

your what s a y ~ O ~ - . 4 C C  1 f o r g o t ~ o ~  AUX-PST 

'1 have forgotten what you said.' 

c. bi qoyar nom 01-3 abu-ba d. tan-u nere-yi biti-jü abu- ya 

1 two book f i n d c o ~  AUX-PST your name- ACC wn te-CON Am-MOD 

'1 found two books.' 'Let me wnte down your narne.' 



5.3 Mood and Modality 

Mood and modality are closely related but are distinctive concepts and as Palmer 

( 1988: 71) insists, their distinction is similar to that of tense and tirne." The basic concept 

of modality is, as Palmer defines it, the grammaticization of speakers' (subjective) 

attitudes and opinions (p. 16). Mood is a moddity expressed by verbal morphology and 

it is a morphosyntactic category of the verb like tense and aspect, while modality is not 

restricted to verbal morphology only but is expressed by modal verbs or by particles 

which are separate from the verb (p. 11). This broader sense may be applied to modality 

in Mongolian which is certainiy not restricted to verbal morphology only for there are 

also rnany different modal particles and auxiliaries that are used for expressing an opinion 

or attitude of the speaker. For instance. Chenggeltei ( 1981: 416- 19) lists what he calls 

modal words and he asserts that these words mostly express the speaker's attitude toaard 

what he says. In fact, rnany on his lists are modal particles and the' express the 

subclasses of what Palmer (1988) cails epistemic modality and deontic modality as 

il lus trated be1ow.s 

(49) a tere maryasi yabu-qu keregtei 

he tomomw p M P F  MODP 

'He must lave tomorrow. ' 

b. tere maryasi yabu-qu mayad 

he tomorrow go-ïMPF MODP 

(50) a tere maryasi lab yabu-na 

he tomorrow MODP g e  MT 

'He will certainly leave tomorrou.' 

b. tere bamy maryasi yabu-na 

he MODP tomorrow geNm 

'He will probably leave tomorrow. ' 'He will probabl y leave tomorrow. ' 

c. tere m a m i  yabu-qu mayayiai c. tere maryasi yabu-qu bololtai 

he tomomw go-WF MODP he tomorrow go-IMPF MODP 

'Tt seerns he wiII lave tomorrow.' 'I t seems he will leave tomorrow. ' 

The modal particles in the above examples are al1 related to epistemic modality, 



showing the statw of the speaker's understanding or knowledge and including both his 

own judgments and the kind of warrant he has for what he says (Palmer 1988: 5 1). The 

modal particles in (49a) and (50a) are a strong judgment, i.e. the speaker knows what he 

is saying is necessarily true and (49b) and (Wb) are a weak judgment, i.e. the speaker 

knows what he is saying is probably m e .  The modal particles in (49c) and (SOC) are, on 

the other hand, an evidentid judgment, i.e. the speaker makes the assumption from 

certain evidence that what he is saying is likely me. 

Some of auxiliaq verbs can be used to express modality and they express the 

meanings related to what B ybee et al. ( 1995) calls the speaker-orien ted modality. 

epistemic modality, and the agent-oriented modality.6 See the following examples. 

(51) a. tere yabu-ju bolo-na b. tere -bu-j u mede-ne 

he g e ï h ~ P F  XS-XK he p M P F  A L X - W ï  

'He may leave now.' (to pive permission) 'He will probably leave.' (possibility) 

c. bi mon-1-iyar yari-ju Eida-na 

I Mongolian- DAT s p d - M P F  .AL'S -hm 

'1 can speak Mongolian.' (ability) 

Al1 three sentences in (51) above show the use of the auxiliary expressing 

modali ty. In sentence ta), the speaker is granting permission CO the addressee, while 

sentence (b) indicates the speaker asserts what he is saying is possibly true. The sentence 

(c) differs from the former two esamples because it does not involve anything related to 

the speaker's subjective attitudes and opinions which are, as mentioned above, considered 

as a key component of the rnodality definition. However, it indicates ability which is 

considered by Bybee et al. (1995) as a sub-category of the agent-oriented modality and 

which reports the existence of intemal enabling conditions in the agent with respect to the 

predicate action (p. 177). The sentence (c) is, therefore, understood as meaning the 



ability of the speaker to speak Mongolian. Robably, this modal use of Eida- can be more 

clearl y expressed wi th the assistance of adverbials as shown in the following exam ples. 

(52) a bi mongyol-iyar yeke sayin yari- ju &da-na 

1 Mongohan- DAT v e q  g d  speak-IMPF AUX-hFï 

'1 can speak Mongoolian quite well.' 

b. bi mongyol-iyar demei y&-ju ZSidaqu ügei 

1 Mongolia-  DAT too speak-iMPF .4bX-VRX 3% 

'1 cm' t speak Mongolian too well.' 

This is  a bnef outline of modality expressed by the modal particles and the 

auxiliaries in Mongokm and it clearly shows that modaiity is not restricted to verbal 

morphology only. I t  appears that man- of the modalities discussed in Palmer ( 1988) are 

in fact mostly indicated by this liind of modal particle in Mongolian. In this dissertation, 

however, we will not deal wi th this aspect of Mongolian modaiity but, in this section. will 

limit our discussion to moda l i t~  espressed only in the verbal morphology and sorne 

aspects of the rnodali ty espressed through the use of auxiliaries. 

In Mongolian verb morphology, there are several different morphemes that have 

the function of marking modali ty. Although these suffixes are al1 identified as mood 

marking devices, the classification and explanation of the suffixes are diverse in previous 

studies. For instance, the -yasai/-gesei7 suffix is identified as a mood suffix in Street 

(1963), Poppe ( 1970), and Chenggeltei (1981), but their explanations on the subject 

differ. Both Street (1963: 1 19) and Chenggeltei (1981: 291) apply this suffix to third 

penon subject, but Poppe (1970: 139) insists that although the suffix mainly refers to the 

third person in Khalkha dialect. it may refer to the fint or second person in other dialects. 

The meaning of the suffis is aiso explained differently. In Street (1%3), it is regarded as 

expressing 'a wish on the part of the speaker for some future event or state (often an 



unlikely one)', in Poppe (1970), it is explained as indicating 'a strong but vain wish for 

something to  happen, a longing for something that is unlikely to happen', and in 

Chenggeltei (1981), it is simply labeled as signaling a wish to someone. The view of the 

-suyail-sügei and -yu%/-güjei suffixes is diverse as well. Street (1%3) and Chengpltei 

(1981), for example, both identify these two suffixes as a regular mood suffix in modem 

Mongolian. whereas Poppe ( 1970: 179-30) maintains that these two are only used under 

the influence of written Mongolian and are alien to the colloquial language. As to the 

rneaning of the suffis, the explanation is basically the same. For instance, Poppe ( 1954: 

91) regards -yujai/-güjei as a dubitative mood suffix expressing 'the fear that someone 

might perform an action, which is considered as undesirable', but Street (1963: 119) says 

the suffix 'expresses the hope or  wish of the speaker that some undesired action will not 

take place' and Chengpltei (1981: 791) sa- that the suffix has a meaning of caution. 

These diverse accounts reveal some important features of mood suffixes but 

probably due to the lack of a common theoretical framework or a limited understanding 

of the meaning of these morphemes. some important features of these suffises have been 

missed. In this study, based on the classification of mood categories by Bybee et al. 

( 1995), i t is possible to separate mood expressed in Mongolian verbal morphdogy into 

imperative, optative, hortative, admonitive, and permissive, which essentially fa11 within 

what Palmer (1988: 96) calls the deontic modality and what Bybee et al. ( 1995: 179) calls 

speaker-oriented rnodality. Those auxiliaries expressing modality do not entirely fail into 

the above categories but most of h e m  express a meaning related to agent-oriented 

rnodality or  epistemic modality which are identified by Bybee et al. (1995: 17'7-80). 

53.1 Imperative mood 

The imperative mood is closely related to the second person and marks a direct 

commant to a second person.8 A direct command or  request to a second person in 



Monplian is expressed by the verb stem aithout adding any suffix, Le., zero morpheme. 

Examples are as follows. 

(53) a nom-ban üjk-jli =Yu b. Ei yabu 

book- REF watch- W F  si t-IMPf you ga-MT 

'(Y ou) sit and read o u r  book! ' 'You go!' 

c. ta rnaryasi oEi d. i5 uuyu 

you tornomw g e  am tea drink-aiiPr 

'YOU go tomomow.' 'Drink some tea. * 

However, as many of the grammars, for instance, Street ( 1963: 1 16), point out. 

when used with words rvith polite sense, this suffix does not express a direct command 

but a polite request or  simple order. See (53c) and the following examples with the polite 

form of the second person pronoun. 

(54) a ta nasi-ban sayu b. ta ger-tu OC 

you hem- REF si t-MïT you house- DAT enter- IhST 

'Please sit over here. ' 'Please corne on in.' 

There is one more suffis, -ydun/-gdün. used for polite and formal requests of a 

second person, but this suffis is not used often in normal speech but rather in literary 

Mongolian. 

53.2 Optative mood 

The optative mood is a wish or hope of the speaker. In Mongolian it is mostly 

related to the first and third persons. The first person is signaled by the -ya/-ye suffix or 

-suyai/-siigei, -su/-sü. The latter two are rarely used in spoken Mongolian and occur in a 

more literary style. In addition to expressing a wish or  h o p ,  the -y&-ye suffix also 

indicates that the agent of the action is fint person, and an important factor is that the 



pronoun is often left unexpressed. See the following examples. 

(55) a nom-ban üje-jü sayu- y a b. bide yabu-ya 

book- REF watch- si t-OK we p 0 P T  

'1 want to sit and read my book. ' 'Let's go!' 

c. tan-udu m a m i  &i-ya d. Eai uup-ya 

you-GE3 -DAT tomorrou' p0IT tea drink-OPT 

'Let me visit p u r  place tomorrow.' 'Let me have some ka.' 

Al1 verbs with the -@-ye suffix in the above list express a personal wish or polite 

request One can see they are related to the first person subject; however, by implication 

the addressee (second person) is involved as well. For instance, by saying Cui uugu-y, 

the speaker not only expresses his wish or request but also asks permission from the 

listenec "May 1 have permission to have a cup of tea?" or "Do you mind if 1 have a cup 

of ka?" and the like. 

The suffixes, -supi/-sügei, -su/-su, occur in forma1 speech or letters written in 

formai style. 10 The esamples in (56) are from Chenggeltei (1981: 9-89). 

(56) a bi Cima-dur nige arya Bya-ju og-sügei b. bi üje-sü 

1 you- DAT one method teach-IMPF give-On 1 see-OPT 

'Let me tell you something. ' ' k t  me see i t '  

The optative mood of the third person is signaled by the suffixes, -tupi/-tügei and 

-yasail-gesei. The meanings of these two suffixes are basicdly wishes or  hopes 

pertaining to a third personal subject. The -yasail-gesei suffix expresses the speaker's 

wish for what he hopes to see accomplished in future and -tupi/-tiigei is used in 1item-y 

Mongolian to express the speaker's wish for the well-king of someone o r  something. 

Consider the following esamples. 



(57) a tede qurdun yabu-psi 

they fast go-om 

'I wish they would go a littie bit faster.' 

b. eji-mini maryasi ire-gesei 

mother-POS tomorrow corne-OPT 

'1 wish my mother would visit me tomorrow.' 

c. amuyulang jirya-qu bol-tuyai d. mandu-tu@ 

d e  enjoy- IMPF be-OK rise-OP'ï 

'May you be happy and joyful.' 'Live long!' 

5.3.3 Hortative mood 

In the hortative mood. the speaker encourages or incites sorneone to action. The 

hortative is basically related to the second person in Mongolian and i t  has the suffixes, 

-prai/-gerei and -pl%-geeEi. -yarail-gerei is mostly used to express a polite request o r  

wish to the second person and -pEil-geCi is simpl y used to indicate a request made of the 

second person. For example: 

(58) a man-u-du ire-gerei b. sayin yabu- yarai 

our- G ï 3  -DAT corne- HORT g d  go-HORT 

'Please visi t our place.' 'May you have a good trip.' 

b. qurdun yabu-yaEi d. nasi-ban ire-geEi 

fast g* HORT to here- REF corne- HORT 

'Go faster please. ' 'Please corne here.' 

53.4 Permissive mood 

The permission granted a third person may be expressed by the -'y/-g suffix. Wi th 

this suffis the first penon advises or commands a second person to let a third person go  



ahead and do  something or gives permission to the third person to act in certain way. In 

addition, it hints that even though he gives permission, the speaker disapproves of what 

the third person is doing. See the following examples. 

(59) a tere yabu-bal. yabu-y b. tere kele-bel kele-g 

he leave-COI\; Ieave-Pm he say-(201'; say-PER 

'If he wants to leave, let him d o  it.' 'Let him say what he wants to say.' 

5.3.5 Admoni tive mood 

In the admonitive mood, the speaker issues a waming to the addressee through 

use of the suffis, -p.ai/-güjei. It can include a suggestion to the addressee to be cautious 

of unexpected events in the future. See the following examples. 

(60) a ta morin-ah-ban qaya-yda-yug 

you horse- ABL -REF fall- PAS-ADM 

'Be careful, don't fa11 down from your horse.' 

or  'Be careful of king  thrown from your horse.' 

b. keEiyelde-ben qoEor-yujai 

class-ABL-FEF late--4DM 

'Be careful, don't be late for your class.' or  'You might be late for class.' 

The pst tense form, -bal-be. is sometimes used to indicate the admonitive mood; 

see the examples in (21) on page 136 for further discussion. 

53.6 The quasi-auxiliaries expressing mood and modality 

As we have briefly set out in the beginning of this section, there are several 

auxiliary verbs in Monpl ian used in the sense of modality. These auxiliaries mostly 

belong to what we called the quasi-auxiliary and so their modaiity meanings have a close 



tie with their original lesicai meani ngs. Similar to those expressing aspectual meaning, 

the auxiliaries with the mood and modality meanings seem to fall into certain groups 

which have similar meanings. A common feanire of these amiliaries is that they appear 

to occur with the converbal suffix, -ju/Zu-, in most o\ses. 

The set of these auxil iaries, including Cida-, 'to be able', of-, 'to obtain', yar- , 'to 

go out', and yada-. 'to tire', signal the agent-oriented modality, ability. The former three 

are commonly used to indicate one's ability to do something or to perform certain 

actions. See the following examples. 

(61) a. bi mori una-ju Eida-na b. bi maryasi yabu-ju Eidaqu ügei 

1 horse ride-COW AL'S -hm I tomorrow go-CObi AL'S-cow ,LE 

'1 can ride a horse.' 'I cannot leave tomorrow . ' 

c. bi oEogedür yayu ki-gsen-i yen bodo- ju 01-qu ugei 

1 yesterday what do-COSV -REF think-CO~T .WS-COhV LNEG 

'1 cannot think of what 1 did yesrerday.' 

d. tan-u -yu kele-gsen-i 01-ju sonos-uysan ügei 

your w hat say-CO>y -ACC ;\LX -CON* heu- PST S= 

'1 did not hear what p u  said.' 

e. bi mongyol üsüg ongsi- ju yaru-na 

1 Mongolian script rad-COhT ~ b X - h F i  

'1 am able to read Mongolian script ' 

t yamar buru yu bolu-pn-i bi üje-jü yar-qu iigei 

what rnistake become-VRN-ACC 1 see-CONV AbX-COhV NtiG 

'1 cannot see what is wrong. ' 

Note that the verb, E i h - ,  is mostly used as an auxiliary verb and ol-, unlike the 

other auxiliaries, often precedes the main verb rather than follow it and it is often used in 



negative sentences. 

In contrast, y&- has exactly the opposite meaning of the rest of the auxiliaries 

mentioned above and it refers to a situation one is unable to do. See the examples. 

(62) a bi tan-du kele-jü yada-na 

you- DAT say-COEN ALX -MT 

'1 couid not tell you this.' 

b. rninü niruyu ebed-ged tes-Cü yada-na 

my back pain-corn stand-Corn AbX-hFï 

'1 c a ~ o t  stand any more for m y back pain. ' 

Mede-, 'to houv'. as ausiliary indicates possibility. 1 t always occurs after verbs 

in the imperfective converb, -ju/-Pu, and it  most often occurs together with the copular 

auxiiiary, kvi - .  Consider the following examples. 

(63) a bi tegün-i taniqu ü p i  bayi-ju mede-ne 

1 him- ACC know-COhT h i  be<ohY . 4 l i S - M  

'1 probably don't know him.' 

b. abuZ ini daraya yaray ire- jü mede-ne 

father- FOS next week corne-CON A ~ - W  

'You father will probably corne next week.' 

O&- has the lexical meaning of 'to see' and it denotes one's willingness to try to 

do something. See the following examples. 

(64) a. bi tegiin-de jam asuyu-ju üje-ye 

1 hirn-.m~ road ask-Co~V AUX-MOD 

'Let me try to ask him about the direction. ' 



b. bide ene ani yudal-i qarntudqm yari1Ea-ju üje-ye 

we this issue- .4CC together-REF td k- COhV AUX -MOD 

'Let's discuss this issue together. " 

Unlike bayi-, bol- is used only with the imperfective converb, -ju/Xu, and their 

corn bination basicall y expresses modali ty, that is, the speaker either gives permission to 

someone else to d o  something or asks permission from someone else to do a certain 

thing. See the following examples. 

(65) a ene edür abala-ju bolo-na b. ta sanaya-bar-ban yari-ju bolo-na 

this day hunt-CohT .\LK-h?ï you mind- WST-REF speak-COhT .4LX ->TT 

'Today is good for hunting. ' 'You can say whatever you want. ' 

c. bide yabu- ju bolo-na uu? d. ta dura-bar-ban ayasila-ju bolo-qu ügei 

we leave€Oh\.' .~LX-STT QV you wish-LhiST-REFact-Cohl .4LX-VRK XEG 

'May we Ieave?' 'You can't do  i t whatever way you wanr.' 



Note 

1s- C o d e  (1976a). pp. 16-4). for further discussion. 

2See Chenggeltei (198 1342) and Svantesson (199 1: 1995-%). 

3See dso Chenggeltei (1981: 3 11). 

" ~ y b e e  et al. (1995: 18 1) concurs with this by saying "modality is the conceptual domain. and mood is its 
inflechonal expression" based on discussions of modahty in her eder  work. Bybee (1985). 

S~almer daims epistemic modality and deontic modaiity are distinctive. For instance. based on Lyom 
(1977). Palmer (1988: 18) defines epistemic m& ty as concerned with matters of howledge. belief or 
opinion rather than fact and deontic modaiity as concerned with the necessity or possibility of acts 
performed by morally responsible agents. 

61n discussion of the modality. Bybee (1995) suggests. it is useful to disMguish four types of modaIity - 
agent-oriented. speaker-oriented, epistemic, and subordinating. Agent-oriented modality, she defines. 
reports "the existence of intemai extemai conditions on au agent with respect to the completion of the 
action expressed in the main predicate" (p. 177). Speakeraientexi modality does not report the esistence 
of conditions on the agent, but it dows the speaker to impose such conditions as commands. requests, 
wamings, recommendations, and permission to the addressee. Epistemic modaiity "applies to assertions 
and indicates the estent to which the speaker is committed to the wth  of the proposition" (p. 179). 

'This is recurded as -aasai in Street (1963) and as -eeseelweei -aasaet - 0 0 s ~  in Poppe ( 1970). 

8 ~ h e  d e f ~ t i o n  of imperative mood and mood discussed below are given aceording to Bybee et al. (1995: 
170.179). 

g ~ o r  more details. see Chniggeltei (1981: 290) and Street (1963: 117). 

l O~ee  also Chenggeltei (198 1 : 288). He says ihae suffixes are ancient Mongolian suffixes and are only 
used in the old style titefasl Ianguage. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Voice and Causative 

In the previous chapters, we considered three of the infiechonal categones of the 

Mongolian verb, tense, aspect, and mood. In this chapter, therefore, we will ded with the 

issues of voice and causative. After discussing briefly the issue of prototypical voice and 

its subclasses, we examine how Mongolian voice fits into the protorypical voice system. 

And then, we will look at two marked voices, passive and reciprocal, in contrast with 

their active voice counterparts in Mongolian. In the section on the passive voice, we will 

address the following two issues: the restriction of the passive construction in terms of 

how much control the agent has and two special uses of the passive, such as its use in the 

agentiess clause and its use for expressing spontaneous occurrence. In the section on the 

reciprocal voice, we will consider a common meaning of three reciprocal suffixes and 

their differences. The second part of this section is a discussion on the causative 

construction. The causative is not fomally identified as a voice category, but we 

consider it together with voice because voice and causative generaily concem special or 

altered functions of the agent or the agent and patient. The focus of our studies is on 

examining the causative construction in terms of the relationship between causing 

element and affected elernent and also i ts conjunction wi th the transitivi ty and 

intmnsi tivity of verbs. 

6.1 Voice 

Voice is "a mechanism that selects a grammatically prominent syntactic 

constituent-subject- from the underlying semantic functions (case or thematic d e s )  of 

a class" (Shibatani 1988: 3) and, according to him, in the basic voice strategy i t selects an 



a p n t  as a subject in the unmarked (active) voice, while i t denies the a p n t  the subject 

role but makes a patient assume the subject role in the marked (passive) voice. He says 

that in the prototypical active fom an agent is in the subject role, and in the prototypicd 

passive form a patient functions as a subject and an agent is syntactically unencoded. A 

semantic contnst of the typical active-passive opposition is that in the active form. the 

subject acts upon others or affects others, while in the passive form, the subject is 

affected or undergoes some effect. On the basis of this semantic contrast, he also 

identifies the contrast between the active voice and the middIe voice which is similar to 

the passive voice, and expresses a situation in which the subject is affected (pp. 34). 

In MongoIlan verb morphology. there are several verbal suffixes to mark not only 

the opposition between active and passive voices, but also that of active voice and 

reciprocal voice which is similar to what Shibatani calls the middle voice above. In their 

straightforward senses, three voices. active, passive, and reciprocal in Mongolian espress 

the semantic contrast described by Shibatani above. In the active voice, an agent plays 

the subject role and it acts upon others; in the passive voice, a patient plays the subject 

role and it undergoes some effect; and in the reciprocal voice, the subject is affected. 

However, as we will see below. in Mongolian, the use of the passive voice is restncted in 

some way and the reciprocal voice is not exactly the same as the middle voice identified 

by Shibatani above but it resembles more or  less what Kemmer (1993: 95-96) calls the 

reciprocai situation types, in particular, what she calls the reci procal proper. 

In Kemrner ( 1993), although the reciprocal situation type is treated as related 

semantic domains of the middle voice, she claims the prototypical reciprocal situation 

type relates to the middle through the situation type of naturally reciprocal events (pp. 95- 

97). Based on Lichtenberk (1985), she says "the prototypical reciprocal context is a 

simple event frame expressing a two-participant event in which there are two relations; 

each participant serves in the role of Initiator in one of those relations and Endpoint in the 



other." (pp. 96-97) The meaning of the reciprocal voice in Mongolian resembles closely 

that of Kemmer's definition above and it expresses mutuai action king camed out by 

two or more agents, i-e., the two or more participants and al1 participants are affected by 

the actions. 

The cross-language studies of Lichtenberk ( 1985) and Kemmer (1993) observe 

that the reciprocal construction in many languages is well-known for encoding more than 

one type of situation, that is the reciprocal construction is not only used to encode the 

reciprocd situation but dso collective, chaining, reflective and distributive situations. 

The reason for the multiple uses of the reciprocal constructions. the former author sap. is 

that even though the situation types are distinct from each other, they are nevertheless 

similar in some important respects (pp. 30-3 1). The reciprocal construction covers three 

situations, reciprocal , collective and distri butive. in Mongolian and the y are expressed by 

three suffixes. -[du-1-ldü, -Ra-f-lb-, and -&qa-1-hya-. 

Of the several situation types mentioned above, reciprocal, collective and 

distributive situations are relevant in our case; we wiII therefore outline these three 

situations based on the two authors mentioned above. According to Lichtenberk, it is 

important to make a distinction between the reciprocd constructions and the situations, 

such as reciprocal and coIlective, to which it refen. Because the former is a formal 

concept, referring to language-specific means used to encode reciprocal and other 

situations, while the latter are semantic, real-world concepts defined by particular types of 

relations of the participants to each other or to themselves (pp. 19-20). In his typological 

studies of the reciprocd construction, Lichtenberk defines the reciprocal situation as "one 

in which there are two participants, A and B, and the relation in which A stands to B is 

the same as that in which B stands to A. (p.? 1)" This can, for instance, be illustrated by 

the English example belou. (from Lichtenberk 1985: 11). 



(1) John and Bill punched each other. 

In Mongolian. the -1du-l-ldü and -l~-I-IZe- suffixes express the reciprocal 

situation displayed by the English example above. Compare the following two examples. 

(5) a Batu Temür-yi w u - j u  bayi-na 

Batu Temür-ACC kat-COhY AC'X - h i  

'Batu is beating Temür.' 

j o d ~ - l d ~ - j u  
b. Batu Temür qoyar { } kyi-na 

w u - 1  &-ju 

Batu Ternür two k a t -  REC-COhT ALK-NPT 

'Batu and Temür are beating each other.' 

A collective situation is one in which "the participants are involved in the 

situation jointly," and "each participant performs two roies: that of, for example, the 

performer of the activity and that of a 'companion' of the other participant(s)" 

(Lichtenberk 1985: 78) or  as Kemmer (1993: 99) puts it, the actions are camed out 

jointly by the multiple participants as a group. For example again an English example 

from Lichtenberk ( 1985: 28). 

(3) The children left together. 

In Mongolian, the three suffixes mentioned above al1 express the collective 

situation. Compare the following examples. 

(4) a. oi yayundu iniye-jü bayiqu bui? 

you why-DAT srnile-COhV ALX-VRN QU 

' Why are you laughing?' 



b. ta-nar yamdu bayiqu bui? 

you-PL what-DAT s rn i i e -R~~-~0NV AUX-VRN QU 

'Why are you al1 laughmg (togther)?' 

A distributive situation is one in which an "agent is associated with a separate 

action of the type designated by the verb." (Kemmer 1993: 99) That is, in the distributive 

situation, each participant is associated with the action sepaiately and there is "no special 

connection among the participants or  the actions" (Kemmer 1993: 99). For example 

(from Kemmer 1993: 99): 

(5) The gues ts left 

In Mongolian, a distributive situation is mainly expressed by the -jaya-/-Cap- 

suffis as in (6). However, the examples in (7) can also be explained as refemng to the 

distributive situation because the multiple participants associated with the same type of 

event, 'to leave'. amied  out the event separately and there is no connection arnong them 

and their actions. See the examples. 

(6) a yalayu-nuyud nisun .bu-jaya-ba (7) a yalayu-nuyud nisun yabu-ba 

pose-PL fly ~ R E c - P S T  goosePr. fly p P S T  

'The geese flew away. ' 'The geese fîew away. ' 

b. tede ger-tegen qari-jaya-ba b. tede ger-tegen qari-ba 

they home- REF retum- REC-PST they home- REF r e m -  PST 

'They retumed home.' 'The y returned home. ' 

In the tradi tional Mongolian grammars, on1 y -1du-1-ldü is regarded as the 

reciprocal suffix and the other two suffixes are identified as cooperative and concurrent 

(sometimes plural verb) voice.2 Since they share the similarity of expressing the 



collective situation as exemplified in (4b), we consider them under the name of the 

reciprocal voice and illustrate their differences in the details. In this study, thenfore, we 

divide Mongolian voice into three categories: active, passive, and reci procal. The table 

6.1 shows al1 suffixes related to these three voices and also the causative suffixes. 

Voice Suffix Examples 

Active -0 bari- 'to hold' 

Passive -y&/-gde bari-yda- 
Reci p d  -Ida/-Ide bari-ldu- 

-1Eai-1 Ce bari-lh- 

-jaya/-jege b a + ~ -  

4ayaf-Cege 

Causative -W-ge 

-y~l/-gül bari-y~l- 

Table 6.1 The clmsifcation of the voice su-s 

6.1.1. Passive voice 

In the active construction with a transitive verb, the agent occurs in the subject 

position and the patient in the object position and the latter is usudly marked with the 

accusative ose. In  the passive construction, the grammatical role of the agent and patient 

differ from those in active counterpart. Usually, the patient is promoted to the subject 

position and the agent is demoted to the object position and the demoted agent is marked 

with the dative case. The verb is morphologically marked with the passive suffix, -y&-/- 

gde-. See the exarnples in (8) and (9) which compare active and passive constructions. 

(8) a kümün Eima-yi mayu kele-ne (9) a Ei kumündü mayu kele-gde-ne 

man you-ACC bad say-NT you man- DAT bad say- PAS-NIT 

'People speak il1 of you.' 'You will be spoken il1 of by others.' 



Batu Temür- yi qaya-ba b. 

Batu Temür-ACC throw-PST 

'Batu threw Temür (while wrestling).' 

Bani minü küü-yi wu-ba c. 

Batu my son- ACC kat- PST 

'Batu beat my son.' 

noqai Eima-yi qaja-na d. 

do@ you-.\CC bite-hiPT 

'The dog will bite you. ' 

Temür Batudu qaya- yda-ba 

Temür Batu- DAT throw-PAS -PST 

'Temür was thrown by Batu.' 

minü kilü Batudu wu-y&-ba 

my son B~~u-DAT ba t -  PAS-PST 

'My boy was beaten by Batu.' 

6 noqai-yin-du qaja-yda-na 

you dog- GEN -DAT bite- PAS-NET 

'Y ou will be bitten by the do$ 

These examples illustrate in a straightforward fashion the active and passive 

altemation in Mongolian. They shows that the subject of the sentence in the active voice 

is the agent, i.e. the source or the performer of the action. and the patient, if stated, is 

marked by the accusatiire; in the passive voice the subject is the patient, i.e. the undergoer 

of the action, and the agent, if stated, is usually marked by the dative case. 

We have stated above that in the passive construction, while the patient is 

promoted to the subject position from i ts original object position, the agent is demoted to 

the object position from its subjecthood in the active. This is, according to Shi batani 

(1985: 8 2 ) ,  however, not a p n m q  function of the passive but it is only a part of much 

b r a d e r  pragmatic functions of the passive construction. According to him, nurnerous 

languages generally avoid an expression of an agent in a passive and so the fundamental 

function of the passive has to do with the defocusine of agents, which means that 

passives are used when the singling out of an agent is either impossible or  unimportant- 

because of its being unknown, obvious. or irrelevant (p. 831). The Mongolian passive 

construction, in the data we analyzed, shows the characteristic of the passive Shibatani 

observed and it appears to be used more frequently in the agentless sentence than in that 



ovrily espressing an an agent The following examples wi th a passive construction are. 

for instance, more common than those with the overt agent in (9) above. 

(10) a minu nom soli-y&-ba b. egüde pnedte neke-gde-be 

my book change-PAS-PST door suddenl y open-PAS -PST 

'My book got changed.' 'The door was suddeniy opened. ' 

c. tegun-ü qoni-ni nidunun qulayai la-yda- ba 

his- ûh' sheep-POS last year steal-PSS -PST 

'His sheep was stolen last year.' 

d. ene nom nayayad on-u üy-ber biEi-gde-be 

this book the eightiesGEN time-INST write- PSS-PST 

'This book was written during the 1980s.' 

e. arban qonin-a& yurba-ni gep-gde-be 

ten sheep-.mL three- POS lose-PSS -PST 

'Three sheep out of ten were lost ' 

L ene nayur-un tabasu-ni abu-yad bara-yda-&y ügei (3: 83)3 

this 1ake~Fh: sa1 t-POS take-cow finish-PSS -VRh' 

'The sa1 t of this lake will never be taken al1 away. ' 

g. yap Cu sonosdaqu Ügei 

what FTL hear-~~s-vlth; h i  

'Nothing is heard.' (lit.: anything is not heard.) 

In the above examples, the agent in ( l0a) and ( lûd) is unknown and that in (lob) 

and (10c) is unimportant probably because the focus of these two sentences is  on the 

patients and so (lob) merely States that the door is opened. How the door is opened or  

who opened the door is irrelevant here. As a resul t of the agent-defocusing function. the 

passive is ungrammaticai in the instances where the agent is overti y expressed. 



For example, in the following pain of examples, only the active sentences are 

accepiable and the passive sentences are not, though the passive form is applied to the 

active verb in the same manner as the sentences in (9) above. 

(11) a minü küüene jakidal-i biEi-be (12) a 

my son this letter-ACC wfite-PST 

'My son wrote this letter.' 

b. kümüs tere jSüge-yi üje-be b. 

people that play-..\CC see-PST 

'Many people saw that play.' 

c. tere qoni-yi da-ba c. 

he sheep- cc kill-PST 

'He killed the sheep. ' 

*ene mdal minü küüdü biEi-gde-be 

this letter m y son- DAT wri te- PAS-PST 

'This letter was wntten by my son.' 

* tere jüEuge kumüs-dü üje-gde-be 

that play people-DAT see-PAS -PST 

'That play was seen by many people.' 

*qoni tegündü da- yda-ba 

sheep him-DAT kill- PAS-PST 

'The sheep was killed by him. 

Although there is no problem with the passive voice in the English translation of 

the sentences, in Monplian the passive sentences in (1 1) are unacceptable. The question 

is why, when the passive construction in (9) is acceptable, in (1 1) result in an 

ungrammatical sentence? One of the reasons for this restriction is, as given above, that 

the agent is overtly espressed in these sentences. Another reason, perhaps more 

important in this case, appears to be related to how much control the patient has over 

bnnging the action about. For instance, in the sentences (a-b), the patient is not animate 

and it has no control over the action but the agent, on the other hand, is a perfomer of the 

action and is solely responsible for it. In the sentence (c), despite the fact that both agent 

and patient are animate, the passive sentence is ungrammatical because the patient has 

less control over the action than the agent has. In fact, in this circumstance the sheep has 

no more contml over the situation than the letter or the play in the (a) and (b) sentences. 

In these examples, the unacceptability of the passivization in Mongolian is very much 

similar to that of Korean as analyzed by Klaiman (1988: 56-58) who claims that "the 



marked diathesis (the passive voice in Mongolian) becornes generally unacceptable where 

a source argument (agent of the action) which is animate is depicted as acting on an 

undergoer (patient of the action) which is inanimate." From this we can state that 

whether the agent and patient are overtly expressed, the general feature of the passive in 

Mongoiian, but by no means sole feature, has something to do with how much control the 

patient has over the situation. In normal circurnsiances, no rnatter whether the patient is 

animate or not, when it has no control and the agent has full control over the situation, the 

passive form is not acceptable in Mongolian. Note more examples of this below where 

the passive counterparts of the active sentences are al1 ungrammatical. 

(23) a. tereqoni-yi qarbu-ba b. 

he s heep-ACC shoot- PST 

'He shot a sheep.' 

(14) a *qoni tegün-du qarbu-yda-ba b. 

sheep hm- DAT shoot- PSS -PST 

'The sheep is shot by him.' 

Batu ene yurban nom-i biEi-be 

Batu this three book-ACC write- PST 

'Batu wrote these three books.' 

*ene yurban nom Batu-du biri-gde-be 

this three book B~~u-DAT write-PSS-PST 

'These three books were written by Batu.' 

The passive constructions observed above are similar to what Klaiman ( 199 1 : 

171-81) says about Korean and Navajo passive constructions (inverse voice in his terms). 

The restriction on the use of the passive construction in Monplian depends on whether it 

is felt that the agent or the patient has greater control over the action. In general, when 

the patient has full or the greater control over the situation than the agent has, the passive 

consmiction is allowed. If the patient has no control or less control over the action, the 

passive construction is not allowed. 

In relation to the agent-defocusing function, where the patient has full or greater 

control over the situation, the passive, but not active construction is allowed or preferred, 



quite to the contras of the situation in ( 13) and ( 14). Consider the following two pairs of 

the examples: 

(15) a bi duyui tergen-ek qaya-yda-ba (16) a 

1 bicycle- ABL throw- PSS -PST 

'1 fell from the bicycle. 

(lit-: I was fallen by the bicycle.) 

b. bi tere morin-aEa qaya- yda-ba b. 

1 that horse- ABL throw-P.AS-PST 

'1 was thrown from the horse.' 

c. tede tergen-dü dayarï- yda-jai c. 

the y car-DAT hi t- PAS-PST 

'They were hi t bp the car. ' 

'duyui tergen nama-yi qaya-ba 

bicycle me- ACC throw- PST 

'The bicycle threw me off.' 

?tere mon namayi qaya-ba 

that home me throw-PST 

'The horse threw me off. ' 

?terge teden-yi dayari-ba 

car thern- ACC hi t-PST 

'The car hit them.' 

In  such cases, something is going on more than just the agent-defocusing o r  n h o  

has a conuol because the subject is acting in both agent and patient roles, Le. it is both 

ini tiator and undeqoer of the action. The subject in the above examples is, for instance. 

an initiator of riding the bicycle and the home and the undergoer of being thrown off. It 

retains full or  some responsibility for the action, that is, can retain some degree of 

apntivity, because of its being human as opposed to the inanimate or animate agent- 

Therefore, its being thrown off and hit is owing to k i n g  careless or  making some other 

kind of mistake and so in a certain degree is its own responsibility. The case of the 

sentence (c) is slightly different because the car is driven by someone and in that o s e  has 

perhaps more control over the situation. Nevertheless, the subject plays a similar role to 

that of the subjects in the previous two examples in that it is responsible in some degree 

for k i n g  hit by the car. This may suggest that in addition to agent-defocusing, the fact 

that the patient retaining the agentivity or  is the initiator of the situation perhaps plays a 

key role in the passive. As a result of this, the passive is acceptable when the patient 



holds some degree of the agentivity for the situation, but it is not when the patient holds 

no degree of the agentivity. For instance, while the patients in the examples (9) and ( 15) 

are al1 said to retain the responsibility for what happened. those in (12) and ( 14) c a ~ o t  

hold any responsi bility, since they have no control over the situation. 

Another important func tion of the Mongolian passive is to express what Shi batani 

( 1985) calls the spontaneous occurrence which is "an event that automatically occurs, or a 

state that spontaneousl y obtains without the intervention of an agent" (p. 817) According 

to Shibami, the correlation of the passive with the spontaneous results from the common 

prapatic function of agent defocusing, because the spontaneous occurrence results from 

the non-existence of the extemai agent (pp. 839-4). In the examples in (17) below. al1 

events expressed by the passive form occur either automaticail y or spontaneousl y without 

any effort from an agent. 

(17) a ene ügülbün buruyu sig sana-yda-ju bayi-na 

this sentence wrong PïL  think-PSS-c~hX ALK-hW 

'It seems to me this sentence is urong.' 

or  'This sentence is thought to be (or: seems to be) wrong.' 

b. tendenigemori qara-yda-ju bayi-na 

there one horse see-PSS -CO?;?' AUX -hm 

'There is a horse over there.'(lit.: A horse is seen over there) 

c. yalayu ire- ju bay i- ya qara- yda-na 

goose corne-CONr be-VRh' see-PSS -hm 

'1 can see the geese are arriving. ' or  'The geese can be seen arriving. ' 

d. qola-yin barara  qara-*-na 

far-GEX scene see-PAS -NT 

'Something is seen from far away. ' 



e. &yu sonoso-y&-na 

son? heu- PAS-.cm 

'1 hear a song. '(li t.: A Song is heard.) 

f. ayula-yin d l - d u  yar-bal .... baqidal todurqai qam- yda-na (3: 55) 

mountain-Ghr topDAT go upCONV scenery c i e d  y see-PSS -NIT 

'If one goes to the top of the mountain, the scenery will be seen clearl y. ' 

g. erdem-i sur-bal qamuy yayuma-yin uEir sayiqan mede-gde-ne (3: 55) 

ski1 1- ACC leam- COL' ai 1 th ing-~l3J  reasonwell know-PSs-Nm 

'If one lems knowledge. the reasons behind al1 things will be known easily.' 

In dl these esamples in the above list, the passive construction is k i n g  used 

where the occurrence of the event or  state is obtained by the agent sponianeously. As the 

exarnples illustrate, such use of the passive seems common with a particular verb type, 

for instance, al1 the base verbs in the list have in common the feature of feeling such as 

'feel, see, know , and hear'. In the following esam ples, although the verbs are not related 

to sensation, the event described here is similar to that of ( 17) above, Le. something 

happens successfully or without any interruption. See the exarnples. 

(18) a. mal-un t q a  yeke-ber neme-gde-be 

cattle- GEX num ber big- I?;ST increase-Pss -PST 

'The number of the cattie increased dramatically.' 

b. qural uniysitai yabu-yia- ju bayi-na 

meeting successfull y go- PSS -COW AUX -NP7 

'The meeting is going well. ' 

6.1 -2 Reciprocai voice 

The reciprocal voice conveys the meaning of a mutual action k i n g  done by two 

o r  more persons either to each other or  jointly with one another. The reciprocal voice is 



marked by the suffises. -1du-1-ldü-, -I&-1-lEe- or -jaya/-jep ( E W Z e g e - ) .  As we have 

noted in the beginning of this section, the cross-linguistic studies observed that the 

r e c i p r d  construction is not restricted only to expressing the reciprocal situation but it 

also expresses the collective and distributive situations and perhaps, other situations. 

Similarly, each of these reciprocal suffixes in Mongolian is capable of expressing more 

than two situation types. A common feature of these suffixes is to express the collective 

situation as in (19). In a collective situation, according to Lichtenberk (1985: 38)- two or  

more participants are jointly involved in a situation in an identical role. The peculiarity 

of the collective situation e'cpressed in (19) is that the multiple participants are joined in 

the mutual event carried out collectivel y by everyone involved and, unlike the reci procal 

situation, it lacks a sense of k i n g  camed out by the participants against one another. 

Thus, the interpretation of sentence (a) is that the collective situation of screaming is 

carried out by al1 people involved and it is a situation where ail the people will involved 

by joining one another's action voluntanly. The meaning of sentence (b) is the same as 

that of sentence (a). It expresses a situation in which severai children were making a loud 

noise while the y were playinp topther in great spirit. 

barkira-ldu-ju 
(19) a. olan kümüs { bafira-Ica-ju } m i - n a  

barki ra- ja ya-ju 

many people scream- REC-CO~~' AL'S -MT 

' M a y  people are screaming.' 

children-PoS big bustle-REC-~ON\; ~ m - P S T  

'1 heard your children playing ioudl y. ' 



As we observed above, the collective situation is expressed by the reciprocai 

suffixes. But, it is  not always the case that the collective situation is necessarily 

expressed by these suffixes. With plural subjects, the plain form of verbs can also have 

the collective reading. For instance, if we reproduce some of the exarnples in ( 19) 

without the reciprocal suffis, they still have the collective reading. However. in a case 

like that in the following exarnples, the collective situation is not as clear as in (19) but 

they are more likely undentood as indicating that more than one person is involved in the 

same type of action and so the emphasis of the sentence is not on the situation but on the 

plural subject. 

(20) a olan kümüs barkira-ju bayi-na 

man) people screarn-COSY .4LX-Wr 

'Many people are screaming ' 

b. keühd-fini yelce nargi-ju bayi- ysan 

children-POS big bustie-coh\- ACS-PST 

'1 heard your children playing Ioudly.' 

Also, when espressing the collective situation, al1 three suffixes are not used 

under the same circumstances. To some verbs, only -1du-1-ldü- and -1Ea-1-IEe are 

attached, to some verbs only -Ka-/-lCe and -ja@-Eaya- are added, and to some, only the 

latter is attached. See the following exarnples. 

Eoki-ldu- ju 
(21) a. tende kedün keüked { } kyi-na 

bki-1 a-@ 

there several children fight-REC-CONV AUX-NFT 

'Several youngsters are fighting with each other over there.' 



y*-ib,j, 
b. e yap { } bayi-qu bui? 

p i - j ap -  ju 

you what talG~~c-colu7: A L ,  -VR% QC 

' What are you ta1 king (together) about?' 

c. tede bogüdepr-ben ger-tü onja ya-ba 

they al!-EF house- DAT en ter- REC-PST 

'They ail went into the houe.' 

d. suniy-Eid sandaldayan apEiya-ba 

student-E chair- DAT-REF si t-REC-PST 

'The students a11 sat down on chairs. ' 

Furthemore, in some cases, when multiple participants are involved in the 

collective situation and the action is camed out jointlg by the participants as a group. the 

-1du-1-Idü- and -Ka-/-lCe- suffixes are more likely to be used as shown in the following 

üime-ldü-ne 
(32) a. keüked 

üime-IEe-ne 

oboyara-ldu-na 
b. qoni tende 

children bustle- REC-X€T sheep there gather-REC - h m  

'Children play together loudl y. ' 'Sheep are gathering over there.' 

c. nayiji-lai- ban 
jobde-1 &-ne 

f r i e n d - C O ~ - ~  discuss-REc-LW 

'(1) discuss it with a fnend. ' 

Sometimes, it is aIso possible to double the two suffixes, -la-1-Ik- and -Eaya-l- 

jaya- in the same verb to indicate the collective situation. For example. 



(13) a tede -yun-du üime-IEe-jege-jü bayiqu boi? 

t h q  why- DAT shout- REC-RK-COW AUX-VRN QU 

'Why are they shouting?' 

b. tende olan kümüs obayara-[Ca-Java-ju bayi-na 

there many people gather- REC-REC-COW A L ,  -MT 

'There are many people gathenng together.' 

These reciprocai constxuctions also express the reciprocal situation that is a t w e  

participant event in which each partxipant plays two roles. agent and patient. This sort of 

a prototypical reciprocal situation 1s usually expressed by the -1du-1-ldü- and -1Ea-/-llie- 

forms in Mongolian as illustrated by the examples (24) and (2.25) respectively beloa. 

Note that with verbs like those in ( 2 3 ,  -1du-/-Id& is not allowed. 

morgü-ldü- jü 
(24) a. qoyar üker 

morgü-1 &-jü 

'Two cours are strihng each other with their horns.' 

b. qoyar keüked- Eini 
jodu-1 Ca-ju 

two children-POS fight-REC-CO~T AcX-NPT 

'Your two children are fighting with each other.' 

(25) a qoyar eteged-i yer-i yen gere-yin biE ig soli-1 Ca-ba 

two side-WST-REF Bade-GES document e x c h a n g e - E C - ~ ~ ~  

'Two sides exchanged the trade document. ' 

b. man-u qoyar qarilEin tani-1Ea-na 

we- GEN two each other know- REC-NIT 

'We two know each other.' 



The above examples show the typical use of the reciprocal construction for 

indicating the reciprocal situation in which the same action is carried out by exactly two 

participants against each other. As we have seen earlier, in their description of the 

reciprocal situation, both Lichtenberk (1985) and Kemmer (1993) put much emphasis on 

the fact that two participants are involved. Even though the latier notes briefly there are 

cases in which there are more than two entities involved in the reciprocal situation. he 

remarks once mu1 tiple participants are involved. p s s i  bili ties for unreciprocated relations 

between individual pairs of participants begin to arise (p. 97). In Mongolian, however. 

the use of the reciprocal form is not restricted to the reciprocal situation in which just two 

participants are involved; it is often used to express the situation in which more than two 

participants are involved in c a q i n g  out a mutual action one against the other. In the 

examples given belon*, either of the -1du-l-ldü- and -1h-LI&- suffixes can be attached to 

the same verb and both express a mutual action carried out by the multiple participants 

one against the other. 

the y k a t -  =-?in 

'They fight with each other.' 

qarbu-ldu-na 
b. puu-bar { } 

qarbu-1 &-na 

gun- LhST shoot- REc-NFT 

'They are shooting each other with guns.' 

buli ya-ldu-na 
c. noqai miqa 

buliya-lbna 

dog meat rob-REC-Nm 

'Dogs seize the meat from each other.' 

The situation observed above may be understood as the collective situation. 

However, although it is a collective situation c m i e d  out collectively by the participants 

involved, there is a strong sense of the reciprocal meaning, that is, two or  more group 

participants d o  something against one another. Thus, a distinction between reciprocal 



and collective situations in Mongolian is that although multiple participants are involved 

in both circumstances, the action carried out is not the same. In the reciprocai situation, 

the participants do the mutual action one against another, while in the collective situation, 

it Iacb such a sense, but it emphasizes that the mutual action is carried out collectively 

bp the participants as a group. This on be illustrated by the following pair of examples. 

In (a), i t is a reciprocal siniation in which e v e v  student inuoduces himsel f to the others 

and in (b), it is a collective situation in which al1 students are chasing after the bal1 

together a s  a group. 

(77) a. sum*id obere obere-iyen tani-Ea-yul-na 

students own own- REF introduce-REC-CAU-Nm 

'Students introduce themselves CO each other. ' 

b. suru$id Mrnboge koge-ged güyü-Re-ne 

students bal1 chase-cOh7' xun- R~c-h'pT 

'Students are chasing the bail together. ' 

There are also sorne examples to show that under certain circumstances, -1W-1 k- 

is used instead of -1du-1-ldü- to indicate reciprocal situation where only two participants 

are involved in the event For instance. al1 four examples have a reciprocal meaning, i.e. 

two participants are involved in the sarne activity, but -1du-f-ldü- is not allowed to be 

used in any of the esamples. 

(2û) a. bide yabu-1Eaqu-ban boli-ba b. nayiji-&ban jakidal nebtere-1 Ee-ne 

we go- REC-IMPF-REF stop PST friend- COM-REF letter pass- REC-NFT 

' We lost contact wi th each other. ' '(He) contacts his friend by letter.' 

c. q u r a p  moor qoyar anda bol04 Eajai (2: 7 1) 

Lamb cat two friend become-REC-PST 

'A lamb and cat became friends. ' 



d. bagsi s m $ i  qaril Ein rnendüle-lik-ne (6Q4 

teacher student each other p e t -  REc-NPT 

'A teacher and student greet each other.' 

Sometimes, it is also possible for -Il%-1-IEe- not to express reciprocal meaning, but 

it has no sense of doing something with anyone in particular, though there is probably 

still the sense of acting with participants not specified (Schlepp 1983: 68). See the 

following exam ples. 

(29) a. minu degüü baya suryapli-du suru-lk- ju bayin-na 

my younp r  brother elementary school-DAT study- RECCONV AU'  - A !  

'My younger brother is studying in the elementary schooi.' 

b. busud IiiEiyel degere bür mongyol-iyar kele-Re-ne (251) 

other cfass on entirely Mongolian-bTST speak-REC-MT 

'In the other classes, (we) talk in Mongolian only.' 

c. bi eji abu-tai-ban mongol-iyar yari-l &-na (395) 

1 mother f a t h e r - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  Mongolian- INST falk- REC-Nm 

'1 speak Mongolian with my parents. ' 

d. oroi brin nige h g  suni-la-na(217) 

night every one hour leam-REC-hm 

'(1) study one hour each night. ' 

e. saysun bombge-yin oroduyan-du oro-Ra-na (490) 

basketbal 1- G W  cornpetition-DAT enter- REC-NPT 

'To participate in the basketbail competition.' 

In the first three examples, it has a sense of the reciprocal meaning, e.g., to study 

and to speak wi th the unidentified participants, but one can argue the sentences mean 

merely what the subject himself does in the school, in the classes, and with his parents 



and that it has no sense of doing something with other participants. In the last two 

examples, the reciprocal meaning is further diminished and it demonstrates what the 

subject does by himself. The use of the suffix in al1 these examples suggests that it  

perhaps has a function of derivation rather than inflection in this case. For instance. one 

cm say that it derives mm-iEa- 'to study' from sur- 'to l e m ' ,  &de-Me- or yari-lZa- 'to 

speak' [rom kek- 'to say' or yvi- 'to talk', and oro-l&- "to participate' from Oro- '10 

enter'. 

Another function of the reciprocal constructions in Mongolian is to express the 

distributive situation. The distri butive includes, according to Kemmer ( 1993: 99)' 

situations in which the actions are &ed out by multiple participants but each participant 

is associated with the action separately and there is no special connection among the 

participants or the actions. This kind of the situation is usuaily designated by the jaw- 
jege and -&ryal-kge suffis. In this sense, emphasis is on the individual action of each 

participant and less focus on action that is done either against one another or in 

cooperation with one another to achieve a specific goal. See the following examples. 

(30) a bide qurdun yabu- jaya-- b. ta nasi-ban sapjaya 

we fast IV ai k-REC -niFr you to here- REF si t-REC 

'Let's walk fast.' 'Please ail of you si t over here.' 

c. ajil-ban h-jege-ye 

job-REF b R E C - M I T  

'Let's do our job. ' 

d. sine n i p n  quyubyan-dayan silideg bütüji olqu-yi me-jkge-ne (1: 9) 

new one semester- D.4T-REF best result pt-VRN-ACC hop-REC-NFT 

'(Every student) hopes to get the best result in the new semester.' 



e. .. ..qonit. in yeke ceduru-n tegün-dü tusalaqu-bar i re-jëge-be (2: 35) 

shepherd very rush-CONV km-DAT helpVRN - M n  corne- REC-PST 

'Al1 the shepherds came quickly to help him.' 

t si1 Eongqu-ban gilal ja-tala jolgü-ged bayasu-l &-na (2: 9) 

glass window- REF shine-COW clean-CONV rejoice- RSC-W 

'(Students) are dl happy cleaning the windows. ' 

Also note that -jaya/-&qa seems to be restricted to intransitive verbs only, while 

the other two have no such restriction. However, there is no restriction on -jaya-/-L<aya- 

when it is attached after either -1du-/-ldü- o r  -1Ea-1-lh-. Compare the following 

examples. 

%de qaril Ein jodejaya-ju bayi-na 

they betweenfight---CO>\' A L X - ~ ~  

'They are fighting against each other.' 

* o h  kümüs tede ya&jayaju bay-na 

many people there speak- REC-COs?' ALX - h m  

'There are many people talking together.' 

tede qari Ci n jodo-ldu- jaya- ju bayi-na 

they between I?~~~-REC-RECCOKV ALX-\'NIT 

'They are fighting against each other. ' 

olan kümüs tede yari-lh-Jaya-ju bayi-na 

many people there speak- REC-REC-COM: ALX -MT 

'There are many people talking together.' 

In the above discussion, we have exarnined the multiple uses of the reciprocal 

cons truc tions and stated their similari ties and distinctions from the situation they d e r  to. 

In the past, however, the three suffixes are treated as distinctive suffixes for expressing 



reciprocal, cooperative. and concurrent voice, which is basically sirnilar to what we called 

the reciprocal, collective, distributive situations here. Our treatment of the suffixes 

differs from the previous studies in that we consider them as the same suffix. the 

reciprocal voice with the function of encoding different types of situations. As we have 

seen in the preceding discussion, the three reciprocal suffixes in Mongolian are similar in 

that al1 three can be used to denote the collective situation; they are distinct in that the 

-jaya/-ISaya- suffix does not express the reciprocal situation and the other two lack the 

distri butive meaning. 

Another difference is that they are selectively used with certain types of verbs and 

it appears to have something to d o  with the specific semantic classes of verbs. Their 

restriction to particular types of verbs needs more study and we donTt have much to say 

on the subject. In the majority of cases we can observe, however, -[du-1-ldu- is associated 

with intrinsic verbs like 'connectinp and sticking*, -1Ea-1-IEe- is with sensation verbs like 

'communicating, getting to hou . ,  and separating', and -aya/-Eaya- is with action verbs 

like 'leaving, entering. doing, and sitting'. 

(33 

a. nayirala- 

jai ya- 

naya- 

ori ya- 

qarsi la- 

temeëe- 

b. mede- 

qamji- 

e bdere- 

nebtere- 

-Idu-/-ldü- -1Ea-/-l&- 

nayida-ldu- - 
jal ya-ldu - 

naya-ldu- - 
ori ya-ldu- - 
qarisila-ldu- - 

temde-Ide- - 
- medeXe- 

- qamjï-lk- 

- ebdere-Ee- 

'to be in accord' 

'to connect to* 

'to stick to' 

'to tanpie' 

'to contradict' 

'to fight' 

'to knout' 

'to help' 

'to break up' 

'to communicate ' 



sal- 

tani- 

yabu- 

yari- 

kele- 

o m  

c. yabu- 

ki - 

=w- 
Oro- 

'to separate* 

'to get to know' 

'to contact with' 

'to discuss ' 

'to talk' 

'to participate' 

'to walk* 

' to do* 

'to sit* 

'to get in' 

One other point to be noted here is that the reciprocal voice suffixes. -1du-f-ldü- 

and -1ta-l-lk-, seem to be restricted to naturaily reciprocal events, i.e. the verb that is 

semantically reciprocal. For instance. the verbs like oro-lh- 'to join', v=-[Ca- 'to talk', 

bari-ldu- 'to wrestle'. brdiva-idrr- 'to argue'. and so on. According to Kemmer ( 1993). 

the naturally reciprocal events are actions or states in which the relationship arnong tno 

participants is usually or necessarily mutual or reciprocal. More examples of verbs 

indicating naturall y reci procal events wi th the reci procal suffix are gi ven in the following 

list. 

(33) a jolya- jolya-ldu- 

ebse- e bse-ldu- 

jüri-ldu- 

bah- ban-ldu- 

bbu- hbu-ldu- 

soli - soli-ldu- 

baki ra- baki ra-ldu- 

jolya-ta- 'tomeet' 

ebse-1Ee- 'to reconcile* 

jüri- &- 'to disagree * 

M-l&- 'to seize' 

Eobu-lh- 'to drip* 

soli -1 ëa- 'to exchange* 

baki ra-1Ea- ' to scream * 



6.2 Causative 

The causative construction involves the causer (person, thing, or  force) and a 

situation brought about or effected (Comrie 1985b: 333,). In Mongolian, the causative 

construction is formed by suffixation. There are three suffixes, -ya/-ge, -yull-@il, and 

-1yal-lge which are added to verbs depending upon the final segment of the verb and these 

suffixes form the causative from both transitive and intransitive verbs. The alternation 

between noncausative and causative constructions is shown by the exarnples listed below. 

yal no& ju bayi-na (35) a 

fire burn-COW AUS-h'PT 

'A fire is buming.' 

jdudal kür-Eü ire-be b. 

letter arrive-COW corne- PST 

'A letter arrived.' 

keüked qoyula-ban ide-ne c. 

children meal- eat- him 

'Children are eating a meal.' 

Batu ene nom-i ungsi-ba d. 

Batu this book-ACC read-PST 

'Batu read this book.' 

tere yal nobya-ju  bayi-na 

he fire burn-c~C;-COW A~S-NPT 

'He is setting a fire.' 

bi jakidal kür-ge-jü ire- be 

1 letter arrive-CAU-COhT came-PST 

'1 brought a letter. ' 

büked-degen qoyula ide-gül-ne 

children-REF meal eat- Cxti-NET 

'Someone is feeding his children food.' 

Dorji Batu-bar ene nom-i ungsi- p l -ba 

Do rji Batu- ISST this book-t\cc read-CK-PSï' 

'Doji had Batu read this book.' 

The exarnples in (34) and (35) are a straightfonvard instances of the opposition 

between noncausative and causative constmctions. According to Comne (1974: 2,1976: 

262), the underlying structure of a causative sentence can be analyzed as containing a 

matrix sentence and an embedded sentence. The matrix sentence has a subject noun 

phrase (MS) (the causer of the action), while the embedded sentence has a subject noun 

phrase (ES) (the causee who carries out the action), plus possibly one or more object 



noun phrases, according to the valency of the embedded verb, such as embedded direct 

object (EDO), embedded indirect object (HO), and other embedded oblique constituent 

( 1976: 261)- so that the EngIish sentence, John made Mary give the book to Fred, has the 

sûucture given in (36) belorv from Cornrie (1976b: 262). 

9s CAUSE S 

ES t' EDO EIO 

I I I I 
~ohn cause ~ a r y  give book Fred 

In certain languages, in surface structure the causative element and ernbedded 

verb are, however, fused together in derived structure, so that there is no longer an)- 

sentence embedding (Comrie 1976b: 163) and the causative structure in (36) becornes as 

in (37) below . (Reproduced from Comrie 1976b: 361) 

I I 
John CALSE-give 

Since the causative in Mongolian is formed by adding the causative morpheme to 

the verb stem as we esemplified in ( 3 3 ,  we can Say the causative element and the 

embedded verb are fused togther in denved structure and so, the surface structure of the 

Mongolian causative shows structure similar to that given in (37). However, the 

underlying syntactic structure of the causative sentence in fact includes a matrix sentence 

and an embedded sentence. For instance, the causative sentence in (38) has the suiface 

structure represented in (3%) and the underlying structure shown in (39b).5 



(38) Temiir DoG-yi bombage isküle-gd-be 

Temur Doji-.KC bail kick- CAU-PST 

'Temur made Dorji kick a ball.' 

I I  I I 
Temür Do j i  bomkge  isküle-gül -k 

Temür 1 
ES V TENSE 

B y this ana1 ysis, al though the causative construction in Mongolian, like the 

esamples given in (35), has a surface structure similar to that given in (39a). its 

underlying structures has the basic form of (39b) and so it c m  be explained as containing 

two clauses, a matrix sentence and an  embedded sentence. By comparing the causative 

counterparts of the noncausative sentences, we can see the embedded subject appears in 

different positions in a matrix sentence, e.g., in the causative sentence, it is marked by 

direct and indirect object case markers. Again, according to Comrie (1976b), the surface 

exponency of the embedded subject depends on the syntactic arguments of the embedded 

verb and he da ims  that the embedded subject is shifted from left to nght dong the 

following list to the leftmost position that is not already occupied (p. 263). 



(40) Subject-direct object-indirect object-other oblique constituent 

In MongoIian. the embedded subject (causee) shifts dong  the order given in (40) 

according to the iransitivity of the base verb. In the causative of intransitive verbs, for 

instance, the causee appears as direct object as in the following examples; if the direct 

object is definite. it occun in the accusative o r  reflective-possessive suffix. 

(41) a Bani yabu-na (43 a. 

Batu leave-NF'ï 

'Batu is going to leave' 

b. tere ende sayu-na b. 

he here sit- NPT 

'He sits here.' 

c. küü-ni unta-ba C. 

son- POS sleep PST 

'His son was asleep.' 

d. usu W - b a  d. 

water boil- PST 

' Water boiled. ' 

Temür Batu-yi yabu-yul-na 

Temur Batu- ACC leave-CAF-Nur 

'Temur rnakes Batu Ieave.' 

bi tegün-i ende sayu-lys-na 

1 him- ACC here si t - C ~ U - h m  

'1 let him sit here.' 

abu-ni küiî-ben unta-yul-ba 

father- POS son- REF s leep CA [--PST 

'Father made his son sleep. ' 

tere usu bol5al-ya-ba 

he water boil- C.4U-PST 

'He boiled some water. ' 

In constructions formed by the causative of monotransitive verbs, the causee is 

marked by the accusative or one of the oblique case markers. For instance, in the 

following two pairs of examples, the causee in the sentences (b) are marked by the 

instrumental and dative case rnarkers. In the sentences (c), it is marked by the accusative 

case. 

(43) a Batu jbkïdal bi8-be 

Batu letter write-PST 

'Batu wrote a letter.' 

b. Temiir Batu-bar Wdal bi Ei-güi-be 

Temur Batu- NT letter wnte- CAL!-PST 

'Temur had Batu write a letter.' 



c. Temür Batu-yi jakidal biEi-gül-be 

Temur Batu-ACC letter write-CAU-PST 

'Temur had Batu write a letter.' 

(44) a mori usu uyuu-ju bayin-na 

home water drink-COW ALK-&Pi 

'A horse is drinking water.' 

b. tere mori-du usu uyuu-lya- ju bayi-na 

he  horse- D.4T water drink-C~L-COW ALX-NPT 

'He lets the home drink water.' 

c. tere mon-yi usu uyuu-lya-jU bayi-na 

he horse- ACC water drink-C~LX0h1' A L .  -W 

'He lets the horse dxink water. ' 

However, if the patient in the non-causative clause is definite, it must be 

accusative and so when the clause becomes part of a causative sentence, the causee has to 

be in the instrumental or  dative case, rather than accusative, as shown belou.. 

Batu ene jakidal-i biEi-be b. Temür Bani-bar ene jakidal-i biEi-gül-be 

Batu this letter- .4CC write- PST Temur Batu- WST this letter-ACC write-C~rT-PST 

'Batu wrote letter.' 'Ternur had Batu write the letter. ' 

surusi mon@ nom-i unpi-na 

student Mongolian book-r\c~ rad-  

'The students will read the Mongolian book.' 

suni$i-du mongyol nom-i ungsi-pl-na 

student- DAT Mongolian book-ACC read-CAU-NIT 

'Someone lets the students read the Mongolian book.' 



Where the noncausative verb is ditransitive and has direct and indirect objects, the 

causee again must appear in one of the oblique cases. See the following examples. 

(47) a Batu SeEin-du Jitkïdal biEi-ne 

Batu Sechin-DAT letter write- NIT 

'Batu writes a letter to Sechin. ' 

b. Batu ene jakidd-i SeBn-dü ilege-be 

Batu thk  letter-ACC Sechin- DAT send-PST 

'Batu sent this letter to Sechin' 

(48) a Temur Bani-bar SeEin-dü jdadal biEi-güi-ne 

Temur Batu- M T  Sechin- DAT letter write-CACWZT 

'Temur got Batu to w i t e  a letter to Sechin.' 

b. Temür Bani-ber ene jdudai-i Sean-dü ilege-gd-be 

Temur Bani- bfsT this letter- K C  Sechin- DAT send- GIU-PST 

'Temur had Batu send this letter to Sechin.' 

When the direct object of the noncausative is definite, the position of the causee 

altemates depending upon to which argument the emphasis of the sentence is given. The 

capital Ietters show the emphasis. 

(49) a Batu ene jakidal-i Temür -iyer SeEin-dü ilege-gül-be 

Batu this letter- ACC Temur- NST Sechin- DAT send- CAÜ-PST 

'Batu asked Temur to send THIS LEiTER to Sechin. ' 

b. Batu SeEin-dü ene Jahdal-i Temur -bar ilege-gül-be 

Batu Sechin-DAT this letter- ACC Temur- NST send-CAU-PST 

'Batu asked Temur to send this letter TO SECHIN. ' 



The relationship between causer and causee is funher complicated if more 

arguments are involved in the sentence. For example, in the following lists, the subject is 

Batu-~itr küü 'Batu's son' and the direct object is qub~aru 'clothes' in the noncausative 

sentence (a). In the causative sentence (b), the direct object of the noncausative sentence 

retains its position, but the subject of the noncausative sentence becomes the indirect 

object, e-g., the causee of the causer, Barn. However, their relationships are further 

complicated when one more argument is involved in the ousative sentence (c). There is 

no change to the direct object of the noncausative sentence, but the subject of the 

noncausative becomes the causee of the causer, Temur, which is itself the causee of 

another causer. Bah[. And so the explanation of the sentence (c) is that &Itu causes 

Temur to cause Batu's son to put on his clothes. In this sentence there are, therefore, two 

causers as well as two causees. 

(50) a Bani-yin küii qulXasu-ban emus-be 

Batu-Gm son clothes- REF wear-PSI' 

'Batu's son put on his clothes.' 

b. Batu küü-depn qubEasu-yi-ni emüs-gül-be 

Batu son-DAT-REF clothes-ACC-REF wear-CAL'-PST 

'Batu made his son put on his clothes. ' 

c. Batu Temür-ber küü-yin-iyen quWu-yi-ni  emüs-ge-@il-be 

Batu Temur- INST son-GEN-REF dothes-ACC-REF wear-CAU-CAU -PST 

'Batu made Temur make his son put on his clothes.' 

Similar to examples in the preceding section, the causative construction here has a 

variety of possible meanings and these are distinguished often by rnarking the causee 

with different case suffixes. The case endings are used also to avoid ambiguity and 

confusion in the causative which arises when the base clause has several arguments. 

Let's look at the the following examples first 



(51) a Bani-)in küü q u b u  emüs-be 

Batu-GE3 son dothes  wear-NPT 

'Batu's son put o n  his clothes.' 

b. Batu küüdegen q u b u  emu-gül- 

Bani son- D.4T-REF clothes ~ear€~4U-Pu'PT 

'Batu put the clothes on  his son.' 

Batu küüdegen qubEasu emüs-gül- jü oggü-be 

Batu son- DAT-REF ciothes wear-CAU-COW AbX -PST 

'Batu put the clothes on  his son.' 

Batu Ternür-ber W ü d e p n  qubhu emüsge-gül-be 

Batu Temur- INST son- D.4T-REF clothes wear-CAU-hm 

'Batu had Temur put clothes on his son.' 

Batu Temür-ber küü-degen qu W u - y i  -ni emüs -@il-be 

'Batu had Temur put the clothes on his (Batu's) son.' 

Batu küü-ben qubEasu emüs-gül-be 

'Batu made his son  put clothes on.' 

Bani küü-ben qubhu-yi -n i  emüs-gül-be 

Batu son- DAT-REF clothes wear-CALNPT 

'Batu made his son  put on his (son's) own clothes.' 

Batu küü-ber-iyen qubEasu-yi-ni emüs-gül-be 

'Bani made his son  put on his (son's) own clothes.' 

Batu hüü-ber-i yen q u b h u  emüs-gü1-be 

'Batu made his son  put on the clothes for himself (Batu).' 

Batu küü-ber-iyen q u b h u - b a n  emüs-gui-be 

'Batu made his son  put his (Batu) clothes on for himself (Batu).' 



The sentences (b-k) are dl the ousative equivalents of the noncausative sentence 

(a). But, because of the involvement of the different cases and the increase of the 

arguments, they may be interpreted quite differently. The sentence (b) is ambiguous as to 

whether &rru put on the clothes for his son or &in< instructed his son to put his (the 

son's) clothes on himself, in other words, it is not clear as to whether &rtu dresses his son 

or Banr causes his son to dress. It means, therefore, this sentence has two meanings in 

terms of whether the causer and causee did the action of putting on clothes. This 

ambigui ty can be solved in the sentence (c) because of the auxiliary verb, 6ggü- , 'to @iveT 

and thus it means that it  is &Itu who puts on the clothes for the son. 

The sentences (d) and (e) have one more argument than the rest of the examples 

and they are somewhat similar since in al1 cases, Butu caused Temur to do something for 

hirn. The meanings of the sentences differ because of the different cases attached to 

indirect and direct object. In case of (d), similar to that of the sentence (b), it is unclear 

whether Temiir dresses Batci's son or Temw makes Butu's son put on his clothes. The 

sentence (e) does not have this problem and it is clear there Temur is the one who did the 

dressing. 

In the sentences (f-h), the relationship between the causer and causee is clear 

because in al1 cases, Batir is a causer and his son is a causee who puts on the clothes for 

himself. 

The sentences (i-j) differ from the rest of the examples in (51) in that the causer 

makes the causee do something for himself (causer). In this sense, they are exactly 

contrary to the sentences (g-h) where the causer makes the causee to do something for the 

causee, himself. 

In the preceding section, we have focused on the syntactic structure of the 

Mongolian causative constructions in terms of the syntactic argument of the base verb 



and the case markers attached to the embedded subject. Now, we will observe some 

semantic properties of the causative construction. According to cross-linguistic studies of 

the causative, such as Shibatani ( 1985) and Comrie ( 198%). the semantic rneaning of the 

causative slightly varies because of "a wide range of activity that the causer can perform 

in effecting the caused event" (Shibatani 1985: 351) For example, Shibatani ( 1976: 3 1  - 

73), makes a distinction between coercive and noncoercive, directive and manipulative, 

and direct and indirect causations. In Mongolian, the causative shows such distinctions 

as coercive and noncoercive or direct and indirect causation and their distinctions are 

sometimes shown by the different case markers involved. As noted earlier, the embedded 

subject (causee) appears with the dative, instrumental, or accusative markers. See the 

examples below where the sentences (b-d) are causative equivalents of the noncausative, 

(a). 

(52) a sunisi nom un@-na b. tere surusi-du nom mgsi-pl-na 

student book read-SR he s tudent- DAT book read-C.~1'-hm 

'Students read a book. ' 'He lets students read a book,' 

c. tere sumg-bar nom ungsi-yul-na d. tere suru$i-yi nom ungsi-@-na 

he student- INST book read-CAU-~TT he student-ACC book r a d -  c.~l'-hTT 

'He malces students read a book.' 'He has students read a book.' 

e. tere suru@-ban nom ungsi-pl-na 

he student- REF book read-c~U-NPT 

'He makes his students read a book. ' 

The sentences (b-e) have a rneaning of 'he causes students to read a book', but 

they differ slightly from one another because of the different case suffixes attached to the 

causee. The fint two are basically the same, since they mean that the causer let or 

pennitted the causee do something and, from the causer3 perspective, he does not 

encounter any resistance in effecting the caused event. The latter two are similar in that 



the causer forces the causee to do something and he does encounter some resistance in 

effecting the caused event The distinction I have described here is somewhat similar to 

the opposition between coercive and noncoercive situation described by Shibatani ( 1976) 

who claims "coercive causation is applied when the causer encounters a strong resisîance 

in effecting the caused event, while if the caused event can effected without encomtering 

resistance, coercive causation need not applied" (p. -53). 

An alternative explanation for the above situation is that a distinction between the 

sentence with the accusative case and the rest of the sentences is the same as what Cornrie 

(1985: 337) observes in the distinction between the causee appearing as direct or indirect 

object in Hungarian. That is, (53d-e) imply that the causer asked the causee to perform 

an action and the causee has little choice in the matter, while (5%-c) imply rather that the 

causer got the causees to perform the action by asking them to do so, but they retained 

some control over whether or not the- acted upon what the causer asked. 

In the above discussion, although no clear explanation for the semantic distinction 

of the different causative constructions has been offered, we have shown that semantic 

variations of the causation in Mongolian occur. I t  is also clear from Our discussion that 

not al1 causative cons1ructions in Mongolian express the typical causative meaning of 'A 

makes or causes B to do sornething', other meanings are expressed under given 

circurnstances. For instance, in the examples given below, except for the sentences (b), 

the causative counterparts of the noncausative sentence do not solely have causative 

meanings but some other meanings as well. 

(53) a Batu ariki uyuu-na (54) a minu küü qoyola ide-ne 

Batu winednnk-NPï my son med eat-NPT 

'Batu drinks some $vine.' 'My son eats the meal.' 



b. Batu Doai-yi ariki u p u - l p n a  b. 

Batu Do @-ACC wine dnnk-CAU-NIT 

'Batu made Do j i  dnnk some wine.' 

c. Batu Dorj idu ariki uyuu-lya-na c. 

Batu Do rji- DAT wine dr ink-c~~r-Nm 

'Batu gives Do j i  some wine to drink' 

d. Batu Do@-bar ariki uyuu-1 p-na d. 

Batu Dorji- ~NST wine dnnk-CAU-NPT 

'Batu let Do  j i  drink some wine.' or 

'Batu had Do j i  give himself a dnnk.' 

Batu minu Wu-yi q a p l a  ide-gül-ne 

Batu my son- ACC meai eat-CAC-MT 

'Batu will let my son eat a meal.' 

Batu minu küü-du q o p l a  ide-gül-ne 

Batu my son- DAT med eat-CAU-3Yï 

'Batu gives my son food to eat- ' 

Batu minu küü-ber q o p l a  ide-gül-ne 

Batu my son- INST meal eat-C.W-MT 

'Batu will let my son have a meal.' or 

'Batu let my son feed hirnself.' 

In these two pairs of examples, al1 three sentences, (b), (c), and (d) can be 

considered as the causative counterparts of the noncausaiive sentence (a) and al1 have the 

causative structure. including a matris and embedded sentences. Three of them al1 have 

the causative expression, but they are semantically not the same, because some of them 

add meanings. The  sentences (b) and (d) are regular causative sentences but the 

sentences (d) are ambiguous in terms of whether the causer causes the causee to do 

something for the causer, himself, or for the causee. The sentences (c) do not really 

espress such a causative meaning as 'A rnakes o r  causes B to do something', but they 

may have various possible readings. First, they have a meaning of supplying something 

that is needed for  the embedded subject to perform whatever action he needs to do. In 

this sense, the relationship between the matnx subject and the embedded subject is not 

that of the causer and causee, but it is the relationship between the supplier and 

beneficiary. And thus, Ban4 is not the causer in both sentences, but the provider who 

provides 'wine' and 'meal' to the embedded subjects. Secondly, they may have a 

meaning of permitting or allowing someone to d o  something, Le. Batu does not cause the 



ernbedded subjects to dnnk or to eat, but he @ves permission to hem to do  so. Such a 

distinction is illustrated more clearly in the following examples. 

(55) a Batu Do j i d u  edür büri ariki uyuu-lpna 

Batu Dorji- D.4T day each wine drink-CAU-NIT 

'Batu gives (allows) Dorji sorne wine to drink every day.' 

b. Batu rninu küü-du orloge büri arban Eay-tu qopla ide-gül-ne 

Batu my son- D-AT moming each ten o'clock- DAT meal eat-CAU-NPT 

'Batu lets my son eat a meal at 10 o'clock every moming.' 

Thirdly, as Poppe ( 1954: 170-7 1) explains, when the dative suffix is attached to 

the embedded subject, the causer becornes not the person who causes the causee to do  

something. but one who could not prevent the causee from doing the action and surfers 

the consequences of it. See the following esamples. 

(56) a bi tabun qoni-ban Einoa-du ban-yul-ba 

1 five sheep-REF wolf- D.4T catch-C.4P-PST 

'1 had suffered five sheep eaten by a wolf.' 

(lit.: I could not prevent rny sheep k i n g  eaten by a wolf.) 

b. degüü-ben busud-tu jodu-pl-Eiqaai 

younger brother- REF other- DAT kat-CAL;-PEF 

'(He) got his younger brother beaten by the others.' 

The semantic differences of the causative described above lead us to the 

conclusion that the causative suffix in Mongolian does not always express causative 

meaning. For instance. in a brief survey of the primary school Mongolian text books, we 

found the following two examples which show some uses of the ousative suffix. 



(57) a ene edür bi qani ya-1 "(a-yad bql-ya tula emnelge-dü oEi-yad 

today 1 COU~~-CAU-cow be-mi because hospital pcow 

emliile-gül-jü em abu-yad ire-ye (3: 48) 

treat-CAU-CONV medicine take-COhV come- hlOD 

'Today, because 1 am coughing 1 will go to the hospital and get medical 

matment, * 

b. mayai .... tariyaEin-u jirüke o p d e  qadqu-ju qoorda-yul-ba (3: 95) 

snake famer-GW heart toward stingC0W p i s o n a r : - P S T  

'The snake poisoned the famer  by biting him on his chest.' 

In these two examples, the use of the causative suffix is quite different from what 

we have obsewed above. In the tint example, two verbs, qaniva- 'to cough' and en Cile- 

'to treat the patient' both take the causative suffix, but the causer of the action is not 

given in the sentence so  that one cannot explain this sentence as a causative. The only 

explanation we can thnk of is that the subject perhaps functions as both the causer and 

causee, that is, quniva-iya- means something like 'my cough (illness) causes me to 

cough' and mEile-gÜI- means 'I cause the doctor to treat my illness'. Such an 

explanation, however, sounds unnatural because it is totally different from what the 

sentence means. In the second esample, the causative suffix is attached to the verb, 

qoorda- 'to be poisoned', and the causer and causee are clear from the given context, i.e. 

the causer is the snake and the causee is the farmer. However, it does not have a meaning 

of 'the snake causes the farmer to poison himself ,  but rather it  means 'the snake 

poisoned the farmer* which means the snake is both causer and performer of the event, 

poisoning. The examples like these two are a real problem for the causative explanation 

of the causative suffix. See more examples like these below. In al1 these cases, the 

causative suffix seems like it has a meaning other than the causative. 



(58) a bi terge-ben jasa-S-ba c. Bani a g e d ü r  qubtasu oyeyul-ba 

1 car-REF repair-CAu-ET Bani yesterday clothes make-CAU-PST 

'1 got my car repaired.' 'Batu got his clothes made yesterday.' 

b. tere üsü-ben abu-pl-na d. bi ebedEin jasa-yul-ju bayi-na 

he haïr- REF cut- CAU-NPT 1 illness treat-CXU-CONV AUX -NET 

'He got his hair cut.' '1 am having medical treatment.' 

e. tere ama- ban anfflai-1 ya- ju bay i-na 

he mouth- REF open-CAU-CQW A L X  -NT 

'He is making his mouth wide open.' 

f. bi qoyar jil-i qoyosun onggere-@il- be 

1 two year-.\CC empty pas-CAGPST 

'1 aasted îsvo years without doing anything. ' 

g. ajilla-qu amaraqu-yi jokistai uyaidu-yul-na 

work- VRY r a t - V  RI;-ACC proper arrange-CAL:-NT 

'Working and resting were (or 'got') properly arranged.' 

As noted before, the relation between the arguments of the base verb often 

becomes complicated because of the extra arguments involved. Sometimes, such 

complication is clarified by using the double causative suffixes. In the following two 

sentences, reproduced from (33, for instance, two causative suffixes are simultaneously 

attached to the base verb and express what we may cal1 the double causative or 

bicausa tive, 

(59) a tere Batu-bar yal no- ya-l la-ju bayi-na 

he Batu- WST fire burn-CAU-CAU-COW AIJX-~TFT 

'He is having Batu set a fire.' 



b. Batu tegiin-ber q u W u  qata-ya-1 ya-ba 

Batu him-INST clothing dry-CAU-CAU -PST 

'Batu had hirn dry the clothing.' 

More examples of the double causative are given below. In each example, (a) is 

noncausative, (b) is a causative, and (c) is a causative-causative stnicture. 

(60) a minu noqai ger-eEe yar-ba b. bi noqai-ban g r - e k  yar-ya-ba 

my dog home--481 out-PST I do& REF home- .4BL out-CAL'-PST 

'My dog went out of the house.' '1 put our dog out of the house.' 

c. bi tegün-iyer noqai-ban ger-ete yar-ya-pl-ba 

1 him- MsT dog- REF home- ABL outCAU-CAU-PST 

'1 had him put the dog out of the house.'(lit.: 1 caused him to cause the dog go 

out of the house.) 

(61) a. usu W - b a  b. Batu usu W-ya-ba  

water boil- PST Batu water boii-CAU-PST 

'The water boiled.' 'Batu boiled the water. ' 

c. Batu Temür-iyer usu M - y a - p l - b a  

Batu Temur- IXST water boiI-CAU-CAU-PST 

'Batu had Temur boil the water.' (lit.: Batu csiused Temur to cause the water to 

boil.) 

(62) a. keüked Wi-ba b. noqai keüked-i Mi-ya-ba 

children scare- PST dog children scare- CAC'-PST 

'The chiIdren are scared.' 'A dog scared the children.' 

c. abu-ni keilked-ben noqaidu Mi-ya-yul-ba 

father- REF c hildren- RD dog- DAT scare- CAUCAU-PST 

'Father scared the children with the dog.'(lit: Father caused the dog to cause the 

children to be scared.) 



Another common feature of the causative constxuction is that it is possible to form 

the passive or reciprocal causative by adding a passive or reciprocal suffix to the 

causative suffixes.6 The examples below'show the structure of causative plus passive 

order; the ones in (63) are a plain causative and those in (64) are a combination of 

causative and passive suffixes. 

tere jakidal kür-ge- jü ire-be b. 

he letter send-c~~-COW come- PST 

'He brought a letter.' 

j&dal kür-ge-gde-n ire-be b. 

letter ~ ~ ~ ~ - c A L T - ~ ~ - c o N v  come- PST 

'A letter was sent here. ' 

noqai keüked-i Ed i-ya-ba 

dog children-ACC scare-C.4U -PST 

'A dog scared the children.' 

keüked noqai -du Eoci-)a- yia- ba 

chi ldren dog-DAT SCareCAC -PSS-PST 

'Some children were scared by a dog.' 

In contrast to the above esamples the causative suffis also foilows the passive or 

reciprocal suffises. The order of adding suffixes makes no difference to what the 

senence means. See the follocving examples. 

(65) a minüküi! Batu-du wu-y&-ba b. ktiü-Eininoqai-yin-du qaja-yda-na 

my son Bani- DAT kat- PAS-PST son-REF dog-GI3 -DAT bite- P.4S-hW 

'My boy was beaten by Batu.' 'Y our son will be bitten by the dog.' 

c. tede qoyar qari lE in tani-lCa-na 

these two between know-=-NT 

'These hvo know each other. ' 

(66) a küü-ben Banidu jodu-yda-yul-ba 

son- REF Batu- DAT kat- PAS-CAU-PST 

'(He) caused my boy to be beaten by Batu.' 



b. Ei küü-ben noqai- yin-du qaja-yda-yui-na 

you son- REF dog-GEN -DAT bite- PAS-CAU-NPT 

'You will let your son be bitten by the dog.' 

c. tede qoyar-i qaril t i  n tani -1 Ca- yul -na 

they two-ACC between h o w -  REC-CAU-~m 

'Someone introduces them to each other.' 

Lichtenberk observes four factors among these situation types. They are non-sequentiaiity of the relations 
ùiat make up the situations; multiplicit)' of the roles performed by the participants: identity of the roles 
perfomed by the participants; and degree of individiiation of the participants. See Lichienkrk (1985: 3 1- 
35) for his detailed discussion of these. 

2 ~ s  we have seen in the chapter two Veaunent of the voice suffixes in the p s t  varies. Refer to the related 
parts in the chapter two. 

3 ~ h i s  number represents the volume (before the colon) and page (after the colon) numbers of the 
Mongolian textbook for the prhaq  school that 1 used CO coilect the &ta, The same is below. 

j ~ h i s  is the sentence number in Anonymous (1980). The Mongolian Thouand Senrences. It is the same 
below . 

S~innick (1979) and Schlepp (1983) made the similar observation in chat Binnick says "causative verbs 
cransformationally derived from structures incorporating embedded sentences (p. 108). while Schlepp 
anaiyzes the causative clause as includhg the outer and inner dauses (p. 66). 

oThe doubling of the causative suffrx with the other voice suffixes has been studied by Poppe (1954) and 
Ozawa (1979b). The former author avers the classical Mongolian situation and the latter discusses the 
situation in preciassical. classical. and modem Mongolian. Their findings are basically the same as ours. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this dissertation has been to make an account of Mongolian verb 

morphology in terms of verb denvation and inflection. The findings in the previous 

chapten are summarized below. 

The main issue dealt with in this dissertation is verb derivation and verb 

inflection. The issue of verb derivation is dealt with in the chapter two and that of the 

verb inflection is in the remaining chapters. Although compounding is a possible way for 

deriving verbs in Mongolian, suffixation is the major method for denving verbs in 

Mongolian. Chapter two deals with verb denvation in Mongolian by the means of 

suffixation. By suffixation, a verb can be derived from a noun, adjective, verb, or adverb. 

Based on their functions, we have divided the verb deriving suffixes into three different 

classes: the suffixes used across wordclass, the suffixes used with nouns and adjectives. 

and those used with verbs and adverbs. The suffixes used across a word-class are -la-/-le- 

, -ra-/-re-, and -Ea-/-Ce-. The former two are fairly productive suffixes for deriving verbs 

from the different types of wordtlasses, the distinction between them k i n g  that The first 

two resulîs in the transitive and the third in the intransitive in most cases. Moreover, 

although there is no regular pattern, the -la-/-le- and -ra-l-re- suffixes are sometimes 

associated with different types of words (see the examples in (13) and (13) of the 

previous chapters). Also note that while -la-/-le- more likely produces verbs from noms 

and adjectives. -ra-/-re- is equally used with nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs as well. 

The -la-1-le- suffix derives a large number of verbs from nouns, adjectives, verbs, 

and adverbs, but it is only attached to a limited number of verbs to derive a verb that has 



a short duration. More irnportantly, the meaning of the suffix when attached to verbs 

seems to be quite different from that of the suffix used with nouns and adjectives. As we 

showed in the exarnples (3-3) earlier in the chapter two, the attachment to noun. 

adjective, and adverb simply changes them into verbs with a meaning closely related to 

the base words, while the attachrnent to a verb, on the other hand, denves verbs with a 

rneaning of repeatedly doing something for a certain penod of time and the base verbs 

usually have a short durative meaning. Additionally, this suffix has some similarity to 

the verb foming suffixes -fila-1-bEile- and -rqa-1-rke. A distinction between -la-Me- 

and -Mila-/-Mile- is not clear but the former has a meaning of 'to act in a certain way' 

and the latter has a meaning of 'to act quickly in a certain way* and the difference 

between -la-Me- and -rqa-1-rke- is that of transitive and intransitive. 

The attachment of -ra-1-re- to nouns and adjectives is a productive way of deriving 

verbs and it also converts nouns and adjectives into verbs with a meaning similar to that 

of the base. The attachment to adverbs is the sarne as that of nouns and adjectives. It 

transforms adverbs into intransitive verbs. This use of the suffix is also limited to a small 

number of verbs and a derived verb has a similar meaning to that of the base verb. There 

is also a connection between -ra-1-re- and -rqa-1-rke- but the former sirnply derives 

intransitive verbs wi th a rneaning closel y associated to the original meaning of the base. 

while the latter derives verbs with a meaning of 'to pretend to be* or 'to act like'. 

The -&-/-Ce- suffis is also used with the four different word-classes to derive 

verbs. Unlike -la-/-le- and -ra-l-re-, this suffix is less commonly used with nouns and 

adjectives in the data we have collected. Also, it is not common to attach -Ea-/Xe- to the 

bases to which -la-/-le- and -ra-1-re- are attached to form other verbs. A peculiarity of the 

suffix is that it is more often attached to verbs and especially to adverbs, depicting the 

manner of action, to form verbs with signifying repetition of action. And with adverbs, a 

contrast between Ea-Me- and the other two is apparent in the distinction between -Ca-/- 



ëe- and -la-/-le- as that of repetition and non-repetition and between ia - /Xe-  and -ra-/-re- 

as that of transitive and intransitive. 

The final note for these three suffixes is that although they have been treated as 

homophones in this study, we had little to Say about the question of whether such suffixes 

are one or homophonous suffixes that attach to nouns and adjective on the one hand and 

to verbs and adverbs on the other hand, Further studies are needed to answer this 

question. 

As shown in the second part of chapter two, there are a number of other suffises 

that are added to nouns or  adjectives to derive verbs. While some of these suffixes can be 

attached to a large number of words to create verbs, some are used with a relarively small 

number. Our preliminary investigation shows that these suffixes may differ in their 

productivity. 

In this section, we have made an attempt to clarify the confusion of the structure 

of certain suffixes and to make a distinction between similar suffixes and to establish a 

basic meaning for each suffis. For instance, we have stated that -da-1-de- and -d-l-s- are 

not the same suffis aithough the- have a similarity in meaning. Also, we have said that 

there is a distinction between -la-/-le- attached &ter the -Mi-and 45 suffixes and -bEila-1- 

Mile- or Eila-l-Eile- because although they have similar structure, the verb denved by the 

suffixation of -la-/-le- after -bEi- and -a and those formed by -bEila-/-Eile- or -5ila-Nile- 

have a completely different meanings. 

In this same section, we also observed the difference between other suffixes that 

have similar structure and meaning. We have compared, for example, the difference and 

similarity between -ji and -&a-/-jire-, -si and &a-/-sire- and that of -3- and -si- and - jira- 

1-jire- and -sin-/-sire-. The result of Our examination shows these to be similar but 

different suffixes. 



In this same chapter, we examined some special suffixes for denving verbs from 

verbs or adverbs. These are special suffixes because they not only derive verbs from 

adverbs but also are capable of indicating infiectional meaning, such as  duration and the 

iterative. I t has k e n  a controversy in the past as to whether some of these suffixes are 

denvational or inflectional. In this dissertation, we regard them as derivationai suffixes. 

There are two groups of these suffixes that are used after adverbs and each group consists 

of several suffixes that are similar in shapes and meanings. Those in the first group are 

mostly associated with adverbs depicting manner o r  mode of action and they produce a 

large number of verbs with a similar meaning. We have discussed severai issues related 

to these suffixes. Fint, the basic meaning associated with these suffixes has not been 

made clear in the pst. Our studies show that the verbs derived by these suffixes 

basically have the same meaning as each other but they differ in the aspectual sense so  

that 4- f o m s  a verb with regular meaning, -13-1-1 je-, -balja-/-belje-, -yalja/-/-gel&- derive 

a verb with a long durative repetition, -yana/-1-gene- express a short durative repetition. 

Secondly, although it is common practice to add these suffixes to the same bases. the 

productivity of the suffises is not the same. For instance, -i-, -1ja-1-lje-. and -yana-1-pne- 

are more productive than -balja-/-beIje- and especiaily -yaljd-/-gel&-, the latter two k i n g  

Iimited to certain words. Third, unlike the analysis in the pst studies, we have claimed 

that these suffixes are not attached to verbs derived from adverbs by the 4- suffix but they 

are directly used after adverbs to derive verbs. There are examples to show that verbs 

with the -1w-1-lje- and -yanal-1-gene- suffixes are denved from verbs either with o r  

without the -i- suffis and more important1 y there are examples to show that these suffixes 

denve verbs directly from adverb bases. Finally, we have considered these suffixes as 

denvational instead of infiectional because of their limitation to use with adverb.  

The second group of suffixes are rnostiy used after sound imitating words to 

denve verbs with a meaning of continuity. These suffixes d o  not differ one from another 



in the details but their distinction lies in their distribution. It seems there is a regular 

pattern for their k i n g  used after words ending in different segments. 

Chapter three and the following chapters carry the prima- theme of this 

dissertation. In these chapters, we have deal t in some detail with the major idleciional 

categories, such as tense, aspect* mood, voice, converb, and the verbal noun phenornenon. 

It has k e n  our intention to reveal the unique features of these inflectional categories 

based on the recent studies on these issues. Our studies suggest that the inflectional 

caregories display universal features and its own peculianties. They are universal in that 

the basic function of these categories fits into nhat had k e n  observed in geeneeral theory 

on these subjects. They are unique in having distinctive features that differ from the 

observations made in the typological studies on the subjec ts. 

The non-finite verbs, converbs and verbal noun and auxiliary verbs are discussed 

in chapter three. In the section on converbs, after outlining the general features of 

converbs based on the previous studies on Mongolian and on the other similar languages. 

we divide converbs into two types: contextual and specialized converbs or sarne-subject 

and varying subject converbs. Under the contextual category, we include four different 

converb suffises. The specialized converbs are varying-subject converbs and they 

express the particular circumstantial meanings related to such meanings as antenority. 

posteriority, condition, concession, succession, and purpose etc. 

There are four contextual converbs in Mongolian fomed from the suffixes. -jd- 

Eu, -n, -yad/-ged, and -ysayar/-gseger, respectively and al1 four express antenority in the 

subordinate clause; the converbs fomed from the former three suffixes also express non- 

temporal meanings like simultaneity and manner. In the past, the converbs with the 

suffises, -ju/Zu, -n, and -lad/-ged are treated as three different converbs with a 

distinctive use. The result of Our studies show, however, that there is some degree of 



overlap arnong them in use and meaning. Al1 three, for example. are capable of k i n g  

used in the subordinate clause to indicate sirnultaneous and anterior situations that 

accompany the superordinate clause and the manner in whch  the main clause situation 

takes place. Yet, they are not exactly the same type of converbs. For instance, as the 

examples ( 18-72) in the chapter three show, they differ somewhat in different contexts. 

Their similarities and differences are yet to be fully detennined but our analysis shows 

that for expressing simultaneity and anteriority in the subordinate clause it is not converbs 

with -n but converbs with -ju/-Eu and -yad/-ged are used. In the preverb position. 

converbs in -ju/-Eu expresses simultaneity, while the other two signal manner. In the 

subordinate clause, on the other hand. whereas converbs in -n expresses manner, the other 

two indicate either simultaneity o r  anteriority. 

The converb fonned from -pyûrl-gseger bas a special use indicating a gradually 

developing situation that causes the next situation to happen or  to indicate the immediate 

anterior situation that is a condition for carrying out the next situation. Another special 

use of -ysayar/-gseger is its repetition to emphasize the durative o r  persistent situation and 

sometimes, this suffix can even be used as a finite verb form for expressing aspect. 

Specialized converbs in Mongolian are associated with a special circumstantial 

meaning and each of them has one of such circumstantial rncanings as anteriority, 

posteriori ty. condition, successive, and concessive. 

In the section on verbal nouns, we discuss five verbal noun suffixes. Since we 

consider the finite use of some verbal noun suffixes and their periphrastic uses in the 

following chapters, the basic characteristics of these verbal nouns is Our concem in this 

section. The verbal noun is a special form of verb that b a r s  many propenies of both verb 

and noun and the most characteristic feahire is its use as a finite verb form, by itself o r  

with auxiliary verbs, to indicate either tense o r  aspectual meanings. 



Auxiliary verbs. presented in the Iast section of this chapter, are a group of verbs 

in Mongolian which in some circumstances function as an auxiliary; as auxiliaries they 

express mostly the meanings associated with tense, aspect, and mood. There are two 

types: copular auxiliary and quasi-auxiliq. Two copular auxiliaries, bayi- and bol- are 

used after nonfinite verb forms to mark tense and aspectual meanings. In cornparison, the 

former is used much more frequently than the latter and the combination of bayi- and 

converbs o r  verbal noun suffixes is a major source of aspectual expressions in 

Mongolian. 

The quasi-ausiliary verbs, k i n g  special uses of full verbs, in most cases have a 

grammatical meaning closely related to their original lexical meaning. They can be 

subdivided into two groups according to their similarities. Those in the first group 

express tense or aspect meanings and those in the second express mood o r  modality. 

Also some of these quasi-auxiliary verbs are highly grammaticalized and are often used 

to function as aspectual markers. 

Chapter four covers tense categories in Mongolian. Tense is pnerally understood 

as the element that indicates the time of an event in relation to some particular time, such 

as the moment of the speech time or some other reference tirne. Typically, tense makes a 

three way distinction: past, present, and future. Although there is little problem for 

ex pressing a distinction between three tenses, the di fference between present and future 

tenses is not made overtly in Mongolian because they are indicated by the same 

morpheme, -na/-ne. For this reason, we have proposed to divide tense in Mongolian into 

a two way split, between the non-pst  and the past. However, there is a distinction 

between present tense and future tense in Mongolian, because there is clearly a 

conceptual distinction between present and future and there is in fact littie confusion 

between expression of what happens at the moment of the speech act and that indicating 

what is going to happen after the moment of the speech act. The arnbiguous status of 



-na/-ne can be observed by looking at the context in which it is used or  the inherent 

meaning of verbs to which it is attached in the majority of the cases. For instance, based 

on discussion in chapter two, this suffix refen to the present only in contexts which 

establish the present time reference and when it is used with verbs of the stative type. It 

refers to the future in contexts which establish future time reference and also when it is 

used with some activity verbs. especially verbs like yabu- (go). ire- (corne), 03- (go 

there) and boEa- (return). 

Furthemore it is clear that the temporal riuige of -na/-ne is much wider than just 

present and future tirnes; it has such senses as timeless fact. gnomic situation, and 

habitua1 action. It appears to me that it is hard to apply a single definition to the function 

of this morpheme. instead it is a dynamic element whose proper meaning is understood in 

the proper context. This sugpsts that this form expresses non-specific or general time 

and that when it expresses specific time it does so on1 y with the support of contest either 

extemal or intemal to the sentence. 

Beside -na/-ne, there is another so-calleci present forrn, qu l -k - ,  which is usuallv 

identified as verbal noun suffis, k i n g  used as the non-past indicator in Mongolian. Even 

though further investigation is needed to detemine the exact place of this suffis, it is 

necessary to mention it among tense expressions because in most cases it replaces -na/-ne 

in the question and in negation. 

The past tense indicates a situation which occurs pnor to the moment of the 

speech tirne. This meaning may be exhibited by several different rnorphemes in 

Mongolian. The question of why Mongolian has different f o m s  for the p s t  tense has 

always interested scholars. Al1 past tense markers are equally capable of representing the 

event time prior to the moment of the speech act. Le., a p s t  tense, and we conclude thai 

semantic distinctions behveen these suffixes are not practical. After examining certain 



instances. we feel that the difference between these suffix lies in their programmatic use 

in the lanpuage. We have reached the following conclusions: 

The -W-be suffix is not used as often as the others in spoken language, but it is 

more frequent in the narrative with the first person subject and in the question. In 

questions, it contrasts with the others by implying the speaker's intention of k i n g  polite 

or  the speaker's knowledge about what he is asking. In addition, it has an extra use for 

indicating that something may happen in the future and thus it can indicate a speaker's 

feeling of doubt or  apprehension. 

The jai/-Eai suffix is most frequently used to refer to the past in the declarative 

sentence and it  is usually not used in the question o r  negation. In terms of extra 

meanings, -@/-Eai is less active but it is used for referring to specific information about 

the past event. Sometimes. it can suggest an event that happened some time ago, which 

cornes to the realization of speaker at the moment of speech. 

The -lai-le suffis has a close relationship with the inherent semantic meaning of 

the verb to which it is attached and with statije verbs. it expresses a past. while with 

active verbs, it has a future meaning. It is, sometimes, used for expressing the recent past 

and a past event accomplished for a certain purpose. 

The -ysanl-gsen suffis is originally a verbal noun suffix and becomes more and 

more frequent in the presentday Mongolian for referring to a pst event Its major use is 

in interrogative and negative sentences. When it is used in the statement, it differs from 

the other past tense markers by indicating some uncertainty about the past situation. 

Chapter five is a discussion of aspect and mood in Mongolian. Although there is 

no salient inflectional morpheme for 

imperfective aspects o r  the perfect, 

marking ei ther 

the subclasses 

the opposition of perfective and 

of imperfective and perfect are 



represented by certain items in Mongolian. Our observation shows that at l e s t  the 

following five aspectual categories exist in Mongolian: perfect, progressive. habituai, 

continuative, and inceptive. They are mostly exhibited by a morpheme developed from 

the non-finite verbal suffix or the sequence of nonfinite verbal sufixes followed by the 

auxiliary. bayi-. 

The perfect is regarded as a specid aspect relating some state to a preceding 

situation instead of representing the intemal temporai constitution of a situation. The 

perfect in Mongolian is expressed by the following three structures, -Eiqayi/-Eikejei or 

the sequence of -yad/-ged or -ysan/-gsen with the a w i l i q ,  bavi- 'to be* plus a tense 

suffis. In general, these three expressions al1 have similar meaning, i.e. to refer to the 

perfect, but they differ in a cenain degree in their style and semantic meaning. The 

-&pK/-Eikejei suffis. for instance. is more often found in normal speech while the latter 

two occur in more formai speech. Semantically, they also make some difference. The 

construction -yadl-ged plus bqi-. for instance. has a resultative meaning. Le. the perfect 

of result and the -Eiqajai/-Eikejei suffis has something to do with the resultative and 

completive meanings. The construction -ysan/-gsen plus bayi-, on the other hand, lacks 

these meaninp and it can be regarded as a repular perfect. Furthemore, the 4iqa.d-  

Eikejei suffix conveys the completive action with emphasis or surprise value. 

The progressive aspect is expressed by the sequence -ju/-Eu and h ~ i -  and often, 

these turo are pronounced as a reduced form -*:n Our analysis shows. although the 

progressive is expressed by the combination of -ju/Eu and brry-, the progressive meaning 

has most likely something to do with the lexical meaning of bayi- 'to stay or to be at', 

because. according to Heine ( 1993), a verb expressing location develops the progressive 

meaning in many languages. In Mongolian, the verbs expressing location, like bayi- and 

sayu- 'to sit, to stay* are often used interchangeably to indicate the progressive aspect 

(see the examples in (15) in the chapter five). Another peculiarity of the Mongolian 



progressive expression is its use with both stative and non-stative verbs while in 

other languages, the progressive foxm is typically used with the non-stative verb. 

The habitual aspect is expressed by either &y/-deg or the structure made 

the &y/-deg suffix and the auxiliiuy verbb, mi- or bol-. -day/-deg is original1 y a verbal 

noun suffix but it becomes a regular suffix for expressing a habitual aspect in modem 

Mongolian. Sometimes. the p s t  and present or  the habitual aspect are distinguished by 

use of different tense suffixes attached to the a u x i l i q  verbs. 

The continuative aspect is expressed by the combination of -yadl-ged or -ysayar/- 

gseger and the aulciliary verb b q i -  Although these two forms also express the perfect, 

their distinction between perfect and continuative is usually derived from the contexts: 

sometimes in the case of -yadl-ged plus bayi- it is made clear by the reduced 

pronunciation, '-a dæ:n'. The distinction between -)ad/-pd and -ysayari-gseger is ihat 

the former expresses continuiry in the sense of the repetition, e.g. continually repeating 

over a long period of time, while -ysayarl-gseger lacks the repetitive sense and it d e n  to 

the action or event that continues through a long period of time without any interruption. 

The incepti1-e is regarded as indicating the beginning of a situation, or entrance 

into a state. I t  is marked by two elements in Mongolian, the construction of -mar/-mer 

plus ausiliary b q i - .  The -mar/-mer suffix may occur, though less commonl y, with bol- 

but it is allowed only when the p s t  tense suffix -1al-le is attached to i t  

In Mongolian there is a wide variety of quasi-auxiliary verbs that function as 

aspectual markers and the aspectual meaning of these auxiliary verbs is closel y associated 

with their lexical meaning. We have classified them into three groups according to their 

lexical and aspectual meanings. The first group of hem, including ekiZe- , 'to start', 08-, 

'to go', and oro-, 'to enter', has a meaning related to the starting point of a situation and 

they denote the inceptive or ingressive aspect The second group include the verbs, sa yu-. 



'to sit', yabu-, 'to walk', and ire-, 'to corne' and they indicate the continuation of a 

situation and thus, their aspectual meanings are mostly related to the continuative and 

durative. The third set of the auxiliaries, including bara-. 'to exhausf to terminate', 

dayusa-. ' to finish or stop', orki- , 'to abandon', and ab, 'to take', indicate the endpoint 

of a situation. They have the sense of "to finish or stop doing something" and thus their 

aspectual meanings are related to the perfective o r  terminative aspect 

The second part of chapter five is concerned with mood and modality expressed 

by verb morphology in Mongolian. In this section. after addressing the basic issue of 

what mood and modality are, we outlined the problem related to the classification of 

mood categories and gave our classification used in this snidy. Then, we discussed the 

five mood categories in Mongolian and their expressions wi th detailed examples. 

Mood espressed bp verbal morpholog>. in Mongolian belongs to what Palmer 

(1988) calls deontic modality or w hat B ybee et al. ( 1995) calls speaker-oriented rnodality 

and it o n  be classified into imperative, optative, hortative, permissive, and admonitive, 

five different categories. Al1 these moods have a close tie with person. The imperative, 

hortative, and admonitive are, for instance, mostly used with the second person subject 

and permissive is used with the third person subject The optative, on the other hand, can 

be used with the first and third personal subjects, but it has a separate suffix for each of 

the different persons. Aside from these personal distinctions, the mood categories have 

no a single core meaning, but meanings that Vary according to context And thus the full 

account of mood needs more data than what we cm present in this thesis. It is necessary 

to include also the other means of expressing mood such as modal particles and auxiliary 

verbs with mood meaning for a more detailed description. 

Chapter six is concemed with voice and causative constructions in Monglian. In 

the section on voice, we discussed how the Mongolian voice system fits into the 



prototypical voice system and looked at the two marked voice, passive and reci procal, in 

contrast with their active counterparts. We have divided voice suffixes into two broad 

types, passive and reciprocal voices. Although the passive structure in Mongolian 

resembles the prototypical passive in the other languages, the use of passive is restricted 

in certain ways and has special uses in Mongolian. Fust, under normal circumstances, 

when the agent, the performer of the action, has full control or more control than the 

patient, the undergoer of the action, the passive form is not acceptable. Secondly, 

perhaps, the most common use of passive construction is the agent-defocusing function, 

that is, the passive construction used when the agent, though assunid to be functioning, 

is not identified because i t  is unknown or  unimportant. Finally, the passive construction 

seems frequently used to express occurrences or States that spontaneously obtain without 

the intervention of an agent. 

B y reciprocal voice, we mean a mutual action being carried out by two or more 

participants either to each other or  jointly with one another. In a typical reciprocal 

situation each participant p l ay  two roles, both actor and patient in the event. If the 

action is being camed out bp two participants, it is referred as a typical reciprocal 

situation and if the event is carried out by more than two participants, it is regarded as a 

collective situation. The former is expressed by two suffixes, -1du-1-ldü- or -la-t-1Ee-, 

while the latter is espressed by the above two suffixes and also by -ja'la/-Eaya-. The 

distinction between these suffixes is that while the former two are used to express the 

reciprocal and collective situation, the latter most often expresses the distributive 

situation though it can have a meaning of collective situation as well. A distributive 

situation is one in which more than two participants are separately involved without 

collaborating with each other. A distinction between collective and distributive is that 

although both have the multiple participants in the situation, in the collective situation the 

participants cany out the action in cooperation with each other as a group whereas in the 



distributive situation the individual role of the participants in the same action is 

emphasized. 

Although the causative is not forrnally recognized as a voice category, we have 

considered it together with voice because voice and the causative generally concem 

special or altered functions of the agent or the agent and patient. We have examined the 

causative construction in Mongolian from several different aspects. first. based on the 

previous studies, we have determined the underiying structure of the causative 

construction as containing the matrix and emtkdded sentences. The subject of the 

embedded sentence, what we have called the embedded subject or the causee. occupies 

various syntactic position depending upon the transitivity of the verb and also the 

arguments of the verb. Usually, it  occurs in one of direct, indirect, or other oblique 

position. When more arguments are involved, the position of the causee becornes more 

cornplex and i t  further complicates the relationship of the causer and causee. In some 

cases, î t  is possible to determine their relation by lmking at the case suffixes or 

possessive-reflecti ve suffises attached to the causee or to the other arguments. 

From our prelîminary investigation, the semantics of the causative also shows 

some complexity because of the different case suffixes that mark the embedded subject. 

The causative where the accusative case is attached to the causee sounds more direct than 

those in which other cases are used. The situation becornes more complicated in sorne 

other cases when the causer and causee no longer have the causes/makes relatinnship, but 

are the supplier and beneficiary. 

Another common feature of the causative construction is its king used with the 

passive and reciprocal voice suffixes. Their combination has a pattern of either the voice 

suffix followed by causative or vice versa. 



This dissertation touches upon many aspects of Mongoiian verb morphology but 

has concentrated on certain key areas of verb morphology and provided detailed 

descriptions of the characteristics of both derivational and inflectional morphemes. 

Therefore the dissertation covers a wider range of topics than one  finds in most of the 

current literature and extends and deepens the analysis of issues conceming Mongolian 

verb morphology. However the study is still far from king exhaustive. Several areas 

need further expansion, for instance, the meaning and function of the combination of 

verbal nouns and various case suffixes, the relationship between converbs and main 

verbs, and the grammatical meanings of auxiliary verbs. In our further research. ive 

intend to cover these issues and extend the study of the key areas, such as tense, aspect, 

and mood as well. It is our hope that this dissertation has added important detail to the 

existing li terature on Mongolian verb morphology and has encounged further studies on 

the subject. We hope as well that the details of the Mongolian verb provided here will 

bnng useful data to morphological studies in general. 
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